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. 1. Introduction 

· This report concerns the secon~ phase of the COMETT Programme, COMETT II (1990-
1994). COMETT II is the successor programme to COMEtT I (1986-1989), the Community 
Action Programme for Education and Training for Technology. COMETT ii was adopted 
by Counci1pecision 89/27 EEC ofl6 December 1988, OJ n° L 13/28 ofl7.1.1989. Article 

·. 6 of this Decision requires the Commission to submit a final evaluation report on the 
experience and results of COMETT Il,~by 30 June 1995, to the Council, the European 
Parliament. and the Economic and Social Committee. · . 

·. This document is the Commission's report which fulfils this n!quirement: It is mainly based 
on the synthesis of a large number of evaluation arid monitoring .documents produced over 
the programme's lifetime, in particular the la,st two years. Given the range of activities. 
developedur1derthe COMETT prograinme, this report can ·only provide a concise overview 
of what has been, in fact, a very rich and varied Community initiative - of which the main 

. elements have been saJeguarded under the new LEONARDO DA VINCI programme .. 

The key.achievements of COMETT·II 

Five Calls for Applications have been organised between 1990 and 1994; the projects submitted requested 
a Community contribution totalling almost 1.2 billion ECU. · · 

The selection procedure led to the accept;mce of some 3000 projects, leading to: 
• · the creation of over 200 University~ Enterprise Training Partnerships, covering nearly all European 

regions, as well as many technology and sectoral areas 
• the organisation _of some 40 000 transnational-exchanges of students, graduates and personnel 
• the ·organisation of almost 10 000 advanced training courses, attended by a quarter_ of a million 

·Europeans 
• the development of more than 4500 training materials, of which over one third were software or video 

based. . . . 

These projects have . . . . . 
• invol_ved over 30 000 organisations from 19 European· countries, including the entire higher education · 

sector, over 20 000 companies (of which over 3/4 were SMEs) and some 5000 other types of 
organisations . 

• covered training needs in virtually all technology and·related areas . 
• often been' a catalyst for, cooperation arid innovation much beyond the COMETT programme itself. 

Moreover, . · . · · . . . . ·. . 
• a unique European network structure has been. created, which is capable of organising efficiently 

annually thousands of transnationarindustry-university exchanges - notably student placbments - and 
international advanced shcrt courses · ' 

• cooperation with other European programmes in the field of.education, training, R&D iuuL.innov~tion 
has been a red thread thro':.lgh the pr<Jgramrrie · . . 

• much greater awareness and unders~:anding has arisen of the benefits of industry-university cooperation 
for advanced education, and for technology transfer · 

• both the qua_ntity and thequality of aclvancedtraining supply has increased, in p~rticular in peripheral 
areas, thus contributing to European competitiveness 

• the added value of cooperating withiri a E•1ropean programme like COMETT lias become recognized 
in universities, and to a. Jesser extent, firm_s:'' 

. . i 
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2. COMETT :.. an overview 

One of the most important issues for the future economic anq social development of the 
European Union is its ability to harness the fruits of its research efforts for th~ development · 
of innovativeness and q~ality in its industries. COMETT, the European Union ~rogramme 
on cooperation between universities and industry regarding training in the field of 

,technology, has developed since its inception in 1986 with these and related issues as its 
focus. Its message has been that advanced training and the acceleration of higher education
industry cooperation are core 'technology transfer mechanisms for the_ industrial va!orisation . 
. of our R&D efforts. 

COMETT I ran from 1986- '1989 with a budget of50 million ECU and COMETT II from· 
1990 - 1994 with a budget of some 230 million ECU. Both were centred on transnational 
university-industry cooperation in advanced technology education and training. The main 
objectives specified in the Council Decision for COMETT II were to: .... 
• . improve the contribution of ·advanced technology training to the economic and social 

development of the ·Community . 
• · foster the joint development of training programmes and optimum use of.training resour

ces through the creation of transnational sectoral and regional networks of advanced 
tc-:.hnology training projects . 

• respond to the skill requirements of SMEs 
• promote equal 0pportunities for men and women in advanced technology training, 
• give a European dimension to cooperation between universities and industry in advanced 

technology" training. . · · · · . 

COMETT consisted of four, closely related, component strands: 
• Strand A: the university - enterprise training partnerships (UETPs) operating both OJ;! a 

regional and/or sectoral basis. Essentially, they were joint consortia of higher education 
institutions, enterprises and relevant other organisations. . · 

• Strand B: the transnational mobility programmes. Strand Ba concerned _student place- · 
ments in enterprises of other countries; Strand Bb covered advanced long placements 
of graduates, ~d Strand Be supported exchanges of university personnel to enterprises 
of vice versa. 

• Strat:J,d C: the training projects. Strand Ca supported short training courses, Strand Cb 
joint training projects, and Strand ·cc the large pilot training projects. 

• Strand D: complementary measures, such as surveys, evaluation and monitoring. 

COMETT was the first major European education and training programme in which the 
EFTA coun,tries took part. · 

The programme was closely monitored and seyeral external evaluations took place during · 
its lifetime. This Final Evaluation of COMETT draws mainly on these and related. docu-

. Q1ents from the ongoing internal monitoring activities; 

3. Networking 

The Cou~cil Decision called for a European network of university- enterprise training part
nerships (UETPs) to be set up which would (1) contribute to the identification of training 

. needs and their solution, (2) meet those needs on a structured and coordinated basis, (3) 
provide a support structure for activities such as placements for industrialists, staff and 
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students, ( 4) strengthen cooperation and inter-regional transfer within Europe in developing 
and applying technical !ra~ning, (5) develop transnational sectoral networks. -· . 

Th~ E~opean network created consists of some 200 UETPs. These UETPs' represented 
some 12 % of the total progr~e grartts~ The average UETP ·budget was of the order of 
180 000 ECU, 25% ofwhich'was covered by COMETT. The UETPs are essentially oftwo 

-types. Regional_ UETPs bring togetJ:ter universities, enterprises and other interested_ parties _
within a geographic area. Sectoral UETPs bring partners, from-different Member States, in 
a particular technology or industry, together. Both types of UETP were expected to liaise 
and cooperate with similar projects across Europe. ·thus, 'two types _of network have 
developeq. Internal partnerships within the UETP and external, European-wide networks 
of ?ooperation. 

The two main contributions of regional UETPs have been {1) to develop the local and 
regional -interfaces and infrastructure associated with university- industry coope!ation, and 
(2) 'to integrate this regional infrastructure into the first European-wide cooperative network 
dedicated to-· furthering the European development of university-industry cooperation in 
continuing education· and training~ _SectoralUETPs have contribu~ed n1ore directly to 
technology transfer arid industrial training development. their clientele wer-e seen as a more 
homogeneous group with more similar _technical requirements .. This has·made work such 
as- training needs analysis, drafting of State-of-th~ Art reports and the formation of 

_"European Working Groups" particularly relevant-and easier. to undertake for such types . 
' . ' ' ~ 

ofUETPs. 

Firms were positive about the UETPs' role as a conveyor of information, linking firms to 
higher education and advising on European progr,ammes. In. this context, som~ point to 
UETPs having aCted as a. sort of "clearing hquse", drawing existing studies together, 
defining methodologic;:al-approaches, choosing tr~ining options, etc. as well asconsolid.:tting-

. and articulating the demand from SMEs. Particularly important have been· the effects of 
. UETPs in stimulating a transnational outlook among the partners. In the higher education 
sec(dr, an ·international exchange on training methodologies and teaching. systems as wel! 
as contacts with firms abroad hosting their students have taken place. For firms, a wider 
access to the European training potential arid a greater awareness . of the European. 
dimension of R&D and technology have resulted. 

The European dimension. of both regional· and sectoral UETPs has been their greatest -
strength. This European dimension ranges fr~m UETPs' direct contact with the Commiss-ion 

.-and knowledge of Comrriission Programmes, to expertise in -applying for and managing 
European projects, to their core strength as part of a well structured, dedicated European 
operational network. Their second axis of strengtli lies_ in their -network of domestic, 
regional or seCtoral members .. Regional UETPs often haye sectoral specialities and· sectoral 

· UETPs and their nodes are often involved in regional infrastructure. 

Generally, UETPs now have an accepted role (some much stronger, some much weaker) -. 
in their domestic higher education-industry inte"rface and indeed in the wider skills supply,. 
demand interface. · · 

-The fragility of the financial base and the lack of industrial involvement were the two main 
difficuJties confronting the. UETP n~twork. This weakness and insecurity of the. financial 
base of most UETPs is seen ·as the main weakness; lt .entails a sub-critical size for the . . ~ . 
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UETP and limited numbers of staff as ·well as difficulties in realistic, long term planning. 

Finally, the networking in COMETT was developed at two levels. At the project level, net
works between partners in a UETP or joint training project were developed. But also 
between projects a network effect emerged. Here, UETPs and their partners cooperated with 
other UETPs, and cross-fertilisation and cooperation between projects took place. Thus, the 
UETPs were only the most visible aspect of the COMETT networking .activities. 

- . 
4. Trainin2 Actions 

The Council Decision on COMETT II indicated support for advanced training activities in 
three specific areas: · 
• for crash trairiing courses with a European dill}.ension in advanced technology 
• for devising, developing and testing, at a European level, joint training projects 
• for distance learning utilising_ new training technologies and/or resulting in transferable 

training products 

Calls for Applications for short courses (Sttand Ca) took place each year. From 1991, the 
Calls were on a "pool" basis, i.e. grouped and submitted by UETPs only. Calls for joint 
training projects (Strand Cb) took place in 1990 and 1992. A number of joint training 
projects were invited to ~ubmit detailed applications to become eventually pilot projects. 
In all, just over 2000 applications· were made, divided evenly between organisation of 
"pools" and joint training projects. Application was made for qver 400 million ECU~ but 
orily 101 million ECU could be awarded. The majar areas covered by COMETT II training 
projects were advanced manufacturing, information and communications technology, 
environment, materials, health & safety, training (methodology and technology), and inno
vation management. 

Two types of partnership-have been established to carry out COMETT training activities: 
• UETPs, acting a~ coordinators for Ca-pool project submissions and contracts 
• consortia e'stablished specifically for a particular training project .. _ 
COMETT training projects had awide spread of international partners and typically worked 
in two or more European languages. Over 80 % of courses involved trainers from other 
European countries. More generally, the European dimension was the base for genuine 
European value-added, resulting in particular from the improvement in quality due to the 
opening up of course· development to a wider pool of expertise. across national borders. 
Some of the first mechanisms for quality assurance across national frontiers have been 
developed. Regional poles of advanced training competence in Europe have become better 
known and. rpore accessible to all Europeans. · 

In all, COMETT courses were seen by trainees as directly relevant, as a way of updating 
their tedmical knowledge and as relevant to work. The final national evaluations pointed. 
to the improvement in course quality achieved due to access to international resources and 
the integration of industrial participation at an early stage. 

5. Mobility of People 

The objectives ofthe·COMETT mobility activities were the simultaneous promotion of (1) · 
transnational cooperation, (2) industry-university collaboration, (3) technology transfer and, 
(4) advanced education and training. To achieve these objectives COMETT provided 
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support for three types of activity: 
~ Strand Ba: students or young graduates undergoing periods of training ('pla~ements') in 

industry in another participating State. 
· • Strand Bb: .advanced long training placements for graduates .. 
• . Strand Be: fellowships for personnel from universities to go to ;firms or vice versa. 

The major a!locatioil of funds went to Strand Ba placements. In all, some 36 000 stud-ents · 
·were supported during COMETT Il; the anrtual numbers rose from 3800 in 1990 to almost 

8000 (out of 33 700 applications) in 1994, An estimated 15 000 companies have benefited 
once or more from these placements: the equivalent of 20 000 years of human resources 
input: 

· The typical placement lasted 5 to 6 months and received and average monthly graht of 430 
ECU. These operated ·under the "pool" syst~m from 1991. The average pool size in 1994 
was 50 placements for regional and 30 for sectoral UETPs. Some 80% of total placements 
wen~ through regional UETPs. 

Strand Bb was for the support, on an experimental basis, of long placements- ·up to two 
years -for advanced industrial development and training proj~cts, with monitoring from. 
both auniversity and the ~nterprise. Applications were low and the few placements s.elected 
were carefully monitored. By 1992; it was apparent that they were little difrerent in natJ,lr~ 

· from Strand Ba· or Be, and no further calls for applications took phice. . 

Strru1d Be for the mobility of staff b~tween universiti~s and enterprises saw a total of 1900 
applications and some 800 awards during COMETT II. Their average duration was 4.5 
months with an average support of 7000 ECU for tpe period. Some 2/3 were university 
personnel; also some 2/3 of recipient companies were SMEs. The Strand was organ~sed on 
the pool system from 1991. · · 

The . COMETT ·student mobility programme lias been a major. success. They have be.en 
· . highly benefiCial for: 
..• - enterpr.ises, which hilVe evolved a phtcement culture. and have received. a transfer of .. 

· techllology through the student. SMEs have often been involved in their first European . 
programme , . , 

• students~ who have improved ·language abilities, cultural understanding, professional 
prospects and their innovatory capabilities . 

• higher education institutions, which have been catalyseq into developing placement 
·- requirements and rneclianis~s and have received feedback which has en~ouraged them 

• '· to update courses and teachi:Qg techniques. · 

Results of personnel mobility activities, Str,and Be, 'have been encouraging, despite not 
having the same success or.interest as the student placements. European university-industry 
links have been. strengthened .. The programme has showri its applicability to SMEs and 
most P!Ojects have showp. a strong transfer of ideas, concepts and technologies between 

· those who have particip'!ted. · · 

More generally, COMETT placements have helped in developing new modes of technology·. · 
transfer and provided new models for huinan resourc~ updating and recycling -·so im-

- portant in lifelong learning. At an organisational level, ··COMETT developed the unique 
pool system a? an efficient and decentralised mechanism for ,undertaking placements. 
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6. Transversal Themes 

· This Final Evaluation Report of COMETT also examined eight transversal themes: 

(1) Cooperation and links with. other- European programmes. This is important in 
making COMETT a coherent part of European policies for human resources. This liaison· 
has taken place extensively along two axes: · . 
• links with, R&D programmes such as DELTA, ESPRIT, BRITE-EURAM, and SPRINT; 

these were considerable in number, but a need was felt for better and structural coordin-
ation at policy level with these programmes. ~ 

.• links with education and training programmes, such as ERASMUS, FORCE, LINGUA 
and TEMPUS, which are both inore common and more direct. 

(2) R&D, training & innovation. COMETT's Council Decision required it to develop 
effective mechanisms for the development of· R&D through education and training, to 
enterprises who can benefit from it and exploit it commercially. Those units, -institutions 
or UETPs which have done this most successfully have those who have b~en ableto offer 
the full spectrum of technology transfer activities to companies. The contribution of 
COMETT to social and organisational innovation should also be . acknowledged: the 
development · of networks, . the organisational and operational · changes induced in 
participating universities and enterprises. . 

-
(3) Participation in COMETT. Over 30 000 organisations across Europe have been 
directly involved in projects: 

• universities have had the·. mos~ extensive participation: in most projects in all Strands, 
university people were the driving force 

• 20 000 enterprises were involved in COMETT, more than half through student place
ments; companies most directly involved in training projects were predominantly service . 
providers .-

• some 5000 other organisations such as public authorities, professional organisations, etc., 
in general closer to the enterprise than the university culture; this non-restrictive 
interpretation of the notion 'university' and 'industry' has enriched the programme .in 
terms of the quality of project and multiplier role, particularly to SMEs. 

( 4) The impact of COMETT on SMEs. 15 000 out of the 20 000 enterprises participating . 
in COMETT are SMEs with less than 500 employees. Half of these have less than 50 
people. Mobility actions have been particularly attractive to SMEs. The le~el of 

. involvement in training projects and UETPs was variable. The variety of activitks within • 
. COMETT was helpful to SME participation. It ·should be noted that at least another 20 to 
30 000 SMEs also benefitted from COMETT through attendance at courses. 

(5) The regional impact of COMETT. This has occurred ·at two levels: the intra- and the 
inter~regional: . 
•' Particularly within the less favoured regions, and mainly through the UETPs, COMETT 

has provided a legitimate meeting ground for higher education-, industry, and other 
interested private and public bodi<;s. From this forum, other region£.11 initiatives have 
developed, further strengthening locaLinfrastructure. 

• Inter-regional cooperation has been strengthened in areas well beyond COMETT activi
ties. Again, UETPs have been central to the process, providing a structured, responsive 
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and easily identifiable contact· point for those seeking partners. In addition·. mobility 
actions have opened. up regions to a much wid~r European influence. 

(6) Equal opport~nities for men and women. Although thi~ general objeCtive did riot 
, have a specific dedicat~d· activity specified within the Council Decision, art increase of 

female participation in ·student placements~ from 36.% in COMETT I to 43 % in 
COMETT II occurred. In courses,' female participation fluctuated around.22 % representing 
the und~rlying industrial population distribution: Femakproject staff were well represented 
in Strand Aand B... · 

(7) Industry-university cooperation. Its promotion has been a core success of COMETT, 
increasing the industrial application of R&D, improving the qualifications provided by . 
universities and transferring technologies between sectors and regions. Cooperative relations 
have been instigated in scime cases and systematised in many others. COMETT has fostered 
a common awareness within both parties of the importa.rlce o'r such cooperation,· and, more 
. generally, of the major European value-added of such activities on a trans-European basis. 

- . . '. 

(8) The sectoral bottom;,u·p appr~ach. COMETT adopted this principle of non-prioritisi~g 
for giving full reign to the university and industrial potential within participating States. . ' 

This has resulted iri the selection of projects which were predominantly technology based 
rather than oriented towards a particular industry. This is_ probably due to the strong 
university participation and the R&D-transfer emphasis of th~ programme. That said, such 
an approach has ,permitted' continual change and innovation in the projeCts being proposed~ 

• . ._ • - . I 

' ' 7. Conclusions· 

. The primary conclusion is that the Programme has been--a major success: the major 
strategic requirements of the Council Decision establishing COMETT II have been fulfilled . 

. COMETT has: · . 
• improved the contribution of advanced technological training through its inc<;>rporation 

in experientia~ learning associated with industrial placement, the improvement of the 
. quality of courses and widening their availability, the development of local and regional 
university-industry cooperation interfaces and the. creation of a European level interface, 
and the advancement of,economic and social cohesion within Europe 

• fostered joint development and the optimum use of training through the integration of 
industry into the joint development of courses, the improved utilisation of technical 
training; as· an· integral part of the technology t~ansfer process and the improv~ment 
brought about in the calibre arid accessibility of training 

• developed activities supportive of.equal opportunities for womeJ:l in training and techno;,. 
logy development. , . 

• . made an important and direct s_ontribution ·to SMEs, through (1) student placement· acti- · 
vities which, have accelerated tl1dr technical and economic development and their 

· integration into the wider European rriarket, ·and (2) short courses which have improved 
the.de~elopment and management of their technical skills 

• provid~d major European value added through its,development and internationalisation 
of placement activities, its development and cr~atiori of internatiom1I networks dedicated 

.. to improving university-industry cooperation,· m1d its st~ong integrative and cohesive. 
effect, in .economic and social terms, across the· Europe~n advanced higher education 
scene. 
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While COMETT II has been an undoubted success, from the weaknesses emerge a number 
of approaches, areas and activities which initiatives at European level may need to 
consider: 
• the transition of a training to a learning based approach 
• the move to put technical elements for learning in a wider skills acquisition strategy 
• the growing importance of the application of quality assurance in training 
• the integration of technology training in a wider technology transfer approach 
• the advantage of more structured cooperation between European programmes 
• the need to help project coordinators achieve quality in traini!lg project management. 
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COMETT Terminology 

Below are listed the main COMEIT-specific terms used in this document. Clarifications of other terms 
are given throughout the report. · 

Call This term is used to refer to a Call for Applications. Within COME IT II, five' Calls were issued 
(1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994). Only in ·1990 could projects be submitted in all COMETT 
categories by any organisation; the Calls from 1991 to 1994 were restricted to certain types of 
projects and/or certain types of organisations. 

Strand The t~rm used in COMETT to refer to a programme category and project type. There are four 
operational Strands (A; B, _C and D), each of which contains two or more sub-categories or 
types of projects (also commonly referred to as Strands). 

Transnational Used as a synonym for 'international' when referring to European countries. 

Project All initiatives supported by the COMETT Programme under one of its Strands are called 
projects. At a minimum, a project ne~ds to Involve one higher education institution and one 
company from two different EU countries. The types of projects supported are:· 

Strand A University-Enterprise Training Partnerships ("UETPs") 
Straitd Ba Transnational student placements in enterprises 
Strand Bb Transnational long graduate placements 
Strand Be Exchanges of staff between higher education and. industry 
Strand Ca Advanced short courses 
Strand Cb Joint training projects (development of courses and training materials) 
Strand C~ Training projects with emphasis on structural impact ("Pilot projects") 
Strand D Complementary measures (studies, reports, conferences, evaluation and nionitoring, ... ). 

Pool system An operational mechanism within the COMETT programme in which small project 
applications are. grouped into one submission, then awarded a single contract for a set of 
applications and decentralised operatipnal management. . 

Enterprise Used interchangeably with terms :mch as "company", "firm", "industry" to refer to any 
organisation exercising some economic activity (notably those employing staff with some 

. ~eed for training) ' , 

SIVIE Small or Medium-sized Enterprise. With the simple defin;tion used within COMETT,·in line 
with Commission practice, this signifies companies with less than 500 employees. 

University Any type of organisation delivering rec_ognized education at a high level. 

Course A structured training event, typically involving face-to-face teaching. 

Material 

Sector 

(or "training material") A support medium for courses or for learning throug~lf-sttidy. 

Used as a generic term for classifYing projects by subject area· or discipline. COMETT 
sec!ors include both technology areas and industrial sectors. 

· .. 
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l~ ·Introduction to COMETT 
·~_ .. _.;.:.. __ --------~·--..:-. 

1.1 Context , 

The 1990s will be remembered · as a decade of dyriamic · · developments · and 
transformation, . both political and economic, which changed the map of Europe. In 
parallel, we witness ari Unprecedented and increasi'ng pace of technological change. In 

· the light of the growing competitive pressures and the globalization of markets, it has 
become even more important . to be able to harness the fruits of research efforts and 
make sure .they are effectiveiy applied to the. benefit of European :society. Indeed, 
Europe's economic. _and: societal model, which. attempts to reconcile relatively. high 
wages · with. responsiveness to social ·demands, requires a 'highly efficient and 
competitive industry. This will depend increasingly on the capacity of enterprises for 
continuous innovation and systematic quality improvement. 

The key to this lies in education and training. Incr~ased attention at local, regional, 
national . and European level is required for the devel~pll).ent of human resources, for . 
·effective use of edu.cation resources a_nd for making training available where needed.· At 
European level· this . implies that cooperation between trainirig and education qrganis~ 
ations. from different Member. States· has to be 'encouraged and that greater synergy has: 
to be achi_eved ~etween efforts in research and development arid advanced education and . 
tr.aining. It also requires enterprises and higher education institutions to work closely 
together in· the development arid organisation .of· appropriate advanced education and 
training' aCtivities. -And finally, it asks individuals, organisations and education systems 
to accept and actively ·pursue the concept of lifelong learn!ng . . , · · : . 

. . ' . 

These and related impcirtar{t challenges for Europe have been unde~lined in .the Europe~ 
an Commission's White Paper on Growth,. Competitiveness and Employment. Indeed, 
this' document pays much attention to the importance of human resource development to 
improve Europe's competitiveness. The White Paper stresses the importance of the ap
plication, transfer and dissemination of R&D results, and highlights the need for inten
sified cooperation between education institutions and enterprises .. 

Similar themes have also been developed by ·fRDAC, the. Ind_ustrial Research and Devel
opment Advisory Committee of the 'Europeari Commission. In its. recent .publication on 

. the .challenges for Europe's .education and training systems; Quality and Relevance, 
IRDAC underlines the importance ofse·curing a stro~g link between R&D an4-training 
initiatives, both at national and European fevels. Already in its 1991 report, Skills Short
ages in Europe, IRDAC. had argued that European R&D investments would n9t yield 
tl1e anticipated economic benefits if they were not matched by equally substantial and 

. relevant education and training ,efforts. In Quality' and Relevance, IRDAC extended .its 
analysis to the broader rieeds· of enterprises for remaining competitive in a rapidly 

'changing environment. Industry-education cooperation emerges. as the overall rccorri.:: 
mendation, in addition to a strong plea for lifelong learning and linking R&D and 
education efforts. 
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The European COMETT programme -has been concerned with these and related con-. 
cerils since its inception in 1986. The competitiveness of European companies is at the 
heart of the programme. The CouncilDecision on COMETT II states in its Article 3: 

COMETT II aims at reinforcing training in, in particular, advanced technology, the 
. development of highly skilled human resources and the competitiveness of European 
industry. 

In the mid-eighties it had become. ~bvious to European policy makers that insufficient 
advanced training risked becoming an -important blocking factor to Europe's full har
nessing of its R&D efforts. COMETT I was launched in 1986 by the European Com
munity with the clear message that· such advanced training was an efficient and effective 
means of technology transfer and dissemination, .and that more dialogue and cooperation 
between enterprises and universities across Europe was required .to make such training a 
success. 

1.2 Emergence of the COMETT Programme 

When the COMETT I programme became operational at the end. 'of 1986, it was the 
-first major European support mechanism for education and training projects. Its overall 
aim was - and· has remained unchanged over the whole COMETT I/II period - to pro
mote and support transnational industry-university cooperation in at_lvanced technology 
education a11d training. The programme came into being alongside the first outcomes 
of ·major European R&D programmes such as ESPRIT which had pinpointed. the 
overriding importance of advanced training as a complement to R&D efforts and as a 
crucial factor for European competitiveness. There were many who, rightly, feared that 
otherwise advanced skills shortages would undermine the value. of European R&D and 

' were·· likely to threaten_ Europe's competitive position. COMETT was conceived in· 
response to these concerns, as a programme which focuses on the development ·of 
'highly skilled human resources and the delivery of advanced technqlogy training. It , 
required projects to he based on European cooperation and on collaboration between 
industrial and academic partners. 

Despite its challenging objectives and . the complexity of the projects supported, 
COMETT I raised tremendous interest throughout the European Community. The pro
gramme was largely over-subscribed and the initial funding - 55. million ECU - totally 
inadequate. Very soon, it became apparent that a secohd phase would be appropriate. 

• 

Already mid-way through COMETT I, on 16 December 1988\ the Council approved the • 
decision for the COMETT II programme for the period 1990-1994, with-an initial 
budget of 200 million ECU. COMETT II was not a radical departure from COMETT I, 
but predominantly a deepening ~md extension of the first phase. 

The main focus and objectives- of the programme a~ specified in the Council Decision. 
on COMETT II are: . 

[COMETT] . . . is . centred on the changing requirements of industry and its personnel, 
requirements which !lecessitate complementary action both in the Member States and at 

/ 

1 Council Decision 89/27/EEC of 16th December .1988, OJ n° L !3/28 of 17.1.1989. 
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Community level. Through th~ training projects it supports;_ -COMETT II will contribute 
to the utilisation and exploitation of the results, methods and tools of _technology 
developed by Community ·policy for research and development. COMETT II will 
facilitate innovation. and technology transfer as well as- the balanced economiC and 
social dev~lopmen( of the Community. ' 

bi this context, the objectives of COMETT II are the following: 
. . . . 

. . 

(i) to improve the co.ntribution of, zn particular, advanced technology traintng at the 
various levels concerned, and thus the contribution of training to the economic 
and sociaf development of the Community; · . . 

(ii)_ to foster th~ joint development of training programmes and the exr:;hange of 
experiences, and also the optimum uses of training· resources at Community level, 
notably through the creation of transnational sectoral and regional networks of, in .. 

-particular:. advanced technology training projects; 
(iii) to respond to the specific skill requirements of small and medium-sized businesses 

having regard to the· priority measures· set out .in the Annex; . , 
. (iv) to promote equal. opportunities for. men. and women. in initial_. and continuing.·. 

training in, in particular, ·advanced technology; , · · 
(v) to give a European dimension to cooperation between universities and industry in 

initial and continuing training relating to technologies and their applications and 
transfer. 

1.3 Programme· components and operation· 

1.3.1 COMETT Strands 

The COMETT programme supp~rts a variety .of transnat~onal activities iiw<;>lving the. 
cooperation of enterprises and higher education institutions. Several types of education 
and training relafed activities are being supported, which all have in common that they 

· .. ··set out to promote, on a trans-Eu~opean basis, training for technology. There are four 
· main interrelated components to the COMETT programme, each of which .is desigtiated 
~s ·a. separate Strand with its own funding arrangements~. These areas of activity com
prise:. 

• Strand A: The dev~lopment of the university-enterprise training partnerships 
(UETPs) operating both on a regional and/or sectoral basis. These UETPs are unique 
structures, each comprising several tens" of }:ligher . education institUtions,: enterprises' 
and other o'rganisations in a joint consortium, In addition to their specific-advanced 
training activities, UETPs have acted ~as the backbone of the COMETT prograrnrn·e 
through their support and active. involvement in the projects supported under the 
·other Strands; and through their transnational networking and exchange activities. 

• Strand B: transnational ,;;ability programmes for student placements in firms· of · 
other European countri,es (Strand Ba), advanced placements· for graduates (Strand . 
Bb), and transnational exchanges o[persDnnel seconded from uni·lersities to industrY ' 
or vice versa (Strand Be). These mobility activities were almost exclusively managed· 
by the UETP network. . , · . -· 

• Straitd C: the devCiopm.ent and organisation of short training courses (Strand Ca), · 
joint training projects (Strand Cb) and pilot projects (Strand Cc) in the field of ·. 
technologies and their applications. 
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• Strand. D: a programme of complementary measures which have been supported 
throughout · the programme (information, evaluation, project monitoring, surveys~ 
training to suppm:t projects, conferences and workshops, ... ). Over the duration of the 
programme, the nature and focus of these measures has shifted in order to reflect the . 
launch, mid-term and final stages of the programme. For example, at the beginning 
of COMETT II, much attenti~n went to information provision and awareness raising, 
while at the end, the evaluation and monitoring measures grew in importance, as well 
as the support for specific UETP initiatives which helped them strengthening their · 
management capacities. · 

' . 

With the exception of some measures under Strand D, all projects received funding on 
the basis of competitive tendering through Calls for Applications. In line with the spec
ifications laid down in the Council Decision, the Community- support: 
• was limited to 50 % of project costs in Strands A and C 
• was based on a ceiling and a flat-rate contribution per exchange in Strand B 
• varjed ·between 50 % and 100 % of the costs in Strand D projects; 

1.3.2 Particivation by EFT A countries 

COMETt was the first major European education and training programme in which 
organisations from EFT A Member States (Austria, Finland, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Nor:.. 
way, Sweden, Switzerland) participated. Because of the financial contribution of these 
countries, the COMETT II budget rose from 200 to 230 million ECU. 

The agreements between the European Community and each of the EFT A countries 
were ratified- in time (with the exception of Liechtenstein) so th<it universities and com
panies from these countries could joip. the programme aild submit projects already for 
the first Call in 1990. Austria, Finland, Sweden and Iceland were quite active from the 
start and brought in several high-quality projects; the other three countries missed the 
beginning somewhat but would make this up from 1991 onwards: By 1992, the involve~ 
ment of EFT A countries was at the same 'level a:s the EU countries. 

The participation of organisations from these countries was subject to certain 
restrictions, particularly that most projects- needed to involve organisations from at least 
two MemBer States of.the European Community. In reality, this was not a very difficult 
criterion since. most COMETT projects include many partners .from several countries. 
With the entry into force of the EEA agreement on the 1st of January 1994 most of the 
small' differences in participation rules between EU and EFT A countries disappeared. 

1.3.3 Calls for Applications 
,. 

Support for COMETT projects was awarded after competitive tendering. During 
COMETT II (1990-1994} five Calls for Application were launched. Some of these calls 
were "open", while o'thers were of a restricted nature: · 

• The first Call, in 1990, was a_n open Call for Applications, where European organis
ations were invited to submit proposals in all the different Strands of the programme. 
Negotiations with EFTA Member States had been finalised' just m time so that 
organisations from these countries could join the programme. 
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• In 1991 th~ Call f~r Applications was restricted to the 158 UETPs which had been -
accepted tinder COMETT II· in ·the t99tf CdlL According· to the conditions of this 
Call, each UETP could submit projects in Strands Ba, Be, and Ca ~nder the so-called 
"pool" system (See box below). Additional possibilities for funding arose through the 
launch of the 'Positive Actions'·scheme (see box below) and the targeting of the new 
,German Lander with a view of to quickly integrating .. them into the COMETT 

· network; 

· • ·The Call for Applications in 1992 was an open one for projects in Strands A _and Cb, 
to a large extent meant to complement the n~tworks ruready developed. As regards 

· Strand A, existing regional ~d sectoral· gaps had· been identified and· publicised, and. 
through the Call, almost all .these gaps were filled. the poq,l systein was contin~ed 
for the other Strands,· with the· possibil.ity" for new ·uETPs to submit projects in these 
Strands as well. 

- • The Calls f~r Application in 1993. and 1994 were orice again re'itricted. to existing 
UETPs. Consortia which had been established in 1990 and for_ which no Strand A -
funding was available,' were asked· to assess their development _potential and were 
given the opportunity to ask support for a limited number of criticaL-development 
activities under the prog.ramme'of complementary measures (Strand D), · 

The "Pool system" 

Part of the COMETT budget and operation has been set aside for the so~called 'poof. 
procedure'. ·Under this system, selected UETPs. were awarded block grants for the 

· decentralised management of a number of smaller ·projects. The pool procedure was 
introduced during COMETT I for the administration of. ~tudent placerrieQt contracts; 
given its success and operational flexibility it. was extended under COMETT II to cover . 

. student placements (Strand Ba), personnel exchanges (Strand- Be) and short .courses 
(S~rand Ca- from -1991 onwards).· 

"'The· main characteristi~s of the. pool system are the following: 

: . . . . . . . 

• First of all, the pool system was exclusively for UETPs. This implied that through all 
Calls (with the exception of Strand Ca in 1990), only Ba-, Be- and Ca-p.rojects 
submitted through the UETPs were accepted .. In practice, this required that . the 

. contracto~ of these projects w~s also the organisation responsible for the . UETP. This 
·exclusivity r!ght was only p_ossible because of the quality of the UETPs accepted, 
their capacity· to set up and manag~ transnational projects, and t_heir almosl.£_omplete 
geographical and sectoral coverage. 

•· U~der the annual Calls for Applications, UETPs merge all individual de~ands_ from 
members and interested parties into a single· application: 'During this preparatory 
process, UETPs act· as a filter and broker, so that only those projects remain which 
meet. all CbMETT requirements. All these proposals · in combination are then · 
submitted as a single project appli~aticin.: 

• _During tlie selection process, UETP proposals for pool projects are assessed and 
compared in terms of quality. This results in the a.llocation of a 'pool'· grant to .the 

. UE'fP - in general with le~s support than asked for - which can be used flexibly over 
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the academic year for the organisation of student placements, personnel exchanges 
and short courses. The contract may, however, exclude the organisation of certain 
projects if these were considered to be below COMETT standards. 

• ·During the contract period, the UETPs were given the opportunity to (lnalise the 
. programme of pool activities, and possibly modify them (under certain conditions) if 
they were forced to do so because of the environment changes. · 

. . 

The pool procedure was introduced to facilitate and decentralise the operational 
management of the many smaller projects within COMETT. Another aim was to help 
UETPs in developing international cooperation and so strengthen the COMETT network 
as a whole. Both objectives appear to have been, to a large extent, fulfilled. 

The Positive Actions initiative 

In 1991 the Commission launched a series of actions, Positive Actions, the main aim of 
which was to improve COMETT coverage overall and overcome some of the economic 

· and social differences of the countries and regions involved in the programme. The first 
task was to analyse. the gaps and weaknesses in the development of the COMETT · 
network and on the basis of this analysis tci identify actions that would strengthen and 
enhance the regional and sectoral UETP network. The actions which were launched can 
be listed under the_. following headings: .. 

•. National studies and promotion measures, mainly meant to assist the coverage and 
penetration of. COMETT in particular countries and regions, where the results of the 
1990 Call ·for Applications had not bt.:en totally successful. Th.is concerned Spain, 
Greece, southern Italy, Portugal, Switzerland, and Norway in particular. As a result, 
in the 1992 Call the results were highly satisfactory for most of th~s.e. ,~r,~gio11~, 
particularly as regards the emergence of regional UETPs in areas. hitherto not 

· covered. 
. ,. 

• UETP, networking and training of UETP managers. A number of activities were 
undertaken to promote the development of the UETP network and training of UETP 
managers (including a ·comprehensive analysis of their training needs).This marked· . 

· the beginning of a number of special support measures for UETPs which continued 
beyond the Positive Actions initiative. · 

• The organisation of two specific conferences conceming student placements, one in 
Lappeenranta, Finland and the other in Segovia, Spain. · The main aillLQf these · 
conferenc~s was to promote and strengthen transnational student phicements acros.s 
Europe, an activity within COMETT. where the demand was high. The outcomes 
were eventually integrated in a Guide on European student placements. The use of 
electronic mail and database to facilitate' the daily work of placements managers was 
also explored. 

• In the general context of targeting industry and SMEs, three projects were supported 
to examine and improve industrial participation in COMETT. Although these studies 
were mainly based on specific cases and regions, they provided valuable insight into 
the way COMETT could be made more attractive to enterprises. 
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• Within the framework of the Positive Actions initiative, a special effort was made to 
. improve the understanding of the sectoral and technology context of the COMETT 
-prograrnrne. To that end, ten· major sectoral surveys were undertaken amongst the 
projects in the most important COMETT areas. ~everal- of the~e surveys_ were 

. followed-up by workshops to discuss the results. 

Related tO the Po~itive actions were the .measures taken .in 1991 to assist the integration 
of the new German L(inder into the European Community. One millitm ECU, was 

· allocated for the preparation- of university-enterprise training partnerships (by the i 992 
- Call), ad-ditional grants for transnational st~dent placements to and from these -regions, · 

as well as for various- initiatives to introduce people and organisations from the new. 
-Jedet:al states to the COMETT_environment. 

1.4 Programme evaluation 

A considerable amount of progran1me monitoring and evaluation· took place over the 
lifetime of the programme. This section. focuses, on the formal, external evaluations 
which have taken place; Annex 4 provides more· details on the different programme 
monitoring activities. . 

• : I • ' 

The first external evaluation 9f t!le programme COMETTconcerned the first years of 
. COMETT 1. (1986-1988), and was undertaken by Coopers & Lybrand and the Scieric~ 
Policy Research Unit of the University of Sussex: The second extermil evaluation . 

. cqvered both the last two years of COMETT I ( 1988-1989) and the early· stages of 
COMETT II (1990-1991 ). It was carried out by ECOTEC and finalised in August 1991. 
The report concluded, overall,- that the __ v~rious objeCtives of COMETT had been. 
succe~sfully ~chieved. It _noted in particular that "the training needs analysis work· 
{s7jpported by COMETT] has often been_ pioneering and has - helped improve · 

· communication between . ~mployers and university· trainers": Cpmmenting . on the 
transnational student exchange programmes, it was. noted that the benefits of this 
activity "... extend beyond COMETT In particidar there· are considerable long term 
benefits to the trainees i'nvolved. ·The activity has strongly contributed to university-

• enterprise 'cooperation and the development of transnatiomil networks." . . 

The third evaluation exercise, ·launched in 1992 and finalised in mid-1993, consisted of · 
· a three-facetted approach: 

. . . . 

• An evaluation exercise, similar in nature to the first. and second COMETT -evaluat'
ions, cairied out by- GMV Conseil, in association :with other consultants. Their report · ' 
will be referred to as the 'GMV evaluation report'. ~-

• National evaluations carried out by the authorities in the Member States and the 
. EFT A countries . 

• A strategic evaluation carried, out by a panel of seven independei1t experts, chosen by 
the- Commission for -their knowledge .about the dialogue between university' and 
industry _technology training- in Europe. The fimi.l report of this e~pert group will .be 
referred to as the 'evaluation report of the panel of experts'. 

The 'GMV evaluation report,_ the evaluat_ion report of the pariel of experts and a sum
mary of the national evaluations were published in one volum~ in: 199~. 

• -. ' ! . 
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The .panel of experts' report wa.S in general very positive. It recommended notably the 
COMETT Progtamme to be: 11 

••• ihe predominant mechanism for Community actions 
involving transnational cooperation between universities and industries related to 
training (initial and continuing) for and because of technological change. 11 Nevertheless, 
they also identified areas for improvement, such as the access . of SMEs to the 
programme, closer links with other Community programmes and initiatives, and the 
need for a more active participation of industry. in projects. The GMV evaluation report 
learned that COMETT was: 11

... globally perceived as a politically important 
programme, offering real added value, and possessing a catalytic- and multiplicatory 
effect. 11 As regards the programme,'s impact, the report .concluded that: 11 

... COMETT 
greatly contributed to the remodelling, enlargement and internationalisation of the 
cooperation network of project contractors. 11 

. The report also recognised that the 
industrial perception of the programme and the level of involvement in projects was 
quite variable, A common issue emerging in these reports concerns the burden of 
administrative procedtires and paperwork, with strong demands being made to decrease 

·and simplify this work, or to provide assistance and support to facilitate this ·task. 

These evaluation reports were timely and proved, to be of considerable help to the 
Commission when preparing the proposals for the new LEONARDO DA VINCI 
programme. 

Finally, in 1994 all Member States and EFTA countries were asked to make a second 
and definitive evaluation ofthe COMETT programme in their country. Although there 
are, of course, differences between countries as to the implementation, progress and 
perception of COMETT, some common elements in the opinions of Member States 
could be identified. A summary report of tP.is exercise, published in .1995, confirmed to 
a large extent the results of the previous national evaluations. It concluded notably that: 
11 

... The major contribution of COMETT to the higher education/industry debate has 
been to draw attention to the benefits to be derived from · transnational cooperation in 
the area. 11 Also it emerged that: 11 

... COMEIT's major operational success has been in 
the European added value· which 1i · has brought through the formalisation and 
.acceleration of transnational student placement activities and, to a lesser extent,' of 
higher education institutions technical training development. 11 
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2.· Networ_king 

This chapter-focuses mainly on the contributions and achtevemen(s ofthe VETPs; the 
consortia 'supported under Strand A. However, since networking is afeature common to 
all typesofCOMETT projects, the'toptc is discussed in a somewhat wider context. 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 The concept of networking 

-Networks are as old as· human: society·. It. suffi-ces to· witness the· fonrtation of rtot only~·. 
political parties, ciiqU'e·s. and insider groups out also· the ifuportai:i:ce of a vatfefy of 
"societies" and "im:isible cbllege·s" in the devefopment of modern sden:ce .. It' fs no 
surprise that such an e:ffedive and even necessary structUre of hurttan. cotmiiooicatiort· 
should be· formalised, funded and pur to· work fot Eo.rope·an· economic development. l:w . 
many European. ·Pro~ra:imnes~. including COMETT. ·.-

By ana large~. networks-. are associated with the provisi<:m of some~ form of "·service". 
They are a way of connecting the user~ and prdviders;·of this- ~ervice. Usuatfy .the net
work design represents· a compromise between its- ability tn· provide every possibl;e con-· . 
nection pattern simultaneously if required by the· users and· the'. cost of network provisi'ort 

· and . maintenance.. A difference is often made il). networking between local (intra:.. 
' regional) area· networks' and; wide area (inter-regiortal/irtternational) 'networks .. It IS· p_ds

sible that the forms of optimal· networking solution differ' between the two situations. ' 
Equally,~ one might be s~nsitive· to how often information needs to, he disseminated',. the 
type· of access· network. members desire,. and' the rate. a( which it. can be· distribufed'. ' 

.. ·. ·· 2 .. t.Z .Networkfng~ ilt c~·METT . 

'fhe· G:MV evaluatior;t report notedt; 

Orte ofthe most cited impressions of the programme W~S· the $etting up of a: network' Cit 
Eum}}'ean' fevei .. For those betfejiting'jroffr it, th~is networkprovtdes· 'arl' andettiabte· value . 
ad,dedi element in ·terms of European integrdtton;. concentratibn· of abilittes; ease ilf 
tracktng do_wn partners as welt as compfementary elements,. synergy; ecOtlf!tnies· of 
scale; .. European critical mass: sufjicfent to create· a. project, etc~· .... COMETTka8 hetped' 
to· a large extent {n reshaping; and enlarg{ng the project initiators!' cooperation~ 

· . netWorks,· Today, putting aside the· [nter-UETP partnerships; {t can- be: see it that half the 
partnerships: engaged' in' th'e·COMEIT ptcJgramme· are- t'ra'rrsnational;. drtd that ha!fhave:. 
beert ser up· thanks: to' COMETT. · 

Thus~ while· the OETP:S. are the structural framework of COMETt ·networks,. and' the: 
fo<.>us·, of th:is sectidn\ tne ·other· strands' of the Programme ·have· often gone on: to' develop~· 
tlirefr· own:' sp·ecia:Hst networks .. · 

2~ there· i's·· som~· reg~Iarisation' of' a French to English franslation·. 



What do~s the "COMETT network" refer to? 

The term "network" as used in COMETT has a double me~ning: 
• It may refer to a project partnership or consortium. itself, in general one which has 

been supported under Stninds A,. Cb or Cc. The term network is appropriate here 
since such partnerships involve between 15 and 200 participating organisations. The 
largest UETPs_ actually have some sub-networks· operating within their consortium 

· structure. 
• It may also refer to the cooperation between COMETT projects themselves, really a _ 

network of networks. Thus~ the 'UETP network' points to the mechanisms of 
collaboration and exchange between UETPs; again, man.y overlapping sub-networks 
have emerged. There were also many networks of Strand C projects operating in 
similar areas. . 

"The COMETT network" thus represents an estimated 900 sub-networks,. not counting 
- the several 1 OOOs of bilateral or trilateral mini-networks for student and personnel 
ex~hanges. 

2.2 Functions and structure of UETPs 

2.2.1 The Council Decision and its operation 

The network of University-Enterprise Training Partnerships (UETPs) was launched 
under COMETTI and developed and elaborated during _COMETT II. It was explicitly 
set up to act as the structural backbone for achieving the five overall objectives of the 
Programme (cf. Section L2 above). In pc.uticular, the Council Decision ·requires the 
following of this "European Network": 

The development ·and reinforcement _ of university - industry training partnerships 
(UITPs/ and the extension of the European network, both regionaLpnd sectoral, in 
order to further transnational cooperation particularly in the following fields: 
• in contributing 'to the identification of training needs in technology and to resolving 

them in liaison with relevant bodies in this field · 
• in assisting and facilitating the development and exploitation of projects within the 

other strands of the COMETT II Programme 
• in strengthening cooperation and inter-regional transfer between A1ember States in 

the development of initial and, continuing training for the needs of technologies, their 
applications and transfer . . . 

• in developing links in the form' of transnational sectoral nef111orks bringingrogether 
projects from various strands of the programme in the same area of training. 

From this base,· the COMETT II Vademecun1 and Application Package were developed 
by the Commission as the operational ·foundation for UETPs and the effective c·alls for 
Appli~ations to receive financial support for such projects. The Vademe~um saw' UETPs 
defined: 'as cooperative initiatives bet1~1een universities and enterprises which: 

3 For consistency with COMETT I; the acronym UETP (rather than UITP), and "enterprise" instead of 
"industry" has been used in Strand A. 
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• involve agreement ·between universities and enterprises designed to contribute to the 
identification of tr:ainlng needs in technology and to und,ertake actions _ _in order to 
meet those· specific training needs for highly qualified human resources 

• aim to meet those needs. on d st;uctured and coordinated basis in coordination with 
relevant bodies and agencies 

• provide a· support structure for the execution of_ some. or all of the following 
activities (whether within the COMETT framework or supported. under other 
schemes/ (a)· work placements fQr students and academic_ staff -in enterprises, (b) 
secondment of staff of enterprises to universities· with a training objective, (c) .joint . 
collaboration :in. the development a'nd impleme11tation of retraining and updating: 
programme-s for the staff of enterprises and for 'training personnel (particularly 
mid-career persoimel),- including, in particular, the staff of SMEs · 

• strengthen cooperation and inter-regional transfer between Member States-.in the 
development of initial and continuing training for the needs of technologies; their 
applications and transfer 

- •. develop links in the form of transnational sectoral networks bringing together 
projects from variou; strands of the programme in the sam·e· area of training 

Thus,· the European Network cohsists oftwo types of·UETP: 
• regional UETPs: partnershipsat a regional level bringingtogether within a particular 

geographical-area groups of universities and groups of eri.terprises engaged in a joint· 
training ventun~ undertaken with the support of the relevant private and public. 
authorities and of such a nature as to have a significant inipact on training efforts 
within-the area 

• sectoral UETPs: partnerships of a transnational character within a _given techi10logic
al field or an industrial sector which bring together universities, enterprises 'and other 
relevant organisations specialising in that field with the objective of improving 
training in that sector. . . . ·· . ' .. 

Both these types of UETP should include an active commitment to liaise with co\lnter.,. ·· 
. part initiatives in other Member States. Thus, the UETP ·structure- has two distinct . 
.features: 
•. An. internal partnership between region-based- actors: local· higher education 

institutions, enterprises,- training institutions, chambers of comrru~rce, trade unions, 
~tc. In .the case of a sectoral UETP the actors might be similar but based. in· different 
regions and \\•ith a common industrial or- teclu10logical interest. .. · ' 

·• A European-wide. network for cooperation in higher education - industry relation
ships, particularly in the- area of advanced technical training-. This· -network ·then. 
provides the opportunity for the partners in sectoral or regiorial UETPs to extend· · 
their training and mobility activities across Europe through cooperation .with· other 
UETPs in the COMETT network. 

; 

No P.articular legal . status \Vas 'required of the UETPs. It varied according ·to local, 
regional and national circumstances. By and large, higher education institutions played 
the greatest part in_ the organisation and administration of the UETPs due to their 
ex'isting or rapidly developing direc~ interest in mobility activities and in the develop
metit of continuing education based on their ,R&D and extension of existing courses. 

'--
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2.2.2 The development of the network 

· COMETT II inherited a strong network from COMETT I. Half of the 158 UETPs 
accepted for funding following the 1990 Call· for Proposals had already been funded. 
under the first programme. However, the 1990 results pointed to the difficulties which 
some regions had in participating in COMETf activities: several peripheral regions, as 
well as the EFT A States which were participating for the first time - along with the new 
German Uinder wpich had become part of·the Community. In this context, the Positive 

. Action progra~me was used during 1991 to develop the groundwork for. the 1992 Call. 
This initiative was specifically targeted at those regions, countries and sectors with 
acknowledged weaknesses in the COMETT U~TP structure. The positive: results of this 
well planned approach are recognised in the Final National Reports: and Evah:Iations 
where, for example, the .full participation of Germany, including the new Lander, is to 
be seen along with a strong integration of UETPs into the Norwegian and' Swiss- infra
structure, as well as improved sectoral coverage. By ·1992, the large: majority of 
Europe's regions were covered by a regional UETP, the main exceptions being in certain · 
parts of Italy and Spain. · · 

The sectoral UETPs structured themselves, by and large, along generic technology lines-,.· 
rather than traditional industrial sectors. The major fields were:. 
• Software and Information Technology applications (9 UETPs} 
• Advanced Production and Manufacturing Technology (7 UETPs) 
• Environment and related fields (7 UETPs) 
• Agro-food arid Biotechnology (7 UETPs) 
• Materials Technologies (6 UETPs) . 
• Mechanical Engineering, Design and Applied Mathematics (6 UETPs) 
• specific manufacturing· sectors (6 UETPs) . · 
• Telecommunications and related fields (5 UETP's). 
It should be remembered that many regional OETP's have sectoraf specialities them
selves. 

The outcome of the 1992 Call saw some 207 UETP·s. established:: 13'€} regional: andt 77 
sectoral. The greates-t number ·()f regional UETPs were in France (21), followed bY,: · 
_Germany (19), the UK (17) and Italy (13). The· sectoral UETPs are fuy definition highl:y 
European in nature and often cannot be allocated to a particular lead: country. ' 

. 2.2.3 Financial aspects 

Overall, the support for the work programme of the UETPs within COMETT._represent
ed some 12 % of the total programme budget. Remember, however~ that UETP·s ars·o· 
benefitted from funding in the other Strands, particularly through the adm:inistratimt of 
the "pool". scheme, which. is· discussed ·later in the report. As regard's the fimdi'ng prin
ciples, the COMETT Vademecum stated: 

The aim of the Community funding granted to -uETPs is above aU to support: 
· • activities with a European dimension . · 
• acttvities which are designed to lead to cooperation; exchanges' and cmnmunibation;. 

· both within the UETPs themselves and via the UETPs: operatidn withi'rt the European 
network · · 
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·The_ Community ·may make a jldt rate contrilJution to the· activities mentioned above up: 
to a maximum of 50% of the UETP's programme of expenditure. The. support will be 
reduced progressively with a funding· ceiling per UETP of 70,000 ECU, 60,000 ECU 
and 50,000 ECUrespectively for the first three years of operation. 

·p~ovision·was made, howe·ver, for a certain flexibility in such funding, particularly .for 
. UETPs set up under GOMETT ·I. In. fa~t, with a total of 207 ·by 1992,· more UETPs .. 
were funded than originally planned for aria funding levels correspondingly. reduced. 

- • J. 

The average· UETP budget was 180,000 ecu in 1992, of which 25 % . was covered by ·· 
COMETT. Contributions in kind accounted for 38 % of their budget: half from the con
tractor or coordinator and half from. partners. Cash contributions accounted for another 
f 3 %: again almost equally shared between the coordinator/contractor and . the other 
partners. The other significant sources of income· were regional aid (7·% - especially. 
-regional UETPs) and .natiomil aid (4 %). French UETPs were outstandi~gly successful 

. in obtaining funds from these· sources:· Other sources . included income from managing 
other COMETT projects, seminars, etc. Thus, at an overall level, one-third of firumce 

· comes from EU. ~upport arid C?ne-third from in-kind contributions. This is a· strong 
po~nter towards the difficulties ·of viable ·self-finance which UETPs may have }f they 
have to operate undef similar conditions in the (uture. · 

2.2.4 Legal status and streneth ·of partnerships 

The legal status of the- 1~7 UETPs which had seen. three years of operation included: 
'. 64 as simple agreements among partners ' ' ' . 
• 33 as new independent foundations:or associations. . 
• 21 as iridependen~ businesses, usually on a not-for-profit·basis 
• 20 as parts of existing organisations or associations, for . example, in profe·ssional or 

industrial fe<!erations or In Chambers of Co~erce, and 
• 9 other forms of legal status. · · 

Give!} the initial requirement for the UETPs to become se.lf-financing. over a period of 
three years and the· size of the typical UETP annual turnover (300-400,000 ECU), it is· 
of concern that 44 % of partnerships had not tackled the issue of a proper legal status -
despite having been in _existence for at least 3 years, some even 5 or 6 years (since 
COMETT.I}. ·Although such a status could not· be imposed, the Commission has made 
·explicit remarks in its documents on the risks .being taken by the contracting party in . 

. . such a situation, giving the possibilitY or' partners withdrawing at the. end of the Pro- . 
gramme. Of course, when new legal structures have been set up, there is greater ability 

· .. to enter into o~her contracts and relationships, but it also means the entity must market 
and make itself known. ·, 

The personnel situation within UETPs reflects both their rather loose legal stru~tures as 
well as the difference in activities betwe~n regional and sectoral UETPs.· ·There were 

· only 75 senior (ull time e~ployees among thei 147 UETPs which· reported information 
in sufficient details on their. personnel deployment.' 'These are concentrated in regional 
UETPs. The high numbers of senior part-time workers in sectoral UETP corresponds to. 
an organisation which often has one senior coordinator "per country pole" with other 
part-time support. Additionally, .sectoral UETPs generally requires high level, senior 
technical lriput compared to more genei:alist knowledge in regional UETPs. · · 
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As with the legal structures, employment patterns of UETPs give some concern for their 
long term viability. While reliance on part-time workers can be. uncertain; the depend
ence of the development of the UETP on the efforts of, quite often, only one person can. 
be equally fragile. Some of the Final National Evaluations point to the r~signation of 
good people from the UETPs due to their uncertain future, compounding the weakness 
of the UETPs position. · · 

Decision making in UETPs reflects the variety of legal and operation structures which 
have developed. Of the over three year old UETPs, 58 o/o have an independent manage
ment committee or board, 27 % have such a committee but which is responsible to · 
another organisation, usually the contracting organisation, and 7 %.still had no decision· 
making bodY: Of regional UETP management boards, 32% are answerable to another 
organisation compared to 17 % of sectoral UETPs, This is possibly. an indicator of the 
integration of UETPs into regional infrastructure. Only 44 % of UETPs had set up a 

.-steering committee for more day to day management. Within UETPs, 57% had set up 
working groups for particular ·topics. Some -30 % of UETPs had undertaken subcontract
ing or substantial delegation of work to partners or outsiders. Sectoral· UETPs, per force, 
tend to operate more decentralised management structures. Their managell}ent structures 

· are less developed. Conversely, regional UETPs, without the problem of travel costs, .· 
hold more meetings and have a more developed management structure. 

Among the UETPs of three years old and over, there is an· average of approximately 50 
partners per UETP (with other UETPs making up 10 % of these partners). Sectoral 
UETPs average 17 universities as partners, compared to 10 in regional UETPs. This can 
be explained by sectoral UE1Ps being a structure . based on a technology area as 
opposed to an industri~l sector, with universities as the founding memb~rs. Interesting to 
note is that 73 % of all UETPs' industrial partners are SMEs, i.e. companies with under 
500 employees. 

Overall,· the nature and role of UETPs' members, partners or associates is often not very 
clear. Because of the variety of UETP structures, the notion of what a "member" of a 
UETP is, has never been de~ned. Some define it as equity participation, others a~ part
icipation in management and still others as simply expression of ·interest. Thus,· the level 
of active participation in COMETT by enterprises and·others may be considerably-lower 
than some of the raw data suggests. Throughout the programme, a number of measures 
were taken (such as the issuing of formal recommendations to projects and a number of . 
initiatives under the Positive Actions scheme) to improve industrial participation and to· 
strengthen and deepen partnership structures. 

2.2.5 European dimension 

The European dimension is considerabl~, particularly in sectoral UETPs which average 
participants from 10 countries. Their activities are immediately and directly trans
European. Their management form varies from a democratic decentralised model to a 

. centralised, pyramidaf form. Regional l)ETPs are less immediately European, achieving 
... this dimension. over ~ longer time period, through placement, training and other colla

borative ventures. After 3 years, they claim partnership. with an average of 4 UETPs 
abroad. · 
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From the last available full survey ~f UETPs, their pattern of linkages to other . 
COMETT activities showed that 54 %had strong links to other UETPs, underlining the 
importarice of the inter~UETP activities and their strength as a 'Europeanising force. 
Other strong links were to student placement activities,' short courses and joint training 
projects. ., 

Links to other European Programmes have . grown for UETPs, ·particularly to other 
education and training initiatives.' Two out of the average three reported programrhe 
links per UETP will be to ·education _and .training; the .other to R&D. There is little dif- _ 
ference between· sectoral and regional UETPs. The main. links are reported· to be to 
TEMPUS,' ERASM{JS, . FORCE, SPRINT, .LINGUA, EUROFORM; ESPRIT and· 

. BRITE/EURAM in that· order. Again,this reinforces the role of the-·UETP as a European
- ising force, movmg to. supporting much wider ·activities than the original COMETT 

brie£ . 

2.2.6 Information management 

Over · SO % of UETPs publish ;:t regular newsletter and a similar proportion · use 
electronic mail on a regular basis. On the other hand, there were some 10 % of UETPs 
which have not published a promotional brochure. Information activities appear· to 
cent~e on traditional methods: mailings, visits and. information days.· This said, 

· three-quarters of UETPs .provide information on a full ·· spectrum of· topics ~om· 
·coMETT, to other COMETT projects, to EU Research ·Programmes. Other information· 
activities 'include develbping an inventory of education and _training opportunities, and 
other training ·related' databases, ·Ag~in, the Europeanization_ aspect of UETPs 1s 

.. reinforced. 

Half the UETPs have formed linkages with Euro Info Centres, with national and with 
regional networks. There has been some conce·rn, however, about the proliferation of _ 
networks targeting the same customer ,with similar services. In the atmosphere of ration
alisation, some rethink of the role of l)ETPs, particular as information source, may be 
necessary. 

2~3 The contribution ·of the UETPs 

• The UETPs have often been called the "backbone" of the COMETT Programm,e, The. 
Panel of Experts' Evaluation noted: "The UETPs are seet' by the Panel as an essential 
.part ofa European Network for developing industry-university links and ci,r'e vital to the 
running ofCOMETT itself.'' In this section, the specific contributions of the UETPs are 
examined unaer. four headings:. regional UETPs, sectoral UETPs; training needs ·analysis 
activities, and transnational activities. 

2.3.1 The regional UETP networks · 
' ' ' 

The ·region('ll UETPs' two rilain c-ontributions have been: 
•. to develop the local or r~gional in1erfaces and infrastructure associated with univer

sity-industry coope.ration,: and 
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• to integrate this regional infrastructure into the first European~wide cooperative 
network dedicated to furthering the European· development of univer~ity-industry 
cooperation in continuing education and training. , 

At a local and regional level, the UETPs have. developed the organisation, information 
and management interfaces between higher' education, domestic enterprises at. a local 
level, public authorities, and other institutions involved in regional and national· develop
ment (particul2rly, but not exclusively in education and training). This ha5 taken place 

· thiough information events, workshops, training courses, projects, etc. In particular, they 
hav~ acted as information and management structures for- EU Programmes (cf. above). 
Ih .some countries, a number of UETPs have been ·strongly integrated into a wider role 
in regional and even national technological and industrial development strategies. Their 
success in this wider· development role may be related to their initial institutional 

·positioning. 

However, the UETPs most acc;:laimed contribution has bee11 to integrate the above 
activities with simiJar and parallel' activities in the regions of other· European countries, 
forming international cooperative partnerships. UETPs have provided not only a frame
work for international· training and placement activities but also, as ·one -country 
commented in its national evaluation report 'an international vision on technology 
training', often internationalising purely regional projects. · 

The primacy of the UETP's contribution as the development of tpe trans-European inter
face seems to hold for both regions in which there was already a strongly developed 
higher education-industry interface, as well as the less experienced regions~· The latter 
regions, of course, have benefited to a relatively greater extent from the UETP's effect 
on domestic infrastructure. However, within a participating country, the effectiveness of 
UETPs could vary greatly from one region to another. Italy, for example, emphasises 
their effectiveness and importance in the South. 

The generally positive attitude to UETPs must, however, be tempered by noting that in· 
some regions, the contribution, outside the universities and companies directly involved 
may be small. Equally, enterprises would not see as great a value added in the work of. 
UETPs as might regional or European· authorities. Attitudes of universities varied 
greatly, reflecting the fact that the added value of the UETP network is to a large extent 
dependent on the size of the institutions, ·the past experience ·with student placements 
and continuing educatio11, and j}e existing linkages with industrial and transnational 
partners. 

2.3.2 Contribution of sectoral UETP networks 

Sectoral UETPs seem to have had fewer identity problems than -regional UETPs and 
have contributed more directly and in greater measure to technology transfer and indus,. 
trial training development. Their client~le were seen as much better defined and, by and .. 

. large, a more homogeneous group with similar technical requirements.'' This and the 
more focused expertise of the UETP personnel have made work such as training needs 
analysis, reports on the state-of-the-art technology, and the· formation of ;'European 
Working Groups" ~oth more relevat:}t to UETP activities and easier to undertake. 
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. For similar reasons, the. development of the·. industrial base. of the UETP network has 
also been easier to construct. Some have managed to develop. not only a strong network 
but to have· become, to some extent; a voice for the sector in European level education 

,: .·and training issues. A number have also developed recognised. European wi,de training 
prpgranimes and had a more visible impact on-training. It was noted that, such special
ised, high · level courses fit in better with the. advanced education system. Like the . 

· regional UETPs, the sectoral partnerships· have · als<? become . effective organisers of · 
mobility programmes .and coordinators ofother non-training EU Programmes. , 

However, as with regionaf UETPs, the overall magnitude of their c~ntribution should 
not be over exaggerated: COMETT is a small ·programme. Comparison of the overall 
effectiveness of regional and sectoral UETPs is not practical; 'they address· different 
development issues.· The ·Panel of Experts' Evaluation notes,. 'Sectoral- UETPs are 
generally better placed in the more . technologically adv.anced regions and regional 
UETPs are necessary· where there is not an adequate level of technological skills.' 
Equally, the National Final Evaluations do not' make any overall judgement as to 
whether se9toral or regional UETPs are better or more valuable for COMETT 
objectives, but .their analysis .would be generally supportive of the Panel of Experts' · 
position. 

. . 

: 2.3.3 Articulation· of industri~l training needs · 

Direct training needs' analysis is a very difficult area for regional UETPs and even rriore 
so .fur sectoml UETPs. Indications arc t!l;:-.t firms and evert UETPs and regional author

. ities do l).Ot see it as the UETP's mai11 role: it is a company function and UETP . per
sonnel do riot' often have the expertise. Firms were much more positive about the 

· UETPs' role as a· conveyor of information, linking firms to higher education institutio~s 
· and advising on Eurppean ·programmes. and projects. In. this contex·t,~ some point to 

UETPs having acted ·as a sort of "clearing house", drawing existing studies together; 
· defining· methodological appro;:tches, -.choosing training options, etc. as well as consol
idating and articulating the demand from SMEs. Equally, innovative approache~ were 
seen in some UETPs with the use o( in~truments such as round tables; sectoral work~ 

.. shops; and future issues. groups a~ ·an effective method of making known industrial 
demand requirements. This said, most UETPs have carried out training needs analyses 
(TNA) as their main approach to assisting in the articulation of industrial needs and 
many have ·been very successful. 

. The UETPS and the Skill Needs project 

A major impact of the UETPs in tackling the articulation of industrial needs has, in fact, · 
taken place outside the formal framework of COMETT II itself. In 1990 the European 
Parliament, concerned at the p()ssibility that skiil shortages m~ght retard Europe's econ
omic development asked ·the Commission. to examine the skill . position across the .. 
regions of the Cominunity. Using largely COME~T's network of UETPs to undertake 
the analysis, within six months the first regional results were available and within a 
furtl).er two years a comp~ehensive picture of skill needs across Europe h~d . been 
achieved · and was already being updated. Out of'· this work sprang many regional 
initiatives to.- correct local difficulties, as well as . improved . regional networks and 
observatories for monitoring skill needs on an ongoing basis. 
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In various UETPs, the carrying out of the TNA has provided the process through which 
university and industry have been brought together not only to discuss training but also 
to ·form the basis for a more general future cooperation in the field of human resource 
development and beyond. 

2.3.4 Stimulation .of the transnational outlook in partners 

_ All evaluation and monitoring reports have recognised the effects of. UETPs in stimul
ating a transnational outlook among the partners. This has occurred for both universities . 
and enterprises. For higher education institutions, an international exchange on training 
methodologies and teaching systems as- well as contacts with firms abroad hosting their 
students have taken place. For participating firms,' a wider access to the Eur~pean 

· training potential and a greater awareness of the European dimension of R&D and 
technology have resulted. 

It has .also been observed-that there is a specific benefit of the integration of SMEs into 
European programmes for- the first time via student placements and the location of 
partners abroad. Through such ·actions, firms have become much more aware of the 

. potential_ benefits of collaboration in Europe, not only in terms of training,· but also in 
relation to R&D programmes and business generally. Quantitative evaluations _bear out· 
the positive attitude of students and enterprises. 

In addition, UETPs have helped purely national projects to become European. This has 
led to the development of strong international networks of universities; institutes and 
enterprises around short courses and training projects. UETP,s have achieved this change 
in outlook through different modes of transnationality; some emphasising specific 
technological sectors, others involving a very broad spread of organisa'tions frqm their 
region,. while still others have concentrated on developiJ;Ig their education institutions as 
catalysts~ In all, COMETT has thus contributed considerably to developing a collective 
transnational approach to education and ·training_. 

2.4 Streng~hs and weakn~sses of UETPs 

2.4.1 The strengths 

The European dimension of both regional and sectoral UETPs has undoubtedly been 
their greatest strength. This European dimension ranges from UETPs' direct contact with 
the Commission and knowledge of-European Programmes, to expertise in applying for 
and managing EuFopean projects, to their core strength as part of a well structured, 
dedicated European operational network. The· UETP may also benefit from links to 
other European 'networks and infot:mation sources. 

Again for both sectoral and regional UETPs, their second axis of strength -lies in _their 
network of domestic, regionaf or sectoral members. Regional UETPs often have secto~al 
specialities and sectoral UETPs and their nodes are o,fttm involved in regional infra
structure. Generally, UETPs now have an accepted role (some much stronger, some 
much weaker} in their dOf!IeStic university-industry interface and indeed in the wider 
skills supply-demand interfac,e. 
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The initial positioning of the 'UETP is quite important in this context. Strong positioning 
includes links to or physical-location in university extension centres or liais_on offices, 
continuing ed~catlon and training providers; contract research institutes, chambers of 
commerce, etc. The access to supplementary funding can often be· a function of such · 

•· strong positioning ·andf~r the network created. 
. ' .... · . 

Another dimension also relates to the institutional positioning of the. UETP (or sectoral 
UETP node). Positioning With or in institutions where the objective Was to ~transfer 
. R&D to industry has assisted in creating a: direct working contact with local industry. 
This has improved the perception of university graduates, created industrial interest in 
university research and researchers and opened. effective channels· for ·firms to higher 
education institutions. Positioning UETPs with· _institutions whose objectives were 
predominantly academically oriented seem less successful. Here. UETPs have had more 
·focus on. student placement· but also more· difficulties due to the lack of a stable · 
- structure of industrial involvement . 

. I 

At a lciwer level, UETP . strength resides in factors such as the dedication of its 
managers, its well motivated personnel, its reputation, its 'independent status as a base 
for democratic partnership', its technical credibility; its links to R&b programmes, etc. 
The recent introduction of recruitment activities ·has . improved the position of some 

. UETPs. The full geographic coverage of a State by UETPs was also seen as important. 

2.4.2 Weaknesses of UETPs 

The fr~gility of the financial base and the lack of industrial involvement are the two 
main difficulties confronting the· UETP. network. The weakness and insecurity of the .· 
financial base of most UETPs is seen as the·main weakness. It entails a sub-criticatsize 
for the UETP and limited numbers of staff as well as difficulties in realistic, .long term 

·planning. The strong dependence of some UETPs on European funding for complement
ing their own resources, and their inability to generate other funds ·compounded this . . . 

. insec11rity. 

Limited involvement of--industrial partners,. particularly · SMEs, an~· the difficulty in 
·retaining industry's interest in projects have emerged as an other core difficulty. These 
issues can be. compounded in the less favoured regions by the weak industrial base and 
the no:n~innovative, traditional nature of many companies.· The UETP staff itself may 
also have little ·actual technical or iJ:?.dustria] knowledge. · · · · 

In some regions, the higher education base may also cause· problems. This could arise 
when the universities themselves have a weak technical and organisational base.· Some 
higher educaiion institutions appeared to be mainly interested in student placement, with 
little participation in training development. Equally, the traditional outlook of some 
universities l.JlaY cause difficulties in in_stituting and recognising industrial placements. 

Other weaknesses include the poor developm~nt of networks and poor coordination with 
other national and local training bodies, the rapid .turnover -of UETP staff, overlarge . 
regions to be covered, a disinterested attitude by public authorities, etc. Ppor planning, a · 

. lack of marketing strategy, and the Jack of time fo;: self-training in ::t com-plex area were 
also stated as. weaknesses seen in· some UETPs. The· time required to become known 

. and accepted is also a difficulty. -
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. An additional weakness in EFT A countries is that their UETPs currently cannot access · 
as easily the synergy between COME,TT and other EU Programmes in comp_arison with 
EU Member States. This difficulty will pass over the coming years. 

2.4.3 The self-image of UETPs 

The UETPs' self-image reflects these weaknesses. it shows them as competent in ED:rop
ean level university-industry relations, particularly the European dimension, and as 
making a significant contribution to advanced technical training. They see their structure 
as efficient . and able to develop transnational projects or networks with good co
operation within the UETP network; Secure within the higher education world,.'their 
confidence weakens when they have to deal with representative organisations and even 
more so with industry, _particularly. SMEs. They are not fully sure of their contribution 
to regional economic development. Direct training, training ·needs- analysis and direct 
dissemination and marketing of training cause them further concern. 

While such qualitative opinions by UETPs and national authorities are important indic
. ators of the health and strategic deveiopment dir.ection of UETPs, ·there is some concern 
that a system of operational objectives and quantitative indicators has not been develop
ed sufficiently either for or by individual UETPs and was seen as a problem in up-

.. grad in~ their work. · 

I 

~ 
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3~ Training actions 

3.1 Introdu.ction 

3.1.1 Training activities in COMETT 
·, 

Training, when defined· in a wide sense as acqu.iring ·or updating knowledge arid -.Skills, 1 

can be performed: - · 
~ through formal· training activities·, i.e~ classroom te~ching, or through distance educ-

ation provision . 
• by self-study .or learning-on-the job 
• by bringing people in touch with each other, which can be used as an infor~al way 

to ·let them learn from each other . . . . . 

• through transfer of people to another job or location. 

The COMETT Programme aimed at promoting training in, iti particular;. advanced 
technologies in a European context. As Section 1.2 already highlighted, the Council 
Decision on COMETTII includes explicit references to a number .of training,objectives, 
to be realized by COMETT II. The relationship betw.eeh these objectives ·and the formal 
training activities supported by COMETT will be consideredbelow3

. 

The. programme proyided a number of operational mechanisms in this regard. Let· it first 
be recalled' that the many partnerships and networks - UETPs and cithers - created and 
supported by the programme have prqvided to many people an informal platform for 
contacts and thus for exchange of knowledge and experience. At the same time 
COMETT has offered a range of possibilities for -the organisation ofplacements and the -
exchange Q( p~ople ( cf. Section 4 further 'o~ in thi~ r~port). However, in terms of train- . 
ing activities, the .most visible and eventually most substantial part of. the .COMETT 
budget :was allocated to :the more formal 'training development .efforts. These activities 
will· be discussed· in; the- following paragraphs.. · · 

In. COMETT II, support for trai~ing projects was granted under Strand (_:;, Joint Training 
Actions .. This programme category was split into 3 categories or sub-Stra'nds: 
• · · Short training courses (Ca) 
• Joint trai11ing projects (Cb) . 
• .Pilot projects (Cc). 

This sub-division was the op~rational implementation of the requirements laid down in 
. the Council Decision on COMETT II (see box below). 

3Sever~l issues, such as industry-university cooperation, synergy.with other Europea~ ·programmes and 
equal opp-ortunities between men and women, will, however, be discussed as part of the transversal themes iil 
Section 5. ' · · · · _, . 
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Support for advanced training activities as specified in the Council Decision on 
COMET)' II 

"(a) Supportfor crash training courses with a European dimension in, in particular, 
advanced technology designed for the rapid dissemination - by and in universities 
and by and in industry.- of the results of research and development in the field of 
new technologies and their applications, as weU as for the promotion, particularly 
for smaU and medium-sized businesses .of the transfer of technological innovation 
to sectors in which it was not previously applied. 

(b) Support for work ·on devising, developing and testing at Europe(ln level joint 
training projects in, in particular, advanced technology, initiated jointly ·by 
different industries in association with the universities concerned in at least two 
different Member States of the Communities · in fields relating to the new 
technologies. and· their apJ?lications. 

(c) Support for multilateral arrangements for training in, in particular, advanced 
technology initiated jointly by different industries in association with the 
universities: concerned aimed at establishing systems for distance learning utilizing 

. new training technologies and/or resulting in transferable training products. " 

3.1.2 Some key data on training projects supported in COMETT 

For the short ~ourses supported under Strand Ca there have been Calls for Applications 
in each of the five operational years of COMETT II; from 19.91 onwards these calls 
were subject to the 'pool' scheme (cf Section 1.3). For the joint training projects of 
Strand Cb, projects could be submitted in 1990 and 1992. There has not been a Call as 
such for the pilot projects (Strand Cc) .. Instead, out of the Strand Cb applications in 
1990 a number of projects (or combinations of projects) were shortlisted and invited to 
submit a more detailed application. This resulted in the selection of 30 pilot projects. 

·Between 1990 and 1994 no less ·than 2036 applications were ·received under Strand C: 
1017 for the organisation of pools of short courses and 1019 for joint training activities. 
Eventually more than 50 % of the applications were accepted; this relatively high figure 
is to a large extent attributable to the pool system (cf. Section ·1.3), where most of the 
projects were accepted, but in general oply for part of the proposal. . . . 

In the five years of COMETT II the. totality of applicants in Strand C asked sqme 500 
million EClJ. for their training actions." Some 101 million ECU would eventually be 
awarded. Three quarters of the projects accepted were short course projects; however, 
from a financial point of view they account for only a quarter of the .support granted in 
Strand C. Most of the training budget went to the joint training projects in Strand Cb,. 
with an average grant of 200 000 ECU, and to the pilot projects, each receiving 500 000 · 
ECU. On the average thejoint training projects have been supported ~t a level of 30 to 
50 % of total project costs; for pilot projects the figure came close to 50 %. In Strand 
Ca, support was more of a flat rate nature, based on the number and type of course 
sessions to be organised - but 'in any case lower. than 50 % of the project costs. 

· Many organisations h~ve participated as a partner in Strand C training projects. All 
together there are an estimated 8500 different organisations which are or have been in-
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· volved in the development of advanced continuing training' projects within COMETT, 
probably making it the biggest Continuing Education and Training network woridwide. 

The distribution: -of the rriain types of organisations in Strand C projects is approximately 
as follows: , · 
• over 5500 different companies, including some 4000 SMEs (small and medium-sized 

companies) . ' . · · 
• 1200 universities and other higher education institutions ·(which are, on average, 

involved in 2 projects) .. . . . · . 
• over, 1500 other organisations· (such as professional organisations, research. institut- · 

ions, public authorities, not~profit making associations, etc ... ) 
• . · 200 UETPs (most UETPs submitted pool applications under Strand_ Ca, and over 

UETP in 2 is participating in, on average, 3-4 Cb/Cc projects). 

In StrandsCb and Cc, the average number ofproject partners is 19, including, on aver- · 
age, 7 enterprise, 5~6 -universities, 1-2 UETPs and 4-5 other organisations. There are 
also typically 6 different countries to which partner organisations belong. 

The outputs qf these training projects are many and varied. In summary, by the end of 
the operational period of COMETT II ·c end of 1995) it is. estimated that: 
• there will.have been 9500 course sessions, 
• given for some 260 000 trainees, 
• with a total of 280000 tr¥!iping hours (being the sum of the duration of the training . 

cowses). 
Also:. 
• approximately 4600 training materials will have been produced, and 
• an estimat~d 250 000 people will have used one or more o:hhese training materials. 
About the nature of th~ traiping materials produced it may be· mentioned that some 
60 % of tbem are mainly text or paper based, 30 % are software based and 8 % are 
-videos. 

· 3.2 Training in adv~nced tech~ology 

3.2.1 What is advanced technology training ? . 

' . ' . 

The Councif Decision on COMETT II· makes several references to the requirement· for 
COMETT to support.training in-advanced technologies; notably within the objective·s: 

. . 

"(.~.) to improve ~he contributiQn of, in particular, advanced technology training at the 
valjou.s levels concerned, and thtis the contribution of training to the economic and 
$Ocial development of the Community ( ... ) 11 

However, no definition was provided of what was to be 1111derstood by advanced teclt
llology, either in the ·Council Decision, nor in the COMETT II Vademecum. ·Never

. theless it is obvious thai the criterion of applic~bility of the technologies considered is 
··an important. one .. 
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The more advanced an area is, the more difficult it becomes to develop training actions 
which are based on a thorough analysis of training needs. At best there will be a repres- · 
entative group of research and development· people who feel that the t)rpe-of subjects 
treated might well be interesting. This situation is part of the rationale for. the COMETT 
framework: by promoting cooperation between universities and enterprises, combined 
with a strong emphasis on links with other European programmes, an attempt is made to 
create the best conditions for an optimal choice of advanced training topics which could 
contribute to the economic development of the Coirununity. 

·' 

What eventually was considered as 'advanced', innovative and important areas in 
COMETT can be deduced from ranking the technologies areas most frequently appear
ing in COMETT projects. In COMETT I (1986-1989) 'three sectors stood out as being 
the most important: Innovation Management, Advanced Production and Micro
electronics. In COMETT II (1990-1994) there were many more areas which· were in· 
higQ demand, but not at .the same moment: . 
• the only sector that remained very strong in demand throughout COMETT II was 

Advanced .Manufacturing 
• in 1990 there was·strong demand for project support in the areas: Materials, Health 

and Safety, and Innovation Management ' 
• in 1992 there was a decrease for Materials, Health and Safety, and Innovation Man

agement, butEnvironment and Training (technology and methodology) boosted; new 
top areas were often Information Technology based: Data· and Information Process
ing, Software Engineering, and, to .a lesser extent, Telecommunications and General 
Information . Technology topics · · 

• by 1994 it had become very difficult to identify any dominant sectoral pattern, given 
the considerable freedom given to UETPs in the final selection of sub-projects and 
courses to be held as part of their Stra.'ld Ca-p~o1 project. 

The survey undertaken for. the establishment of the GMV evaluation report clearly 
showed that both project coordinators and trainees underscored the direct applicability 
of the technology training provided in the COMETT training courses. Over 90 % of the 

·project coordinators supported this statement, as well as the fact that tl:ie training 
delivered had been effective in assisting technology transfer. And 90 % of the trainees 
surveyed· agreed that the COMETT training courses they had attended were predo
minantly considered as a tool and support mechanism for increasing or updating their 
technical knowledge. 

The evaluation report of the p~el of experts uttered some criticism on· the restriction to 
technology training. Jhey recommended: "Training not only in technical skills but also 
the development of manage ria~ social and enterprise skillS.... These skills area crucial 
element in the proper · harnessing of technology, to maximise efficiency and 
competitiveness )n the modem company." )t should be noted th~t this is one of the few 
criticisms given by th~ panel on the scope of the programme. In line with this 
recommendation,. the CommissiQn has widened the scope of the support possibilities 
within the framework of the new LEONARDO DA VINCI programme. 

The finalnational evaluation reports indicate that COMETT has been an undoubted suc
cess in terms of the. improvement of technological training's economic contribution. It 

· should be ·underlined, however, that .this has not been achieved only through the 
activities supported under Strand C, but also through the experiential learning practices 
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associated with student placements~ The more formal training . approaches under_ Stranct · 
C have also seen an improvement ih the quality of courses, mostly due _to transnat
ionality an4· industrial involvement, and their.wider availability. 

The limited size of the COMETT budget, in comparison with nationiil spending. in 1the .· 
area of ~ontjnuing_ education and· tra,ining, has also meant that the direct and._.catalytic. 
'effects of COf\1ETT have been, in relative terms, modest. It thus clearly emerges that 
the COMETT contribution to improving quality of supply has been more marked and 
more important than its contribution to the quantity of provision. Nevertheless, it is also 
true that the programme has be~n a pioneer in many of the lesser developed regions _of 

. · the Comirtunity. · · · · 

3.2.2 Partnerships a~d. consortia for advanced training 

Ari essential feature of the training activities :supported urider COMETT is that they are 
based· on collaboration betWeen different partners: they· are joint training projects. The 
·Council Decision speCifies amongst the objectiv~s: · · · · 

"( ... ) to foster the joint development of training programmes and· the exchange of 
expenences, (arid also the optimum uses of training resources at CommunitY level ( ... )II 

• ~ 't • ' 

For the development and implementation of _trairung activities, there have been two 
·types of partnerships: . 

· • the· UETP's accepted 1f11der Strand A, which were meant as more ~tnictural and long 
term partnerships, which have been involved in training needs analysis ·arid· as 

. contractor for the Ga-pool projects (from 1991 onwards) · 
. • partnerships and consortia established specifically .for a particular training .. project 

under Strand·C;in principle, these were of atemporary nature. . 
, It should be noted, however, that the boundary line is not clear-cut Some UE'fPs had a, 

rather narrow focus, while many of the· more successful Strand C projects started oper-
.. ating -like real· UETPs,, with goals and action. plans extending· fa:r b~yond the origil}al 

project- specification. This- shows that efficient cooperation and the process of learning 
resulting from it is indeed a. stimulus for further joint actions. 

Although e·ach partnership includes a variety of or·ganisations· including typically several 
enterprises, universitie's have. often been the driving force behind the· initiation and pro
ject coordination. The .role ofenterprises has been .much more focused, notably by pro
viding contributions in kind (staff time, equipment and. services) for specific aspects of 
the project, and most importantly, by indicating the technology areas with ~eed.for 
training, both from ·a qualitative and· quantitative perspective. Once the proj~ct is oiJ.· its 
way, m_any universities often have- a major input for :the development of courses and 

·training materials, with enterprises· steering as far as content, delivering teachers and 
sending trainees are concerned. · 

.·The accumulated .monitoring and evaluation experitmce within COMETT 's_uggests· that 
· industry has increasingly come to appreciat~ the extent to· which user requirements have 
·been -integrated in the training products. Satisfaction was ~ighest whe~ these concerns 
had been considered in the early development phase of the project. Thus, contributing to 
the movement from supply d~iven .to responsive, training has been one of the strong 
features of CQMETT, one which was facilitated by the programme's strong emphasis ~n 
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industry-university cooperation. At the -same time, this development reflects the growing 
--importance of Total QuaFty approaches, with ~heir strong emphasis on custo-mer needs. 

Universities have also come tp r~al~~e the positive impact resulting from cooperation 
- with companies, not only for a particular joint project, but also for their regular educ

ation programmes. Working together in a COMETT project apparently has provided
great opportUnities for informal learning for both university and company staff .. - an 
added value of the training project which may not have been fully anticipated. Through 
international cooperation and by developing university-enterprise relationships· partners 
had the opportunity to understand other cultures, different appwaches of· training 

_processes, and of project management. When the coop~ration ~md interaction is properly 
managed, partnerships .can become a real platform for learning and creativity. 

3.3 The Europe_an dimension in training 

The terms "European dimension" and "European added value" frequently appear in 
' many documents relating to COMETT and other European education and training 
programmes. The Council Decision on COMETT notably specifies amongst its 
objectives: 

. -·----.-
"( ... J to give a- European dimension to cooperation betWeen universities ~nd industry in 
initial and- continuing traini!lg relating to technologies and their applications and 
trans.fer ( ... ) " · 

What does this mean in the context--of advanced education and training? A po~sible 
definition is that a project provides European added value if it addresses issues which 
could not have been dealt with (or not adequately enough) within a national framework 
Such a description comes close to the subsidiarity principle, and_ is essentially based on 
economic considerations. A related argument for promoting the European dimension in -
projects is the fact that many organisations and individ'!lals across Europe are faced with 
common problems and that all can gain by developing and implementing solutions 
jointly. 

Both ·arguments apply to advanced education :and training projects. The European di
mension or European added value could take 'the form of:· 
• the organisation of training courses with lecturers and trainers who aie not available 

in that country 
• the organisation of training courses for an international audience (for instance, when 

midonal markets are too small to reach break-e~en, or when the interaction between 
course participants b-enefits from it) 

·• the pooling ·of scarce available resources, knowledge and expertise to design and 
develop training courses and longt;:r progranups;_~_ __ · -

• the transfer of knowledge and expertise from one region to-ano't11er: e~g. oy-specific 
· developments or through the repetition of an existing course- in another region 

• the set-up training delivery systems which cover more than two countries and_ could· 
even be pan-European 

• · the use, translation and/or irnprovement of existing high quality ·training matei·ials 
with the aim of dissemination in other countries. 
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There are a number of perspectives for. assessing ·this European dimension _and value 
added of COMETT II: 

. • _ the European spread of partners within the projects consortia. ·. 
• the internal use of ~ifferent European languages 
•. the nationality spread of lecturers and trainers· 
• the synergy .with other European programmes4

• 

As regards the international spread o.f partners, -remember that the average joint traini1:1g 
project includes partners from 6 different countries. This figure means that typicaily one 
third of the eligible ·European countries are involved in every joint training project. By 
any standard, this is really a high number. . · 

The European nature .of th~ consortia is also shown through the internal use of-different· 
- lang~ages:. the data available through project reports has revealed that a mere 20 % of 
_the training consortia kept to one language. A typical COMETT-consortium was capable 
of effectively using two or three languages, 20 % used even four or more. This reflects 
the 'strong language capac_ities of the partnerships·; which is · a key condition for 
achieving qualitY and success in the_European market. , . 

Another measurable characteristic of the European dimen~ion is the internationai spread 
of the trainers invol~ed. Though no fully reliable data are available on th.e m;mber and 
·proportion of lecturers and trainers from a country other than where the course is organ
ised, a safe estimate. is that at least 80 % of training projects supported by COMETT 
involved such 'forefgn' trainers. A finding supporting this high international nature of 
the courses and the very frequent presence of foreign lecturers is that only a third of 
courses offered was delivered fully in trainees' native language. · · 

These and other. results lead to the conclu-sion that COMETT II did indeed provide a 
'high European added value,. and contributed strongly to bringing a European dimension 

. into advanced technology t~aining. Much. of the quality improvement in the '!-dvanced 
courses off~re.d on the European market IS d_ue to the'. opening up of course development 
to a w_ider pool of expertise across national boarders. Course developers have learnt to· · 
compare their ~:nv11 approaches and institutional settings with state of the art methods 
and knowledge elsewhere. Regional poles. ofcompetence i'n Europe have become better . 
known. This opening has also been· important in focusing attention on quality assurance, 
in particular by the end of COMETT II. · 

3.4 Some key messa·ges from .the COMETT .training experience_· 

An overriding i11essage emerging from the analysis is that the COMETT programme has 
been a rnost effective mechanis1-i1 for· proriloting 'the European: ~imension and added 
value·. in .training projects. The programme has contributed considerably to the develop
ment of mar1y new arid innovative European partnership~, arid, as such,· contributecl'to 
the further Europeanisation of the advanced co1itinuing education. and trainit1g market. 

-# 

4
This issue will be discussed as pa'~t of the tra;1s:versal themes in Section 5. 
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The programrrie has also been instrumental in showirig to both industry and academia· 
that cooperation in the field of advanced technology training (and beyond) c~ be bene
,ficial to both. The programme has contributed to accelerating the transfer of European 
.R&D results through targeted training actions, but lacked sufficient resources to do this 
on a. scale which would have a demonstrable effect. To the extent that the prograJl1:me . 
was meant to be a catalyst in this process, it can, however, be considered as successful. 

Throughout the life of the programme, quality management and assurance issues have. 
grown in importance. In that context, it should be highlighted that COMETT has clearly 
demonstrated that successful networking and project management in this area requires a 
great deal of knowledge, skills and personal co1111liitment. The availability of these com
petencies in the partnership has.a strong impact on the success in meeting the particular 
project objectives. This is a strong argument for paying more attention in the future to 
the support, information and training of training project coordinators. In anticipation of. 
the new· education and training programmes, the. Corriinission has already supported 
several projects to develop a number of practical guides for use by project promoters. 
Most of these documents, which draw heavily on the COMETT experience, are now be
coming available, so that they might· be used within programmes like LEONARDO DA 
VINCI. 
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-4. Mobility- of people 
/ 

------------------------'-

4.1 Mobility within C<;lMETT 

4.1.1 Typoloe)' of mobilitY grants 

Support for the mobility of people is a common -characteristic ~f many European pro
grammes in the field of education, tniining and research. Indeed it is incre(lsingly recog

- nised that all individual staying for a certain period of time in another organisation can 
provide benefits for the _individual, the host organisation, and the person's ho-me base. It 

. is 'ind~ed through people that the transfer of ideas, knowledge and -technology occurs, 
and mobility schemes are an excell~nt means by which to achieve this. Since the 

- European Community as a whole will benefit in the medium and long term from such 
exchfiDges, it is no surprise to see ·important s-inns of European grants being spent on 
mobility; moreover, transnational exchanges are excellt~nt mechanisms to make pe_6ple 
aware of each other's culture and understand the- benefits of moving towards closer 
Eliropean integration. 

- / - - -- -- - -

Of course, every programme uses· the mobility activities it supports as a vehicle for' the / 
achievement of it_s specific ~bjectives also: In COMETT, these· are numerous; but it can·
readily be seen that exchanges of people can benefit or~ improve, in particular: 
• transnational cooperation -
• industry-university collaboration __ 
• tecluiology transfer -
0 • advanced training. -

In this context, grants for tr<L."isnational exchanges ('Strand B) fall into three catego!ies: · 
• · Strand Ba: · support for students or young graduates undergoing periods of training in 

industry- in another Member State . or EFT A country as part of, -or complementary to 
their training at university - · · _ _ 

• Strand Bb: grants for advanced t,raining placements; these differ from Strand Ba in 
that participants must be engaged in the most advanced training level (but not in 
research activities) 

• -Strand Be: fellowships for personn~l seconded from universities to industry or vice 
-versa jn another country, to bring their skills to the host organisation. 

The large majoritY of projects and grants concern transnational ~tudent placements ·in in
dustry (Strand Ba),' and these activities will be the main subject of the discus'siol+ below .. 

. . . ' . . 

. Bear-in mind that since 1991, all transnational exchanges under'COMETT Ii were man~-
· ·_aged by the UETPs under the pool scheme (cf. Section 1.3). This guided and effective 

decentralisation of the programme has no doubt been at the heart of the success of the 
programme in this Strand. ' · · · · -
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The COMETT Student placement Guide 

With support from the· ·Commission, the COMETT student placeme'nt guide 
'Transnational student placements:. the COMEIT experience' was published in Spring 
1993. · This Guide draws heavily ·on the experience of . COMETT in operating 
transnational 'placements in Eirrope. It was aimed principally at assisting the UETPs 
operating transnational student placement programmes. Intended as a practical working 
tool, the Guide can facilitate the organisation of effective industrial placements; . · 

. However, the Guide has been compiled with a wider audience in mind, arid anyone 
organising or wishing to start a European exchange programme should find general 
guid~ce on operational aspects as well as useful examples of good practice. The Guide 
attempts to address some of the barriers hindering successful higher education-industry 
student exchanges. These barriers include admission restrictions, language problems, 
work permit issues, housing and practical problems, recognition of qualifications and 
financiaL arrangements. · 

4.1.2 Key data. on student placements (Strand Ba) 

Industrial student placements within COMETT needed to meet the following criteria: 
• be an exchange from a university to a company in another EU or EFT A country 
• concern students in the course of· their study, or just after the completion of their 

degree 
• last between 3 and 12 months 
• have a work programme relating to technology and related fields. 
In addition, quality conditions had to be met in relation to the preparation, organisation, 
monitoring and evaluation of the placement. 

Overall, ov~r 36 000 European students will have benefitted from this possibility in the 
5 year COMETT period. The annual figure has risen 'from 3800 placements awarded in 
1990 to almost 8000 in 19945

; this results in an annual average of o•;er 7000 of such 
placements. To put this figure into perspective, over the three years of COMETT I to
gether, ~orne 4000 student placements had been supported. 

In reality, the demand for placements was much higher thai?- the number of grants 
awarded. In 1994, for instance, there was a demand for 33 700 transnational placements, 
but support \Vas only available for about 8000 grants. So, three out of four potential 

· placements could not be supported. This figure is illustrative of the considerable expans
ion of student placement activity in Europe which has been stimulated by the COMETT 
programme. An .estimated 15 000 companies, predominantly SMEs, have hadaccess to 
the equivalent of almost 20 000 man-years of human resources. 

A typical placement lasted for 5-6 months, with a student receiving an average monthly 
mobility grant of 430 ECU (tbereal amount depended on travel. costs and cost-of-living· 
in the host country). In total, some 80 million ECU was spent on student placements, 
representing 35 % of the programme budget. 

5
The actual number of students on placements are some 10 % higher, since the grants were sometimes 

distributed over a higher number of students (which was possible thanks to complementa_ry funding) .. 
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Almost all regional UETPs and a large majority of sectoral UETPs have actively partic
ipated in the pool scheme for the organisation of student placements.- 80 o/?_ of student · 
placen:tents were arranged by regional UETPs, with ~ average pool grant (by 1994) of 
50 students; for sectoral UETPs the aver~ge was 30. · · 

About· 2/3 of participants ·were Undergraduate students, the rest· being young graduates 
and .postgraduate students. Important to note is .that 40 % of the total number' were 
female . 

4.1.3 Strand Bb and Be 

Strand ·Bb was· an experimental type of exchange which had not existed und~r 
COMETT I. The initiative was meant to support long term placements (up to two years) 
for advanced industrial developmen~ projects, involving monitoring from a university 
and a host enterprise. In· the 1990 Call relatively few projects were submitted, and only 
13 were selected (of which eventually 10 accepted the contract). Given the -.low . 
response, it was decided to monitor closely the development of .these projects, before a 

- .Call would be re:..issued again.)By 1992, the project results were not totally convincing; 
in 'particular· the rationale for the existence 6f a separate scheme.- A decision was taken 
no( too pursue. this sub:-Strand any more, for two main reasons: · 
• the d'emand in Strand B was overwhelming and of high quality, in particular in.· 

Strand Ba, and maximum -effort was to go to those activities 
• .the analysis of. the ongoing Bb-projects had also shown that the nature of these· 

projects was not very different from projects already· supported in ~trand Ba or Be; 
there was therefor~ no real need for a ·separate support mechanism. . 

Strand Be, howeve!, was much more successful, and an increasing number of grants · 
were awarded each Call. Remember that this Strand· supports advanced exchanges for 
training purposes of university staff into enterprises· or vice-versa, always of course, of ~ 
transnational nature. As for student placements, from 1991 onwards they were organised 

-_throughthe ,pool scheme ~dministered by UETPs. . . . 

So~e 1900 submissions· for such exchanges . were put forward, arid eventually over. 800 
- . , ' •I 

were accepted. The average duration of the fellowships was 4.5 q10nths, with an average 
financial contribution ·per exchange from 'coMETT in the order of 7ooo ECU. In total, 
COMETT spent some 6 million ECU on this type ·of activities. 

·About 2/3. of the people· exchanged were university staff, .the remainder coming from· 
industry. Interesting to note is that l/3 of parficipa~in·g companies were SMEs._Qver half. 
of the fellows came from peripheral countries; the UK, Fnmce and Germany were the. 
host countries most in demand. 

':,.' 
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4.2 Qualitative observations 

4.2.1 Strand Ba 

Accumulated experience to date · suggests that ·in the area of student placements, 
COMETT has to a large extent achieved its objectives, not only in terms of quantity, 

·'but above all in terms of quality, in particular as regards: 
• the role of student placements as an effective technology transfer mechanism 
• the contribution to settiJ;Ig up transnational netw.orks 
• the provision of a very clear and tangible European dimension to cooperation 

between universities and industry 
• added value to all those directly· concerned, and for European society as a whole. 

Thus, the overall opinion on ·Strand B is positive as regards its contribution, and the 
effectiveness of mobility actions.- This, in itse_lf, is a major result of the COMETT 
programme, if one compares the current situation with the modest volume of trans
national student placement activity at the start_ of the programme, and the numerous 
organisational and attitudinal hurdles which had to be overcome. Mobility activities, 
especially student placements, have had a beneficial effect: 
• on enterprises, often involving SMEs for the first'time in a European programme; in 

certain countries a .placement culture is developing which was previously non-existent 
• on students, who have become better prepared for their. professional future, thanks to 

their improved language abilities, broader cultural understanding, and innovator 
capacities 

• on higher education institutions, wherejt has catalysed ·the development of placement 
requirements and mechanisms, and has assisted in awarenes~ building and updating 
courses and teaching methods . 

. More generally, and not fully anticipated, the mobility actions within COMETT have 
helped; in developing new models of technology transfer. in knowledge, techniques and 
models. They are also increasingly regarded as providing a riew form of human- resource 
updating and recycling. 

In countries where industrial placements are a well established activity, COMETT seems 
to have had a m?tinly positive, operational effect rather than playing an innov·atory role 

. in the modification of policies· and practices. In other countries, where placements were 
not yet widespread, it has increased awareness of -the potential benefits at both· the 
university artd ·the industry; in several it . has also led to legal changes in. order to 
facilitate the mobility arrangements; 

The unique pool procedure has demonstrated that UETPs are capable of playing an 
active role in the organisation of placements: The UETP network has gradually devel
oped· a unique -know-how and set of competencies. Despite legal, financial and other 
hurdles, the network has developed the capacity to organise effectively and efficiently 
almost ten thousand Europe'an placements and. exchanges a year. It has gained the trust 
and confidence of all actors involved. It .has also served as a bridge between· mobility 
actions and training development activities. The UETP network is likely to appear as a 
valuable resource within the LEONARDO DA VINCI programme <!nd ··probably other 
European initiatives as well. 
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Overall therefore, Strand Ba has been th~. greatest networking and Europeariisirig force 
within· the COMETT prograqline. It has brought .more· iridustry and u~iversity ·people 
into contact with each other than any other COMETT Strand - and probably a:ny other 
Europeari programme. And it has been a most effective mechanism for involving SMEs, 
both advanced and. traditional ones, in European collaborative education and t_raining 
ventures. 

Enterprises' views on the value of st~dent pHtcements 
" . - . 

·. A survey, conducted at the end of 1994 amongst 199 enterpr.ises which had received 
. · together. some 500 COMETT student on placement, confirmed the . increasing · 

re·cognition by companies across ·Europe of the value of transnational student placements 
., of the type p~pmoted by CQMETT. The rep~ort states in its conclusion: · · 

... 

" i ... j. European companies which have participated in COMEIT are generally· satisfied 
with S.trand Ba, the transnational_ student placement programme. They arc willing to 
. continue recruiting studentS :.. a( least the same numbers as. they have done in the last 
jew yeqrs 'oj COMEIT. They also accept the fact· that students must be remunerated. 
[ ... ] Strand Ba is ·a convenient way .for· enterprises to ·meet objectives related· to the 
European dimension·[ ... ] and the specific objectives of COMEIT in particular.[ ... ]. 

· These objectives reflect the needs of enterprises, particularly those · of S.mall and 
medium-sized companies (up to 500 employees). Students are generally perceived as 
"problem" solvers by enterprises. [.;.]" · · 

4:2.2 Strand Bb and Be 

As regards personnel exchanges (Strand Be), the' overall COMETT experience is 
· encouraging. Although. the schell).e has not rpet the same· success and interest as the 

student placements activity, the quality of the projects supported was . in general high 
and has increased over ·the duration of the programme - which is certainly attributable to 
the guidance given by UETPs. European links between universities and companies ha:ve 
·been strengthened and exfended. A smooth transfer . of ideas, concepts and technology' 
has resulteq from ·most of the· projects. The scheme has demonstrated ii:s suitability for 
SMEs, as well as the practical advantages of having the practical· aspects administered 

'by an effecfive and-knowledgeable inter-mediary organisation such as a UETP . 

. A potential area of conflict is b'etween the personal interests of the fellow for his own 
. professional career, and the interests of ,the sending and receiving organisations_; given 

the strong . personal commitment r~quired, . this appears inevitable ii~ such types of 
project. Also, given the .relatively modest numbers .involved, little structt].ral change .has 
resulted from these exchanges. 

· . Concerning the. limited success of the introducti<m of the Stnmd Bb scheme, the main 
.·lesson learned is the need to dearly targeting such. activities, with a distinct different

iation from other support schemes, bo~h in terms of the ·type of activity, and cm':lcerning 
the potential beneficiaries targeted. · · · 
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4.2.3 Main messages for the future 

· The organisation and administration of transnational student placements and personnel 
exchanges between companies and higher education institutions is not a straigh~forward 
task. It has taken much time and, effort to develop an effective - yet still far from 
perfect- - network mechanism which can. bring the demand and supply side together and 
~nsure that the three parties concerned (the individual going abroad, the sending . . 

organisation and -the receiving organisation) will have benefitted from the exchange. 

Within LEONARDO, the know-how and corppetence available in this network should 
be maintained, further developed and disseminated. This will require the effective . and 
rapid dissemination of information, tools, and know-how across Europe. While the im
portance _of electronic communication will no doubt increase, direct contacts between 
the people involved will remain important. The current annual volume of tr:ansriational 
student placements and staff exchanges indeed implies thousands of negotiations and 
discuss~ons every month, often between people·for whom this is a first time experience ... 
It will the~efore remain an important challenge to the ensure the continued credibility 

· and high quality image of this type of operation. 

. . . 

The quality of the exchange programme is partly dependent on the preparation (linguis-
tic, cultural or professional) of the students and staff before they go abroad. Member 
States and the Commission need to examine more closely how this could be achieved in 
a more structured manner, so as to improve the_ return for both the individual and the 
host organisation. The development of guidelines for those staff monitoring placements 
would also be_ a worthwhile investment. 

More research on the most effective- and efficiep_t network structures and cooperation 
procedures appears appropriate. The COMETT experience has also shown that these 
small mobility projects lower the threshold for industry-universitY cooperation and often 
open an· avenue for other forms of collaboration. Examining this issue in more depth 
would also be useful t"o determine the possible involvement of the network structure for 
other forms of mobility - or to let other exchange initiatives benefit from the rich UETP 
experience. 

. ' 

A final point concerns the le.gal and social security issues regarding students on place
ment, e~pecially when undertaking longer placements, which are generally considered to 
be the most worthwhile investment for all parties concerned. 
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· · .. 5~ Transversal themes . 
. .~.:....·. - ~-..: 

- ·.~ . ._,_ . 

. .... ~ .. 

. 5.1 Coo.peration and links with other European programmes 

- . . 
5.1.1.· Introduction 

. The first main recommendation presented in the evaluation report by the panel of ex~ 
peltS is: ... The objectives of the_ COME1T Programme must be a coherent part of EC 
pqlicies for ·human resources, economic, technological, so_cial and cultural develop.;,ent, . 
and take account of the· Maastricht Treaty, its associated Structural Fund regulations. 
and' the "Framework Research and Development Programme." ·,A coherent part of $C 
policies1 means coherence with European prograinmes in Education and Training (such 
as ERASMUS, TEMPUS,. FORCE), Research and_Development programmes (such as.· 

. ESPRIT, BRITE-EURAM, DELTA)\ as well as other European initiatives (e.g:'.·· 
S.PRINT and the Social Fund). . · · · 

Most ·people in industry and education would no doubt agree with .the above recom
mendation. In most national . evaluation reports tl;tere is almost consensus about tliis-

. issue. Both in the EFT A countries and in the peripheral regions qf · the ·Community 
itself, COMETT has. often been perceived and used as a gateway to greater integration· .. 
and an opp~:ntun!ty to overcome national and regional handicaps for coop~ration, 

The rationale for seeking links with European research and development projectS .~•''-""'' ~;( 
clear: in the light of competitive pressures, the globalisatio!l.-Of markets and.tec~Ologic~. ; . . 
al development; it becomes more· and more important to ·harness the fruits of research'· 

: efforts, and make sure. that these are effectively applied ·to the benefit of European 
so~iety and its economy. The ratio_nale for linking COMETT with other education ~d . 

. ~·training programmes is the demand. for a coherent European Union training policy and.' .. 
education CO()peration framework, "across all categories and levels of people. This sa:me ·~ ' 
rationale is now explicitly recognized in the _new LEONARDO and. SOCRATE_S 'pr.o:.·' .. : ·~ 

I' ~-grammes. . . r· - • . • ,' 

The overall result i~ that, while COMETT has been more successful in creating IlDks 
than any. :other Europe~ll Programme, synergy was 11 mbdest11

• Because .·or COMETI's ' 
, strong focus on trainlrig for·technology-, the empha.Sis in ·the evaluation and monitoring . 

· ·. repori has often been on links and coherepce with Research and Development pro- ·, · . ···, · 
gr~es, but· this section will look at· education and training programmes ·aS well ... 'f.he ·. 

• /, ~ · • ' I . ' ' , I I 

d!stussion relates· predominantly to. Strand C (training .projects) and Strand A '(con; 
} I 

sortia). . . 11
'' • 

I . 

·' 

'. ·. 

'•. 

' I 
• • • . ' ') ~. l 

' ' . . ; .. ,,· ~·· , . 
. t' .... ; "'~: • .!. _;:/ 

,• .. ,. ' 

6 • ' . . . . . . . . . '. . . ' . .' ' . 
Please note that the successor programmes to these programmes have ·been given other names· in the 4th ~ramework· 

. .. ,\ ,· 

'· I 

Programme. 
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5.1.2 Links with R&D proerammes 

-
Quantitative data about links between CQMETT Strands and other. E~ropean Program-
mes show impressive numbers. The following figures give the average number of links · 

. of COMETT projects. with Research and Development Programmes: 
• 1 iink per UETP supported under Strand A 
• 1 link per 3 projects in the category short courses (Strand Ca) _ 
• 1 link per 3 projects for the joint training projects (Strands Cb, Cc). 
By multiplying these averages, with the numbers of UETPs arid training projects, and 
adding the somewhat less frequent links in Strand B (student placements and '·staff ex
chapges), one sees emerging thousands of links between COMETT projects and other 
European R&D initiatives. "· 

Most frequently reported R&D programmes with links with COMETT-are: 
• Telematics for Flexible and Distance.Learning (DELTA) (in particularly in Strands 

Cb and Cc) · 
• ESPRIT 
• BRITE EURAM 
• SPRINT (notably in Strand A) 
while mariy linkages with RACE, STRIDE, IMPACT arid VALUE .. are also reported. 

Cooperation between COMETT and European R&D-programmes · 

Telematics for Flexible and Distance Learning (DELTA). One area of strong and 
long-standing coopera~ion at project level has been with the DELTA programme, which 
was concerned with the development of technologies and systems tailored to the design, 
distribution and delivery of training materials. To some extent DELTA can be ~aid to be 
the "container'~ of innovative education and training approaches, whilst COMETT
projects were looking· at the. "content". A number of DELTA projects have __ used 
COMETT outputs in their activities and, vice versa, DELTA projects have facilitated the 
deveiopment and delivery of COMETT projects. · 

ESPRIT. This major R&D programme on Information Technology includes many sub
programmes, fot most of which many links with COMETT have been reported. Of 
particular relevance was the ESPRIT VLSI Design programme, . which was designed 
complementary to COMETT, notably by directing its support towards initial education 
at universities. But at the same time, the programme profited from the COMETT exper- · 
ience and its training products for setting up training areas. An example of a more 
structural level of cooperation with ESPRIT has been in the analysis of lL training 

·needs. 

BRITE-EURAM. An example of the synergy pursued by COMETT has been through 
supporting training activities in the Aeronautics area, which is of special concern for the 
BRITE-EURAM programme. Although administrative procedures did not· facilitate 
direct cooperation, some 20 COMETT training projects in this area were supported, also 
known and partially followed jn DG XII. The best example of the cooperation is 
COMETT's pilot· project ECAT A on advanced training . for the aeronautics industry, · 
which emerged from a DG XII initiative. 
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SPRINT; Many contacts; excP,anges of views and mutual attendance· to events have 
taken place over the life of both SPRINT and ·COMETT. One of the first-ou!_puts·'were a 
number of joirtt studies; such as· in relation to the role of Indilsttial _Liaison Offices 
(ILOs) in universities. 

]MPACT (Information Market Policy Actions). In the- framework of the IMPACT -
pmgramme, projects dedicated to train· electronic information ·ser\rice provider and-

. university teachers have given technical assistance to the ·coMETT programme. 

One must be careful, however, when fri.terpreting the quantitati~e data. A more detailed 
- analysis has .found that a 'link' reported by a COMETT project with another programme 

is not necessarily the same .as coherence. In many· cases it only means that the same 
organization -is involved_ in several European progrartunes, with_· a. loose .link at the 
subject level. Evaluation and monitoring reports have recomniended that coherence -
between. programmes like COME IT and other European iirogramines be improved. 

- So, despite the-· many good reported examples of real coherence ~d cooperation at pro
gramme level, the; outcome is not entirely satisfactory. Often, participation iri other 
programmes serves to cement and reinforce the COMETT collaboration, eyen if the 

-links were oniy indirectly relevan( to the training activity being pursued. Neyertheless, . 
there <l!estrorig argiunerits in favour of better and structural coordination of programmes. 
concerned with the dissemination, valorization and transfer of EU sponsored R&D . __ - ~ 

program,m~s. · · 

It should al~o be recognized, however; that COME IT did much more 'than support the 
transfer of R&D-results related to European programmes. Indeed, only some 5% Qf 
R&D in Europe is supported through European initiatives.· Many COME IT projects in
deed focused on the interregional transfer of locally developed knowledge and techno-
logy. · · · · 

_ Another aspect to be borne in mind is that COMETT . is not only concerned with: ( 
adyanced research. Probably more than half of COMETT projects are closer to the final
stages of, the technology development .cycle, already with some distance- from applied 
research~ ·and notably: from European R&D programmes which are,_ by definition, pre
competitive. This 'technology profile' of COMETT projects was the result of the select-
ion process, w·hich 'wit4 regard to relevance and direct applicability Qf the training, lS 

'what _one can expect. . -

Improving _ cooperation between education and R&D progmmmes does not emerge by 
itself: it needs struCtl;lral •SUpport. On sevenil occasions the idea 'has _been put forward -

.both by project promoters as ·well as by experts and evaluators - to- .recognise UETPs 
more formally _as a- mechanism for technological cooperation in training and R&D at 
European_...level. Within the new LEONARDO pmgramme, the· UETP-type structures 

. supported would. benefit from formal recci_gni!ion _by R&D programmes to act as a 
broker, a facilitator of cooperation between research and education projects. ·It would 
also respond to the clear wish 'for· cooperation at project fevel which has been expressed j 

by the actors in the field. -It is very probable; that for s_uch coordination to be effective 
at project level, there is a requirement -for far greater cooperation at the. European inter- . 
Programme level. · · · , · . 
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5.1.3 Links with pro&ramnies for education and trainin& 

When considering the number of links between COMETT and other ·European pro
grammes in the area of Education ~d Training, the figures are again impressive. The 

·. links are even more numerous than those with R&D programmes, on average: 
• 2 links per-uETP · 
• 1 link per 3 projects for the short courses (Strand Ca) • . 
• · 2 links per 5 projects for the joint training projects.(Strands Cb, Cc) .. 
There are also many links in Strand B, ·particularly between student· placements sup-' 
ported under COMETT and student exchange programmes supported by ERASMUS. 

Overall, the relations developed with European Education and Training programmes are 
not only more numerous but appear to be much more direct than in the case of links 
with R&D programmes. This seems logical since COMETT is pre-eminently ail educat-:-

. ion and training programme, and it is more natural for an ERASMQS or FORCE project 
to expand into COMETT (or vife_ versa) than for say~ a BRITE-EURAM project. 

An important observation is that over the life tiine of COMETT, the number of links 
ha5 been growing steadily. This is both related to the dynamic of .COMETT itself, and· 
to the increased possibilities and participation levels in the other programmes. There is 
now hardly any higher education institute in Europe which has not participated in either 
ERASMUS, COMETT, LINGUA or TEMPUS. .. . 

Main links tietween COMETT and other European education and training pro:.. 
grammes 

·As regards the UETPs in Strand A: 
• 3 out of 5 indicate a link with TEMPUS 
• 2 UETPs out of 5 have links with FORCE 
e 2 out of 5 UETPs have links ERASMUS. 
Ot)ler programme links include LINGUA, EUROFORM, PETRA, NOW, EURO- / 
TECNET, IRIS and SOCIAL FUND activities. 

~Lower numbers hold for the short course projects in Strand Ca: 
• 1 Ca out of 8 is linked. to TEMPUS 
• 1 Ca out of 10 has links with ERASMUS 
• 1 Ca out of 20 is linked to FORCE .. 

A similar Pllttern is found in Strand Cb/Cc: 
• 1 in 8 Cb's has links with ERASMUS 
e . 1 in 8 Cb's has links with TEMPUS 
• 1 in 9 Cb's ]Jas links with FORCE (this figures has been increasing over the years) 
Other programme links for this Strand include notably EUROFORM, EUROTECNET 
and LINGUA. . 

A common· criticism reported by project participants is the variety and sometimes com
plexity of European support and funding mechanisms in the area of education and train
ing. It is not always .obvious for which programme a project should be submitted and/or 
to understand the sometimes subtle differences between programme components: In res
ponse to this criticism, the Commission has streamlined the whole process by reducing · 
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th~ number of major education and training programmes to two, SbCRA TES and 
LEONARDO .. 

5.2 R&D,_ Training & Innovat~on 

5.2.1 Introduction: innova!ion in the Ent(jpean-Unio~ ._ · 
.. -.:~ .. 

Alf vilirant societies, all flourishing economies are in a s~te of continuous. innovation-. 
Not to innovate is to stagnate, eventually- to ·die. The R&D potential of Europ~s uni
versities. and research institutes is core to such change. The Commission's White Paper 
on Growth, _Competitiveness and Employment· notes: "Research and technological 
development can contribute .'to renewing grOlvth, strengthening competitiveness and 
boosting employment in ·the Union. However, in order to achieve: this a series of 
conditions must be satisfif!d: an-adequate lever of funding; an appropriate· range of 
res~arch activities; and effecti.ve mechanisms for transferring the results." _. . 

The .Bangeinaim Repori to the European Council• goes- further than sinipfe innovatio~. It 
speaks of: "This revolution (which) adds huge new capai:~ties to human intelligence and 
constitutes a resource which changes the way we work together _and. the way we_ live 
together .... Europe's ability to participate, to adapt and to exploit- the new technologies 

. and the opportunities they create, will require ·partnership between individuals, 
. employers, unions and gdvernments'dedicated to_ managing change." ' 

. '. . 

When COMETT was established in the mid-80s, the Programme was, in fact, asked to 
address _central aspects of these challenges which now figure so prominently on· the Eur
opean Union agenda. COMETT was required to develop effective mechanisms for trans
ferring-the results of R&D through ~ducation and training, and at the Sat1le time to build 

. up a. cooperative partnership· between researchers, univers_ities and· industries. This sec- · 
tion of the Final Evaluation Report· discusses briefly how effectively. this core· techno
logy transfer activity -_transforming R&D into social and economic. innovation -··has 
been undertaken and what les~ons there might be for current and new European- Pro~ 
grammes. 

5.i.2 COMETT's role in the technology transfersystem 

In many European countries, ·much, sometimes most, R&D spending takes place in uni- · 
- versities. The transfer of this knowledge. into . enterprises and other structures which can · 
- either exploit it commercially or benefit from i( ~ or bpth-- is at the h~ait of GQMETT . 
However, transferring R&:O results from higher edu'c~tion to industry, from one instit
ution ·to another, is not a st~aightforward handing over· Of a "package". The results of an 
institution's R&D is most often an ill defined, and possibly non-definable, collectjon of 
skills, knowledge~- techniques a~d tacit information. Transferring this (rom_ the hiboratory 
bench to a compariy which is ·under commercial pressUre, with . limited time arid 
financial horizons- poses many ,problems. · · 

By and large,: thos·e in the. COMETT programme who have coped- best with these 
· com~ndrums; have been those in a position to take a system approach. Here, the yarious . 

technology transfer. ·activities, ranging from superficial- information gathering or. update 
. . ' ... 

;_ 
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activity to contract R&D or even spin-off company activities, are taken as part of· a 
continuous spectrum in which· companies can participate at whatever ·lev~l they find · 
appropriate at the time in question. This syst~m might be called "the family" of 
technology transfer activities. Within it, the actual amount and importance of associated 
training required is often vastly ·underestimated by industry itself. Thus, the obvious 
implication of this system approach is that COMETT . training activities should prefer
ably be linked institution~lly to those offering other technical transfer facilities. 

Closely allied· to the issue of promoting a systems approach to technology transfer, ·is 
the nature of the actual interface presented by COMETT projects 'to industry·. Compa
nies differ in size and. structure. The fundamental nature of the technology for transfer 
varies from sector to sector,· as does its place in the c-ontinuum fr~m b_asic research to 
very applied, development work. These differences require a corresponding flexibility in 
the way in which· COMEJ'T activities are undertaken with industry. · 

Section 2.4.1 on the strengthS.of UETPs indicatec:l that, by and large, consortia which 
are positioned in dedicated technology transfer units are, perqaps not surprisingly, most 
effective in· technology transfer. The flexibility and responsiveness of the interface 

· which COMETT activities can present to companies in such a situation is crucial. 
Projects . operating from a university department may be strongly linked to academic 
activities and requirements, and may find it difficult to respond easily to commercial· 
necessities. The interface to university R&D and technology may not be as responsive . 

. as in a dedicated technology transfer unit· or an associated research institute. In a similar 
vein, evaluations indicate that. development of the pilot and joint training projects 
operated most effectively through a partner who could provide the professional interface 
to potential client companies. 

The importance of placing COMETT technology· trrumng activities In an appropriate 
system with a flexible interface is further reinforced by the need for an incremental ap
proach in undertaking technology transfer with companies, particularly SMEs. In work
ing with SMEs, a gradualist approach is necessary which takes firms through a series of 
activities which permits the potential partners to get to know each other. Com.rriencing 
with small scale activities,_ such as information· and low level consultancy implying ·19w 
risk and low investment; those involYed can tpen move ·on to education and training 
.activities and then on to more intensive technology transfer projects including contract 
research. · ' · · 

The COMETT experience suggests that keeping advanced European technology training 
activities separat_e .from a context where such an integrated and. incremental ruwtoach is· • 
possible, results in two particularly negative aspects. Firstly, it creates the need for dis-
ruptive quantum jumps in working relations with companies. Secondly, and most 
importantly, iLdisrupts the information flows between the individuals working with the 
university and t4e enterprise. It becomes harder to pass information on company 
activities and· needs resulting fr.om work in the area of training, in order to support· 
consultancy, contract research or joint venture activities ~ and vice. versa . 

. 5.2.3 COMETT's social and organisational innovation 

It is now well accepted that the effective exploitation of R&D requires parallel social 
and organisational innovation. It is important ·to remind ourselves that one of the most 
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important successes of COMETT has. been in producing and disseminating· such inno
vation. The main strands of this social and organisational innovation include: 
• the development of European and regional netWorks for . the flow of R&D ·and 

associated skills . and information; and so. contributing to the development of a 
European science and technology space . 

• the organisational changes induced ill niany higher education institutions . to accom..: 
·modate and certify the experiential le8rning ·of student placement;· as . well as, . in 
firms~ the organisational development req~red to integrate the :student 'and his/ her 
developing technical skills into being a productive part_of the company 

•. the integration of user. enterprises into the early development and· ~esting of training 
materials. · . · 

Innovation has· also taken place . at the · level of individuals, since all. R&D and . 
·innovation is ultimately ·embodied in .human thought and practice, attitudinal change has 
also been important. · 

,· 

It is important to realise that the~e non-hard technology innovation~, which were partie- . 
ularly numerou~ within. COMETT~ are as crucial to the exploitation of the technology as · 
the generation of the technical innovatio~ itself. 

5.3 Participation in COMETT by type of organisati~n 

5.3.1 Introduction 

. The mere consideration that. COMETT involved over 30 000 orga~sations from all over . . . 

Europe . directly in its projects shows that the· programme ha8 been fairly successful in 
its. catalYtic ·and awareness raising functions :.. in. relation to the budgetary· copditions 
under which· it ha~ to· operate. The mobilisation of such a nllniber·of organisations is an
other indication of the· European added value of. the programme, in particular when .one 
realises .that for many of these, the participation ·iin COMETT was the first European ; 

.' · proglimime involvement. -At the same tilne it .should be recognized· that the average· 
level ofproje'ct participation was cypically not'very high - ·not unsurprising given the 
huge :numbers of organisations involved· and the . relatively · niodest funding levels 

. available. 

Because of its' main objective t~ foster Eilropean co~peration betWeen. universities and . 
· enterprises - in the broadest sense :- COMETT has resUlted m the establishment of an. 
extremely varied range of partnerships, consisting of all kinds .of .participati11g organis
ations .. In eadi partnership there is at least one higher education institutioBi-to some 
extent .they have 'been a stable factor in COMETT pr:ojects. On the· other hand, the 
involvement of enteq)rises and other organisation has been _of a much more variable 
nature. Enterprises exist in all sizes apd typ.es. Their focus of activity can be.· extremely-· 

. 'diverse, including traditional manufacturing, high;:.tech research or consultancy. The 
-picture is even more varied for the 'other' types of organisations (s-~e below). Thus, 
diversity of partners and their core , objectives implies ·a· diversity of .participation 
models. Participation levels will vary fro~ a very _active .. participant to a 'sleeping' 
partner. And project involvement may range from concentration ori one set of ~ctivity to 
a range of contributions spread over the project life time. · 

. . . . 



There is diversity also in the results of all efforts brought in by the many partners. 
COMETT produced a qiverse set of outcomes in many technological and se~to_ral fields, 

. it created opportunities for many people to cooperate, and to develop and use education 
and training possibilities. The next paragraphs briefly discuss the extent of ,participation 
of different types of organisations towards realising these outputs: 
• universities and other higher education institutions 
• enterprises 
• other organisations. 

5.3.2 University participation 

Although universities are not ·the largest subset of organisations involved in COMETT -
which is understandable since there are less than 4000 higher education institutions in 
the EU and EFTA - the extent of their ·participation has been most significant. A few 
universities even showed up in over 100 different COMETT projects. The more general 

-and common characteristic-was· their active- involvement in projects: in most projects in 
all COMETT Strands, university people were the driving force. 

·This is not surprising. Indeed, most types of activities supported by COMETT .are part 
of, or strongly related to, the core business of universities. COMETT offered . univer
sities an excellent opportunity to disseminate their knowledge and research findings; 
through mechanisms they were in general familiar with. The design of the- COMETT 
programme and the culture within the higher education coinmunity were compatible 

. with each other. In addition, the . fu11ding available was considered a , welcome. addition 
to many universities keen to exp-lore new types of cooperation, or, in the case of student 
placements, to respond to growing student :nterest and demand. · 

Some additional reasons why universities took a fairly active role in COMETT: 
• the university world has always been international; European. cooperation presented 

few additional hurdles . · 
• the relatively open university culture facilitates cooperation, while in companies 

confidentiality and commercial aspects have to· be considered . 
• ·the need to become more responsive to market needs and. governmental-budget re

strictions forced many universities to seek new avenues, just at the moment when· 
CO/METT became operationaL · 

The active role of universities is reflected by the. range of project functions they have 
. assumed. In mobility actions, universities were often the ·_driving force - although the 
. increasing interest from industry as a result of COMETT should also be noteJL_In joint 
training projects, more often than not, university staff took the first initiative, and then 
continued coordinating and leading :throughout the design, development and delivery 
phases. Their in1portant - but certainly not exclusive - role in the delivery of lecture-rs · 
and trainers should also be highlighted. A weak point in university participation has 
generally been their often poor marketing and dissemination of project outcomes. 'For 
most universities these were new activities; throu~h COMETT many came to realise 
that an excellent researcher or lecturer is often not very good on the marketing side .. 

' . . -

In summary, therefore, the participation of higher education institutions has been -essen
tial for COMETT, and their contribution to the programme's success has .been very 
substantial. -
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5.3.3 Enterprise participation 

Ari estimated 20· · 000 ~hteiprises ~ere involved as partneridn 'COMETT projects, of 
· which more !Q.an half were through student placement arrangements. The prime· criterion 
for a ·company· to join a COMETT project will always be the benefit it-may gain from 
it, pe it immediate or. long term. The benefit may be realised both by contributing to the 
project development as an active . partner, or by merely using and exploiting the -
outcomes. This is most obviou~ in the ~ase of student. placements and staff exchanges, 
where . the direct advantages for companies are very visible, and ~e often acconipimied 
by longer terln benefits. As a result, the extent ofdirect involvement or-companies was 
in general higher in Strand B ·than in the other Strands. 

The data available suggests that, ove~all, abo~t 20% of participating enteq)risesshowed 
fairly strong participation, 40% ·medium, and 40% weak. Although this distribution can 
hardly be considered as being optimal, one should realise that 20% strongly involved 
-finris still ineans some 4000 companies. In all COMETT Strands it was very uncommon . 
to" find- enterprises coordinating a· project. When considering more specifically the train
ing projects and. partnerships •. not surprisingly, most . finns' ·principle interest. in 

· COMETT projects· has been in their outputs rather than their development. However,: a .· 
· substantial· number of the companies participating- in COMETT projects have.-been a 
'supplie~' - a direct provider of services - to the project. This applies particularly to con
siderable numbers of SMEs in the software, COI).Sultancy or professional training sectors. 
Obviously, here, .an important motive for participation has been the_ opportunity :to 

> deliver their services. · · 

As ·for those more interested in the qutputs as a means of updating- the knowledge ·and. 
skills. of their workforce, the main contributions of companies have been: . 
• provision of placements to students (and sometimes university staff) 
• · input to training needs analysis 
• provision of specialised knowledge and expertise ·. 

· • lecturing _ 
·on the other hand, the input of 'user' enterpr:ises in the design and realisation of train-- . 
ing materi(lls has been relatively limited. - · · · · · · 

·Finally, it is risky .to draw general conclusions from these and other fi11dings. Th~ 
· COMETT experience has shown that the type and nature .of industrial involvement is 
extremely variable·.., much more than in, say, European R&D programmes - and takes 
many different forr~s. It changes 'and fluctuates, m~reover, over the Jife of the project. 

5.3.4 Participation by other organisations 

"Although·· COMETT put the concept of industry-university cooperation central m its 
operation, both the notion of 'industry' and . that of 'university' . we~e very broadly -· 
interpreted. As a result, several thousand other and different organisations have joined 
the . prograriune - in total over 5000: The following main groups can be di~tinguished: 
• economically active organisations whi~h employ people but are in~ general not 

considered as 'companies': hospitals, utilities, transfer agencies, etc. · 
• public authorities and semi-governmental organisations at local, regional, nationaL and 

international level · · 
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• professional organisations, such as . chambers of commerce, employer federations, 
. trade unions, professional associations, etc. 

• scientific and ·education organisations: research institutions, research associations, 
· ed~cation consortia, etc. 

All these groups have been involved as partners in COMETT projects across all 'Strands 
and countries. 

In relation to COMETT, a rearrangement into two main groups is most useful: 
• those organisations which are close to the 'enterprise' concept and culture, including 

all kinds of private and public employers, as well as organisations representing or 
interacting with enterprises (professional organisations) . 

e those organisations which are close to the (higher) education and research commun-
ity, such as research institutes. · 

About 2/3 of the 'other organisations' involved in COMETT belong to the first group. 

The ra.tionale for participating in the COMETT programme varies: 
• for the first group the motivation is often similar to that of the enterprises them

selves, whereby the project provides a platform to connect other enterprises to the 
development; professional organisations such as chambers of commerce are to be · 
found in particular in Strand A, while 'other employers' are also frequently en
countered. in Strand C projects (e.g. a hospital involved irt a training project on 
medical technology) · 

• for the second category the main drive is often th~ · opportunity provided · by the 
project for the tr~sfer and exchange . of knowledge and research results; these 
organisations have been active in ·an COMETT Strands .. 

'· 
i 

Overall, the non-restriCtive interpretation of the concept of 'industry-university' has 
resulted iri an enrichlnent of the programme, both as regards the quality of the projects, 
as well as ·concerning the multiplier role they have played towards other organisations, 
notably SMEs. · 

5.4 Impact of. COMETT ~n SMEs · 
• 

The Council Decision on COMETT II includes amongst its objectives:· 

• • I 

"(...) to respond to the specific skill requirements of small and medium-sized businesses 
(..)" 

Whether this· objective has been achieved is difficult to assess. On many occasions it 
has been said that SMEs did not participate very satisfactorily in COMETT, The panel 
of independent-experts even said in their evaluation report: "The COMETT Programme,. 
like many other CommunitY actions, is not sufficiently well-tailored to meeting the needs 
of SMEs . . . they do not appear to have easy access to the programme." If this were true, 
there would be a seriou.s mismatch between the programme's objectives and the way its 
operational mechan,isms have been designed and implemented. · · · 

It is, however, very difficu~t to gain clear insight into the real impact of a European pro- . 
gramme like COMETT on SMEs, for a numbe~ of reasons: 
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· • ·there are millions of SMEs in Europe, of which only· a limited number :could be 
intere.sted in-a (technology) progr~e like COMETf _ 

• activities of .SMEs are highl-Y. diversified,. from Consultancy to manufactl,lring, __ and 
from· R&D to· training . · . . . · . . · . 

·· • in. the Cornett context SMEs are defined as firms with less. than · 500 ~mployees; 
nevertheless a firm with 10 employees will have· very different · needs than· a firm · 
·having 450 ~mployees ·· . . ... 

• many 'SMEs are subsidiaries of, • or strongly .linked to, other firms, and follow the 
training and other policies of these companies. I 

· So making generalisations about 'SMEs' is dangero~,. and ~ne has . to. be very careful . 
about cb"awing conclusions. 

A . first · question· concerns the extent of SME . participation in the·. ptogranime. The 
. follow!hg figures- using the COMETT definition·of·an SME- .are self-exphmatory: 

• about three quarters of all enterprises participating in COMETT projects ,are SMEs -
. or approximately 15 000 SMEs by.the end· of the programme ·. 

• abou( half of these SME's have less than 50 employees . • 
• in 80% of COME IT ·projects at 'least one of the partners is an .SME 
• a UETP has. typically more than 1 0 SMEs amongst its mem.bers 
• for the short cour~es· the average number ofSMEs per project is about 4; for the · 

larger training projects the number is about-5 to 6. · 

These figures are. impressive~ However, a Cl9Ser analysis reveals that '40% of SMEs in 
COMETT projects are ift a. dominantly. "supply" or ndelivery" r~le. ·This means that their 
main motivation. to p~icipate is to deliver a contribution, not· to act as a beneficiary. · 
Especially in Strand C (Training Actions) this is Clear: 2/3 of SME participants iri this 
Str~d act . dominantly as suppliers to the project. Software companies are the most 
explicit •isupply'i sector. Thus, although the results are not as significant as the raw data 
may suggest, the overall impression reinains very positive, especially in the light of 
COMETI's catalytic function and the programme constraints, such as the fact ·that . 
projects are not hecessarily·dlred:ly financially qr conunerciruly attractive, and ·that they 
require transnational indristry~university collaboration. · · 

Thus;- despite its constrajnts, _the programme must· have· a m!mber. of. other attractive 
· features for SMEs. It would appear that the complexity of COMETT with its ·varied 
range of measures, criteria and. activities has proven to be a rich breeding ground fo'r all 

· kinds of different SME-related training initiatives. A more focused programme would 
probably have seen a much smaller and less varied number of SMEs participating~ 
These· considerations notwithstanding, it remains. a valuable recommendation to continue 
to reflect· on how access by SME~ to programmes and their ~outputs can be simplified. : 

An~ther observSttion is that, altho~gh participation n~bers ·are -high, the. role of SMEs 
as project partners is in general modest. In Strand C, for instance, in only· 20% of cases . 

. were they found to be actively involved in the project development, and only in a few · 
.cases had~ they. an imp.ortant r:ole in decision,.making. It must be recognized, however, 
that several of. the COMETT programme criteria and requirements are to some extent 
incompatible .. with· SME modes of operation. SMEs in general . have ~o long term. 
perspective, and therefore it is far from self-evident for-them to become involved in the 
risky type of project development activities· which C9METT supports. 
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Active project participation is, however, not a condition "for reaping benefits from a 
successful project. Many SMEs have been in touch with the programme witho,ut being a 
participant in any of the projects. An estimated 40 000 SMEs will have directly or in 
clirectly benefitted from COMETT II. This means that some 200 000 employees from 
SMEs have, in one way or another, profited from the outcomes of COMETT projects. 

SMEs and advanced technology training:. potentially conflicting objectives within 
COMETT 

In relation to the 'advanced technology nature' of COMETT, it is useful to point.out an 
important ·difference between SMEs and large firms. Most large companies have 
research facilities· and highly specialized R&D- staff. This facilitates indl,lstry-university 
cooperation, since it may essentially concern knowledge exchange and transfer between 
research groups. In such a context even enterprise-enterprise cooperation can be worth-

. while, as is shown within the l'Il~Y pre-competitive European R&D projects. 

But SMEs rarely can afford to have proper and well organised research facilities, in 
particular in the manufacturing sector. For most SMEs, the immediate applicability of 
knowledge and skills gained is a condition for survival. And for new technologies and 
updating of knowledge they are highly dependent on what is offered outside. It is 
therefore no St1rprise to find within COMETT that, the more applied and less R&D 
intensive the nature of the COMETT activity, the higher the success has been in 
attracting SMEs. Despite the existence of many high-tech SMEs, ·this finding also 
suggests that the focus on advanced technology transfer may sometimes be incompatible 
with the desire to involve a large number of SMEs. · 

Finally, let us remind ourselves that s·MEs which join a programme like COMETT, 
·share a common and normal characteristic: they want to draw benefit from· it, which 
implies increased profitability over· the short, medium or long term. The. success of a 
European programme with· SMEs is determined by how effectively SMEs are convinced 
of the benefit they may get from being involved in the projects. Profit making and 
potential for improved competitiveness of those involved are to be recognised as necess
ary conditions for the strong ·involvement of SMEs In any European programme. 

5~5 ~egional impact of COMETT , 

5.5.1 The development of regional infrastructure 
l .• 

One of the greatest contributions of COMETT to the regions has been what one repre
sentative of a participating country has called: 'the provision of a legitimate and demo
cratic forum for the discussion of universitj;.c.industry. cooperation'. This foru_m has 
manifested itself mostly through the activities of_ regional .UETPs. In regions . with 
limited of such infrastructure, mostly in the less favoured and peripheral areas of the 
European Union, COMETT appears to have provided, sometimes for the first time, a 
legitimate meeting ground for higher education, industry, and other in~rested private 
and public bodies. From this forum many regional initiatives developed, further 
strengthening local infrastructure and qevelopment. The strength of this effect is to be 
seen in the level of co-funding and regional project funding achieved by some UETPs. · 
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At ~ individual UETP level, those most effective in· promoting -general regional devel
opment issues have, perhaps not surprisingly, been- located in regional . .£Ievelopment 
agencies or similar bodie~. UETPs which were s~cces~ful in this regard. have tended to 
incorporate major regional decision ~~ers, who were. explicitly' using COMETT ex-

. change and frairiing: activities· to support regional deyelopment plans and to integrate 
these activities -with regional ESF-and ERDF projects.'· A few dozen COMETT regional 
. UETPs .could be Classified, in this _category, predominantly in the less advanced regions. 

COMETT· has also, on occasion, acte,d· as both a forum and a model for regional policy - . · 
· development. This ·occurred particularly where regions ·had a greater than average auto-· 

·. - nomy . irl : developing educational and more general . regional . economic policy. hi one 
country, COMEU even· acted as a base for the development and implementation of 

. regional and county strategic plans in the ar~a of higher education-in~ustry coope_ration. 

_·The speeific intra-regional dev~lopment actions undertaken by COMETT include:. 
~ .bringing :.regioQ.al higher education institutions together· to cooperate and coorqinat'e· 

. .: · therr offer of advanced ·continuing education to loca1 industry . · 
_ • bringing regional indUstry artd universities together to ili.scuss relevant concerns and 

. possible cooperation in higher level education and. continUing education 
• providing a platform for discussio~ ari<;l action on wider- a.Spects of local techflology 

. transfer · .. 
•· the undertaklng ofregional and local-training and skill needs .analysis . 
• the creation and development of specialised regional networks to address. specific 

regional issues at a sectoral level and at a topic level. . - . 
• the a~tive partiCipation iii regional development' programmes _ 
• ·the direct d~velopinent and provision of training to regionaL industiy · 
• · the introduction of new training. delivery . techniques, bringing the training to- a wider . 

audience within' the region _ _ 
• the development of a regional unit of operational expertise in dealing_ With Europeaii 

'programmes, particularly those in. education and training. and. to a lesser extent. those . 
inR&D. . . . 

It. is recalled. from Secti<?n 1.3.3 that in 1991 a senes of ''Positive Actions" were 
launched. Among other things, these actions souglJ.t to }d~ntify and correct. structural and 
functional problems in the implementation of CO:METI at a regional level and were 
particularly important in· the· ·development of COMET)' and higher edutation-industry 
cooperation · activities m the less favoured regiOns of Europ~ ·and the new German 
'Lander. · 

5.5.2 Inter-re~ional integration 
. . . 

COMETT has ;had a particularly strong impact in developing inter-regional cooperation. 
-· - well beyond the specific activities supported by the programme. Again the UETPs 
. have beeri · central . in this process, providing a structu_red, responsive and easily iden
tifiable initial contact point for those seeking partners in a· region. The· variety of partic
ipants involved in UET:?s has made such partner seeking all the more_ effective. Also 
the fact that most European regions hosted a UETP has been important for the levels of 
cooperation and involvement achieved . 
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COMETT's mobility activities have contributed strongly ·to opening up regions to a 
much wider European influence with an influx of new technologies, new c~ltures, riew. 
ways of seeing and doing things. This has taken place for higher education institutions, 
s~dents and perhaps most importantly for S~Es. It has led -to a number of . develop-

. ments including: . . ' 
• the transfer of techriology between EU regions 
• the linking of universities sending and enterprises recetvmg students across par

ticipating countri~s 
~· the creation in enterprises. of an awareness and future ~ontacts in other European 

regional markets 
• the ·development of research and development personnel with a EUropean outlook, 

and the availability of such personnel to local enterprises. This includes the improve-
ment of linguistic abilities. · 

In the development of all forms of· training products, the inter-regional approach has 
· been of most importance · in improving course quality. In addition, the national 
evaluations undertaken indicate that COMETT has improved .the avail~bility of special
ised technical courses in peripheral regions. Such regions do· not have the critical mass · 
of industry and higher- equcation to provide for the wide · variety of specialisation 

. available in core, more developed regions. Their consolidation into a more integrated 
· European training market makes for better access. . · 

I11 conclusion, this· inter-regional technology (and cultural) transfer has been a mainstay · 
of COMETT in achieving regional integration· and increased European ~ohesion. While 
it has taken place most obviously through mobility actions and delivery of training 
courses, other less obvious technology transfer has occurred through working on peda-

. gogics and training delivery techniques.· Equally, organisational and management struct
~res required in· enterprises and universities to exploit new technologies effectively have 
formed part of the inter-regional transfer. 

5.6 ·Equal opportunities between men and women 

The issue of equal' opportunities for men and women is_ explicitly addressed m the 
Council Decision on COMETT II. The objectives include the statement: 

'(..) to promote . equal, opportunities for men and wOm(!n in initial and continuing 
tra(ning in, in particular, advanced technology (..)' 

However,. neither in the Council Decision nor in the COMETT II Vademecum are 
criteria or guidelines for implementation of this objective given, The issue is overlooked 
. in the evaluation . report by the panel of experts, and the same holds for most of the 
national evaluations. The GMV Evaluation Report notes on this topic: "COMETT has 
not had a particular effect on strength~ning equality of opportunity 'between men and 
women in the training sphere: none of the project initiators met made reference to a 
conscious policy in this sens(/. In the poll sample, women represented}l% of course 

7
0nly a sample was surveyed; there are of course a number of COMETT projects which have such a· 

conscious policy, including a UETP focusing on thistopic . 
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participants_ and -38% of COMEIT students, which, however; accotding to experts, 
seems to be a. representative· proportion. of the -European student popul(Jtion in· the 
scientific and technological domains. Thus, no discrimination was 'fOted." 

This observation summarises well the situation,· but it. remains worthwhile to· consider 
some more details. In the area of student placements, in· particular~ the continuous in- -

, crease of female participation should be mentioned. In COMETT _I, the percentage of 
. female students· receiving a placement grant was 36%;. by the end of COMETT. II the. 

figu~e will have ·ri.sen to 43%. This percentage come;g ·close to the female participation · 
in. higher education and exceeds by far that of female -students in engineering education . 
The data · available actually ·shows that . the male/female · distribution ·in COMETT · 
placements to' .a large extenf reflects the' distribution in. the particular discipline. or 

· programme of study (e.g. engineering, exact sc1ences, management; etc .. ), .in higher 
education. · 

The increase of females in COMETT placements is most likely attributable to the wider 
range of disciplines making use. of it,, reducing the relative importance of engineering 

. ~tudents (where females represent only on~ quarter) .. 
' 

In the area of training cours~s, the figures on female Participation have been quite stabl'e. 
over. the. years. Since 1987 the annual attendance of females to COMETT courses has 

. fluct11ated aro11;nd 22%~ This no doubt reflects that the composition of the target gro.up i's 
. quite stable (unlike the university students):, for many COMETT courses the trainees 

need to be people ,with· certain degrees, in particular in engineering, and/or ·ih certain 
_ positions, notably middle management posts in production and research and· develop- -
.· ment ar~as. Both categories are stiil dominantly male·- a· situation COMETT can do 
little about. Thus, when 2:2% of the trainees in. COMETT II courses are female, this 
would appear ~o ·be <:L realistic representation .of the targ_et group. 

. . 

It can also be mentioned that females are 'very well represented within projects as 
· project staff, in partiCular .in Strands A and B. Another obsetvatiori to· be reported is that . 

projects which were.particularly strong on promoting equafity between men and women 
- which cur~ently comes down to the positive d{scrimination. of females - are very un .. -
common; more-over they were often weak ori other COMETT criteria .. 

·In conclusion, the objective of promoting equality betwee~. nien and women is probably· 
the one which has been given least attention to, both at programme and project level. 
Jhis can. be expiained by the fact thatthe COMETT programme design did .not include 
any specific action which could· have facilitated it. It also results from the recognition · 
by programme and project -staff that, in the end, a programme like COMEJT ·can do 
very little do about a- problem whtch is roo'ted in _choices' and attitudes of girls .in 
secondary edli~;ation. At . the same time the figures avai-lable clearly show that no. 
·discrimination of either sexes has taken place. 
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5.7 Industry-University ,coope,~aJion 

Probably one of the most original features of COMETT was its strong requirement of 
industry-university cooperation _jn projects8

• As shown in the previous sections and 
-chapters, this collaboration can take · many different forms. · Despite criticism on _ the 
effectiveness and outcomes, few will nowadays state that such cooperation is useless or 
needless. The 'objectives of industry-university cooperation vary· depending on the situat
ion. Three major arguments are often put forward: 
• faster industrial application of findings from. research 
• improvement of the output of technical qualifications 
• more effective transfer of technology between sectors and regions. 

-In Europe the awareness has grown of the need and importance to reinforce the. techno
logical base · thro~gh cooperation, both . on an international level, and betWeen univer
sities and companies. For many people in industry and higher education, COMETT has 
been one of the first major opportunities to develop such collaboration on a systematic 
and structured basis. As a result of COMETT a number of long lasting partnerships 
between universities and indus.tries partners have been created. In all evaluations of the . 
programme, these cooperation opportunities and the resulting-partnerships are highlight-

. ed as a positive and satisfactory aspect. · 

Despite these generally positive evaluation results, there are some critical remarks to be _ 
made as well. Many of the partnerships created through COMETT had difficulties get-

. ting off the ground, whilst others_ faced many other difficulties. Amongst the reasons for 
this are reported, in relation to industry: 
• main interest in short-term problems and solutions 
• lack of familiarity with the opportunities offered by COMETT (and other European 
· .programmes) -- ' · 

• unwillingness or unpreparedness to participate in the training project development 
process, through input of experts and support (a remark ofteri heard is: "They only 
want outputs") . · . · 

• not used to thiriki~g apd acting ·at a European level. 
Criticism. regarding· university _involvement in cooperation projects with in,dustry 1s 

~ mainly concerned that: .. -
• they are too academic, i.e. too far away from the concerns of application · 
• their procedures are too slow,' resulting m lol).g development times .. before results 

become available 
• they are not flexible enough. 

There are, however, a number of trends which help in reducing the problems involved 
in industry-university cooperation in. education and training: _ . 
• the awareness within industry of the ben_efits and long term advantages of more 

systematic cooperation is growing _ 
• firms· increasingly become aware of their wider responsibility, both economic and 

social, with regard to initial and conti'nuing education 
• because -of constrained or r~duced pubiic financial resources, universities become 

more inclined to think in terms of client-oriented activities. 

8
1t is recalled that both 'university' an~ 'industry' should be interpretecl'in the broadest sense. 
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COMETT has cont:ii.bu~ed to these trends and developments, notably by showing that: 
• most successful.-cases of cooperation occur . when the· cooperation is adopted as a 

means of achieving specific goals - · , .. 
• cooperation .is best achieved when . those involved agree that the cooperation gives . . 

results which are demonstrably better. than would be achieved by university or com-· 
panies working on their OWn . 

• cooperation is im e~ective_ way of matching supply and .demand in complex·· and .. 
novel areas~ 

In conclusion, it has been an important acco-mplishment of COMETT to have raised the 
awareness in both industry and academia of the a9ded value .of cooperatimi. iU the field 
of education and training. This has been particularly true in countries and regions where 

. . such ~ooperation mechanisms Were barely developed. The iirformation available also 
suggests. that this result is irreversible, in the sense that the large majority. of organis-· 
ations involved in such collaborative ventures intend, despite the problems encountered, 

. to continue to ·be. involved in such cooperation ·mechanisms· in the futUre. .. 

5.8 The sectoral bottom-:-up approach-within COMETT 

The Council Decision on COMETT II. includes an explicit statement about the. techno- . 
logy content of COMETT projects. Key terms. are: ".:. reinforcing training. in,· in·. ' 
particular, .· advanced technology, ... COMETT II will facilitate innovation · and . · 
technology transfer ... ". The basic mechanism ~hich was supposed to. achieve· this goal. 
was cooperation between enterprises and universities across Europe. 

~ . . 

Perhaps s~risingly, explicitre.ferences to. technoiogy and sectoral issrie~ were s~ce in 
the official_ COMETT documentation. In any case, the information available gave no .· 

· clue as to in which sectoral or technological direction the COMETT programme should 
~o: indeed, the main option chosen appeared to be _essentially a bottom-up approach. 

Given the objedives of COMETT, a, strategic choice cc:mld have been to-~getactivities · ' 
which were .. most relevant to • particular industrial or economic sectors (a -~ectorat. . 

.. approach, partly followed in 'the FORCE programme) or to .certain fields· having . 
. potential for application in many different circumstances and industries' (a:te~hnology or . 

. discipline-based approach, also followed in many R&D initiatives under the Framework . 
Progranl.me). · · 

No such explicit choices were made at the beginning of COMETT. Project--activities 
might either be. targeted at an industrial sector, at a technology area or both. A hybrid~. 
COMETT-specific sectoral·classification.systemwas developed for that pulpose, 'and the ... 

·terms 11area11
, -"field", or "sector" have 'since· then been used interchangeably to refer to. 

the subject of training in ptojets. · · · · · 

The sectoral distribution of the projects accepted in general reflects._the submission 
profile. However, some sectors were more :successful than others, related to .the partie-· 
ular qualities of proj.ects presented within th3.t area. The table (next, page) shows a. 
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ranking of the 15 highest funded COMETT sectors for three periods9
• As one can 

observe, there are both 'technology fields' and 'industrial sectors'. 

Ranking of COMETT Sectors (in terms of volume of support received). 
0 0000000000 oooooooooooooooooouooooo.oooooooooooooooooooooooo~oooooooooooooo ooooouoooooooooooooo oououoooooooooooooooooooouoouooooooooooooooouoo oooooooooo,ooooooooooooouououoooooouooooooouooooooooooouoooooooooooooooooo 

·cOMETTI 
(1987 - 1989) 

COMETT II 
(1990) 

COMETT II 
(1991 - 1992) 

· Advanced Production and ·.Training Advanced Production 
Manufacturing (Technology and Methodology) and Manufacturing ', ...................................................... ~ ... : ................... ~ .......................................................................................................................... ; ........................ . 

2 Innovation Management 

3 Microelectronics 

4 Information Technology 
. (General) 

Materials 

Health and Safety 

Environment 

Environment . 

Information Technology (general) 

Mechanical Design 
and Analysis 

........................................................................... ········································································· ··············································································· 
5 Materials Mechanical Design and , 

Analysis 
Materials 

. . . . 
••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .......................................................................................................................... u ........................... . 

6 Mechanical Design 
-and Analysis · 

Information Technology 
(general) -

Software Technology 
and Engineering .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

7 Architecture- Innovation Management Civil Engineering 
and Regional Planning ··········· ................................................................................................................................................................ · ....................................................... . 

8 Telecommunications Microelectronics Training 
(Technology and Methodology) 

............................... ~··· ............................... ~ ............................................................................................................................................................. -. .. 

9 Data and Information 
Processing 

10 Software Technol6gy and 
Engineering 

Biotechnology Telecommunications 

Civil Engineering Agro-food 

... · . . . .. . . . . ................... , .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . ........................................................... ~ .......... ~. . . . . .. . . ...., 

11 Training (Technology and 
Methodology) 

')2 Biotechnology 

Advanced Production 
and Manufacturing 

Production and 
Manufacturing (general) . 

Production and Manufacturing 
(general) 

Architecture 
and Regional Planning ....................................................................................................................................... ; .......................................................................................... . 

13 Civil Engineering 

14 Agro-food 

15 Health and Safety 

. ' 

Telecommunications 

Agro-food 

/1'\rchitecture arid Regional 
Planning 

Production Management 

Health and Safety 

Biotechnology 

Clearly, the bottom-up approach has resulted in a selection of projects which were pre
' dominantly technology based, rather than oriented towards an industrial sector. This is 
probably due to- the strong drive by universities and the emphasis on the link with 
Research and Development programmes as stated in the Council Decision. ·The 

9 1993-94 is not included, since no 1i1ajor A and Cb-projects were accepted, and since it is not really . 
possible .to classify the pool projects into particular areas. 
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.COMETT allocations are ari indicator of th~ quality and th~ quantity of the demand in a 
certain area. The figures and trends show that: · ·. . · . _ . 
• the quality of the broad set of most important sectors has not changed significantly 

over the years· 
• the_ need for advanced,' projec~-based industrial training may 'fluctuat'e -significantly 

and rapidly · · · . · 
~ the COMETT selection strategy is based on a large number of criteria, which in their 

. totality, do not seem to lead to any .sectoral pdoritising. · · · 

. The lack of clear patterns in the ·.trends (exception made for the boost in Environment 
and the relative stability. in a few. sectors) give the important message that current 
sectoral trends in advanced training demand· have little predictive value for the future, · 
even in the medium term. It also· confirms that COMETT's prudent bottom-up appro~ch 

.. as regards sectoral· priorities was entirely 'justified. Thus, leaving it ._entirely up to the , 
enterprises and higher education ·institutions .. to decide jointly- on . which subjects to 
cooperate, rather .than setting out- 'target areas' appears to have . been a wise decision 
which has also contributed to the success and continuous innovation in itself. . 

. For completeness, some "top-down" initiatives should be mentioned. Under.-the 11Positive 
Actions" initiative of 1991-1992, some funding was made available· for a· number of 
sectoral surveys- of COMETf projects, as well· as· fo~ some experimental Workshops. 
These· have -strongly' contributed t.o the · understandil).g of the sectoral issues within 
CQMETT10

• Another sector-oriented decision lias. been the priority setting .for sectoral 
UETPs . in the 1992 Call for Applications, the· main concern being to · ensure broad' 
sectoral coverage of COMETT at sectoral. UETP level. Finally,' a red thread throughout 
the management of the. programme h<fs been th~ emphasis on linking COMETT activi-

. 'ties with ·other European programmes, in particular R&D initiatives, which has some
times taken t!Ie form of concerted action.. · 

', •', 

10
A synth~sis of the sli~veys as well as further sectoral info;Jnation is pr<?vided iii .the report. 'A sectoral 

v'iew on COMETT'. 
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· 6. Conclusion and main findings 

6.1 Fulfilment of th'e Council Decision 

The. primary conclusion of this final evaluation of COMEIT II must be a simple state
ment that the Programme has been a major success. This is not to say tliat there are 
no areas requiring some rethinking and change. However, the major strategic require- -. 
ments of the Council Decision establishing COMETT II have been fulfilled. . 

COMETT II has improved the contribution of advanced technological training to the ~ 

economic and social development of the Community through: · · 
• the development of local and regional industry-higher education interfaces, and the 

creation of interfaces at Eurc;1).?ean level · · 
• the improvement of quality of·courses and widening their availability 
• the promotion, development and acceptance, of experiential learning associated with . 

industrial placement of students by higher education in industry 
overall advancing social and economic cohesion within Europe. 

COMETT II has fostered joint development and the optimum use or· training 
through: 
• the integration of industry into the joint development of.courses 
• · the improved utilisation of technology education and training as an integral part of 

the technology transfer process 
• the improvem~nt brought ~bout in the calibre and accessibility of training. 

. ' 

COMETT II has adhered to and respected the principle of equal opportunities between 
men and women through the projects it has supported. · 

'· 

COMETT II has made B:I1 important and direct contribu~on to SME needs through:· 
• offering, notably via the UETPs, a platform ·for improving business links,. increasing 

technology transfer opportunities and widening their European horizon · 
• student placement activities which have accelerated their technical and economic 

development and their integration into the wider European market . · 
• training courses and materials which have improved the development and manage:

ment of their technical skills. 

COMETT II. has provided major European added value through: 
• its development and in most instances creation of international networks dedicated to 

improving university-industry cooperation 
• its important- contribution _to the internationalisation of placements activities 
• the European dimension of the training activities supported 
• its strong integrative and cohesive effect, iri economic and social terms, across 

European higher education and advanced technology training .. · 
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6.2 Future strategy developme~t 
. . . . . . . . 

While COMETT II has been an· undoubted success, there are a number of approaches, 
areas and activities which shnilar European initiatives might develop. further based on. 
the experience gained over the past five years: ~ . . 
• 'The transition from a training to a learning -based approach has been· seen in· 

COMETT -II an:d in. industrial training more generally., Promotion o.f a ".learning . 
· culture" and moves to the "Learning . Organisation" ·place more emphasis on·' t4e 
leaniing process of individuals . and teams. They require ,more attention to issues such 
a5 learning . capacity, motivation and work orgam~ation: Thus deep, strat~gic ·shift 
should be . fully· reflected in European· education and training initiatives .. It also calls 
for a new type of training of trainers. 

• Closely allied to the shift to a learning rather than training focus is the move seen in . 
some projects of COMETT II to place the purely technical.elements for learning into 
a wider skills ·acquisition strategy. Here, issues such as project-based training, 
multi-disciplinary competencies, core ·competencies for both individuals~ teams . and 
firms were addressed. This approach deserves to be furth<?r developed: · 

•• COMETT II has made major· strides in improving and assuring the quality of course . 
. . and materials provision. Jt is important that this advance be built upon. A Total 
. Quality. approach needs to be integ!ated into the operational fabric of education. and 
. training initiatives. Again, this is a, key element in 1Iloves 'toward the creation· of an· 
, effective '''learning culture". . .· . 

• Central to . the improv.ements in universitY-industry cooperation· brought about by . 
COMETT has been the· development of cohtimiing technological training· as a ·core. 
part of techl)ology transfer from Universities to industry. The COMETT experience 
has pointed to the. advantages to be gained from· an . institution ·being· able to 
undertake an integrated approach to technology. transfer, r~ging from consultancy 
and short workshops to major. contract research and even joint ventures. This 
integrated approach can yet ~gain be seen as -a move . from "simple training" to the 
development of a "Learning Organisation". . ' 

• The European dimension has often been perceived as . orie of the most important 
v~lue added of the COMETT programme, often yielding many indirect benefits for 
participants. This needs to be s~feguarded and strengthened through· more ·structural 
cooperation across various European programm~s. · 

• It is important to guar.d against "fashions and fads" in training; what is sometimes 
promoted by small groups, is not necessarily what is needed by Europe·. 

6.3 Future operational developntent 

COMETT UETPs .have been called the "backbo~e" of the programme and a central· 
·reason for its success. COME'fT II· has pointed to: a number of operationalissues: _ 
• COMETT experience has ··pointed to the importance of requiring such network. nodes . 

. to quickly take: on a legal. character. This provid~s for a more stable node with better 
prospects of development. -. · . . . · 

• The·institutionallocation of the node Is central to ·its sliccess._Early discussions on ·an 
. . . - .. ~ . ' ·. t . 

appropriate site clarifies the expectations placed on the node by the various actors 
. involved .. 
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• The respective merits and advantages of regional and (European) UETPs need t~ be 
recognized, so that each type of partnership . can optirhise. its contribl!tion to the 
European network. 

COMETT stUdent mobility has been most successful in achieving its objectives, partie,. 
ularly in involving industry and SMEs. . 
• Its 'good practice network' might be opened to assisting other initiatives which have 

not achieved such success with industrial placements. 
• Given the current COMETT mastery of the mechanics of student mobility, additional 

university-industry development requirements might be placed on the mobility 
activity. 

• Personnel placements have worked particularly well in some countries, and that 
positive experience should be fed into new exchange arrangements. 

COMETT II ha.S developed ·many thousands of training courses and an impressive 
quantity of materials has been made availabk The quality improvement in this training 
has been consistently remarked upon. . . • 
• It is important that many more organisations and individuals have access to these 

resources; marketing and dissemipation of materials should receive a much higher 
profile in the future. · 

• Programmes should reflect how they can contribute towards the development of the. 
"Learning Organisation", notably by making room for on-the-job-and on-line training, 
project based training, vendor engineering of training suppliers~ etc. · 

• More professional interfaces for university based trainers interacting with industry 
should be developed. T~~s might involve universities in joint veritw:es with prof
essional training' consultants or closer liaison with technology transfer 1,1nits. ·_ 

6.4 Project impl~mentatioil 

COMETT II has provided some valuable lessons in terms of project management. These 
include notably: 
• appropriate needs analysis before the full launch of the project is essential 
• adequate project preparation and planning .is necessary; in particular a full and 

common understanding of the project objectives should be pursued 
• the intrinsic risks of transnational ·education __ and training projects should be 

recognized; scenarios sho~ld exist to cope with the damage cal,Jsed by the turn-over 
of project staff or the loss of a partner 

• better awareness of the real, and ·often underestimated, _costs of the "European over
head" is important. 

Awareness of these and related issues will help improve ·the qu~lity of collaborative 
. training projects and their outputs. 

. . 
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Annex 1. Statistical overview 

This is only· a selection out of. the many statistical data available. More details can be found in the 
' different reports which have been produced (Cf. Annex 3). The synoptic ~vervi~~ of COMEIT by country 

(Annex 2) aiso includes a short table per. country. • 

Table 1. Distribution of projects submitted by Strand)and Year 
. . . - . . ' 

uo o~ooooon ou on uooonu on ,, .. , ooo u~ o~o u .. u_.,.., •••~•:••• *"'''*''' oo~on ooo , .. ,.._, ou;u .. o ••••••••••• u•ouuuoo oo 'E'*'''' oooooo '*'"'' ooouo ooo •••:•: •.•• ... ooouooo ooo uo oooooo oo oooouuoooo ooo 0 0o oooououuo 

· 1990 1 · 1991 L 1992 1 -1993 ! 1994· Total 
: : : : 

Strand . i · i i i 
·: : : : 

A . - 366 ~ . - 114 l' . . 480 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Ba 351 l ' 148 ~ -- - 194 l . , 181 ~ 176 1050 
.... ~.... ... .................. .. .............. ······ ......... ~ .......... ~ ...................... ~ .................. ~ ............. ~ ................................ ~ ................. ....... :. ... .. . ... ~ ... : .. •.••• ...... .: ....... . 
Bb . 99 ~ ~ ~ - ~ , - ~ o 99 

: : ~ : ~~ 

·::;~······················ ····················-~·j·~··r··········:·········~·~··r .................... :~·~··r·············· .. ····;6··r··:·············· .. ··~·~·· ····················~;;·· . 
'"'""''"",.""'''"""''""'"''"' "''""""""'"''"""''"""'"""""'•••••ooooooooonooo•nouoo•ouoloououooooooooooooooo•oou•••••""''""'''"'"'"'"""'""""u'ol••••• .. ouonoooonooooo••••U ""''"""""'""'"uouooooo••u• 

Ca 328 L l3fl 182l '·194 l . , 182 1017 · 
000104 ool O•o ooo ooou••oooo•u o I I •• ~ 400 OoO ooo•o o•o•oo 100 OU 00~100 000 OUooo looo~oool ooo~ •• 000~00 UO OoO••o ooo 00 oonu O~O.oo. 00 ~•ooooo 400.00 oooo"oo" ':"" o•o 104~00 I oo "."' OU 00 0 00 0.00 ooo oo••oo 10 UO•O•oooooo 001001 Uo o"ooooooo• 

·--~~ ,; ................. ;, ............... ~ .... :?::.~ .. f: .......................... ~·-l···· ............... ?:.? .. f ...... ; .................... ~·-l· ............... , ............. ·······'··'· ...... ~~~~---
Cc 32 : - : - ·: - : 32 

............... ~.. ...... ...... .. ............................ .: .............................. .: .............................. ; .. , ........................... .: ................ ~ .. ; ............. ~.~ ....................... . 
n · 342 ! · · 88.! - ! 146 ! 144 'no 

.Total 2382l 597 4890 

Notei 

(1) 

(2} 

Meaning ofthe Strands: see 'COMETT Terminology' in the, beginning of this report,. as v.iell as, 
Chapters 2 through 4. ·Strand D includes 'preparaiory visits' in 191)0-1991, some Positive 

. Actions in 1992'andcomplef11entary support for UETPs in 1993-1994, 

. From 1991 onwards; applic(llions. under Strands Ba, ·Be, ca·could only be submitted by UETPs 
(accepted-under StrandA in 1990 or 1992)- cf the 'Pool system' described in Chapter 1. · · 

From 1993 onwards, the complementary measures un_d_er Strand D ·were reserved to UETPs accepted· 
in 1990 u71der Strand A. - · · · 

(3) .·The notion 'project'-is not identical across projects and years.' 1n particular the pool projects 

(4) 

. (Stra'!d B~, Be, Cafrom 1991 onwards) inClude several sub-projecis, · , 

. The 32 applications under Str.and Cc were re-submissio.ns of Cb-projects which had been · 
shortlisted as potential pilot projects, 

·, 

These no~es also ap'ply to man~ of th_e other tables. 
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~able 2. Distribution of projects accepted by Strand and Year 
..................................................... _. ....... :··· ........................... :·············· .. ······ ........ :······························:········· .. ········· .. ········ ~ .......................... . 

1990 j 1991 j 1992 j 1993, l 1994 Total 
=· : : : 

· Strand i i i i 
A 158 1 . 49 1 . _207 

ooooo•ooouoouo:"oooooooouuo oooooooooouooooooouooooooouo~ooooooooo •••••••••••••••••••••!••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••!•••••oooouooooooooooooouooo•!•••noooooooooooo .. ooooooooooo •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Ba 246 ~ 148 ~ 172 ~ '177 ~ 175 918 
···;~······················ ························~·~··r·························~··r·························~·T··························~··r···························· ·······················~;·· 

ooooooooooo .. ooooooooooooooooo oooouooooooooooooooooooooooooo!ooooooooooooooooooooooooooouo! .. ••oooooooooooooooooooo••.••••~oooooooooooooo.oooooooooooooooo~Uouooooooooooooooooooooooo., ooooooooo~o"o., 0 ooooooooooooooo 

Be 66 l 54 l 67 l 86 i 92 365 
··~~····················:· .......... : ...... _. .... ~~;·~··t·····················~~·~··t·····················~·;·~·J .. ··················~i~·t···············~····~·;~·· ·:················:·;;~·· 
ooooooooooo ooooooooooooooooooo ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ~ooooooooooooooooooooooooo ooooo ~ooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ooo~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ooo oooooo 000000 000 oooooo.oooooo 

Cb . 191 ~ -1 113 1 - ~ 304 
···~~······················ ························;·~··r··························~··r·························~··r·························~··l······························ ·······················~~·· 

··~························ ······················~~····r·····················~·~··r·························~··r···················~~·~··r···················~·~·~··· ····················~·;~·· 

· Total 420 ~ 555 ~ 587 3035 

Notes 

(1) Although most pool project submissions were approved, in general the project Was only 
partially accepted. 

(2) The table reflects the status at the moment of decision. Following contract negotiations, some 
projects eventually did not start; a few projects were also stopped after a some time. 

Table 3. Evolution ~f demand and awards of placements (Ba) and exchanges (Be) 
............................................................................................................................................................ . . . . . . 

1990 : '1991 : 1992 1993 

Demand ! ·I 
1994 Total 

~:.;;;;;~·~··· .............. ~·:~~: .. : .......... _~··'.5~ .. ! ......... ~~:'.~'. ............. ~~:~~". ................. '~:".~: .. ··········· '.~.~·~~~ 
::;~~:;:~ 420 I 215l 5.12

1 

427! 327 1,901 

.Awards 

.,.;.;;;~~;_;~~-~ ..................... ~:.~.~~..1. ................ ~:.~.~~..1. ................ ::.~~-~-·: ................. ~:.~.~~.J ................ ~:.~~.~-............... ~.~::.~~-~--
Personnel. 95 ~ 124 ~ 140 ~ 228 ! 252 S39 
ex~haDges ~- ~ ~ ~ 

Note 

·The number of students on placement was actually s_omewhat higher than approved (cf Chapter .f). 
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Table 4. Distribution of. financial demand. by Strand and Year (in 1000 ECU) · . . . 

A 82,413! ·18,973 ! 101,386 
··;~ ...................... ............ ~-~~-:~;-~ .. r .. :·~ ... ...... ;·~-:~·i-~ .. 1" ......... :~~T:;~~-: r .. ~ .. _·:·:.~·;~·:~;~ .. r ...... : .... ~.;~·:;~; .. _ ............ ~~-~~-~~~-: 
oonoouoouooouooooonoooooo ooooooooooouoooon;,OOIHOOoo1ouuoooooooooouooooooooooooo1ooonooooooooooouoooouoooou1oooooooooooooooo .. ooouo~ooooo]ooouuonoouo.'ooouoouooooo uonooooooou:ooon:••••o•uo 

Bb 8 093 : - : - : ·- : · 8,093 ' : :· : : . ............................................................................................................................................... ~ ........................................................................ . 
Be 8,669l 3,361 l 9;849l . 7,705 ~ · 5,855 - ... 35,439 .. ~~ ...... : ................... ; ... :,:· .. ·~·;·;·;~~ .. r- ............ ~·;·:~-;~ .. r··:· ........ ;~·:~~~·:r·:· ..... , ... ;~-~~~~ .. r ............ ;~·:~·~·; ... , ... -...... :~-~-;~~~; .. 

..-~~ ....... ; ............. : ........... ;·~~ .. ~;~"1"'''"""""'""'"; ... ~ .. (""'"'"''~; .. (~; .. (""""'"'"'"'""'.~"1"'"'""'"'"""""'."" ...... : .... ·~;·~·.·~~·; .. 

.•. ............... .•..•. ...... ........ ..••.•••.•. : ........ .• 1 ...... .................. ..••.. :.: ..................... ' ...•.....• : ......... .•••....••. ; ......... 1 ........................................................... . 
. ' : I : : : • . . 

Cc 17,607 1 --1 - 1 - 1 .J7,607. 
••• ••••••••••••••• oooou , ... ,, .... , •••••••••n•••••• ~•••••••~•·•••• , .. ,,·~••• •••••--•• on•:•~•:•uooooooou .. uoouoo"ouo .. ~••••••••• , ... ,.'.,. •• , •••••• .. • ~oouoou••••••••••• .. • •••••••• •:• ••••"••••••••••• •••••••••••• 

I). 2,976 l 1,570 i . -1 6,2791 3,715 14,540 

Total 73,840 [ ~. 244; 150 ~ 178,362 j 162,854 1,188,235 

·Table 5. Distribution o.f allocations by Strand and Year (in 1000 ECU) 

···· ~;;~~:····· ·········199o··:·r······1991······-r······ 1992······
1

········1993···· r··· ·1994········ ···T~;~i······· 

! : : . : 

A . 21',605 ! 7,607! 29,212 
............................................................ .; ...... o•··············••oouo • .:C .............................. ; .............................. ; ...................... o.ooooo• ............................ .. 

·Ba , ·10,148 ~. 14,279 ~ . 17,708 ~ · · '18,491 ~- 18,954 · 79,580 
... ;~·"'"'"''''"'';'"' ....... , ............... ~·~"l"'"''""'"''''"'"'"'~''l""""'"': ....... ; ...... ~ .. l"'""""'''"'''.'"''''~"j"'""'"''""""''"'."" "';"'""'':'"'"":·~; .. 

.. . ...... ... .. . ... ......... ... .. ......... ~- .......... ; ...... ~-·· :· ...................... : .. ~ .............................. ~ ............... ~ .... ~ .......... ~.... .... ... . .... . ... .. ... . .. . . . ............................ . 

.. ~-~ ............................................ ~.~? .. ~ ..................... ~~.?. .. ! ................... ,?~.~ .. ! ................. ?.:.~.~.?. .. !, ................. 1.~.:.~.: ................... ~:?..~~ .. 
·. Ca 2,123 1 6,212-1 7,119 l 5,161 l 6,282 26,897 

.............. :.. • • .. .. • • .. • • • .. ....................... :" •• ~: ........................ •O ... ~ ................ ":." • ........ ~ ..... _. •• : ..................... ~- •• • : ••• ................. ··~.. .. ................... 0 ....... . 

Cb 35,591 l . - l - 23,288 l - l 58,879 
............. : ........................... ..... : ... ~ ......... ~ ...... : ................. ...... ~ .............................. ; ........ : ..................... ; ........ ............... : ................................... . 
c~ . .14,770 ~ 1 - ~- . -l . 14,770 

...... ..... : ............... :. • • ....... : ..................... ,; ........................ O• .... ; ......... ;, ............... 0 .... ; ........ ; ........ ~ ............ ~ ..................... ~ ... ... .. • ............................ . 

D 95 '1 . 248~ -~ ·,3,461 ~ .· 2,722 . 6,526 

Total 85,044 ~ 21,646 : 56,668 : 28,793) 29,720 221,871 

Notes 

. (I) . These a~nounts_ are based 01; the situation at ·r;ontract stage. 

_ (2) Foi· multi-annual pr~jects (A,· Cb, Cc). the .ali10unts indicated refer to the. y~ar in which ·the 
· project is accepted; i!1 reality, the allocatioi1s were di;tribut'ed over the. differ~nt years of the 

project. 

(3) · Due to rounding errors~ there are some one-dJgit 'differences with the' totals ·of Tables 7 and 8: 
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Table 6.-Distri~ution of projects accepted by Country and Year 

····-~~~::···· -···:··~;;;;o· -r····i991·-··l······:i992 ·-·T···-·i;;;;;-······l-·-·1994······· ·······T~;;j········ 

B 49 1 I71 I91 16 i I5 116 
oooooouuoouooooouoooooooooooo ouoooooooooooooouooooooooo~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo~oooooouooouooooooooooooouoo-:uoooooooooooooooooooooouoooo~ooouuoooouonouooooooooooo ooooooooooooouoooouoooouooo , 

D 88 1 ·43 1 77 1 76 1 7I 355 
································· ., .......................... i······························i······························i·························•·i·····:························ ······························ 
DK - 24 l II l . I2 l I5 l I4 76 ·" . . . . : . : : : 

··i··························· ··········:··········~·~···r····················~·~··r·····················~;··r·····················~·~··r·····················5·;·· ····················;-~O"·· 

: . : \ :· . : 
uooouo•ououoooouonooouoooo oooooooooooo~oooououoou,•o:•ooooooooooouoooouoooooooooo :••••• oooooouoooooooo•••••u••:ouooouoooooooooooooooooooou:ooooooooooooooooooooooooo 00000 oooooooooooououoooouooooooo 

. F I66 1 63 1 80 1 - · 9I 1 88 488 
: . : ·: ~ : ......................................................................... , ............................................................................................................................... *"'"''''''''"'" 

GR 63 l 25 1 , 29 1 34 1 3I . 182 
.- ............ ; .. ~ .............................. ~ .............. ~ .............................. ~ ............................... ~ .............................. ~ ................................... ~ ....................... . 

I 76 ~ 37 ~ 48 ~ 63 ~ 6I 285 
··~···_··················· ·····················~·;·-r·······················;·~·-r·······················;·~·-r···'·· .. ·········'······;·~·-r·······················;·;·· ., ................... ~-~~-· 
···~·················· ................. , .............. ~.T·····.-····················~·T·········· .. ·············~··r·························~·T ......................... ;·· ·························~·· 

: : . : . : ' 
o•ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooo~ooooooiooooo:oooooooooooool:••ooooooooooooo:oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo:•ooooooooooooooooooooouooooo•:oooooooooooooooooooooooooo .. oo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

NL 49 l 2I l 23 l 24 l 22 139 
....................... : .................................. : ... l .............................. ~ ............................... ~ .............................. l .......................................................... .. 

... ~ ................................................ ?.~:.L.: ................. ?~ .. L. .................... ~.~ .. L .................... ~.~ .. L .................... ?~ ....................... ~.~.~---
UK , I28~· 6Ll 7I l 78~ 84 422 

.Total EC . 793j '504 i 497 2,598 

... ~ ............................................... ?? .. l. ...................... ?.~ .. L ...................... ~.:. .. L. ..................... ~.~.:! ........................ ~.~-- ....................... ~~---
cH · 5 l- -1 23 l I3 1 I2 53 

:::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::~::r:::::::::::::::::::::::::J::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::r::::::::::::::::::::::::~:r:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::i.:: 
·--~~ ................................................. ? . .J.. ...................... :? . .J.. ........................ ~..J. ......................... ~ .. L .................... : ... ~ ......................... ~: .. 
... ~ ................................................... ~ .. J. .......................... ~ .. L ..................... :.~ .. L ...................... ~.~ .. L ... ; .................. ~.~-- ..................... ~.~~---
s 28. ~ 14 1 . I7 1 20 1 20 99 . 

···s~························~ ..................... ;·~·t··: ............ ; ....... ;·~··j-·······················;·;·· 1 ······················;~··j-··················· .. ·;·~·· .......... , ............ 9~·· 
: ·: : 

Total EFTA ·84 52j 100 93j '92 421 

Total 877 ~' 401 555 597j 589 3,019 

Notes 

(1) The abbreviation 'EC' (European Community) has been used, as this was the offlcial 
denomination during most of COMETT II. 

(2) The distinction between EC and EFTA has been kept as it was at the· beginning of the 
programme (1990). 

(3) The countries refer to the site of the main contractor at the contract st~ge. It is recalled, 
however, thai COMETT projects are transnational in nature and that a typical COMETT project 
involves different partners from 3 to 6 countries. 

Table 7.· Distribution of allocations by Country and Year (in 1000 ECU) 
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' ' • .. ... o .. uooouo 00000 .... oooo uoo ,_ .. , o u_ou~ o•••:~•nouo .. u ]''" ooooooooo ••••,••••• ooo uo ooo~oo~oo , .. ''''t! •• ou .. o ooo ,,.,;1''' ooo ,., .. , ooo_~uooo uu,. .. ,1 .. oo o ooo '"'4.'' oo uo o oo uooo• oo ooo no u o no oo o uo 0 , 0 , .. ooo ou 

Country 1990 ! . 1991 ·! ·1992 I . 1993 I 1994 r Total . 
: : : :-

B 4,374 1 898 1 1,895 1 926 i 1,085 9,178 
. . . ·• -. . ·: ·, ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

D , , 10,228l . 2,498l 7,421 l 3;851 l . 4,035 . . 28,032 

::~~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::~;:~~:~J:::::::::::::::::::::?.~<r:::::::::::::::~;.~i.~::r:::::::::::::::::::?.:~:~::r::::::::::::::::::::?.i.~:: ::::::::::::::~::~;i.~i.:: 
E . 6,188 l 1,932[ 4,325 l · 2,379[ . 2,497 17,321 

., oooo .. oouooo.-,,. .. , .. ,.,,,,,. .. ,, .. ,,,, .. ,,, .. ,,. .. ,.,.., oun:•u.uo noou ooooooou ooo uoooo:""' ouuouohooouo ooo•oon:••• uoouooo oO•oooooo ooooooooo :••oooooooo.O ouu oooou "''" oo ou "'"'""''"'"''""" 0, 0000 

F 13,743 L 3,250 ; 7,681 ; 4,383 ; , -4,389 33,445 
ooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooo oooo oo~uooo '"'""""""" ""~'~"'''" o oo ooo ooo oooo•O oooOu ooo~o o "' "' ooo '" oo .:,,., onooo oo~•.oo oooooo••!' uooooooo ooo••• U• ·~., ooo ooooooooooo ooo no oo o oo o oo ooooooooooooooo 00000 , 00',,;, ,.; 

GR 5,478 i 1,271 i 3,031 i . 1,S61 i ·1,862 13,503 
oo~ouooo.,ooo"o~ooooo '"''"'''""' :••••ooooooooo~"'"~'' ooooo ~oo• oooooo ••• ooo .. ~ ... oooooo ooo ~" '"' "' oooooo ooouooo ooo "'"'~''."" oooooo ooo "'''" ,., "~'" ~" ou ooo ooo ooo., ooo .~, ooo ooo,. ooo ••• 000 ,., 010 ooo ••• 000 '"'" 

I 8,414; 1;874; 4,746; 2,671 ; . 2,717 ~0,422 
........ ............... ............ . ........................... ! ........................ -~- ... ~ .............................. ~-·· ........................... ~-: ....... ~ ............. ~ .. ~·· .. . .. ·~· ...... · ................. . 
IRL 3,633 l 1,136 l 2,280 l 1,016 l 1;213 9,278 

··~·························"' ............... ~~·~;·~--~····················· .. ····~·-~··················· .. ,~·;·~··t·················'···<··t·················~·~·;·~·· ................. ~_:;~·~·· 
.............................................................. ~ .............................. ~ .............................. ~ ........ ~ ......... : ........... ~ .................. !'""'~"" : ........................... .. 

NL 5,490 ~ . 1,058 ~ . 2,765 1 1,435 1 .1,487 · 12,235 
oooooooouooooooooooooooooooooooo '\"'''""'""''_''"'''":':••••oooooooooooooooooooooooo••:•ooooooooooo•:oo.,oo~ooooooo .. :ooooooooooaooooooooooooooooooo:ooooooooooooooooo.'Oooooooooooo oooooooooooooooo•ooooooooooooo 

' ·p . 3,344 l• 962 l 2,063l· 1,196.1 1,515 9,081 
~ ............................................................ :~ .............. _. ............. ~:··"""''""'""'' .......... : .............................. : ........................................................... . 
UK. 12,826 i ' 3,748 i 7,97') i 4,294 i 4,162 33,009 

Total EC -19,369[ 45,677 ~ 25,893 193,265 

... ~ .. ~ ....................................... ~:.~.:..~.J .................... .::.~.:. .. L ............. ~.::.?~.~ .. L ................. :.~:.~ .. L. .................. ~?..~ ................... ~~.:.~! .. 
CH 572 ~' -l 2 599 ~. .. 858 ~ 682 4,711 

' ' . : . : , :• : . ' ' 
.............................................................. ~ .............................. ~-~ ............................ !'""""'""'"·"''"'"''''"~''"'"'"''"'.'''"'''' ........ "'"':"'"'' ................. . 

FL - 1 - l 350 1 72 1 10 432 
......... : ...................... -. . ......... ~ ........ ..... : ..... ~ .................. ~ ...... -~ ... ~ .... ~ ......................... ~ ............ ·;· ........... ~ ... ~ .......... ~ ..... ... .. . ... .. . .. : ................ : .......... .. 
· IS . 179 l 42 j 310 l 108 l 93 732' 
............ ... . .............. .... .. ........... : .............. ~-....................... : ...... ~-............................... 1 ...... -~· .. : .......... -~ ....... ~ ........... ·~·...... .. . ... .. .. ... ... ... .. . ... ... .. . ... ...... . 

... ~ ........................................... ~:.~.~.:. .. j ............... , .............. j ................. ~.';~.~.?. .. j ..................... :~? .. j ..................... ~~-~: .. ················=~~~.?. .. 

... ~ ..................................... : .... ?:.~=-~ .. L ................... ~.~.~ .. L .............. ?:?.~.~.:L ................... ~.~.:. .. L. .................. :.~.~ .................. .?.:.~~.~-· 
SF . 1,8361 6561 1,6291 . . ~. 837 I 811 . 5,768 

Total EFTA .7,448 2,278.1 10,9.91 :~ 4,062 3,827 28,606• 

Total 85,~44 21,647 ~ 56;668 28,792 29,720 221,871 

• 

/ 
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Table 8. Distribution of allocations by Country and. Strand (in 1000 ~CU) 
····-···--s;;:;;;.i- ··-·-··A~··--r··u:;;,···- ····-· ... c~----·· ··-cbtc;···--··-·-··-n-·········- =---:r~;;j·-···-

Country -~ 
: 

B 1,035 i 2,817 1,410 3,145 172 9,178 
: . . . . ............................................................. ~ ....................................................................................................................................................... . 

D 3,937 1 11,504 1 3,089 1 8,719 ~ 784 28,032 .. ~~ ........................................ ~~;·;·t ........... ~ .... ;·:;·~·~·t .................... ;~;··i ............ : .... ;·:~~;·r ................... ~.;~ .. ~ ............... ~~~~~ .. 
.. i .......................................... ;:·;~;"T ................ ;·:~·~-~ .. r ............... ;~~8-~ .. r ........... :· .. ~·:6;;·T .................... ;8·~ ................ ~-;~;~-~ .. 
... ; ............................ ............... ~:;~·; .. r ............. ~-~-:~-~~·T·: ............. ~·:;~; .. r ............ ~-~·:~~~·T~ .............. ~.:~;·~·· .............. ;·~:~~; .. 

. : : . : : 
000000000000000000000000000000000 ,,. 00000000000000000oooooooo~ooooooooooooooooooooo .. ooooooo~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo~uooooonouoooooooooooooooooo~oooooooooooo~ooooooooooooooooo ,.oooooooooooooooooooooo.ooooo 

GR , 1,890 l . 5,621 l 1,603 l 4,0891 300 13.,503 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooo .. ooooo ooo .. ooooooooooooooooooooo••:•ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo:"'''''''"'''""''"'""'":'"''''"'""''"'''"''""'!"'''.,''''''''''''''''''''''" oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

I 2,753 i 7,496 i 2,575 i 7,015 l 583 20,422 
.. ~~~ ...................... .................. ~~-~ .. 1"" ............... ~-:~~; .. t ............... ~~-;~; .. r ............... ~-:~,~-~ .. t ................... ;~·~ .. -: .............. ~~;;; .. 
... ~ .............................................. ~·;·~ .. r .................. ;·~;·T: ................... 4.~ .. r ............... i·:~~~ .. r ..................... ;.~ ................... ~·~;~; .. 

: . : : - : 
................................. ooooouoooooooooooooooo '""~'"'!''"''"'"'''''"'""""'~"'"'"''''" ................ ~ .............................. ~ ........................................................... . 

NL . ·. 1,455 l 3,804 l 1,685 l 4,963 i 328 12,235 
' - : : : : ' ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
p ·1,350 ~. 3,687 ~ 1,195 ~ -2,470 l 379 9,081 

. : . : : ' : ............................................................. ~ .............................. ! .............................. ~ .............................. ~ ........................................................... . 

UK 3,860 1 14,0361 3,3471 10,6791 1,087 33,009 

Total EC 24,535 -~ 75,584 ~ 22,889 -~ . 64,509 1 5,748 193,265 

A 735 l 2,624 l 826 l 1,336 J 187 5,708 
·-~~······················· ···············~:·~·;·~··r·········· .. ···~-:~·;~:·1··-~:················~~·;··r···············~-:~·;~··r····················;···;·· ·················~:-;~·~··· 

: : : : . 
oooooooouooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo~••••:ooooooooooooooooooooooooo~ooooooooooooooooooooooooouooo~oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo .. ~••oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ooooooooooooooooooooooooouooo 

, FL 150 1 52 1 .. JO 1 200 1 432 
·-~~ ............................................. ~.i~""(""""""""""""'""""";·~·~ .. 1""""""""""""""""""""""";·~ .. ("""""""""""""""""";~·~ .. 1""·"""""""""""""""": ... ;.~ ...................... ;~; .. 

: : -·: : . 
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooouo•••••••••••••-:•••••oo•••••••••••oooooooooooo~•••••••ooooooooooooooooooooooo!ouoooooooooooooooooooooooooo•-:•ooooooooooooooo'oooouoooo.oooo •oooooooooooouooooooooooooooo 

N 930 l 1,187l 477l . l,318l 47 3,959 
... ~ ............................................... ~~-~ .. 1 ................. ;·:~·~·;··r ... : ............... ;~~ .. r ................ ;·:~-~-~ .. r ................... ;4·~ .................... ;:;~-~ .. 
························· .................................... ~ ................ : ............. ~········ ...................... 1 .......................... ~ .... 1 .............. ~ ............................................ . 
SF . 685 l· 2,251 l · 740 l 1,845 l 248 5,768 

: ;- . : : : 

Total EFTA 4,677 10,003 ~ 4,008 ( 9,140 1 778 28,606 

Total 29,212 85,587 26,897 73,6491 6·,527 221,871 

l 
. 

· .. 
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Annex 2. :Synoptic overview· by. country 

·, Th_e foil owing pqges. contain. a brief overview of CO MilT for each .of the participating countries. More 
. deiails can be found in tHe National Evaluations pf COMEiT, as w~ll as the· 'Natiof!al profiles,. alui the 

'Regional profiles' which have ·been prepa!ed as part of the mpnitoring activity. The. country order is the 
sante as in .the statistics of Annex· 1. . 

BELGIUM 

Population i0.02ni., Population Dens,ity:328.4, GDP/h'ead: 16.i ppp. 

SuMMARY TABLE BELoiUM-(1990-94)1 

;. 
. . Number.. . Budget 

UETPs: Regional . 3 

Sectoral , · . 4 I ,035,000 
........................................ u ..................................... u ••••••••••• ····~· .................... . 

Students . · I ,030· 2,530,5SO 
onu~eooo-oooouooouooooooouoouoooouoooo-oouunooon•- .. ouo•ooooooooueoooouo ueoooooo~noooouonouooo 

. Fellows.. · · 45 286,340 , 
·~•ouoou .. uo•••••--·•-u•u•n••••••••••.ouuouo~ou .. ooo ooonoouuonuuo .. oono uoonoooooooooen•noo~••• 

.. ~~~~~~~ .............................................................. ~.;.?. .. ..... ~.?~~.?.~.?.~.~ .. 
Joint Training Projects · 12 2,76~,000 

"":"-\"·-........................................... -............................ , ........... , ............... .. 
Pilot Projects . . 2 980,000 

n•••n•~••.,.••••n•n••~•••••••••••••••••nnoooouoouoonoeoo n••••:••n•n•n•••••••• •••~••••••unoouo•••••••• . 

C.omplementary Measures 12 171,558 

TOTAL 9,177,978 

l. Background: Legislation, Programmes & Activities. 

• Ther~ is no specific legislation oil higher education-industry CQoperation: Constitutional decentralisation 
gives regions, rather than·-central government," the main role iri deafirig with such matters, It also gives 
rise. to substantial inequalit.ies between effective legislation and opportunity across regions. .. 

• Programmes and activities include: ( 1) those previously iun by tfie Institute for. the encouragement of 
Scientific Research in Industry and Agriculture, one _of which provides 50% support for applied 
research in industry which often includes academic .participation, (2) the 'work of. the ·Industry:- . 
University Foundation, (3) continuing training provided by the Institutes of Engineers, (4) .the research 
work of th~ 1 I Joint Research Centres, partly funde<,l by industry and-closely linked to universities, (5) 
the Nation Council for Scientific Policy which ln.cludes ind~strial and university members, (6) the 

· technology promotion· pr8grammes of individ.ual regions. · . . . 
• University teaching staff can engage in external Consultancy for up to 20% of their time. No· such . 

. pro:vision exists at third 'level outside· the universities.· Fiemish legislation provides. for. ·funding . of 
'continuing training as· a b~sic activity. Each university h;is~ its own, usually internal, industrial interface 

. . . . . --

The rows in this table {and. in the similar tables for· the other countries) refer to the following Strands: 

UETPs: Strand A; Joint training projects: Strand Cb (includes training courses and materials); 
Students:. Strand Ba+Bb;. Pilot Projects: Strand Cc (includes training courses and-materials); 
Fellows: Strand Be; Complementary 'Measures: Strarid D · 
Courses: Courses supported under Strand Ca; · 
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which has been developing. to suit particular needs. Planned industrial placement is not common in 
university courses, but of growing importance in non-university higher ec:Jucation. . 

• The ~Industrial Associations are the centre of activity for vocationally based training courses. But,. 
outside engineering, there is little focus on higher education. There is some industrial representation in 
boards of higher education institutions. Enterprise personnel on the teaching staff of higher education 
institutions is common, particularly outside universities. Larger c;ompanies have university liaison staff, 
mainly in research. Industry provides about 10% of the research budget of universities . 

. 2. National Development of COMETT 

• The high level of participation seen in COMETT I has fallen bac~, frotn 10% to 3.% in the period 
1993/4. Industrial participation has. also slowed down. Until recently, francophone universities were 
still not· taking fully part in the Programme, with only one UETP in the region, confined to the 
Liegeoise region, and to student placement activities. The new UETP "Wallonie-Bruxelles" promises 
greater integration of partners into COMETT activities. Sectoral UETPs are well represented, _ 
particularly in the Flemish region. UETPs receive little financial support frorri the political authorities. 
A good level of transnationality has been seen in projects. 

3. Networking 

• With the regional francophone UETP network, both enterprises and students surveyed were· some what 
negative on the added value. Only 9% of enterprises were positive on TNA activities while 35% were 
negative. Some 24%' thought of the UETP as a help in conveying training needs to trainers. By and 
large, industry sees the role qf the UETP as an adviser in European projects and iink to universities. 

• The transnational element is the major contribution of UETPs: 30% of respondents felt more aware of 
the benefit_ of international partnerships, 37% were stimulated to participate in European projects: 57% 
of industrialists and· 78% of students felt COME;TT improved the European dimension in the 

. enterprises' culture. . . 
• Compared to regional UETPs, sectorJil ones'are seen as better equipped to undertake TNA and work on 

mobility and recruitment. 
• · The UETPs have worked with and created synergy with most institutions of economic and university 

life assisting in collaboration while also working on regional and national projects. 
• )'he main strengths of the UETPs are the provision of regular information, mobility activities, advice 

on European projects, responsiveness ~o requests and their role as a university-enterprise interface. The 
weaknesses are that they are not well enough known with poor marketing resources, poor abilities in 
TNA and little qctual knowledge of the technologies. · 

4. Mobility 

• -The concept of mobility is weakly developed in Belgium as is the role of placement of students in 
enterprises as part of their course. However, the idea is gaining ground. From a position of welcoming 
many inore students to Belgium, at the beginning of COMElT, the flows are now in balance due to 
the growing interest of Belgian students in going abroad .. Most students go to Germ~ny and the UK. 

·• There was nearly 100% positive response from industry, universities and· stud~nts for ·mobility 
activities. Smaller universities, ·in particular, used placement as a first step in internationalisation and 
making themselves known in Europe. They were helped to bring their teaching up to date-ttnd offer 
more attractive possibilities to potential students. 

• Industry moved from looking on placements as "a favour" to being an equal contract with both sides 
gaining. Entert~rises now propose regular placements. _Conditions of placements, work programmes and 
duration have improved. · 

• Despite relatively good participation, staff mobility is still seen as under exploited. Placement is mostly 
'from Belgian appiied science departments to firms abroad. . 

5. Training · .. 

· • For training course development, 45% of sur.vey respons~s were positive. The added value cif the inter
national dimension was very important. There was an innovative res_haping of projects including use of. 
multi media and training of trainers. 
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• Some 68% of· respondents indicated that quality and level _of training improved and. 57% that a . · 
European dimension. had ·been added to. the enterprise's cult~;e. 49% pointed to access to a much 

. · greater richness· of information for course development, 46% to better access to technologies and 40% 
to improvements in. work quality. COMEIT improved not only quality but also· variety of training 
off~red~ . , '" ·, 

. ' 

6. Overall Impact 

• Only 15% of enterprises felt that COMEIT had changed their comportment towards universities. 
However, 40% had

1 
used the ·work as part of a strategy of internationalisation.Firms thought COMETI 

should be much more widely promoted; it was too little known. .' 
• 96% of those .on . placement and 80%, of those undertaking t~aining were satisfied. The intetnation-

. . . a[ ising impact on universities (particularly small and specialised ones) was important. 
•. Overall, 54% ~f enterprises thought C9MEIT had a. positive impact on their internationalisati~n,35% 

·on their technology, and 28_%. on qualitY of ·work. Of enterprises, 32%. thoughf COMETI had a 
regional benefit and 18% a national benefit. . . 

• In totaJ, COMETf nlade participants aware of the . possibilities .in Europe and the potent.ial of 
international collabonitio_n. 

GERMANY 

·Population 80.27m., Population Density: 224:9,; GDP!head: 18.3 ppp . 

. SUMMARY TABLE GERMANY (1990"94) 

Number . Budget 

UETPs: Regional 19 

Sectoral 8 3,937,000 
ooooooooouoooooooooooo••••••••••••••••••oooooooo;,,,,,,,,,,,,,, oooo•••••••••••ooooooooooooooo ,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;uoooooo 

,Students 4447 11,096,640 ............................................. ~··················· ............................. ~ ............................ .. 
Fellows 48 . 407,250 ........ ~. .... .. . ........ .. . .. . . .. ... ... . . ... .. . ... . ... . ... ... ... ... . .......... .... .. . .... ... .. . ~ ........................... .. 
Courses 357 -3,089;ooo 

..... ... . . .. ..... .... ... . ... .. ... . .. ... .. .. ...... ... .. . ... . .. .... ... . .......... ... . ... .... ... ... . ..... ~ ...................... . 
Joint Training Projects 3_3-

... ~.~~?.~ .. ~-~?.~.~-~~-~ ..... ; ...................................................... ?. .. ........ ~:~.?.?:.!.~.? .. . 
Complementary Measures 44 783,644 

'TOTAL . 28,032,219 

1. Background: Legislation, Programmes & Activities 

• The 3rd Framework Law on Higher Education confirms the structure of the. different elements o.f 
· higher educarion. Much of higher ;ducat ion and associated R&D is fin.anc.ed at a State level. 

• The· BMFT promotes·. and supports cooperative .activities bet:veen. higher education and· industry, 
including funding· technology tral)sfer training and the dev~lopment of higher education-industry 
cooperation consortia. The employment of R&D personnel by SMEs is also supported. The States also. 
have.their own particular programmes. 

• b.ver the Iast decade, higher education institutions have _bec_ome increasingly involved. in technology 
transfer, often with central offices and full time staff proyiding advisory. and support services to faculty . 
and. firms. "t'achhochschulen have developed particularly good regional and industrial activities. There 
is increased i"ndustrial placement taking place as part of study. progni.n1mes. Widespread individual 
university/industry· contacts. The· Fraunhofer Institutes ha've help_ed bridge the gap between higher 
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education and industry. Regional institutes have been set up at Lander level with responsibilities for 
technology transfer activities. Trade unions often have technology' transfer offices on their premises .. 

• Chambers of Commerce and' Industry have cooperation agreements with higher educatiOn institutions, 
particularly the Fachhochschulen, covering areas such as research, technology and contin-uing education 
and training: There are many industry initil,lted foundations and research associations which support and 
fund university/industry activities. Industry provides 2 to 3% of externally funded higher education 
research. 

2. National Development of COMETT 

• Germany was ·a very hesitant partner· in COMETT I resulting in a poor geographic and· technical 
coverage froni only 2 regional, 2 mixed and 7 sectoral UETPs. The 1992 Call for· Applications saw a 
transformation in the German situation with 27 UETPs giving complete regional coverage and all 
Lander establishing direct linkage with COMETT. Th'e German National Profile notes that it has been 
the sectoral UETPs which have been responsible for international knowledge and technology transfer 
and more active in continuing training. 

3. Networking 

• Regional UETPs have ensured a continuous cooperation between universities, aSsociations and 
enterprises. This enables industries of the region to have access to other European education, training 
and S&'t programmes. They also promote a more committed engagement of highC?r education · 
institutions in continuing training and develop third level and continuing education courses and short 
courses. 

•· Their strengths include: (1) participation by partners from all. parts of Germany, ·(2) sponsorship, 
mediation and care of students, (3) they enable medium-sized enterprises· access to European· 
cooperation, (4) they promc;>te growing cooperation by European partners - regular information 
bulletins, participationat trade fairs, etc. (5) they carry out Ca-courses (short courses) and coordinate 
larger transnatio~al projects. . . 

• Their weaknesses include (1) only one of 27 UETPs has a. legally independent status, (2) more SME 
. irwolvement is required as is .training linking w.ith R&D for SMEs. 

4. Mobility 

• Under COMETT II, studentship numbers have reached the· level of other major EU Members and the 
balance between incoming and outgoing students has been attained. In all ways German participation is 
judg.ed to have been more successful. However, in the exchange of personnel, there has been little 
interest, particularly from indu.stry. . · 

• It provides young stUdents 'Yfth po~itive impressions from their European practical training experience 
which acts as multiplier for cooperation between university and enterprise. Those students will later 
facilitate the introduction of innovative ideas, especially in SMEs. While the realisation of practical 
training in industry between higher education institutions and industry is favourable, the personnel 
transfer (Be) is still underdeveloped. The willingness on the part of the students to complete their 

· practical training abroad has co.nsiderably increased. . 
• Enterprises have had positive experiences with trainees from· European universities. This will ensure 

the willingness of industry to offer practical t~aining places in future. However, the ne~nder can 
only offer a few practical training places. . · 

• The personneL transfer between universities and industry is made difficult, not only because of a 
number of legal framework conditions, but also the design of the content of the practical training. The 

. personnel transfer is finanCially unattractive to pr:~ctitioners in industry, and on account of the need for 
loriger releases of employees, it is almost negligible. ' ' 

5. Training 

• Cooperation of ·university with · industry in the . area of education and further-training is still 
underdeveloped. The increased share 'of German facilities in the coordination of European courses and 
pilot projects shows an incre.asing acceptance of the COMETT approach. COMEIT projects comple
ment meaningfully existing plans in specific areas li~e environmental protection etc. 
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·• CO MElT initiatives .in Gei:many broaden the available offer of training, especially in regard to themes 
that concern the realisation of the EU-home market. German participation in short training courses has 
remained steady during COMEIT 'II. Despite good industrial involvement, cours~s nave relied on 

.traditional teaching methods. There has been good complementarity with other EC programmes. Joint 
training programmes have declined. Germany hosted four pilot projects. 

• Positive Actions were, used to integrate. the new Lander· through assistance· in' the ·preparation of 
· te~ders, ·financial support for student. placement, along with support for study visits, conferences," 
studies on higher education I industry cooperation, etc. · ' 

6. Overall Impact 

• A marked revival of the debate between university and industry has taken place. COMEIT played 
some part. The central themes and activities were: (I) future requirements on higher education institut
ions in view of Europ·ean integration, (2) concepts of .cooperation between higher education :institutions 
and enterprise for mutual· advantage,. (3) new teaching concepts in the light of rising numbers -of 
students, '(4) restructuring o'f the academic system with reg(,ird to the reduction of study periods, (5) 
stronger orientation of third level education to_wards the requirements of praxis in the professions and 
industry, (6) improvement in the recognition of study periods abroad and the q·ualificatiohs received 

·abroad, (7) increased signific~nce of higher education institutions in continuing education,-(8) in 
technology transfer centres COMEIT. stimulated transnational cooperation in Europe, (9) thro.ugh 

. cooperation of UETPs and centres of technology. transfer,. it is possible to link. research and 
·.·development with continuing_education especially benefiting SMEs. 

DENMARK 

P~pulation 5.]6 in., Population Density: 119.8, GDP!head: 16.6 ppp. 

SU~MARY TABLE DENMARK {1990-94) ·. 

Number Budget 

UETPs: Regional . 3 

·Sectoral . 2 675,000 

Students 909 . 2,142,310 

Fellows 24 172,970 .................... ~·······························:··········· ................................................... . 
Courses 54 595,000 

Joint Training Projects 9 1,647,000 

Pilot Projects 2 998,330 
................................................................ '!••·········· .. ···-······ ..................... .._ ..... . 

Complementary Measur.es 12 173,972 

TOTAL 6,404,582 

· J. Background: I:egislation, Programmes & Activities · 

I 

· · • The concentration of higher education in the Copenhagen region ended after WWII with the ~sta-

blishment of new universities at Aarhus, Odense, Aalborg and Roskilde,. Engineering studies· and 
research spread from the Danish Technical School to Aalborg. The Danish Technological Institute also. 
carries out much applied research. . . 

• •. The 1990 Law on the· Promotion of Industry established the legal framework for int'reasing cooperation 
between private industry and public research institutions. . · . . . / 

• • Independent institutions- Technology Service Networks - offer research intensive services to industry. 
The Industrial Researcher Scheme offers economic support for about 50 PhD students.per year to those 
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working on higher education-industry cooperation projects. The Danish Research Academy also 
finances students engaged on PhDs in industry. Various R&D Programmes promote higher education-
industry cooperation in specific areas. . 

• Most universities have a· strong Industrial Liaison function. There are four Science Pa~ks. 

2. National Development of COMETT 

• Interest in COMETT activities was high in 1990 but has fallen off since 1991 and is now only· 
moderate. The COMETT Information Office has worked well with higher education institutio~s and 
enterprises. The Aalborg international conference on higher education-industry cooperation in June 
1993 was an important success. · · ~ 

3. Networking 

. • Five UETPs were active during COMETT II (three regional and two ·sectoral - training technologies 
and transport) compared to two in COMETT I. The success of the UETPs· seemed. to be dep~ndent of 
the objectives of the host organisation; i.e. transfer of R&D to industry versus research and education 
of students. 

Those working with local industry have improved the acceptance of UETP members' graduates, 
created interest for. university researchers working in industry, implemented training programmes 
and opened channels for firms to access university knowledge as well as developing wider higher 
education- industry cooperatiqn. 1 

UETPs that focused only ·on student placeri:tent and without a stable structure of industrial 
involvement have .proved much weaker but have been beneficial to the student and firm. 

• . TNA2 has not been undertaken by regional UETPs. Firms either do not feellJETP staff appropriate or 
feel it should be an in-company activity. One of the sectoral UETPs has carried out extensive TNA as 
a base for activities. 

• The strengths of the UETPs were: (1) membership of the European inter-UETP network: well linked to 
North Europe, weak to the South. 
The weaknesses include: (1) the l43.ck of economical·viability, (2) most UETPs have only reached in
dustry indirectly with only occasional contacts, (3) insecurity has meant staff turnover increasing, 
weakening the networks, (4) industrial commitment is low and often on an ·ad hoc basis. 

4. Mobility 

88% of studentships were to send students, only 8% to receive students. Only 24 personnel exchanges· 
took place with 87% to. send staff. Student exchanges have largely resulted in companies becoming 
more open, although better quality control on students may· be needed. Employee exchange, when it 
has occurred, has be~n very successful. · 

5. Training 

• Sixteen short courses (Ca) were mounted and 9 long projects (Cb). In the latter group industrial and 
union participation was high and open and distance learning methods widely used. ·Two Pilot projects 
(Cc) were ·undertaken; ·one sought to develop the use of ICT in open and distance learning, the other 
developed training materials for the transport sector. · 

• Traini-ng projects developed by organisations with .a specific training need have worked well and have 
strengthened relationships with partners. It has not been possible to market the courses outside the 
group of partne.rs. For educational-institutions, once lal)nched, the demand for training was smaller than 
expected. Consultancy companies' projects within their own areas of interest have been most successful 
due to (a) the projects· are bigger with greater European collaboration; (b) the managers have a 
competence and reputation in training, (c) they work more closely with the end-user·. · 
Training demand is changing; companies are dismantling training departments and 'moving from 
general training to more job specific and company oriented training with a much more result oriented 

TNA= Training Needs Analysis. 
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approach. Training is becoming tailor· made; in-company. One UETP has moved to developing training 
after R&D contact giving closer-cooperation with the company. _ 

· • COMEIT quality is high but volume of activities is small. However, at a regional level;-authorities are 
increasingly supporting conti11uing edu_cation .and training for economic development, COMEIT has 
played some role in this shift. · · 

6. Overall Impact 

• The Danish National Report notes that "A real breakthrough with the programme has never been ab.le 
to be made.· .... The student exchange programme has been the. mQst successful. The need for 
coordination 'situ!lted more at the national level also made itself felt." The Final Nati'onal Evaluation 
similarly. notes· that specific national commitment and- support has been "very modest". This has 
impact~d on COMETI activities. A Mini~try should take ownership, and clear lines of responsibility 
be developed, as well as an information centre established. 

· • COME IT has been of benefit particularly in the. universities and the technical colleges. The ·main focus 
'has' been the need for upgrading of qualifications iil industry and. the 'importance of high level 
technological training. However, COMETT is oniy one among several government tools. 

• In Denmark, COMEIT has. both supported and has been supported by, the "Act on Continuing 
Education" and the "Industry Researcher Programme" so that some synergy has been achieved. 

SPAIN 

Population 39.06 m., Population Density: 77.4, GDP!head: 11.96 ppp. 

SUMMARY TABLE SPAIN (1990-94). 

UETPs: Regional 

Sectoral 

Number, 

I' 12 

6 

Budget 

2,505,000 
1----------------t••oo••••••••••••••••••oo ••''''''''''"'""""""''' 

Students 2,595 7,025,867 
1---'-----,-----__,.---t .................................................... .. 

Fellows 484,470 
1-----,..---------1 .. •·····••···•· ...................................... . 

82 

Courses 244 . 2,088,200 
1-------------l•••ooooooooooo•••••••••• ••••••••••oo•o•••••ooooooooooo 

Joint Training Projects 21·· · 3,633,050 
1--'----...::--;;...... __ --i ..................................................... . 

Pilot Projects 2 I ,000,000 
l---_.:.-...,.----'----i ..................................................... . 

Complementary Measures . 33 584,018 

TOTAL 17,320,605 

1. Background:. Legislation, Programmes & Activities 

• The Ley de Reforma Universitari<i (LRU), 1983, provided the framew~rk for the full collaboratio~ of 
universities with the private secfor in research projects as well as in training - but within the specific 
legislation governing each partjcular university. · 

• Further legislation in 1 ~84 arid 1986 gave official sanction to teaching personnel parHcipation -~in 
university-enterprise joint activities. . . 

• In 1986, Ia Ley de. Fomento y ·Coordinacion G~neral de Ia Investigacion Cientifica y Tecnica opened 
the way to ·concerted public and private act!OI"\S at a national and· intemational level. · 

• . This was put into action under the 1988 Plan National de Investigacion Cientffica y Desarollo Tec-
nologico which: . · · · · · · 
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. created 74 technology transfer units mostly based in universities and public research bodies: the 
( 

bTRI . 
set up the PRTRI Programme_ to encourage the rapid ·i1;1dustrial application of technical progress 
launched the Proyectos Concertados Programme to promote R&D activities in industry 
supported. actions to epcourage the exch!).nge of research personnel between research centres and 
industry 

• Doctoral theses are increasingly undertaken on the basis of work done in companies' R&D 
Departme~ts. Equally, undergraduate/diploma courses increasingly incorporate a placement period in 
industry. · 

2. National Development of COMETT 

• The interest in transnational placements has grown rapidly. Interest in training .courses and multimedia 
activitit:s has been somewhat less. In ·1990, projects· submitted were less than in COMETT I but 
increased in 1991 and 1992 due to the work of the UETPs. The acceptance and the quality of project 
is seen as having increased over the lifeiime of COMETT II. Spanish participation in non-Spanish led 
projects has also increased. 

• Most Spanish universities have taken part in COMETT II along with some 800 enterprises; the latter 
have' been more active than in COMETT I. Unions have also become more active. Geographically, the 
centre-north has been much stronger than the centre-south region; the regional development 
organisations have been a particularly strong backbone in the north: The Positive Actions have sought 
to· develop activities in the centre-south. 

3. Networking 

There are 12 regional, 5 sectoral and one mixed UETPs in ·Spain concentrated for the most part in the 
north and east and reflect the level of regional industrialisation. Eight UETPs are established as not
for-profit "Foundations". 
• The regional UETPs acted as information and management structures for EC programmes, especially 

in human resources, education and training as well as organisers of international training periods for 
university students. With sectoral UETPs they have acted as providers of an international vision on 
technological training, training periods in companies, new and dynamic training material, etc: 

• UETPs have helped industry define their training needs by launching TNAs and defining the 
methodological approach, assisting in defining training plans and choosing between training options, 
drawing together the various company studies and later developing closely aligned training provision. 
These activities have been particularly important in the context of the SME structure of Spanish 
industry. 

• UETPs have been important in establishing transnational contacts for its associates, especially the 
SMEs. Firm~ have also. been given access to European level training products and to a wider inter
national vision through .hosting foreign students: 

• Sectoral UETPs have provided: a transnational vision to participants, European Working Groups, 
European - level training programmes and third level courses; an analysis of sectoral technology and 
training supply and demand .as well as an international comparative study of the situation in Spain, a 
co-mmunication network and a data base of training and technology, and a means of advancing the 
technological level of firms in the UETP .. 

• The strengths. of the UETPs are Quality of services, experience in knowledge and management of 
European· training· projects, promotion of national and international contacts, European image of the . 
UETPs', knowledge of regional and sectoral firms' needs, relations with regional governments, and 
diversification -of services. 

• The weaknesses include insufficient personnel, reduced financial resources, lack of uniforn1ity in legal 
structure, differences in academic. regulations concerning training periods in firms (only some 
recognise these periods), non-innovative industry leading to weak demand for services. 

. . 

4. Mobility 

• The student mobility programmes have been very important. They have made COMETT widely known 
and have developed a new higher education-industry formula for students as well as improving their 
professional future. Such students will be an important source of innovation in Spanish fillJ1S. 
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•.. They have developed. new modes of technology transfer i~ knowledge, techniques and rnodels and. 
brought higher education / industry 'relations into a labour market context through 11: concern for 
professional placement as .well as providing new forms of human resource updating and recycling. 

• They have helped ingiving a comparative aspect to European higher education 0 industry relations and 
improved language competencies, thus 'facilitating other . forms .of transnational higher education~ 
industry cooperation. 

• There has, however, .been little real change even if some universities have adopted co-validation and 
-·acceptance of training periods. Generally, universities have not established mechanisms for academic 

recognition of training periods. Equally, fi~s need a clear legal base. ·for cooperating in such 
academically recognised training ·periods. . · 

· 5. Training •l 

• The increase in the quantity of courses has been limited. Ho\vever, in COMETT II the course quality 
was significantly better. This was based on better definition of demand through needs-analysis. 

• COMETT has also helped cover a high level specialised need in technology training. And in sorrie 
. cases it has helped promote training actions at a regional level as well as levering matching finance for 
further trai.ning actions. 

• The COMETT framework for training actions (transn·atipnality, evaluation: quality, etc.j have be~ome 
incorporated into other actions, sometimes into regional actions. 

· 6. Overall· Impact 

• COMETT has Increased debate and action on issues such as transnational development, skill needs .. 
analysis and. the use of new training technologies. In certain regions, it has initiated the first form ill · 
university I industry cooperation. In others, it has brought an international aspect tQ the debate. 

• . COMETT has had an impact on industry-university relations in the following areas: (I) linking TNA 
to developing training for enterprises, (2) improving enterprises' decisions through •better information _ 
on advanced training, (3) assisting companies,- particulady SMEs, in· their first contact with 
universities, (4) understanding the impact oftraining actions on companies, (5). the acad~mic ~alue of 
training periods in industry .and the use-of cours~s.in technology transfer to firms. At a National level 
COMETT has helped "Europeanise': these activities in university/industry cooperation. 

FRANCE 

Population 57.21 111., P?pulation pensity:· 105.2, GDP!head: 17.25 ppp. · 

SUMMARY TABLE FRANCE (1990"94)' 

UETPs: Regional 

Sectoral 

Number 

21 

10 

Budget 

4,265,000 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••,••• ••••oooooonoooouoouooo~ooooo 

Students 5,8.31 12,624,370 ........................................................................................................................ 
·,Fellows 71 ~ 459,430 
. ...................................................................................................................... . 

Courses 469 3,995,000 

Joint Training Projects . 49 9,468,000-.................... ; ................ ~ ............................................ ~ ...... ····· ......................... . 
. Pilot Projects 3 I ,500,000 ........................................................................................................................ . . 
Complementary Measures 65 l,J33,614 

TOTAL 33,445;414 
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- · 1. Background: Legislation;Programmes & Activities 

• The Loi Edgar Faure (1969) and the Loi Savary (1984) provided the framework for university
enterprise relations. Universities· can .create· public or. private organisations _with industrial partners. 
University staff can be seconded to industry. Staff can work for third parties. The Groupements 
d'Interet Public (GIPs) are particularly aimed at joint research programmes. 

• Since· 1967, ANV AR has been active in helping universities to set up companies. Various high-level 
committees operate to encourage and accelerate university-industry cooperation. · 

• Several universities, particularly Grenoble and Compiegne, have set up partnerships or sponsorship for 
. the development of vocational training courses. There is strong enterprise presence on pedagogical 
committees. Industrial placement is already obligatory on the vast majority of technical,, engineering 
and business studies courses. The laws of 1971 and of October 1985 have promoted a large volume of 
continuing education which universities help to service. 

• Large firms have dev~loped a "Campus Manager" to deal with universities, particularly placements. 

2. National Development of COMETT 

• The support of. the national COMETT Committee and the COMETT Information Centre has been · 
central in the full development of COMETT in France. The training legislation, now in. place for over 
20 years, has also been crucial. The strong mobilisation of higher education institutions and enterprises 
often through the UETPs has also been important. 

• French participation in COMETT fell (28% to 21%) in the 1990 Call for Propos'alsmostly due to 
other countries catching up.-By 1993 and 1994, France was, however, making the greatest number of 
proposals among participating States. 

3. Networking 

• Of the 31 French UETPs following the 1990 and 1992- Calls, 21 are regional and lO are ·sectoral. Of 
the 21 regional UETPs, 7 are based in a Conseil Regional and 9, are in Chambres de Commerce et de 
l'Industrie. By and large, the UETP network functions well and should survive well into the future. 

·The active support of the Information Centre and the national authorities has played an important role 
in ·this success.' 

• The main strengths of the UETPs are that have acted as. a coordination and reference point for 
programme users. They have turned new ideas into actual European projects: the network of European 
partners has been most important here. ,. 

• The main weaknesses lie in their frail financial structures which are due to their small size and the 
absence of pluri-annual budgeting. They have had· limited human resources. Their visibility has been 

·.low. 

4. Mobility 

• Universities have had many more problems than engineering schools in . participating in student 
· placement activities. "Bac +2" institutions have had very limited participation. 

• · The usefulness and simplicity of student placements have been of major benefit to enterprises, partic
ularly SMEs. They have created a European perspective, added new competencies to the enterprise and 
raised awareness of human resource issues, as well as providing expertise for specific projects such as 
technology transfer. The pl~cement has assisted the student in obtaining employment and improves 
language ability. . 

• The placements become sources of new commercial relations and the bases of future partnerships, 
particularly ·for R&D programmes. However, the delays in selection procedures are too long. 

• The · COMETT policies and practices· have contributed to the normalisation and systematisation of 
placements abroad, particularly by the specification. of quality parameters: length of stay, rights of both 
parties, etc. 

• The staff placements have not been successful and should be rethought. 
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5. Training 

• There hav.e be~n certain difficulties due to over ambition. Reuse of existing semin~~ material has been 
. weak. Commercialisation and diffusion·.of products has been ~eak. · . 

• However, COMETT has. provided a· trimsnationai dimension and value added to the work and has 
integrated -the human factor into technological trai~ing. New 'links have been .developed between 
training and R&D. · · 

• COMETT has opened a European market for technical· training. as an integral part of improving 
technology tJ:ansfer. It has· also helped create awareness ofregional poles of competence. However, the 

. time to iaunch training initiatives has been too long and financial support too small. . . . . 

6. Overall Impact 

• The overall imp~ct ofCOMETT has been far greater than the,simple amount in ECUs. There has. been 
strong regional synergy with local bodies subscribing financi~lly to projects. and. creating their own 
progra~mes. It has been a success at both a national and European level. , 

• At the start, national policy and programmes were closely allied to COMETT. However, with 
economic· and political change .the two have now become more distant: COMETT is· a bit "dated". 

. . . . . ' . . . . . . ·' 

GREECE 

Population: 10.25 m., Population Densit;:: 77. 7, GDP!head:·7.4 ppp · 

' ' 

SUMMARY TABLE GREECE (1990~94) 

Number Budget 

UETPs: Regional 7 

Sectoral· 6 1,890,000 

Students 1,957 . 5,150,903 ....................................... .-............................................................................... . 
Fellows 77 469,690 

uouoo•:••••uoouooooooooooooouoooooooooooooooo•ooooooooooooo ooooooooonouoouuooooooo 0 uoooooooooo,ouo••••••nuoo 

Courses . 152 1,603,000 
......................................................... uoouoo ............ 4.0 ............. .......................... : ... .. 

Joint Training Projects 17 3,088,850 
....................... u ................... u .......................................... ; ...................................... .. 

Pilot Projects 2 I ,000,000 ............................................................ ~..... ... ... ... . ........ .. . ...... . ............................ . 
Complementary Measures . 18 300,414 

TOTAL 13,502,857 

1. Background: Legisiati<in, Programmes & Activities-

• There is no general legislative framework to facilitate industrial cooperation except in the specific area 
of res'earch projects. A. new environment for university-industry cooperation is being created. . 

• Greece's 17 universiti~s provide formaf structured curricula administered on an intra-muros policy, 
which does not easily recognise the needs of industry. Over the last 25· years a system of Polytechnics 
have been 'built up with a p~actical orientation." A _'National vocational training structure has been 
developed in these Polytechnics.· , ' . . · 

• ·Industry tends to view the academic world with some suspicion. Its volatile nature makes for diffi
cuhies in long-terril cooperation with industry, 
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2. National Development of COMETT 

• Difficulties among partners made for a slow take off of the COMETT Programme. National and local 
authorities were supportive, industry and professional associations were open but did not participate 
strongly. Several universities were hostile. However, as time went on participation improved, with 
finns taking the lead. 

• N~ similar programmes existed in Greece and there was little tradition of university-enteryrise cooper-
ation. , . . . .. 

• The transnationality ofprojects proved a difficulty at the beginning but improved steadily during the 
Programme. 

• Of the 900 Greek organisations taking p~rt in COMETT II, 600 were fiims and 200 professional 
associations, Chambers, etc. 

3. Networking 

• Of the ·13 Greek UETPs, 11 are active and developing well, working with other EU Programmes and 
·with along national policy lines. Regional coverage is seen as good. They do no, however, receive 
national or regional co-funding. 

• The development of transnational collaboration, through UETPs and other COMETT projects is 
considered to be the most positive experience for Greek organisations. Sectoral UETPs are based on 
the active participation of industry, especially in the sectors of food, chemicals, textile and metal 
products. 

• The main strengths of the UETPs are: (l) the extensive geographic coverage (with the exception of the 
Aegean Islands), (2) encouraging participation of industry, (3) development of a new collaboration· 
modes between university and industry, and (4) their contribution to transnational collaboration and 
exchanges. 

• The main weaknesses are: (l) difficulties in achieving financial self-sufficiency, (2) UETP _coordinators 
/ 

have acted as training users and very rarely as training ;;uppliers, (3) participating univers.ities are 
mainly concerned by student placem.ents and rarely participate in the development of training 
packages .. 

4. Mobility 

• Practical placements abroad is a new concept for Greek students. UETPs, particularly the sectoral 
UETPs, have been impoJ!ant in finding these places. Industrial attitudes t()wards placements has also 
improved. 

• Generally, universities have not recognised industrial placements. The Polytechnics, however,- require 
such placements. 

• The "Pool System" has worked well and helped UETPs develop strong relations with the Polytechnics. 
Management systems for placements have improved over the period of COMETT II. Particularly good 
relations have been developed with the New Lander. 

• The-personnel placements have not worked well. 

5. Training 

• Most short courses have taken place in either Athens, Thessalonica, or Patras. 
• COMETT has suffered from competition from a preference of people to organise courses under the . 

better financial conditions of the ESF, which not require a transnationality element. 
• The joint training and the pilot projects have encouraged the use of new traii1ing technologies. The 

qualitY has been satisfactory. However, co-financement has been a problem, while marketing and 
diffusion have been weak. Most projects have be.en run by enterprises due to restrictions on public 
organisations. 

6. Overall Impact 

• Participation in training act1v1t1es, within the framework of COMETT, has been remarkable;· this 
participation while limited during the first years and concentrated around public services, bank and 
J.ocal administration, has now become impressive. 
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• The COMETT programme is considered as one of the most successful programmes. 
• Collaboration between higher education institutions and enterprises has been strengthened coT)siderably 

within a national a'nd international context. COMETT has given rise to communication mechanisms 
. among universities and industry. 

• COMETT has contributed to the change· Of mentality towards European programmes and created an 
in-frastructUre for the transitional collaboration and the development of training initiatives. -

ITALY 

Population 56. 76m., Population Density: 188.4, GDP!head: 15.9 

SUMMARY TABLE iTALY (1990-94) 

UETPs: Regional 

Sectoxal 

Number 

13 

6 

Budget 

2,753,000 

... ~~~.?.:.~~-~ .................................................... :.?:~.?.?. ........ .?.?.?.~.~?:?.?..?. .. 
-Fellows.. 8J, 471,800 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 000400000000000000000000 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

-Courses 268 2,574,500 

Pilot Projects '500,000 

Complementary Measures 35 582;818 

TOTAL ·- 20;421,868 

1. Background: Legislation, Programmes & Activities 

• Law 382 (1980) reg~lates the presence of private companies in university R&D and external remun
eratioi1 for university staff. Law 705 (1985) provided the frame\vork for universities in consortia and 
research companies. Law 67 of 1988 established a framework according. to w)lich I 0% of R&D 
budgets to be. spent on training. Recent developments of the same law _·encourage transnational place- . 
ment in industry and centres of excellence as a vehicle for training. Law 391 of 1990 established the . -
means by which Italian Universities could participate in join_t inifiatives '~ith third parties as well as 
hold short· vocational-based courses. Legislation in 1990 & 91 regulated private- sector teaching in 
universities and encouraged more vocational courses. _ 

• Three Year Development Plans have initi(llly encouraged general university-industry cooperation and 
followed on to develop areas such as Science Parks. . . 

-Most universities have industry liaison offices, as well as offices for European Progran1mes and 
student mobility. Most universities take part in R&D consortia. 

• Confindust;ia has -established agreement on university ·career guidance, innovation of teachii1g 
curricula, setting.·up short diploma courses,' R&D, etc. Larger cornpanies have· university liaison 
executives for' R&D contracts, student placements,. products for the- university market, etc. Local 
Industry Associations have offices which manage-relations v;;ith local higher educatio~ institutio~s. ~ 

- ' ' 'I ~ ' • • • ' 

2.· National Development of COMETT' 

• The miriistry of University and Scie~tit'ic_& Technological Research, to which the COMETT lnfd-mi
ation Offi~ has been attached has overseen the COMETT Programme and_ been· important in its 

· success. 
• COMETT luis been responsible for developing a collective and structured transnational· approach to 

education and training which was largely absent in Italy before the launch of tlie Programme. 
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3. Networking 

• Of the 19 UETPs active in Italy under COMETT II, 13 were regional and 6 were sector;! UETPs. The 
percentage of UETPs based in universities rose from 17% in COMETT I to 40% under COMETT II 
as their interest in mobility activities and courses increased. 

• The 13 regional UETPs in Italy have made particular progress in the dissemination of a quality 
approach to training and education across the country -especially Southern Italy. They have also made 
concrete contributions to the understanding of training. needs of enterprise - and particularly local 
SMEs - in the· country. Within the regional UETPs an entrepreneurial approach to training has 
developed which should ensure the long term effects of the Programme on the quality of training in 
Italy. . · 

· • The COMETT UETPs have systematically analysed~the training needs expressed by both industry and 
universities. The TNA has: (I) permitted specific methodologies to be tested on the spot, (2) helped · 
companies to reflect more systematically on problems, (3) developed debate on the rieed for regular 
use of TNA, (4) helped develop short courses. -

• The regional_UETPs have· developed different models of transnationality. Some _have emphasised 
· ·Specific technology sectors, others have sought to involve a broad number of organisations from their 

region in transnational projects, others have concentrated on developing the role of Universities as 
catalysts of advanced level transnational training. · 

• The 6 sectoral UETPs have made an important contribution to the development of high quality training 
initiatives in their specific sectors. They represent leading technology areas in Italy such as automation 

·and involve many of the principal organisations in the country. 
• The main strengths are: (1) the high quality of personnel, team work, project creation and manage

_ment, (2) the transnational dimension, (3) participation by SMEs, (4) the entrepreneurial ability of the 
UETPs and their general strategy of becoming regional development agencies. 

• Their main weaknesses are:· (l) difficulties in carrying on discussions with local authorities, (2) limited 
financial resources, (3) lack of recognition for industrial placements in university curricula, (4) the 
weak role of universities in the decisions concerning UETP strategy, and (5) the lack of integration of 
the work carried out by COMETT UETPs ,with that national and local agencies responsible· for 
vocational training. · · · · 

4. Mobility 

• The principal contribution of the COMETT Programme to Italy has been the creation of the model ::tnd 
procedures for student exchange - previously non-existent in Italy - which have been largely 
responsible for setting up a practical framework for contact between 'universities and enterprise. 

• The value of mobility has slowly been accepted by universities, enterprise and students. In particular, 
since COMETT I, Italian industry has come to appreciate the value of stagiaires to the extent that 
demand for inc-oming students surpasses that of outgoing students by 25%. 

•. Youth culture- has been slow to accept transnational placement due to· poor foreign language know
ledge, social pressures (especially in Southern Italy and for women), poor appreciation of the employ
ment benefits of industrial experience, military service, rigidity of the university curriculum and lack 
of recognition ·of the placement. 

5. Training 

• The COMETT Programme in Italy has been influential in developing innovative models of training· 
course development in the national context through the encouragement of-universities to work on joint 
projects and the development of a transnational dimension in project design. It has .stimulated the 
production of highly qualified training resources (including multimedia and distance learning 
materiais), cooperation with DELTA and contributed to a broader awareness and flexible education 
syst~ms. It has been· especially influential in complementing and strengthening national training 
activities and policy. · 

• COMETT has acted as a catalyst in Italy to create an institutional system for collaboration between 
universities and enterprises and has been successful in developing a trade mark with a clear quality 
standard within the Italian context. · 

• Cooperation with the Programme frequently leads partners to involvement in other EC initiatives. 
Italian UETPs have strong links with FORCE and TEMPUS. 
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·6. Overall Impact 

• In Italy, COMETI has created, through the UETPs, clear·c.hannels· for systematic rathe.:-than episodic 
~ooperation between local Universities and SMEs~ Trades Associations, Chambers of Commerce and 
Local Government. 

• It has been .largely. responsible for creating a quality-based framework . for public debate between 
university and industry in the country. The success of the Programme ha~ encouraged· some univer

. sities to review their constitutions in order to recognise industrial placements formaliy. 
• · The COMETT Programme has ai~o been an important miJltiplicr as regards acting as a vel:ticle for the 

transfer of.technology. This consolidates the UETPs as ~ffective developingagencies partiCipating in 
training~ R&D and development programmes for the EC ·and national authorities . 

• Due to CO MElT .the working relationship between Universities and Industry has concentrated on . 
supplying the established training needs of industry-through courses and placements and has given the 
relationship a transnational dimension. · · 

• The COMETT Programme offers a valid role model to mould future training. policy for initial and 
continuing education. COMETT will encourage national policies to. develop a deceritralised and flex

. ible-education and training system through direct dialogue between. university and industry partners as 
well as active co-operation in joint projects. . . . . . . . . . 

• COMETT, through ·stimulating debate between univ_ersities, industry R&D organisations- and locai and 
national government, has launched a forum for the discussion of education and training policy with 

. both a national and European dimension. · . · · · · ' · · · · 
• The work of the National COMETT Information Centre; located in the MURST, has· been crucial in 

involving -all the principal actors in the 'Programme and ·ensuring the quality standards· of the 
Programme. The Information Centre has been-especially influeritialin encouraging-the acceptance and , . 
recognition cif student exchange systems in Italy. · 

.IRELAND 

Popu~ation 3.52 m., Population Density: 50.4, GDP!head: 10.8 

SUMMARY TABLE IRELAND.0990-94) 

Number B\ldget · 

UETPs: Regional 3 

Sectoral 2 -690,000. 

... ~~~~~-~~-~ .................................... , ....... ........... :~.?-~~.?. .. ... :.~:.~?..~:.~}.~ .. 
Fellows . 46 310,530 

. Courses · 110. 1 ;262,000 

Joint Training Projects . 12 2,517,940 
ou~ouoouo .. u .. uouo .. , .. , .. ,, .. ,,, ••••••;,, .. ,,,,,, noooooo ;,,,,,,,,,, ''''"'.'''''''' ou~oo ,,,,,.,,,.,, .. , •••••• 

.:.~.~~9.! .. ~~~).:~~~ ............ ; ......................................... ~ ....... ~.:.~~-~?.~~-~ .. 
Complementary Measures 18 .. · 582,818 

TOTAL 9,278,508 

1. Background: Legislation, Programmes & Activities 

• Regio~al Technical Cblleges & Dublin Institute of Technology Acts ( 1992) have indicated one ofthe 
principal functions as "to provide- vocational and technical education and trailiiiig for economic, 

"technological, scientific, 'commercial, industrial, social and cultural development of the State with. 
particular .reference to the region served by the college", .. Along with the new Technological 
Universities (1989), all now have defined legal structures under which commercial activities can_ be 
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undertaken. The National University and Trinity College cqnstitutions ·also provide for such activities. 
A 1992 Education Green Paper showed increased orientation towards the vo<;ation aspec~ qf education 
at third level. 

• Programmes of higher education-industry cooperation have developed since the late 1970s. Cm-Tent . 
programmes include: (l) the Industrial Liaison Officer Programme supporting such activities in certain 
higher education institutions (2) the Higher Education Industry Cooperation Scheme supporting joint 
research, ('3) programmes in Advanced Technology (PATs) developing critical commercial mass in 
niche technologies, (4) placement programmes transferring l!killed graduates into industry, (5) Regional 
Technical Infrastructure Development supporting the development of particular regionally relevant . 
technologies, etc. . 

• Most higher education institutions now have explicit policies and support procedures for commercial ·• 
activities. 

2. National Development of COMETT 

• Ireland has made steady progress in COMETT II.· Two sectoral UETPs have been added, bringing 
Irish based UETPs up, to five and, overall some l.ll contracts were issued. . 

• Difficulties have been in four main areas: ( 1) dissemination of project outputs to -SMEs, (2) extension 
of the European Dimension within all Strands, (3) development of UETP business plan's,'.( 4) marketing 
training materials and courses on a El,lropean scale. 

3. Networking 

• The sectoral UETP contribution has included developing expertise in European collaborative projects, 
as well as developing a EU dimension in regional activities. All UETPs have undertaken TNA, 
organising short courses· and involving Irish firms in international·training projects. Training needs 
analysis has. been carried out in co'ljunction with regional and national institutions involved in S&T. 
Also a National Association of UETPs has been formed. 

• UETP activities have led to strong networks being developed around short 'courses and training 
projects often integrating and being supported by mobilitY activities. For small firms, it is 'ofteri the 
first link into transnational activities. They are supported· by UETPs as they take part in larger projects. 

• Only two sectoral UETPs are coordinated from Ireland. Both are active in providing European wide 
short courses and in developing mobility programmes. They have entered and coordinated other EC 
programmes (LINGUA, TEMPUS, FORCE, etc.) for their members. · 

• The strengths of the UETPs are: (l) good reputation, expertise and skills developed, (2) I inks to other. 
EC Programmes and networking established. 

• The weaknesse's are: (l) lack of industrial participation due to working in a region with a low geo
graphical density of .firms at a low technologic~! level, dominated by SMEs, (2) no government 
department has taken "ownership" of UETPs, (3) uncertainty and lack of finance. 

4. Mobility 

irel<ind does not have a strong ·tradition of placements, outside the new technological universities, 
although awareness is growing due to COMETT and similar natiol)al activities. Competitions for 
industrial placements is, however, fierce driv(!n by high levels of unemployment and a weak industrial ,.. 
structure. Personnel exchange's have also improved. . -

• Student placements have: (I) introduced a transnational element to higher education institutions already 
· undertaking industry placements, (2) catalysed the development of placement requirements and 

mechanisms in higher· education institutions not already involved in such activities, (3) increased 
student language competencies, (4) acted as the· base for stronger co-operation and joint projects, (5) 
provided some firms with a cultural learning experience. 

• Some colleges not already undertaking placement activities have modified policies at an informal level 
to facilitate exchanges. Some Departments have fonnally ~modified structures. The staff mobility 
programme is seen as too ridged with the three month placement period being too long. 
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5. Training 

. • COMETT has improved supply of training in Ir~land by encouraging -higher educ~tion -Institutions to 
develop and supply technic;:al training, particularly in areas. where travel· abroad would have been 
necessary. Access to intemationai expertise has improved qualit)'. Also open, multimedia and distance . 
learning activities have been accelerated by COMETT. - , -. 

· • Innovative collaboration has taken place through: (I) the direct involvement of companies in planning 
and developing courses, (2)-the intemationalisation of the development process, (3) the development of · 
flexible networks to undertake such work. • · 

• The Cb projects are seen as particularly -successful in Ireland. two pilot projects (Biotechnology and 
highway construction I maintenance) have also worked, well: 

6. Overall Impact 

• -Overall, COMETT has fostered the debate by addipg issues involved in the training dimension· and the 
tran~national focus. 

• UETPs have added an extra dimension as an infrastructural netWork. The National COMETT Liaison-
'Committee has been effeCtive in bringing together for the first time all those (government, universities, 
enterprises, trade unions, etc.) with an interest in ·higher educatio.n, and scientific and--techno!cigical . 
training. The Programme has also assisted in bringing a EU dimension to national policies ·in the ~rea 
and links- have been 'established with activities under The Operational Programme ·for Industrial 
Development (1989-93) in areas concerning higher education-industry cooperation. 

• Strong supporting relationships have been formed with the Industria_! Liaison function in higher 
education institutions as well as in national S&T priority development areas (e.g. Timber & Forestry; 

-Marine & Aquaculture, Biotechnology). · 

LUXEMBOURG 

Population 0.38 m., Population Density: 188.4, GDP!head: 19.64 ppp: 

SUMMARY TABLELUXEMBOURG (1990-94) 

UETPs: Regioni!l 

Sectoral· 

Students ·· 

Number 

0 

50 

Budget 

120,000 

105,030' 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooouoo

0
oooooooooo':o ooooooooooooooooooooooooo uoooOoouooOooOoouooooooo 

Fellows 
.............. u .................................................................................................... . 

... ~~.~:.~~~ .................................................................. ~ ............. ~.~.:.?.~?. .. . 
Joint Training Projects 3 565,000 

............................................................................................................. -.!-'"'" 

... ~!.~~~ .. ~~.?.J.~~~~ ................................................................... ?H?.:~.~.?. .. 
Complementary Measures 20,000 

.TOTAL 1,355,030 __ 

1. Background: Legislation, Programmes & Activities 

• The f~ll cycle of third levei education. is. absent from Luxembourg with· only I; Institqt Superieur de 
Technologie· (IST) and le Centre Universitaire du Luxembourg (CUL). Thus,- firms tend to l~ok abroad 
for higher education-industry cooperation. · 

• · Only since the establishment of Centres .de Rec~erche Publics (CRP) in· 1987 has new and high 
technology training become available.· 



2. National Development of COMETT 

• COMETT I has had a concrete, initiating role in developing SITec (a platform for new techniques in 
intfi;1sive courses) within the CRP-Henri Tudor. 

• The COMETT information Office also played an important role. 

3. Networking 

•. Luxembou;·g has only one regional UETP covering the whole country. After a slow start it now works 
well. Sectoral TNA studies have been undertaken. Courses have been given an international element. 

• The UETP brought added value through alerting firms to the European dimension of R&D as well as 
training.' 

• Its main strength is that its partners have included the professional associations which has make for 
credibility and ease of approach to firms. Other partners have included the ITS, CU and the CRPs. 'All 
partners have been active in national anft EU R&D and thus peiTl).it the UETP to link training and 

. research.' 

4. Mobility 

• ~ince ihe economic difficulties of 1992, students, have become more interested in training placements 
and firms more careful about their relevance .. 

• Often for· SMEs, it has been their first contact with a European programme and has encouraged them 
to move onto R&D programmes. · . 

• Placements in firms have become more systematic . 

5. Training 

• .The development of SITec as a platform for short courses has been the main achievement of 
COMETT. Under COMETT, the CRC-CU has developed· short courses for industry~ as has the 
Chambre des Metiers: the latter particularly for SMEs 

6. Overall Impact 

• Higher education-industry relations had been developed before COMETT. However, COMETT has had 
an indirect, catalytic effect on 'higher education-industry relations. It has also drawn attention to the 
importance of transnational cooperation. 

• COMETT's good administration has encouraged firms to participate in further EC programmes. 
• COMETT activities drew attention to the lack of national co-ordination in the area of collaboration 

·between national firms and foreign universities and have encouraged the development of common 
actions in the Sarr-Lor-Lux. region. 

• The UETP has supported the QUALIF programme on quality management of informatics 'projects 
between firms and national bodies. It has also brought together technical innovati'on bodies with an. 
interest in training. 

· .. 
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. THE NETHERLANDS 

·Population: 15.13 m., Population Density: 367:2, GDP/head: 15.6 ppp. 

·SUMMARY TABLE NETHERLANDS (1990-94). 

Number Budget . 

UETPs: R.egional . 3 

Sectoral 7 1,455,000 ........................... ; ............ ········. ...... ......... . .................. ····~· ............................ . 
Students 1,567 3,706,315 

Fellows 15 97,460 
ooooooooooooooooooo•oo•oooouoooooo~oooooooooooooooooouoooooooo ,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.;,,,,,, oonoooooooooooooooooooouooo 

Courses . 147 1,685,500 ............................................................................................................. -. ........ ' 

Joint Training Projects 17 ··3,463,000 

Pilot Projects· 3 1;500~000 
ooooooooo~oooouooo•oo40oooooooooooooooooooooooooo~oooooooooooo ooooooooooooooo~ooooooooo oooooooooooooooooo••,••••••••• 

Complementary Measures 21 328,329 

TOTAL 12,235,104 

1. Background: Legislation; Programmes & Activities 
... 

• The higher education sector is divided into universities (WO) and higher· vocational training (HBO). 
Commi.mity service is explicitly recognised in 1986 higher education laV:,s. · 

• The Foundation for \fechnical Research (STW) subsidised research of high commercial value: The 
. Ministry of Economic Affairs has two large programme.~ stimulating technological research aiid for the 
-. co!laborative development of new commercial products. . · , , . 

• The Boards and administration of HBOs contain industrialists and 6 - 12 month industrial placements. 
are obligatory. Qu_ality assessment increasingly includes industrial review a's well as per review. 

· Industrial Liaison and technology transfer points are in inost hi·gher education institutions. Continuing 
education programmes are inexpansion. 

• Large companies_ work well with higher education funding professorships and undertaking guest 
tutorships. 

2. National Development of COMETT 

After a slmv development during COMETT I, participation has accelerated rapidly. NUFFIC has 
'played an important role in this development· through hosting and developing the work of the · · 
COMETT Infom1ation Office. 

3. Networking 

• . Of 'the I 0 Dtitch UETPs·, 3 are regionaf, located in the three technical universities (Delft, Eindhoven 
and Twenh:}and covering the whole country, and 7 are sectoral. Most ofthe well known muitinational 
'companies are members of UETPs; success \vith SMEs has been slower_. . 

• COMETT UETPs help with industrial "cluster" strategies. The organisation of industrial "round tables" 
have been particularly helpful. TN As have .not always been carried out. 

• _'The main strengths of ~egional UETPs · have been: (I) a close relationship with other intermediary 
organisations, proVincial 'authorities and c'ompanies, (2) concrete .and visible results from intemationill 
cooperation and, (3) knowledge of European expertise and ability· to tap i~ as required. Sectoral LIETPs 
have added a strong international dimension to their work. . 

•' The main weaknesses have been: (1) lack of funding for activities, (2) regions too large; (3) industrial 
partners nf>t committed enm:~gh, (4) industry has low awareness of COMETT, (5) rapid turnover of 
UETP -staff. The difficulties in industrial contact is greater in the regional UETPs .. _ ' 
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4. Mobility 

• One UETP has set up "Local Strategy Committees" with partner industries to oversee e-xchanges and 
influence course content. Others point to a much more modest scale of innovation. 

• More attention is now devoted to.such practical matters as housing, the structuring of the contacts (a 
policy of networking instead of informal contacts) and the planned p:ovision of student intern projects 
as part of the. operation of businesses, etc. 

• There was a call for simplification of regulations and procedures surrounding mobility schemes. 
Sanctions and reporting after-the-fact could also greatly improve the efficiency of the programme. 

5. Training 

• COMETT has internationalised a number of training course activities and has helped orient trainers to 
training at an, international level. More demand-driven courses have been developed due to company 
involvement. ' 

• Quality has improved in course_ development through interchange of ideas. European level quality 
guarantees have been developed by preventing major discrepancies in the different universities and 
establishing a common core curriculum (on which exchanges are based). Inspectors have been appoint-
ed td monitor quality. · 

• · The range of courses available has grown, both in the Netherlands and Europe as a whole along with 
·courses delivered in a greater variety of ways. Training activities have been made more international in 
nature· and there is increasing interest and participation of SMEs.. · 

6. Overall Impact 

• COMETT has never played a major part in any national debate on higher education-industry cooper
ation. This is due to COMETT's modest budget and the rich tradition of post-tertiary continuing 
education for industry. Equally~ before COMETT, there was a great deal of contact between 
universities, hogescholen·and companies. On top of this, there is a comprehensive set of measures for 
the development and dissemination of new technologies particularly to SMEs. Thus COMETT plays a 
supporting rather than a leading role. · 

• . It has not yet resulted in the formulation of new national or regional policies or links with 
complementary national or regional programmes. However the Ministty has provided financial support 

· for the UETPs. 
• Its main impact has been that it adds the European dimension of training. 

PORTUGAL 

Population: 9.85 m., Population Density: 106.6, GDP!head: 9.06 ppp. · 

SUMMARY TABLE PORTUGAL (1990~94) 

Number Budget 

UETPs: Regional 4 

Sectoral 6 I ,350,000 
································································ ························· .......................... . 

Students . 1,321 . 3,282,700 

FellO\_vs 59 404,660 

Courses ·127 I ,194,500 

Joint Training Projects II. 1,970,371 ................. ; ................................................................................................ .. 
·Pilot Projects 500,000 

- ································································ ......................... ··························· 
Complementary Measures 24 378,656 
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I TOTAL 9;o8o,887 .I 

I. Background: Legislation, Programmes & Activities 

• In 1980 the INESC (Institute for Systems and Computer Engineeri!lg) was established as an interface . 
between the Technical University Qf Lisbon and the communications and IT industries. Its main focus 

. is R&D and high level· technical trainipg. AITEC (Tecnologias de Informayao SA) was· set up by 
INESC to undertake technology transfer and business incubation. In 1984, FUNDEn;:c (Fund for the 
development of teaching Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering and Technology) was set up 
by the TechnicaLUniversity of Lisbon to develop new training programmes for engineers.-- In 1987, 
ITEC was set up by the Technical University. of Lisbon to .encourage Portuguese· participation in EU 
Programmes. . . 

• In 1986, INEGI (i~stitute of Mechanicar Engineering and Industrial Management) was set up in Porto 
to improve university-industry links: · · · 

• In 1988, the Conselho para a Cooperacao Ensino Superior Empresa (CESE) - the office in charge of 
the proposal of procedures and policies to improve higher education I industry co"operation was set up. 

• From the mid-1970s there has b~en a strong expansion. ofPortuguese higher education. ·More recently 
the universities and polytechnics have been given statutes of financial and administrative_ autonomy. 

2. National Development of COMETT '. 

• -- The establishment of the COMETT Information Office iri the .Conselho pan!. a Cooperacao E~sino 
-Superior Empresa (CESE) has been critiCal to' COME IT's success in Portugal. There is a proposal to 
integrate similar higher education-industry cooperation into other national programmes based on the 
COMETT experience.' · · · - - · 

• The CESE recommended the public support of UETPs to establish better synergy with national pro
grammes. In parallel with COMETT, it has also organised·two major higher education-cooperation 
conferences each year. COMETTactivities have also ·inspired C~SE to launch a national training 
phcement programme· for degree level people into enterprises ·and organisations in other EU & EFT A 
States. It wiU use much Qf the information imd skills acquired from. the COMETT Programn1e~ 

• . Certain p~e-established. R&D. and technology t~ansfer consortia have spread ·out into train.ing through 
COMETT. . . . . 

3. Networking · 

• The contribution of COM~ IT and its UETPs has been: (I) the development of dedicated regional 
higher education-industry interfaces, but dominated by universities, 0) the addition of an international 
dimension to these interfaces, previously very weak, (3) Expanded activities to 'other EU and National 
programmes (PEDIP, PRODEP, etc.). 

• Two UETPs have moved to work with regional authorities in regional development. One UETP has set 
· up as series of technology transfer ce11tres across its region; 

• The U.ETPs/COMETT have strengthened links to higher education institutions and ind1,1stry abroad · 
giving new R&D and training partners. Simil_arly for firms, it has brought international contacts and 
potential markets as well as being a door to other European Programmes. However, firms;-particularly 

· SMEs, have a poor input. to programme development; . 
· • The six sectoral UETPs (textiles, agribusiness, mining; telecom, biotech) have produced courses, 

·training materi.al, books, directories, etc. and have exchanged students and strengthened links across 
~~ . . -

• The main strengths· are the transnati<;mal dimension· of UETP activities, the development of a 
professional management structure and their specialisation in . international technology . training. The 
main weaknesses are that: (1) UETPs are still ·largely depend on vulnerable financial support, (l) most 
sectoral. UETPs have a confused legal status, and (3) a lack of public awareness and recognition of 
their potential within the new.' EC eduq~tion and training programmes. . 
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4. Mobility 

• COMETT has increased student interest in placement abroad and added a European dimension to 
student training as well as contributing to the development of a European university-enterprise techno
logy transfer network. However, there is ·still a lack of recognition of student placements within 
academic curricula and the need for a consistent structural and curricular recognition of transnational 
industrial placement. Also, a lack of real supeJ:Vision of training work by universities and enterprises. 

· • Personnel exchanges, especially enterprise to· university, are still difficult due to problems for 
enterprises in matching personnel training needs to- university training methods and release for. long 
periods. 

5. Training 

• COMETT has produced a strengthening of transnational development of and participation in training · 
activities. 

• There has been an improvement of quality and quantity of training materials on the market. However, 
impact limited due to low level of demand (and supply) of technology related training in Portugal. 

' ' 

6. Overall Impact 

• COMETT has contributed to developing new ideas and suggestions in technical training and increasing 
_ _the awareness of the importance of technology transfer. It has helped in setting up higher education
enterprise interfaces devoted to technical training and has started an innovative dialogue betwee~ 
higher education institutions and enterprises leading to more "tailor made" courses. 

• COMETT has contributed to the improvement._ of national and international contacts between 
universities and enterprises in training and technology transfer. 

• It has forwarded the integration of transnation3l industrial placements into course structures. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

fopulation: 57. 7 5 in., Population Density: 236. 6, GDP/head: 14. 73 ppp 

SUMMARY TABLE UNITED KINGDOM (1990-94) 

Number Budget 

· UETBs: Regional 17 

· Sectoral 12 3,860,000 
································································ ························· ................................. . 
... ~~~-~:.~.!~ ............................................ ............ ~:.?..~.?. .. . : ....... ~.~-~~-~~:.~.~~ .. 

Fellows 69 410,310 

Courses 324 3,347,400 ................. :··················· ... ·························· .......................................................... . 
Joint Training Projects 42 8,679,009 ...................................................................... ; ................................................... . 
Pilot Projects 4 2,000,000 ............................................................................................................................ 

·Complementary Measures 71 I ,086,556 

TOTAL . 33,009,399 

1. Background: Legislation; Programmes & Activities 

• The Department of Trade and Industry, the Department of Employment and the Department of 
Education and Science are all involved in developing policy for university-industry cooperation. There 
is particular emphasis· on closing the "Technology Transfer Gap". There are tax incentives for training. 
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• Funding earmarked for the development of continuing vocational training is given to the universities .. 
The, Teaching Company Scheme funds young graduates employed by academic institutions to work on 
defined projects in industry. LINK funds research· projects between science based 1md industrial. 
partners. CASE encourages industry to sponsor .postgraduates in return for work on a particular 
project. The Enterprise Initiative offers companies the opportunity to .hire university consultants for 
short periods. Other associated measures include the encouragement of technology audits, the setting 
up of Faraday Centres (simil1tr ·to the. Fraunhofer Institutes), the Enterprise in 'Higher Education 

. Schenie, the setting up of the Training· & Enterprise Councils (TECs), the High Technology National 
TrainingProgramme, etc.. · · · · · 

• . There is now extensive representation Of .professional and industrial bodies of governing bodies of 
higher education institutions and their sub-committees. Higher. edtication in~titutions are becoming. 
increasingly involved in technology transfer and setting up companies. University staff i!Te now· 
actively ·encouraged to participate·'in the commercial exploitation of their research. Most universities· 
have Industrial Liaison Officers imd many have set up Science Parks. · · · 

• Income for industry to higher education institutions is increasing: Some large firms have Education' 
Liaison Officers. There is strong industry representation on the funding councils for. universities. ·The 
CBI negotiates industry's position with respect to higher education:· 

.· 2. National Development of COMETT 

• Strong participation in COMETT I carried over into COMETT II. The continued development has 
been based on: (I) the good organisational capacity of higher education institutions and the fact that 
they were well linked to enterprise before COMETf, (2) the hi~toric importance given to. industrial · 
placements, (3) the entrepreneurial spirit which has developed in higher education institutions since the 
1980s, (4) recog]Jition of tli.e importan2e of trans-European co-operation, (5) the national structures 
supporting university-enterprise cooperation anq the work of the COMETT Informatio~ Offjce. 

3. Networking 

• After 1990, the UK had 25 UETPs: 17 regional covering the whole of the UK and 8 sectoral UETPs. · 
Four additional sectoral UETPs were added in 1992. 

• · Universities thought UETPs most relevant at a regional rather than national level. UETPs 'were . 
effective at marketing COMETT: Newsletters, meetings, placements, short courses were all useful. 
·Generally, companies recognised the need for university - enterprise networks and saw UETPs as one 
of the catalysts; in this. area. All UETPs saw 'a need. for higher education-industry networks which 

. would develop transnational links and-provide information on EU t~aining opportunities. . 
• Over half the Universities believed that UETP,; had little or no effect in helping enterprises comm·un

icate their needs: many· other routes .existed. For firms, UETPs helped in TNA ·and in raising the 
profile of training in the company. UETPs provided little clear evidence that they themselves had been 
helpful in this area: 54% of regional UETPs though little had been achieved. 
Universities believed UETPs helped tli.e~ to lo~k beyond national boundaries establishing links with 
other universities and enterprises across Europe. For enterprises, UETPs f~und pa.rtners· abroad and 
provided El] students for placement. 61% of regional and all sectoral UETPs thought they had 
contributed some or a great deal to. encouraging transnationai co-operation. Sectoral UETPs' 
contribution ~was ~ot strongly diffe~entiated from regional UETP~. They did, however, seem to have 
closer and more frequent contacts with companies. 

• Universities believed UETPs strengths lay in their extensive contacts with other UK & EU UETPs, · 
universities and ~nterprises. Also, their commitment to industrial development and catalytic stimulation 

· , of university I ~ndustry .interaction. ·weakness lay in insufficient funding and-sometimes in not being 
firmly enough linked into their own. regional structures. For enterprises, UETPs' strengths Jay in their 
ability to bring European organisations together and .. provide the .latest on EU technology training 
activities. Also, the provision. of European placement opportunities. The weakness lay in the lack of 

. -communality between sectoral and regional UE'.fPs and. the funding process which made long term 
planning difficult Communicatiop through prqmotion and publicity was poor. Low awareness of _ . 
UETP existence. Regional .UETPs saw their strengths as: networking,~ expertise in mobility 
programmes, links. with the Commission, project management, an .access· point ·for all to higher 
education institutions, enterprises and EC Programmes. Weakness were ·,.insufficient funding, 
dependence on EC funding and inability to generate other .funding, difficulty .in retaining industry's 
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interest, being all things to all, etc. Sectoral UETPs strengths included: a clear mission, good support 
from higher education institutions, industry and EC, expertise in EC funding and_ project management. 

-Weaknesses included: relatively poor industry links and a poor commercial orientation as well as poor 
links with sorne countries. ' 

4. Mobility 

• Just over half the Universities believed student placements had contributed to innovation· within the 
institution. T-wo thirds of enterprises felt that they had benefited from having the- placement; breaking 
down -national barriers and opening up marketing opportunities as well as the specific technical 
element contributed. 85% o( regional UETPs felt that student placements had contributed to 
innovation: establishing new links, increasing interest and demand for students, linking companies to 
new markets, benefiting universities and linking enterprises to a large pool of well motivated students, 
etc.-

• Half the universities modified_ policies or practices ranging from greater academic recognition for 
placements to modification of placement procedures. Half the firms surveyed had made modifications. 
About three-quarters of UETPs ~bought universities and enterprises had made such modifications: 
flexibility in course design, assist~ce to lec!lJrers in visiting students abroad, insurance policies, better 
language preparation, etc. Enter-Prises had become more flexible in planning and 'defining work 
programmes, etc. 

S.Training 

• Universities were evenly divided as to whether COMETT had, m'ade innovative _contributions in 
training. 70% of firms thought COMETT had made little or no impact in innovation. Of UETPs·, only_ 
16%.of regional and 57% of sectoral UETPs thought that some or a great deal had been achieved. 
This failure was due to insufficient funding and lack of availability of SME staff time. 

• In terms of quantity or quality of training, enterprises felt that COMETT had made little or no 
contribution. About half the UETPs felt that COMETT had made a contribution to quantity and quality 
thmugh access to a wider group of experts, adding European value, levering other funding, etc. 
Universities were evenly divided as to whether COMETT had contributed. . 

• 59% of firms felt that COMETT complemented their own training activities. Sectoral UETPs were 
more positive than regional UETPs; 57% thought some or a great deal had been contributed. 

• . Conclusion: ... "the COMETT programme (has) generally been successful in helping. to _increase 
awareness of Europe in education and training._._ (but) has been very medest in scope when compared 
with complementary regional and national actions ... The main value added by COMETT has been to 
open up the practice of placements to a wider range of companies .... It has also helped to establish 
new contacts between universities in -this country and companies in other Member States or in -EFTA 
countries." 

6. Overall Impact 

• ·Universities generally believed COMETT had added some impetus to the debate on higher education
industry collaboration. However, many noted that the debate had gone on long before COMETT. 43% 
of enterprises thought COMETT successful in this area. 36% disagreed. 58% of regional and 71% of 
sectoral UEJ'Ps 'though that COMETT had made a worthwhile contribution. . 

• Most universities believed that COMETT had made a worthwhile contribution. It had increased links 
both tocally and across Europe. Some enterprises thought that COMETT had produced only minimal 
new collaborative ventures. Some thought that COMETT- developed university-industry links had 
introduced new ideas into the workplace. 70% of all UETPs felt that they had made a worthwhile 

·contribution in this area. Areas ranged from student placement to creating new transnational links, to 
' skills and training needs analysis at regional and sectoral level, to issues of graduate employment. 

• 49% of universities thought COMETT did not influence policy; most policy was already wei! 
developed. 36% of firms thought COMETT has had some or considerable influence on their policy to
wards universities. Only 25% regional and 14% sectoral UETPs thought that COMETT had some or 
considerable influence. However, many felt that the indirect influence had been important. COMETT 
complemented and' enhanced existing models of university-industry collaboration. 
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• For firms, the main examples of COMETT b~nefits were acces_s to providers of European expertise 
·.and .a greater awareness of European training issues. 44% were involved iri similar. activities. 77%. 

regional and 60% sectoral UETPs reported establishing' links _ between · COMETT and other 
national/regional policies sharing complementary aims. · · 

• Universities generally believed COMETT to have little impact, even locally; However, the international 
aspects were seen to give credibility to EU training policies. Some thought. it had improved technology _ 
skill in local companies. -Half the fmns felt that COMETT had made a worthwhile impact on their 

. own company P'!rticularly through the student placement, opening up new skills and awareness of the 
EU market. Companies felt that the overall regional impact of COMETT was·small. UETPs felt that 
'impact was limited by insufficient funding being available to generate large scale interest and 
participation. • · 

AUSTRIA 

Population 7.83m., PopulatiOT1 Density: 93. 7; GDP!head: 16.7 ppp. 

SUMMARY TABLE AUSTRIA (1990-94) 

Number Budget 

.· UETPs: Regional 4 

735,000 Sectoral I . . . 
~--._-••-•---•••·--••-• ..... ....,.•._-• ....., ..... ..., ... n•n••• •--·-·-......_ 

Students · ~796 I ,989,560 
-~------------ --·--·-···-·-,....·---
Fellows 73 634,310-

Courses 84 : 826,500 

Joint Training Projects 8 1;336,000 

Pilot Projects . . 
----,---·--~-------- :.....-----·-· """' _____ ....... 
Complementary Measures · 13 187,080 

TOTAL . 5,708,450 

1. Background: Legislation. Progrnmmes & Activities 

• There is no specific Austrian university -.·industry cooperation. legislation.· Howe\_'er, a 1988 law 
permits university dep~rtinents to act as entrepreneurs in their academic -field: this is particularly useful 

. for contract research: · Importantly, the~ "University ·Study" law includes continuing education. 
provisions: a well defined framework for' certification, financing, use of university infrastructure, staff . 
payment, etc. Recent major reform.centres on the estabiishment of a Fachhochschulen system. . 

• Two particularly relevant programmes ar'e (I) ;,Scientists for Industry" which enables young_university ~ 
1ecturers and researchers to spend up to t\vo years in companies and (2) "Scientists Establish 
Enterprises" which provides_ seed m~ney for start~ups based on the scientist's research work. . 

• Importanthigher education-in9ustry cooperation activities include (1) National and regional S&T fairs 
-to present· R&D results to companies. and (2) "F6Doc Austria" which is· a nation-wide information 
. system on research poten~ial and projects in all universities and academies; · 

• A network ·of technology transfer and continuing education institutes, unive~sity extension centres and 
industrial liaison offices have been established. 

• It is usual tq undertake diploma and doctoral theses connected. to industrial project work. Lecturers 
from industry are ust]ai in u~iversities' CET programmes.. · · 
Thus, overall, university- industry cooperation relations are well developed. 
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2. National Development of COMETI 

The national development of COMETT activities has been rapid and successful because : 
• The UETPs fit e~ily into the existing, well developed higher education-industry cooperation structure .. 
• The COMETT Infonnation Centre provided active and effective support. It initiated proj~cts, arranged 

conferences, seminars, workshops, infonnation services, etc. 
• , The Ministry for Science. & Research provided central support and co-funding, and expressed a 

willingness to provide future support. 
• The "EC" label was usef}.ll. Most' leading organisations now participate in COMETT including a strong 

enterprise input. 

3. Networlting 

• . The 4 regional UETPs (APS, ATTAC, CATT & DANl)BE) have provided 
~ A regional platfonn for training & technology issues while raJsing regional and national con

sciousness of these issues. 
International partners and a European dimension to technology training, acting as a regional focus 
of European initiatives. The,Y. assist the integration of regional SMEs and other partners into 
European projects and issues. This has red to a motivation. and sensibilisation to international 
techriological development. · 
Short courses and personnel exchanges as well as spin-off companies from such activity. They 
have developed a greater synergy between research and training. 
A transnational outlook through work with European partners, placements and the influx of foreign 
students into Austrian finns. 

• The strengths of the UETPs are: ( 1) secure, legal and independent status as a base for a democratic 
partnership, (2) high acceptance and good regional support and fmancial commitment of public and 
semi-public institutions, (3) skills in managing European training projects; ( 4) closeness to finns and 
technical credibility, (5) links to other EC networks, (6) links to universities and the strength of 
existing university "Extension Centres" in Austria, (7) well motivated personnel and lean and e(ficient 
structure. 

• The ~eaknesses of the UETPs are: (I) weakness in .linking COMETT to other' EC projects with 
. Austria as an EFTA member, (2) lack of marketing and sales strategies, (3) limited numbers of staff, 
(4) some regions with weaker universities and technical studies ·base, (5) the time taken to develop a 
specific profile, (6) the lack of time for self-training for a complex area, (7) COMETT projects are too 
short to create an "international training philosophy", (8) annual reduction of financial support, (9) 
uncertainty in transfer to LEONARDO . 

. 4. Mobility 

COMETT has brought: 
• systematised student placements on a project oriented basis with a clear ·work plan and defined 

provisions for academic recognition 
• enterprises are adopting a "placement-culture" and providing better facilities and professional guidance 

.· for students; their acceptance of students has become easier and more fonnalised 
• staff ~xchanges provide considerable feedback and linkages between universities and enterprises; they 

are, howev.er, very difficult and time consuming to 'organise, particularly for longer periods.-

5. Training 

COMETT has been important because of 
• Developing training projects with potential users and international partners ·It has led to multi-location 

delivery of courses and improved international marketing and better access to courses. The threshold to 
organise or participate in courses has decreased. Providing training for SMEs · has ·become more 
attractive. UETPs have complemented the training activities of university Extension Centres. 

• _ Improv'ing quality (more than the quantity) of training due to.(!) a wider exchange of expertise and 
views and (2) providing the opportunity to compare the state of art in different countries. · 
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• Carrying out a n~mber of specific TN As, as well as co~stant evaluation of industry. needs. Discussions 
on course concepts and marketing has b~en organised: Interactive .TNA has also been d~veloped. The 
secti:mil UETP has carried out a, " State of Art" Survey to act as the basis for·a TNA. . 

6. Overnll Impact 

• The ov~rall impact has been good, particularly from the UET~ system. There. has been: a major 
increase in transn~tional student placements ~long with improved project oriented design of placements · 
and better academic recognition. The. transnational higlier education I industry personnel exchanges, 

" ~hich did not. exist at all before COMEIT, have been useful. There has been an enrichment of the 
national market for. advanced training technology through . the international scope and European 
dimension of courses developed. · · 

• COMEIT complements the regional and national programme, contributing to improved Austrian 
training activities. This is to be seen particularly in the co-funding of national and regional. .COMEIT 
has enhanced the international dimension of training. It has linked higher education institutions and 

. industry, supported the development of continuing education at higher .education institUtions, cataJysed 
the development of TNA, provided experience in the· international management of programmes aiid 
projects, improved the institptionai management of higher education-industry interfaces, extended 
networks to other forms of co-operation, increased industry interest in highly qualified personnel, .etc. 

SWITZERLAND 

Population 6.83m., Population Density: 165.4, GDP!head: 20.3 ppp. 

\ - ·SUMMARY TABLE :SW.ITZERLAND {1990~94) .· 

Number .Budget .. · 

UETPs: R,egional 3 
. . 

Sectoral . 4- l, 130,.000 
·-----------·-·-··-·-.. ~ '-'---. ·--.--·~---·-' 

Students 417 · . 1,048,540 · 

. ' 29; 
;!-:-. ---------·~-·---·-. _ .. -·--· ---' 

Fellows· 272,63.0 

.co.urses 86 ' . 867.,4·50 
---+--·~-. --- ·'. 

Joint Training Projects 7 · 1,390;000, 
-·:-·-,.--:-·---·-·-·-·--·-.. -·"-' ·---: . 

Pilot Projects ' 
+---:--'--·+---

· Complementary Measur~s ·2,.082' 

-4;no,702 i . 

. 1. Background: Legislation. Programmes· & Activities 

• There is no specific :higher education-industry cooperation :tegislation. There :is kgislation .enabling 
Federal Government to run "S&T po1icy. Certain sp_ecific ·laws (e,g .. energy) underpin sorrie higher 
education-industry cooperation activities. Most higher education is ,organised at a ,cantonal leveL Thus, 
legislation :?nd provision can show considerable variation .. · . . · . . · .. 

• · .The· Commission Jor the' Promotion of. Scientific Research {CERS) stimulates research cooperatiQn 
b~een research institutes :and 'inqustry. ··some .ministries spend heavily on R&D ·~ith :advice and 
assessment by. university and ind:ustry representatives. Long term, priority research programmes and 
more :immediate action :research :programmes are .run •by the Federal Ministry. ' 

• ··Every university :has its Office :of Continuing Education. A :national :programme uSpecific measures in 
favour of ;continuing ·.yocationa:J ,trainiJ1g _.at ':univers'ity" ;pr:Ovides for ,complementary and pos~graduate 
:studies. The.:two Institutes of Technology :are much ,more dose!)' ;tied .to :industey. .. The _upgrading ,of · 
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· many tertiary education establishments to Fachhochschulen is well under way. Many scientist work in · 
both higher education and industry. 

• TE-CH is a national network of technology transfer centres. The two employers' federations have esta
blished offices to coordinate research projects and relations with the public authorities .. Industry 
contributes about 2% of R&D in higher education. · 

2. National Development of CQMEIT 

• Participation in COMETT started in 1990. By 1991 there was strong participation in other countries' 
projects and Positive Action projects were launched. 1992 · saw a strong participation in the Call for 
Proposals. The 1992 Call saw 7 UETPs established. 

3. Networl<ing 

• Of the Swiss UETPs, 3 are regional and 4 sectoral. They have opened up a dialogue between the · 
diverse actors in technology transfer and training. They also respond to regional priority issues. They 
bring SMEs together with both public research institutions and international organisations for 

. cooperative work. . . 
• · A six year federal plan has provided the cantonal universities and the federal polytechnics with con

tinuing training mechanisms. The UETPs have worked very closely' with and reinforced and enlarged 
these structures. It has also reinforced federal policies for a stronger internationalisation of higher 
education institutions. Regional policy is not as yet.fully formulated, however, it seems quite possible 
that bodies such as the UETPs may form an important part of this policy. They have worked well with 
other EC Programmes. · 

• As well as providing an international context for higher education-industry cooperation work; the 
UETPs have also assisted with inter-cantonal cooperation and coordination. Overall, the .UETPs have 
had va~iable success, particularly in the level of enterprise involvement. 

4. Mobility~ 

• There has been a particularly strong. effort on the part of the COMETT Programme to assist in the 
integration of Switzerland into its EU activities through the student mobility placements. 

• Personnel mobility has been poorly understood and not been successful. 

-··s. Training 

• . The Swiss success rate in COMETT II has been high in bo,th the short and long courses. 

6. Overall Impact 

Aspects of the Swiss federal and strongly autonomous cantonal· systems made the start of Swiss 
· participation in ·1990 somewhat difficult. However, with the establishment of a Swiss COMETT 

· Information Office up.qer the Positive Action Programme and increased inter-cantonal coordination, by 
1992, there was a fully functional and successful COMETT programme in operation. 

• Thus, with the near simultaneous launch of special Federal measures on continuing education at the 
same time as COMETT has been a good success at both a federal and cantonal level. 

( 
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LIECHTENSTEIN 

SUMMARY TABLE LIECHTENSTEIN (1990-94) 

UETPs: Regional 

Sectoral 

. Students 

Fellows 

Number 

l 

150,000 

26 51,890 

oouooooooooooooouoo••••••••••.•••••••••••••••oooooo;oooooooouo •Oooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooo••O•oooooo•o 

Courses · 2 30,000 , 
••••• .............. uoo ....... u ••••••••• •••••• :········· •••••••• ooouooouoouuouoooooo ••• ~ ............. •••••.•• 

Joint Training ProjeCts . 1 200,000 

Pilot Projects 
Cl 

oooooooooouooo!oooooooouooooooooooooooooooooooooouooooooooooo oooooooooooooo;'0000000000 oooooooooooooooooooooooo 

Complementary Measures 

TOTAL 431,890 

1. National Development of COMETT 

• As Liechtenstein became more integrated. with EFTA, it began io become eligible to" participate ·in 
COMETT. It entered in COMETT activities -in 1991 under ·the banner of Switzerland. In 1992, on 
becoming a full EFT A member, it entered fully into COMETT. 

2. Networking 

• Liechtenstein applied for a regional UETP in 1992 and was successful. The UETP takes in neigh- . 
bouring parts of Switzerland and ·Austria. 

3. Mobilitv 

• The UETP obtained 26 studen.t places in 1993. 

4. Training 

• In 1992, the UETP organised a joint training .project on environmental engineeri1~g. The UETP organ-
. ised a short course in both 1993. and 1994.. . . . . . 

S .. Overaii.Impact · 

• The decision of Switzerla1id not to enter, the· EU has made it .somewhat· more difficul.L!9 develop 
· COMETT in Liechtenstein . 

... 
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ICELAND 

Population 0.26 m., Population Def!Sify: 2.5, GDP!head: n/a ppp. 

SUMMARY TABLE ICELAND (1990-94) 

Number Budget 

UETPs: Regional 159,000 ............................................................................................................. ~ ..... 
Students 51 154,030 ....................... ';. ................................................................. ························· 

... ~:.~~.?.~~ .................................................................. ?. ........... ?.~~~-~-~--
J 

Courses 7 70,000 .....................•.......................................................................................... 

. J.?.!.~~ ... !:.~.~~-~~-~--~~?.~.::!.~ .............. .................... ?. ······~-~~~~~?. .. 
Complementary Measures 3 ' 52,994 

TOTAL 732,324 

1. Background: Legislation, Programmes & Activities 

• The institutional separation of research centres from the university .and then the lack of graduate 
courses until 1991 limited the potential for university-industry cooperation. 

2. National Development of COMETT 

• The COMETT Information Centre and the country's. UETP both based in the University of Reykjavik 
have been important in the success of the Programme. 

3. Networking 

• There is only one UETP in Iceland. It has undertaken TNA and has developed and run courses to 
alleviate these needs. It has promoted conferences on higher education-industry relations. 

• Initially, it was particularly strong in the fish processing industry but has since broadened out to other 
industrial sectors. · 

• The strengths of the UETP have been the parti~ipation of the industrial and professional associations 
with direct access to firms and the strong moral and fin~ncial support of the University of Iceland. , 

• The main weaknesses have been the lack of direct contact with firms and a very insecure financial 
base .. · · · · 

· 4. Mobility 

. . 

• Iceland has always been very· internationally minded with a tradition of seeking technic~education 
and training abroad. COMETT acted as a conduit for this ready made market. However, existing in
formal mechanisms in Icelandic universities and enterprises have not been fom1alised .. 

5. Training 

• COMETT has pioneered the practice of undertaking TNA and then discussing the best means to 
alleviate the needs with industry. It has also pioneered the extensive preparation of quality training 
programmes with intemationaJ·university experts and enterprise leaders. . · 

• Quality training courses have been developed. However, not enough courses have been available nor 
have new modes of training delivery been st,~fficiently exploited. _ 

• Jhus, COMETT has added a: new dimension to training (rather tlian simply co~pleinenting' it) through 
TNA, hi_gh quality course preparation and training of tr.ainers. · 
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6. Overall Impact . 

- . . ~ -~ 

• COMEIT has had a strong impact. It has provided an acceptable Em:opean forum for a-debate which· 
had previously been fraught with ·mutual suspicion~ It. has also helped legitimised in industry's eyes . 

. much of the higher education expertise· ·existent in Iceland. It has provided part of the b·asis for a 
dialogue on univerSity-industry relations. · · 

• Due to the. SME natl,lre of Icelandic industry, COMETT ha.S had to work· with industry and prof~s
sional associations at an administrative leveL Specific firm contact takes place during projects and 
placementS. The 'direct contact nature of Icehmdic ·Society has meant that COMETT may initiate con-:· 
tacts but then ceases tO be an intermediary. The programme ·has -CataJysed various training, resean:;h 

. and placement activities. · . .· . . . 
• Thus, it has accelerated contacts with universities and frrms across the EEA and had a strong effect in 

focusing higher education institutions on the need to mark~t their· education,. training and research to 
industry. It has .also deVeloped better industrial awareness of university graduate recruitment · 

NORWAY-

' -Population 4.27 _m., Populat~on Density: 13.2, GDP/head: 15.35 ppp. 

SUMMARY TABLE NORWAY (1990-94) 

Number Budget 

UETPs: Regional 4 

Sectoral 2 . . 930;000 
._.....,....,.,.., • .,., ....... ro-o.-..••a..•n••----•••n•••--•...,•-•--• .... "..; .. .,._, __ ;.. ------·--·-

Students - '360 1,018,100 ... ..._ _____ . _________ 
··------·- -·--·--••...,._u..,-•_, ... 

Fellows 27 169,180 
--'· -- -·-'--.. ··-- ......................................... 

Courses 46 477,000 
-----""'-· ---·------ ___ _.._.._ __ -..-.-.------

Joint Training Projects 4' 818,000. 
"'"'""'----·----·-··--·-·---.. -- -----~--· -----·· 

Pilot Projects 1 500,000 -- ---- -----•-u• 
Complementary Measures '3 47,280 

TOTAL 3,959,560 . , . 

l. Backg-round: Legislation. Programmes & Activities 
.. . . / . . 

• The Norwegian Institute . of Technology_ (NTH) in Trondheim is the only technical university in-
Norway and has· had to play a major role in. the development. o( the oil industry sinc.e the 1970s . 
SINTEF is a foundation of the NTH used for undertaking university-industry cooperation, particularly · 
in the field ofcontract R&D and continuing education. . 

• The 1 ~91 -White Paper on Higher Education argued .for closer. int~rnal co llabo~ation between th~ 
educational institutions in an integrated "Norwegian Network" as well as colhib.oration with external 
·institutions, but there has been· no national programme. 

· • The Norwegian Research Councils have university-industry technology transfer programmes. The 
Ministry of Industry wishes better collaboration between research .institutes and universities: 

• The Norwegian Long Term Plan 1994-97 seeks :~to spread available technology and competence to . 
companies~. (and a).More rapid updating and renewal of technical and professional skills .. " 
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• The 1993 National Budget noted that "International collaboration in higher education must be strengtl)-
1 

ened including participation in international education programmes .. " · · 

2. National Development of COMETT 

• The somewhat ambivale!lt attitude of Norway towards the EU and the volume of new EC Programmes 
may have accounted for a very slow start in 1990 with only 11 projects submitted and 6 accepted. 

• The Positive Actions ofCOMETT in 1991/92 saw a major expansion of involvement with 5 additional 
UETPs being formed the n~xt year 

3. Networkin!! 

• The UETPs have encouraged regional cooperation between regional business interests and. the esta
blished education and training system. They have brought a European dimension to universities' 
traditional industrial liaison and continuing education functions. They have developed a nation-wide 
information distribution network through technical journals and newsletters as well as annual 
conferences on technical skills. They have also assisted in the devel~pment of courses and arranged 
student placements. They have moved from training co-operation to RTD projects and developed 
sectoral activities. 

• The activities· of the UETP have varied from direct TNA and subsequent course development to 
support to industry in its own efforts: as one UETP put it; "Help towards self-help". 

• Transnationalisation of activities has beeri a major success of all UETPs. Sectoral UETPs have from 
the start been transnationaL Regional UETPs have, however, also been successful. 

• The two sectoral UETPs have been based at tile Norwegian Institute of Technology (NTI-I) in 
Trondheirri with very close connections to SINTEF. The UETPs have added to the international 
character and activities of this large technology complex through international TNA, short courses, 
student and staff exchanges and have gone on to develop larger RTD projects outside COMETT. 

• The main strengths of the UETPs have been: (1) the strong European network developed, (2) the 
support of the Nor-Wegian government and regional autho~ities, (3) the active commitment and support 
of the NTH for three of the UETPs,(4) the active support and participation of the Norwegian Society 
of Chartered engineers (NIF) and the Federation of Norwegian Engineering Industries (TBL). 

• The main weakness has been that the budget allocation requirements were underestimated. 

4. Mobility 

· • Mobility actions ·have been used by partners in larger. COMETT and other projects as a means ·of both 
cementing and developing co-operation. 

• The Norwegian government has made granting ·of work and residence permits to COMETT students de 
facto.. Agreements with Student Accommodation Offices greatly facilitated incoming students. 
Agreements with the Universities gave COMETT students full student rights. (travel rebates, student 
aCtivities, etc.). The TBL recommended student placements to its members. 

• Overall, there has been an improvement in student placement practices. 

5. Training 

• Courses have been developed from the start for a European audience and with a Europeanctimension. 
Some courses have developed from other EU investment (e.g: ESPRIT II). Extensive use of new 
techniques, software programmes and simulation tools have been incorporated. COMETT activities 
have been both a practical instrument and a catalyst. . 

• The emphasis has been on quality improvement. COMJ:::TT has introduced a number of "quality 
partners" 'into the development of courses and continuing ~ducation activities who would, otherwise, 
not have been available in Norway. 

· • The close similarity between the objectives of COMETT and national objectives i1~ .the field of 
technology transfer and training have ensured complementarity. ·., 

'·· 
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6. Overall Impact 
/ 

• COMETI ha5 not been strong at a national level, but has been quite important_ at the regional policy . 
and planning level. At a regional level, the role of COMETT in the development and implementation 
of regional and cou!).ty strategic plans in Norway should be stressed. · _ 

• . Where these had already been prepared, for example in Western Norway, COMETT h!lS become an 
important tool for implementation; in other cases COMEITs objectives are being adopted as part of 
the premises for plans currently in preparation.. . . 

• . Membership of COME IT has provided technology transfer and trairiing with a European aspect which 
would otherwise have beeri lacking or would have had to be. laboriously constructed, using national 
resources and on purely national terms; hardly the optimal point of departure for the creation of an 
iriternationa! programme of cooperation. · · · . 

·SWEDEN 

P~pulation: 8.64 m~.' Population Dimsity: 19.2, GDP/head:16.2 ppp. 

SUMMARY TABLE SWEDEN (1990-94) 

Number Budget 

. UETPs: Regional 4 

Sectonil 23 888,000 
_...·-··---·-

Students 807 2,245,949 .,...-----1---· 

Fellows 13 111,000 ---· ...... ---...---·····--·----·--- ----- --
' 

Courses 83. 9_98,000 
--· -~ --------

Joint Training Projects . . 13 .. 2,311,038 . ,._ ______ . ---
...... -·-----·-··· 

Pilot Projects . . I 500,000 
·---· -·--... --·-·--·---.-.. -.- .................... - .......... _ -...------·-···-
Complementary Measures 15 240,952 

TOTAL 7,294,930' 
., ·-

1. Bacl<ground: Legislation. Programmes & Activities. 

• Higher education-industry cooperation is well established sine~ the 1960s in 
1
Sweden. Industrialists 

serve mi higher education commissions. Since legislation in 1977, industrialists can sit on all study. 
programme committees. Faculty can take on external contracts and be. seconded to enterprises. Since 
1975, universities give vocational training programmes. · · -

- •- The Swedish Board for Technical Development (STU) was· set up in the late 1960s to improve the 
technical level in Swedish enterprises: a speciai target ~as· university/enterprise cooperation. It quickly 
launched a system .. of liaison offices in higher education institutions. Research managers in big 
companies serv~ as part-time professors. Small companies can "borrow~· scientists for periods up to six 
months, with half their salary paid by the industrial liaison function. In North Sweden, small 
companies can employ a n~w engineer for .six months from the local university with the salary paid 
for by the liaison office. This helps prevent migration to South Sweden. 

• 1992 legislation has given higher education institutions far more autonomy and has. introduced a 
system of evaluation .of ·university performance. All Masters· of Engineering programmes hav_e. com-

. pulsory industrial placements. · 

There are two mon! 'sectoral UETPs with a Swedish coordinator, but a non~Swedish contractor. 
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• 1992 legislation has given higher education institutions far more autonomy and has introduced a 
system of evaluation of university performance. All Masters of Engineering programmes. have com-
puisory industrial placements.· . . -· 

• Industrialists are on governing boards of universities and technical universities. Several Science Parks 
· have been established with industry. There are many exchange chairs and guest teachers from industry. 
· There are many research contracts funded by industry, and cooperative research institutions have been 

built up. On average, 10% of higher education institutions' activities are funded by industry. 

2. National Development of COMETT 

• COME IT is the first EU Programme in which EFT A countries have been able to take part. Support 
from unions, employers, regional,local authorities has been very strong. Interest was heightened by the 
proximity of entry into the EU. ' 

• The topics in COMETT were high on the agenda for Sweden: (1) the internationalisation of higher ? 

education, (2). the need for continuing education in SMEs, and the need to use universities for high 
scientific level training, (3) he need for SMEs to get closer contact with foreign markets. 

3. Networking 

• In 1990, Sweden obtained four regional UETPs, all in the South, and two sectoral UETPs. These were 
. supplemented in 1992 by three new -sectoral UETPs. One of the strengths of Swedish UETPs is their 
strong involvement in DELTA. 

• -However, their contribution outside of the companies and universities directly involved in the projects 
has been small. They 'have had an identity crises. 

• Indirect contributions include: (I) diffusion of information, (2) increased marketing for technology and 
training, (3) European arena for CO-:Operation and political pressure developed by sectoral UETPs 
whiCh have functioned fairly well, (4) the demonstration effect of international activities. 

• Most UETPs have tried to undertake TNA. However, many organisations are active in this field. 
• The main strengths have been the devotion of UETP people and the ability to work in a trans

European perspective, and to support other programmes. The main weakriesses have been the· lack of 
involvement of industry, especially ~MEs, and the inter-regional transfer of experience. 

4. Mobility 

• There has been nothing fundamentally new in student placements. The personnel placements have 
hardly been used. There is, however, an increased dedication to finding places for students in bigger 
companies. Some of these have used COMElT to try out potential employees in subsidiaries abroad. 

• Some SMEs have experienced foreign students for first time. This has brought'.an increased sensitivity 
to cultural differences. · · 

\. 

5. Training 

In the' area of training, the-largest COMETT contributions have come in the preparatory work
discussions and negotiations around the application and the formulation of the "order" to university 
teachers: 

• With sectoral UETPs, the influence of ind)Jstrial branches has_ been stronger in training development. 
• An IT network has been set up (initially for information and partner search) and is looking towards 

use for in-situ training .for industry. Quality control has become an important and conscious issue as ·, 
courses have to be given by different teachers in different countries. COMETT has beeri in operation 
too short a time to judge it. Its scale has been too small for a major impact. Reuse of courses -
deve.Ioped has been very low. · 
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6. Overall Impact · 
. . . . . . 

• The overall impact has been marginally on the national .le.vel but there has been .some on the regi~nal 
.and local level. The Programme is small. Aiso the economy has been depressed. There has been little 
fostering of university-industry relations, apart from those directly involved. Uqiversities already have 
strong continuing education units: However, the fostering of internationaL relationships for· Swedish 
·universities and companies has been new~ · . - · · · 

• Ther,e has been no influence pn policy on the national level but some on the· regiona] level. There has 
been some synergy between universicy·continuing education prograimnes ;!nd UETPs .. 

• The overall impact has been small. Strand B has been ·the true success, particularly for the larger 
SMEs. Networks developed .will be used for other projects. COMETT has also improved undersfandin'g 
of the EU. · · · 

FINLAND 
I, 

Poplllation: 5.03 m., Population!Density: 14.9, GDP/head: 16.1 ppp. 

SUMMARY TABLE FINLAND (1990-94) 

Number B!Jdget 

UETPs: Regional 3 
. ' 

, ........................ ~.~:~~!..~.~······················ ..................... ?. ........... ?.~.?.~.?.~.?. .. 
Students 634 1 ,560)65 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••nuoooou ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ooooooooooooooouoooooooooo 

Fellows 71' 690,350· 

Courses 78 740,000 
.. 

. -. Joint Training Projects · 9 1,845,000 .................................................................................................................... 

... ~.~~~~-.~~?.J.~~~~.:: ............... :···'··· .. ····· ........................................ ············ 
Complementary Measures .. 17 247,568 

TOTAL 5,768,283 

L Background: Legislation, Programmes & Activities. 

o . . There is no specific law for university-industry c9operatTon;' but existing legislation is quite permissive ' 
of such activities. 

o The Academy of. Finland has a programme to support postgraduates in industry. The Ministry of 
Education has a similar programme. in IT. The Technology .Development Centre (TEKES) finances 
programmes based on university-industry cooperation· and on research training .. Finnish education has 
undergone a rapid expansion since' 1986. The· institutions of higher ed.ucation are increasingly being 
considered Regional Development Centres. . . · · . 

o Traditionally, practical training in industry has been a compulsory part of technical degree pro- · 
grammes. Continuing education is one of the fastest. growing areas of higher education.· Several 
Science Parks ha~e been .launched i~ the last decade. Institutes of Technology have launched. "enter
prise service departments". Uniscience Ltd has brought the universities and· industri~l federations 
together to pro~ide services based on the joint know-hdw of th~ universities. 85 vocatio~al institutions · 
have .beef) grouped into 22 fachhochschule type institutions with close cooperation with industry. 

• Industry has traditionally been close to higher education. L'arge cdmpanies have launched their ·own 
postgraduate training programmes .and are increasing their· demand to higher education. Th~y ar.e 
forming lo~ tenn relationships and contracts. The number of PhDs in industry is rising quickly. 

• _. • • . t 
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2. National Development of COMETT 

• Finland, being an EFTA country, only became ilwolved at the beginning ofCOMETT n-but has made 
a good start. This was due to the strong base to existing university-enterprise cooperation and the 
centres of continuing education already in place in universities. Equally, there was much existing 
experience in international student exchanges and Government, itself, was launching an initiative to 
iilternationalise higher education institutes. The COMETT Information Office also played a major 
catalytic role .. 

3. Networking 

• Fi~land gained five UETPs in 1990: 3 regional, one mixed and one sectoral. All except the sectoral 
UETP were hosted by universities. In 1992, shared ·responsibility for an additional UETP was ob
tained. In 1994, a· sectoral UETP was moved from the Netherlands to Finland. -

• The UETPs have bridged the gap between Brussels and participating Finnish organisations, particularly 
enterprises. All UETPs have undertaken SNA leading to the formulation of new projects. They have 
also ~timulated and assisted international cooperation, very often turning a natio11al project into a 
European one. The two sectoral UETPs have had a visible impact on training in their ·respective 
sectors. · ' 

• The main strength has been the close co-operation between UETPs and with Information Centre. 
• The main weaknesses have been the lack of full UETP coverage of the country, while at the same 

.time, economic recession has limited extension of industrial partners. Because COMETT was the only 
programme in which Finland was able to participate, UETPs have been restrained to working mainly. 
with COMETT. . 

- 4. Mobility 

• There has been -a long tradition' of student placement abroad. Thus COMETT has provided a new 
channel rather than a full innovation. However, particularly for the Institutes of Technology, COMETT 
has provided an efficient means to increase high quality placement. Expert exchanges (Be), while not 
new, have beenappreciated as one of the most useful activities in COMETT. In 1994, Finland was the 
second biggest sending country in COMETT! 

• The decentralised nature· of COMETT has encouraged individual officers in uriiv'ersifies tak'ing care of 
international affairs to take initiatives and more responsibility in arranging placements. Previously most 
work was centralised. Enterprises have moved from an approach of charity towards accepting students 
towards recognising their real added value. 

5. Training 

• COMETT has not had any major impact at a national level due to the small number· of projects. 
However, courses which wouid have been only national have been made European·. Courses have been 
held in English for foreign participation. Material produced has been recognised as useful by industry. 

• c'OMETT has effectively contributed to increasing European co-operation and has helped _create new · 
contacts and new· forms of collaboration. 

6. Overall Impact 

• Because there has been a strong higher education-industry tradition of cooperation, exchange and 
placements in Finland, COMETT is not s~en to have had any significant impact at a regional or 
national level on higher education-industry relations or formulating policies. The innovative effects 
Have been at the transnational level. Established tradition in university-enterprise cooperation gave a 
good starting point for the' implementation of the programme. · 

• There has been strong synergy_ with the National Programm'e to increase the transnational activities of 
the Institutes ·of Technology. Two thirds of o~tgoing Ba students have been from such Institutes. The 
Ministry of Education has _provided special bonus· moneys to academic universities which increase 
th~ir transnational activities. Participation in_ COMETT is now one of the criteria"'for such awards. 

• Experience in cooperating in· an EU context, both for authorities .as well as for organisations par
ticipatingtcin the Programme has been gained. A solid base of successful participation in an EC Pro-
gramme has been achieved. o · 
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Annex 3. Li~t of COMETT publications 

Below is given a list of the main documents and publications relating to COME IT issued between 1990 and 
1994; some .Publications to appear in_ 1995 have also been included. 

Official.documents relating to .. tbe Calls fo.r Applications 
. - . ' -

• CQMETI background documen.t . 9 languages 
• Vademecum COMETI II . . 9 languages 

This document contains:essential information about the_ COMEIT programme and sets 9ut the objectives 
andoperational structure of the programme. . 

• Application Package 1990, 1991, 1992, . . . 9 languages 
Available in paper and diskette form, the Application Package is aimed at those who wish to submit 
projects to COMETT. Th(! package contains general information on the COMEIT programme and 
indicates how ·proposals shoulrj be formulated. Application forms are also included. · 

• Application Package 1993,.1994 , EN/FR/DE 
Since 1993 this. document has been printed in 3 languages. 

General information on ~be programme and its·outputs 

• The COMETI Bulletin EN/FR 
From Febru01y 1988 to Dec.e.mber /993, the COMEIT Bulletin was produced three ti'mes a year and 
contained a range of articles concerning the programme and its links with other Community initiatives 
within the fields of education, training, technology and R&D. It also provid~d information on COMETJ' 
projects and ti1edeve/opment of the programme. Publication ceased in December1993 to make 1vay for 

· the new Task Force publication Le Magazine. 
• · COMETI brochure _. 9 langues 

First published in 1990, this A5. brochure ·explains the structure of the programme in a s.imple and user
.fjiendly format. Starting with a genir~l explanation of the COMEIT objectil;es, the brochure explains all 
Strands of the programme and contains basic budgetary information. · 

• · COMETT Pilot projects (information folder) EN · 
Aimed ai a variety of different audiences, the folder consists ojindivfdual information sheets on COMEIT 
pilot projects. The information sheets are presented in a si'mpleformat and cover each project's objectives, 
training materials and transnational partners. . 

• · Catalogue of COMEIT 1 outputs · · . EN· 
The Catalogue provides key information on the outputs of all COMEIT I projects including courses,· 
training materials, studies, databases and news.letters. A. s_tatistical overview of COMEIT I is also pi·o" 
vided. . 

• CO~ETI Project Compendium 1990, 1991, '1992, 1993/94 . . EN/FR 
The Compe ndiun_1 provides basic information on all COMEIT projects accepted dfter each Ca/lfor Applic
ations. Projects are listed 1vith 'j;roject title, a short summary ani the full address of the contact person . 
A statisticaloven•iew is inc~uded, and several indexes andlists are provided so that projects~ be easily 
Identified. 

• Transnational student placements: the COMETT experience. EN/FR · 
Thisstep~by-step guide draws heavily on the experience ofCOMEIT in managing transnational place~· .. 
ments in Member States and EFTA countries. Intended as a practical working tool for student placement 
organisers, _the guide' contains tips for organisers and students alike, counfly files· a~a information on 
studentplacementswithin the ER:1SMUS and TEMPUS programmes. · 
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Reports and studies 

• The development of COMETT I . FRIEN 
This internal monitoring report on COMETT I covers the period 1987 - 1989. One chapter is devoted to 
each of the five CO MElT I Strands and country reports are included for all 12 Member S~a(es. As well 
as providing general statistics for the duration of the COMETT I programme, the docurnent also presents 
statistics by ·Member States. 

• The development of COMETT I (Executive Summary) FRIEN 
• COMETT !..Final Report of the Commission . 9 languages 

This official report concerns the first phase of the COMETT Programme. ltdocuments the background to 
the Programme, its rationale, structure and implementation, with particular regard to its impact in the ·" 
different operational Strands. It is a synthesis of a great deal of documents, reporrs, surveys, studies and 
analyses undertaken during the first operationai phase. 

• COMETT Programme. Report of activities 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993 and 1994 9 languages · 
The Annual Report is a formal record of all COMETT activities within a given year. Subjects covered in-

, elude results of_Cal/sfor Application, programme management, monitoring and evqluation, conferences, 
etc. Also included are a statistical overview ofCOMETT projects, an update on pilot projects and a list 
of publications.·· 

• National profiles 1992, 1994 Mixed EN/FR 
Covering the twelve Member States and seven EFTA countries, the national profiles contain an account 
oft he COMETT development in each count1y, with a breakdown of activities within each Strand of the 
programme. 

· • Regional profiles 1993, 1994 Mixed EN/FR 
Focusing on the contribution ofCOMETT to regl~nal development throughout the 12 Member States and 
7 EFTA countries, the profiles contain statistical tables ofCOMETT funding and a breakdown of activities 
within .each Strand of the' programme. , 

• Sectoral surveys (series) 
COMETT activities within ten key technology sectors are presented in a series of sectoral surveys: 
.. Medical. technology and biomedical engineering in COMETT (EN) 
.. Advanced manufacturing te<;:hnology in COVETT (EN) 
.. . Technology and innovation management in COMETT (EN) 
.. Microelectronics in COMETT (EN/FR) 
.. Software technology in COMETT (EN) 
.. Materials in COMETT (EN/FR) 
.. Environment in COMETT (EN) 
... Biotechnology in COMETT (EN) 
.. Mechanical engineering in CQMETT (EN) 
.. Agrofood in COMETT (EN) · 

COMETT II Evaluation reports 

• COMETT Evaluation (ECOTEC, 1991) EN/FRIDE 
• Transnational training for technology in Europe - the COMETT experience 

(COMETT ll Interim evaluation report 1990- 1992) EN/FRIDE 
• COMETT II: Evaluations (1993) _ -EN/FRIDE 

.. First part- Report by the Panel of Experts: COMETT. Transnational training for technology. The future 
of industry-university cooperation. 

.. Second part- National Evaluations 

.. Third part - GMV Report: Evaluation of the COMETT Programme 
• The Final National Evaluations of COMETT (1995) . EN/FRIDE 
• COMETT II. The Final Evaluation Report (this report, 1995) 11 languages 
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- Reports for the fin!!-1 evaluation of CO~ETT (series: 'COMETT: the results') 

• COMEIT II i~ figures- a statisticaloverview 
• Networks ~nd European partnerships- COMETI UETPs: reality and perspectives 
• COMEIT II: the results. The mobility actions, 1990-1994 - _ 
• COMEIT II: the results. Joint training report. Lessons and experience 
• La mobilite d'etudiants COMEIT en entreprise, 1990 - 94 
• 'Placements de formation avancee, 1990 - 94 
• Echanges de personnel, 1990 - 94 
• Cours de formation de courte duree, 1990 - 94 
• COMEIT II: the. results. Strand Cb/Cc report. 
• Complementary measures - strategic plims and actions of COMEIT UETPs, 1990-1994 
• EFT A countries in CQMEIT II - an overview 
.~- COMEIT II: the results. 

- Linking R&b and education 
-.SMEs in COMEIT projects 
- A sectoral view on COMEIT 

• The creation and development of successful university-industry partnerships 

EN/FR/DE 
EN/FR/DE 
EN/FR/DE 
EN/FR/DE. 

FR 
FR 
FR 
FR 
EN 
EN 
EN 

.EN 
EN 
EN 

• The contribution of the COMEIT programme to the innovation in continuing education and training 
/• COME~: the results. Manual of good practice for skill needs analysis- EN/FR 

• COMEIT: tl:le results. Student mobility in the COMEIT programme EN/FR -
• COMEIT: the results. The impact of COMETT on SMEs . EN/FR 
• The regional impact of the COMETT Programme 

' . . 

Other outputs 

• COMEIT Video: "Forging the ~urope of the future" 
• . COMEIT leaflets . 

- ~ COMEIT- User Guide 
~ COMEIT - facts and figures 
~- University-enterpris.e training partnerships 
~ Industrial student placements 
~ . Training for European industry 

- ~ COME IT and higher education 
~ Technology management 
~ COMETT and SMEs 
-~ Women and technology 
~ Linking R&D with training 
~ COMETT and Micro2electronics 
• COMETT and Biotechnology 
~ COMETT and Agriculture 
~ COMEIT and the automobile industry 

• · Slide show COMEIT 1992, 1993 and 1994 
- • COMETT Posters 

• Database of COMETT projects 

1 These· are partly working tides, since the documents are to appear in 1995 

9languages 
EN/FR/DE 

EN!FR/DE 
9· _languages ., 
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Annex 4 .. Organisation of the COMETT programme 

A.4.1 Management and main ·actors involved 

, 
A number of organisations have worked together to implement and manage the COMETT 
prograpune. As specified in the Couricil Decision; the European Commission, in particular -
the Task Force Human Resources, Education, Training and Youth (now DG XXII) had the
primary responsibility for the implementation of COMETT. In addition to setting out the 
policy guidelines this comprised notably the dissemination of information relating to the 
programme, its application possibilities and the project outcomes, the assessment and select-.· 
ion of projects, the issue of contracts ~d the financial management. 

The Commission was assisted in these processes by the COMETT Committee, composed 
of representatives of the 12 '"Member States, and the EFTA Joint Committees, the 
COMETT Information Centres established in each of the EU and EFT A Member States, 

. and the COMETT Experts group. The COMETT Technical Assistance Office provided 
technical and professional support .. 

The COMETT Committee consisted of two representatives from each Member State, 
selected on the basis of nominations made by the Member States, as well as two 
representatives of the social partners at Community level as observers. The Commission 
had to consult the Committee on matters concerning the implementation of the COMETT 
Programme. The Committee met three to four times each year. The Committee delivered 
·opinions mainly on general policy issues, such as the general 
guidelines for the financial assistance to be provided, the pool scheme (which. the 
Committee fully supported) and the complementary mea,silles. As regards project selection, 
the <;ommittee was involved in the general procedures for, selecting the various types of 
projects, and had to provide an opinion on any project requiring a contribution of more 
than 100.000 ECU. Towards the end of the programme, the Committee also became 
increasingly involved in the evaluation of the programme, in particular the national eval
uations. 

Since the launch of COMETT II the EFT A countries have participated in the COMETT 
programme, and Joint Committees w~re establishe~ between the European Commimity and 

· each EFT A country, in order to discuss COMETT matters involving EFT A countries. These 
Committees met about twice each year, in general after a COMETT Committee meetings · 
(which EFTA country representatives were not allowed to attend). 

At the national level the COMETT Information Centres played an important role in the 
dissemination of information and raising awareness. The Information Centres' main tasks 
have been to respond to information queries concerning COMETT, especially on· projects 
led by organisations within their ~ountry, and to produce infor.mational material (brochures, · 
bulletins, etc). During the life of th.e programme, they .have also organized a considerable 
number of information days, workshops, press meetings and conferences, and haye assisted 
potential promoters with the preparation of new applications and to disseminate information · 
·about COMETT project outputs. Some Centres went even further and acted to some extent 
as a broker for project partners, often in cooperation with UETPs from their country. 

. ' ~ ' 
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As to the content and quality of selected projects, the Commi~sion has been assisted by the 
COMETT Expert Group. They were appointed by the Commission, in constJltation with. 
Member States, on the basis of their J¢owledge and experience of a particular area or 
sector. relevant to COMETT. the Group was invited to expre~s its opinion on projects 
submitted. and selection procedures applied for each ·call for applications, with particular 
attentiqn 'to proj~cts under Strands A and C. In particular they were ~ked to -review the 
quality and relevance of the. proposed projects for industrial needs .. In addition to· the 
Experts group, oth~r Commission_ Departments,. especially those responsible for R&D 
programmes, have been involved in the selection process, s? is to ensure synergy across 

·. Community actions. · · 
.· ... 

Finally, the COMETTTechnical Assistance Office (TAO) is non..:profit organisation based 
in Brus~els, with whom appropriate contractual arrail.gerrients have been made, which had 
primarily a direct support task to sustain the Commission in its work. its activities included · 
notably the practical organisation of the Calls (preparation, translation and printing of . . 
Vademecum and Application Package, mailing of application documentation, providing 
information and assistance to potential applicants, organisation of the seleCtion procedwe, 
including scrutiny and pre-assessment of all submissions, preparation of contracts, payments 
to contractors, and monitoring progress on the basis of annual project reports. It also 
produced. the .drafts of many of the. COMETT publications and documents.. ·· 

A.4.2 Overview of support activities 

There have, ·essentially, been three types of supportactiviti~s ihthe COMETT Programme:. 
• oral and written responses to queries for information . . . 
• pro~uction and dissemination of reports and other publications 
• . organisations. of meetings, workshops and conferences. 

Direct support to interested organisations, by responding to oral or written requests for 
information, has been a·major, continuous activity during the COMETT programme. It has 
been an important task of the Commission staff, the C,OMETT Technical Assistance Office 
and the COMETT Inform~tion Centres. Queries were not only made by potential applicants, 
but also frequently by national and intern~tional orgimisatibns, policy-makers, sectoral 
associations, governmental bodies, etc. · · 

. . . 

1,\. wealth of information products·· have been produced in relation to the COMETT 
programme,_ This ~ncludes: 
• offjcial applicadon documentation for p:romoters~-partictilarly the COMETT Vademecum · 

arid Application Packages . · · . · · · · · '_ · . . 
• promotional brochures, providing information about various aspects of COMETT 

· • official reports,' ·providing facts and findings illustrating the progress made, such as the 
annual repor~s and the interim report on COMETT U . . 

• newsietters, published both at Com111ission level (COMETT Bulletin), and at national 
and local level by the COMETT Information Centres, many UETPs and coordinators of 
major projects 

• surveys and analyses ofparticular area~, conducted with the support of COMETT, such·· 
as the sectoral surveys 

• documents setting out which COMETT. projects have been accepted and 'Yhat types of 
outputs have become available; such as the COMETT Compendium , 

• · guidelines and tools, developed by experts and working groups, aiming to assist project . 
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coordinators and· other people involved in .Cornett projects (examples: ~se of housestyle 
· in training materials, copyright, quality assurance, marketing, ... ). 

A list is provided in Annex 3: 

An important mechanism for the provision of information, exchange of. experience and 
receipt of feedback ·has been the org~isation of a varied range of me,.;:tings and 
conferences. There have been five major COMETT conferences during COMETT II 
(Amsterdam, Glasgow, Aalborg, Antwerp and Bonn) with attendance varying between 200 
and 500 participants. Each of these conferences covered a specific overall theme of 
relevance to COMETT, allowed the Commission to report on progress and receive feedback 
from project coordinators, and offered a platform for people to learn from each other, to · 
discuss areas of common interest, prepare. new projects and promote the products 
developed. 

In addition to these major c.onf~rences, a larger number of meetings, workshops and smaller 
conferences has been held and sponsored in the course of COMETT II. Part of these were 
funded in the framework of the Positive Actions initiative (cf. Section 1.3.5 ab~ve), such 
as conferences on student placements and sectoral workshops. COMETT has also been 
present at events organised by related European education or R&D programmes. Two 

. informal discussion meetings with Commission staff, COMETT Committee members and 
the Expert . group were held in the first years of the programme, for the discussion of 
themes or'general policy and strategy. 

A.4.3 Monitoring of the programme 

The monitoring of the COMETT Programme and the proJects supported by the staff of th~ 
European Commission and the COMETT Office is complementary to the external 
evaluations carried out. The mainpurpose of this activity is to ensure that only high quality 
projects are being funded, that contractual agreements are respected in view of reaching the. 
objectives of the programme, and that data and information is gathered which can be fed 
back to the programme management. 

To this end,.a number of procedures and activities have been developed. In order to ensure 
transparency, at the beginning of COMETT II a Vademecum was drafted and widely 
disseminated. This Vademecum not only described the objectives and organisation of the 
programme, but also gave much detail on the selection criteria for projects. For every Call, 
a special complementary . Application Package clearly indicated to promoters what was 
expected- and what they could expect. Through thisinformatio~ effort, the way was paved 
for. objectiv(( monitoring at later stages. 

A second crucial aspect were the selection procedures. Simplified, the following pattern 
was ad0pted: , 
1. Initial screening and assessment of the applications received by the Commission, with 

the support of the Technical Assistance Office. This preselection took place on the basis 
of criteria given in the Vademecum and the Application Packages. 

2. Assessment of projects by, the COMETT Experts Group, as to content, approach and 
. added value; soliciting of views with other Units in the Commission for whom the 
projects could 'be of relevance. 

"' .). Submission of a draft list of projects to be accepted for discussion with the COMETT 
Committee and the COMETT-EFTA Joint Committees. 
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. 4. Final decision on projects selected by the Commission, taking into account the views 
, expressed by the .Committees._ · 

When projects were :approved, a contract was made, indicating the conditions for support. 
In-many cases, 'technical recommendations' for project improvement were issued. Reporting 
obligations were also included in the contract Reports had to be produced at the end of 
each ·contract-year, and for major projects sometimes also at interim stages. All.reports · 
were analyzes_ as to: content and use of support; the information gathered has been used for 

- the Annual Reports, as an input to the ext·ernal reports and fo'r the large number. of .studies 
and ieports produced about COMETT (cf, Annex 3). · 

·For the Pilot Projects supported under Strand Cc very specific procedures have been
developed. For each Pilot Project an external Project Advisor was assigned, high quality 

-European experts familiar with COME IT. The Project Adv~sor had the obligation to visit 
the project reg4larly and report to the COME IT Project Officer after each visit to' the Pilot. 
Project.: A_tripaitite_ relationship has been developed between the project.coordinator, the 
COMETT Project Officer and the Project Advisor. When renewing contracts .,. after the 
annual report- the Commission gave the Project Advisors the opportuility_to formulate a 
number of recorrimendations. Overall, this process was resourc~-intensive but proved to 
be beneficial in assur.ing the ·g()od development· of the Pilot Projects . 

. In a ntirnber of cases - if ther~ was a suspicion of difficulties with the pr9gre~s of the 
project -.there have been formal project revi~w~. This has been the ·case for a number of _ 
UETPs and several Pilot Projects.- For such reviews use was made by the Commission Qf 
the experience of Cornett Experts and Project Advisers. 
It must firially·be recognised, however, that the,very large number of projects supported. 
by COMETT did· .not ailo~ a comprehensive animation and monitoring programme· 
involving all projects to be undertaken on a, regular basis. This has .only been po.ssible for-
the Pllot Projects ~nd, to some extent~ the UETPs. · · 
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INTRODUCTION· 

In th~ context of establ1~hing the Final Evaluation Report for ·the COMETT II Programrri~ · 
(1990:-1994) required by Article 6 of the Council Deci.sion 89/27/EEC1

. of 16th. December 
1988, the European Col11lilission is examining the ways in which the participating States are 
supporting higher education :- industry co-operation and contributirtg to the implementation 
of the Programme. Towards this end, the participating States were requested to undertake a 
final National Evaluation of COMETT H. They were provided with a framework of questions 
to which these National Evaluation reports should respond . 

This present report is an analysis of the National Evaluatio~Reports2 : Secti~n A presents an 
·-·examination of the extent to which COMETT li has fulfilled the objectives of the Council 

Decisiori. Section B provides a horizontal analy~is, across the, responses of partiCipating 
States; for each topic in tl}e fr~ework of questions. Appendix 1 provides a synoptic table 

. for each participating State indicating, in summary, its response to each question posed in the 
Commission's framework3

• The Synoptic Tables were circulated to National Delegation,s and 
comrp.ents and additional material . received. The Final Report was submitted to the 
Commission in February 1995. 

. . 

. There is; however, one major methodological difficulty in National Evaluations. In only one,·. 
perhaps two cases4

, is it clear whose views :-firm, student, higher education institution (l-IEl)5
, 

UETP, government- are being presented. These two Evaluation.s expose a wide variation in 
actors' perceptions of the success of COMETT II. These two cases apart, the Evaluations are 
largely presented as a set of already synthesised· views on the Programme. This serious 
difficulty also underlies· the present report. Equally, the analysis and information within this 

. report is based. on and explicitly confined to that provided by the F,inal National Eval~ations. 

1 Council Decision 89/27/EEC of 16tli December 1988, OJ n° Ll3/28 of 17.1.1989. 

_ 
2 Four of the Final National Evaluations were not available on _the 31'st. Dec. 1994. In these-cases, their. 

1993 National Evaluation was: used as. a substitute for initial analysis in Section A and '8. National Evaluations 
which arrived subsequently were entered into the synoptic tables and important points integrated into Sections 
A and B. · 

.
3 Thes~ synoptic tables were circ~lated to n~tional authorities for verification and correction. During this· 

'activity, in some cases, sections of the-synoptic tables which Jacked.infonnation wer~ completed by the authority. 
Again, as appropriate, this in~onnation was integrated into Sections A and B. .' . 

4 This is the UK. The different ·actors' ~iewpoints can aiso be seen in the B'elgian (Fr) Eyaluation but with 
. ·less consistency, These are also the only two quantitative Evaluations. 

5 For consistency, universities, polytechnics, grandes ~~oles. and other forms of third level educatiblJ 
providers are referred to as higher education institutions (HEis). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report is an integrated su~ary of the 18 Final National Evaluation Reports provided 
. -

by participating States in the European Commjssion's Task Force on Human Resources' 
COMETT II Programme for co-operation between Higher Education Institutions (HEis) and 
industry regarding training in the field of technology. This report is in three sections. Section 
1 examines the fulfilment of the Council Decision establishing COMETT II as seen through 
the Final National Evaluations. Section 2 provides an overall synthesis of the Evaluations. 
Section 3, the appendix, provides a summary of the main points of each individual National 
Evaluation. ' 

Fulfilling the Council Decision 

COMETT II has improved the contribution of advanced technological training through its 
incorporation and . employment in 1) the promotion, development and. aceeptance of _ 

. experiential learning and praxis associated with i~dustrial placement by higher education in 
industry; 2) the improvement of the quality of courses and widening their availability, 3)-the 
development of local and regional higher education I industry co-operation interfaces and the 
creation of a European level interface, 4) the advancement of economic and social cohesion 
within- Europe. 

COMETT II has fostered joint development and_the optimum use of training through 1) the 
integration of industry into the joint development of courses, 2) the improved utilisation of 
technical training as ail integral-part of the technology transfer process and 3) improving the 
calibre and accessibility of training. 

I 

For SMEs, through student placement activities, COMETT II has made an important and 
direct c~mtribution to their technicaJ and economic development and their integration into the 
wider European market. Short courses are also mentioned, _but much less consistently. 

No comment was made on the role of COMETT II in developing eq_uality of opportunity. 

COMETT II has provided major European value added through its development and 
internationalisation of placement activities. In addition, it has improved, and in most instances 
created, international networks dedicated to improving higher -education_ I industry co
operation. It has also had a strong integrative and cohesive effect across European higher 
education and advanced technical traini:q.g. 

-
At a General Level 

The major contribution of COMETT II to the higher education I industry debate has been to 
draw attention to the benefits to be_ derived from transna.tional co-operation in the area. It has 
also contributed to improving the debate on high level technology training and qualification 
in industry generally. However, in the latter two areas, ih States in which the debate was 
already well developed, COMETT was marginal. .. 

COMETT II's major operational success has been in the European value added which it has 
brought through the formalisatio-n and acceleration of transnational student placement 
activities and, to a lesser extent, of HEis' technical training developmen~ and delivery. 
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COMETT II's has contrib~ted to European cohesion through its direct and catalytic effects 
i~ higher education I industry co-operation, student placement and industrial techni,cal training . 

·development in the less favoi.rred regions 'of the Union and .other p~icipating States. 

\ . 

COMETT II has had.little or no influence· on national policy outside perhaps ·.Greece and 
Portugal. Although, a number of. States indicated that the policy . debate had . been . · 
"Europeapised". At a regional level, its infll,lence has depended on the relationships 
established with other regional bodies by and on behalf of the particular UETP; '. . ' \ ' 

i . I 

. . 

There has. been a good synergy· with national and regional activities. COMETT II is. 
sufficiently flexible and sensitive to subsidiarity issues to adapt to .local needs. However, there 
is some concern that its effects may be constrained only to those actors directly involved. 

The main overall impacts ofCOMETT II have been a contribution to .1) The Eutopeanisation. 
of HEI institutions, curricula and activities; student culture.and enterprise culture, commerce 
and technology, 2) Regularisation and systematisation of international student placements, 3) 
The improvement of the quality of high level technical training provision 4) The improvement 
of higher education I ind-qstry institutimial culture. and interface structures at ·a regional, 
sectoral, national. and European level. . . 

A number ofpoints have limited COMETT ll's impact 1) It ha$ had a relatively small budget, 
· 2) In regions where the higher .education I industry relations are well. develop.ed, its impact 

is . sometimes limited to Emopeanis~tion of activities, 3) In some States, Au~horities 
themselves have made

1 
little 'attempt to exploit the Programm~. · 

Turning to the UETPs 

The main COI\tributions of the regional UETPs have been 1) The development of a local./ 
. regional network of HEis, technology and training related institutions. and enterprises and 2) 
the integration of this local/ regional network, along with those of other regions, into the· first 

.operationally effective tra~s-European netWork for information, student and staff mobility, and 
training development and delivery in high level technologies .. 

' • - .f •• 

However, the regional impact ofUE:TPs has been variable. Thc.re are indicatio~s-that its-added 
value. has been greater in Less Favoured Regions. There are also indications that its 
effectiveness has depended on its institutional location: greater within a technology transfer 
setting, weaker within a solely training or student mobility setting. Their flexibility has been 

· important in their acceptability and subsequent ~evelopment . 

·Many regional UETPs have had _major difficulties. in undertaking errfective tiiiuing needs 
analysis (TNA). Some question their direct, enterprise level role in this area .. , 

. ' . . ~ 

All recognise the effects ofUETPs in stimulating a transnational outiook in HEis (on training 
·methodologies, teaching sy~tems, etc.) and firms (European dimension o{technology I R&D· 
I training I niarke~s, etc.) 

Sectoral UETPs have contributed more directly than regional UETPs to technology transfer 
and training development to a. better' defined,· more homogeneous network. There' is no 

:judgement, however, on whether regional or sectoral UETPs are· "bette(' for overall 
COMETT II activities. 
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The major strengths of the UETPs have been their structured European and local I regional 
networks of partners. The major weaknesses have been their poor financial struct_~res and the 
difficulty in gaining industrial involvement in their activities. 

Turning to Mo,bility Activities 

· The student mobility activities have been the major success of COMETT II. For firms, they 
have brought a· European dimension and potential technical and commercial contacts, often 

. providing SMEs with their first contact with European programmes. For students, they have 
brought languages, cultural and technical broadening and better professional prospects. For 

. HEis, they have brought new teaching approaches and potential technical contacts. Overall, 
they have con_tributed to a more flexible and better integrated and trained European technical 
labour market. 

Placement policies and practices· have changed, particularly in firms, with greater 
regularisation in the acceptance of students and systematisation within their placement period 
reported. HEis seem to have moved at a somewhat slower pace. · 

Turning to Training Course Development 

Collaborative approaches between HEis and enterprises have seen 1) Greater participation of 
firms in planning and developing courses, 2) Internationalisation of the development .process, 
opening up new sources of expertise, 3) Tpe development of flexible networks to create and 
-deliver such courses. 

The improvement in the quality has been the main benefit indicated. This improvement 
derived mainly from access to a wider pool of technical expc:rrtise, comparison of state-of-the
art in different regions, and a move from supply driven to demand- sensitive course 
development. 

While the variety·of courses offered and their accessibilitY to peripheral areas has increased, 
the quantitative impact of COMETT II courses has been small. There is also concern over the 
length of time taken to develop the courses .. 

COMETT II training . initiatives are seen to complement national efforts in 1) The 
internationalisation of HEis, firms _and other institutions, 2) The development of higher 

. education I industry interfaces, 3) The general improvement of technical training, particularly 
· for SMEs. · · 

' 

· .. 
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THE COMETT II PROGRAMME. 

The action programhle COME IT is the Eurqpean Union programme on co,;,operation between 
hi'gher education institutions (HEis) and industry regarding training in the field of technology. 
COMETT ii was-launched by the Council Decision 89/27/EEC of 16th December 1988 _and 
was in operation for five years, from 1990 to 1994.· The first COMEJT Progra~~' 
·coMETT I ran for four years,'from 1986 to 1989. COMETT II has been open to participc:ttion-
by EFTA_ States since 1990. 

Th~ objectives ofCOMETTII as laid out injts vademeclmi are : 
"To improve the contribution of, in particular, advanced technological training at the various 
levels concerned and thus the contribution of training to the economic and social development 
of the Community. 
Tojoster the joint development oftraz~ing programmes and the-exchange of experience, and 
also the optimum use oftraining resources at Commwfity level, notably through the creation 
of tra~snational ·s(!Ctora[ and regional networks of, in particular, advanced technology 
training projects, · 
To respond to the specific skill requirements ofsmall and medium: sized businesse;, 
To promote equal opportunities for men and women in initial and continuing training in; tn _ 
particular, advanced technology, __ 
To give aEuropean dimension to co-operation betwe~n universities andindu;try 1n initial ahd 
continuing training reta(ing to technologi(j!S and their appllcations and transfer." · · 

Operationally and in brie( COMETT II consists of four stnindB : 
• Strand A : University - Enterprise Training Partnerships· (UETP) which are network 
organisations set up through COMETTto further trans~ational co-operation between HEis and. 
enterprises. They can be either sectoral or regional in nature. 
• Strand B : Transnational Exchanges which. provide grants for : _ 
_ l) Students undergoing periods of from three to twelve months' training in industry in another -
participating State. - . __ 
2) Persons who have completed their initial training, either enrolled at a HEI or after 
graduation and as a transition between study and a first employment, taking up placements 
of six· months to t\vo years in a business urideitaking in another participating State 'for the 
purpose of taking part in an industrial project - -
3) Per~onrtel seconded from HEis and industry to industry and universities in- another 

I participating State· for the hnprovement of training activities -
• Strand C: Joint projects for continuing training in, 1n partiCular, advanced 'tedmology and. 
for multimedia distance training : · · ~ --
1) Support for crash.training courses with a European -dimension in, -in particular; advanced -
teclmology designed for the rapid dissemination - by and in HEis and by and .in industry -of · 
-the results of research and development in the field of new_- technologies and their 
applications, as well as for the promotion, pa~icularly for small and·medium size\ibi.isinesse~, 
of the transfer of teclmological innovation to sectors in which it was not previously applied . 

. 2) Support for work or1 devising, de:velciping and testing, at a European-level, joint training 
projects· _ _ 
3) Support for distance learning utilising new 'training tedmologies a11d _/ or resulting in 
·transferable tn:tlning products . · -

- • Strand D : Complementary promotion and ba:ck-up measures. 
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SECTION A : FULFILMENT OF THE COUNCIL DECISION 

-
This se~tion examines, within the liiJlitations of the information available from the Final 
National 'Evaluations, the extent to which COMETT II has fulfilled the objectives of the 
Council Decision (89127/EEC) setting up the Programme. In brief, the objectives as set out 
in Article 3 of the Decision and elaborated in its Annex' are : 
1. !~proving the contribution of advanced technology training to the economic and social 
development of the Community, including cohesion. 
2. To foster joint development and the optimum. use of training and in particular training 
based on Community research. 
3. To respond to the specific skill requirements of small and medium sized businesses, 
including technology and skill§ transfer. 
4. To promote equal opportunities for men and women. 
5: To provide a European dimension to higher education I industry co-operation in training 

: and E~ropean value added. 

1. Improving Economic & Social Development and Cohesion 

1.1 Improving The Contribution of Training 

The Final National Evaluations ofthe COMETTII Programme see COMETT as having been 
an undoubted success in terms of the improvement of technological training's economic 
contribution. This has been achieved most strongly through the development of the 
experiential learning practices associated with student placement. These practices have made 
a major contribution directly to enterprises, as well as through improved understanding 
between higher education institutions and industry. Traditional technical training's contribution 
has also seen an improvement in the quality of courses - mostly due to transnationalisation 
and industrial involvement- and their wider availability. 

However, the limited size of the COMETT II budget, in comparison to State.s' private and 
public sector spending in the .area of continuing educati<;>n and training, has meant that the 
direct and catalytic·effects of COMETT have not been as large as States might have wished. 
Also, in some States where .higher education ·I industry policy and continuing training 
practices were inore developed, COMETT tended to have less impact. Conversely, COMETT 
has had a very positive impact on cohesion within Europe, advancing the development of 
higher education I industry relations iri the Less Favoured Regions. 

1.2 Regional Structuring & Developme11t 

The National Evaluations point to the COMETT II Programme as having provided a 
structuring effect leading to an improvedpotential for economic development at two levels;. 
the local - region$11 level and the European level. At these two levels, the Programme has 
improved higher education I industry interfaces and relationships, brought new partners 
together and linked with and provided synergy with other national and European programmes. 

At the local- regionalleveJ, COMETT has provided what one State called "a framework and 
a legitimate forum for public debate". Mostly through the activities of the regional UETPs, 
the local, and sometimes nationai, social and economic partners have been brought together 
to discuss and develop higher education I industry activities, particularly high level, 
continuing technical training. This has resulted in i.ncreased co-operation and co-ordination · 
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of the activities of these mostly regional partners. The activities include working and liaising 
with and between regional firms and highereducation institutions, undertaking tr'lining needs
analysis, ·developing training materials,_ organising and I or _delivering_ training, placing 
students, etc~ · 

. In some regions, COMETT UETP activity has also provided a useful and occasionally quite 
important contribution to policy- development for continuing technical education and for 
higher· education I industry relation~. They have also occasionally undertaken· wider. based 

. regional development activities -which were not that closely linked to COMETT:The most 
import~t and the most coirunon of these activities is that of a fuller;. spectrum tec~ology · 

· transfer facility, linked to EC Progranime researph, contract research arid patent and licensing 
activity: Indeed, as we shall see below, there are some indications that UETPs which achieve 
(either by initial location or self development) s~ch integrated activitjes are "most successful" 
and are th~ paradigm intuitively .sought by most National Eyaluations. - · 

The extent of these structuring effects were, however, uneven. The main parameter of this 
variability se.ems to .have been the -already existing level of debate and higher education I 

·industry infrastructure. Where· it was well developed, there was less structuring action at a· 
local I regional level. The second important parameter. in the- effectiveness wa~ the 

· . institutionaL positioning of UETPs. The posi'tioning _was linked by various Evaluations-to 
issues such as ability to obtain additional finances,_ credibility and effectiveness with industry 
and access to regional policy making. Indeed, some of the financial and other frailty of the 
UETP system may be associated with the positioni~g weakness. 

· 1.3 Improving Economic & Social Cohesion 
. . 

COMETT II ~ontributed to economic and sociill cohesion through three main effect~. 

1. The regional· structuring effects discussed above were most evident in the less favoured· 
regions of the Union. Again the activities -of the UETPs have been central to the success of 
-t~ese processes. Where university I industry relations were l_east advanced, COMETT II 
'Contributed IIlOSt to .-d~::velopment, raising the institutional infrastructure towards current 
European views of pest. practice in the area~ 

2. COMETT II also has had a strong integrative effect, drawing all regions into closer 
working relationships with eachother arid providing the less favoured regions With concrete 
projects and modes of co-operation with the core EU economic regions. A concomitant of this 
integration has been the improved diffusion of technical knowledge and skills as weil as best . 
practice in the pedagogics of training deveropment:an~·delivery. · -. . _· _ _-

. 3. ·social cohesion is terms _of a ·wider understanding and respect of different participating · 
States' culture was commonly indicated in the Evaluations. 

. . 
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2. Optimum Use of Training 

-2.1 Linking research, training & technology transfer 

The core motivation of EFT A and EU Member States' interest in the development of higher 
education I _ industry co-operation -is technology transfer : the transfer of science and 
technology developed in i~s higher equcation institutions into a domain in which it ca11 be 
effectively commercialised so as to contribute to economic development. A second, but 
perhaps less unanimously proclaimed, -motivation is to redirect activity il;l higher education 
institutions so as to be more responsive to wider industrial and commercial needs. · 

In terms of straightforward technology transfer, mechanisms for commercialisation can be 
seen as a continuum ranging from setting up campus or joint venture companies, to contract 
research, to consultancy, to _simple ·information activities. The ability of higher education 
institutions to offer companies a full continuum of technology transfer mechanisms; along 
with the possibility of an incremental path along the continuum, is seen by many. as 
important; if npt essential, in. effective technology transfer. 

Until COMETT, high level technical training was a particularly weak link in this tech~ology 
transfer continuum. As many of the National Evaluations report, COMETT has focused 
attention on the_ training element of higher education I industry _co-operation and has improved 
its visibility, and indeed acceptability, in higher education institutions' interaction with 
industry. Here, COMETT has certainly contributed to the "optimal use of training" and to· 
more effective technology transfer. In this context, the institutional location of UETPs may 
be of importance. There are some indications that UETPs which were based in a technology 
transfer organisation_ were more effective than those in a solely education I training location 
or those concerned essentially with student ph:tcement activities. 

COMETT II has also contributed to "the optimal use of training" through the broadening of 
institutional, particularly higher education institutions', horizons through student placements. 
COMETT activities have given industrial placement an increased respectability in traditional 
universities, often through the bottom up pressure of lecturers and students wishing t~ avail 
of such placements. Allied to this, is an increasing recognition (in traditional universities' 
eyes) of the workplace as a legitimate. place of teclmical learning as well as experiential
learning as a valuable, even necessary, adjunct to academic studies. Such placement activities 
and changing attitudes in higher education institutions and industry provide for· a-firmer base 
for future technology transfer; in both directions ! 

2.2 Tlte Improvement of Quality 

Withiti the training course strand of COMETT II, the Evaluations point continually to the 
improvement in ,quality of projects, d~e to trans11ational co-operation and industrial 
involvement.during their development. (Quantitative increases in courses available are rarely 
mentioned and seen as marginal in comparison to the volume of continuing technical 
education and training on offer. Increases in the variety of specialist courses, however, and_ 
their availability in peripheral regions are remarked upon.) _ 

- - -

The Evaluations show clearly the value added to be gained in quality from working at _a 
European level. The ability -to access high level expertise across participating States, to 
compare methodological approaches, to see different delivery teclmologies in operation, to 
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examine 'different institutional settings,. etc. all issue forth in a quantum leap forward in .. 
participants' quality horizons. Naturally, there is_ some increase in the :organisational 
complexity, but it _seems to-be far outweighed by the quality improvement. Indeed, working 
at a European level is also·reported -as lowering the barriers-:-to-entry for course development · 
and participation by providing a larger, consolidated European market accessible. through the -· 
UETP network.· · · · · -

On the industrial s.ide, the Evaluations indicate additional course improvements-through. the 
. integration of industrial user requirements and concerns early in the course development 
process~ Movement from supply-dominated to demand,;,responsive training has been. one of 

-- the features of COMETT II developed cqurses. However, the quaritita~ive Evaluations poim 
to the. improyemerit still necessary in higher ed~cation ·.institutions working with. industry in. 
this area. Indeed, the need for development of a market information I qevelopmentfdelivery 
interface by higher education institutions, perhaps through work and co--operation with 
professional training: .organisations I consultants / technology transfer organisations lS 

remarked upon under a ~umber o~ guises. · · · 

On~ major criti~isnl: of this activitY is the time required for course development. Firms are -
reported as _only using COMETT II for non_-critical, longer time horizon training. Equally, 
their was some 'question about -UETP ability to undertake' training needs analysis. The
quantitative sur\rey which addressed this issue indicated that firms saw UETPs as an interface 

. for communicating needs to suppliers, rather than the actual undertakers of needs analysis. 

3. · SMEs and Innovation · 

The student placement activities of COMETT has been the major, direct contributor of the 
Programme to the needs of SMEs and industry more generally. For SMEs, the small scale'and 
short time horizon of placements (compared to Pilot and Joint Training Projects) have suited 
their type of activity. Indeed, for some it J:las been their first contact with European 
·Programmes and sometimes with Europe in a wider c~ntext 

- -Staff placements have been -particularly useful to SMEs wh~n they have occurred. However, 
· numbers have been limited. Many participating States point to the need to rethink the nature 

of these placements _if they are to develop into a significant activity for the development of 
SMEs. . - - ~ - -

From the Evaluations, it is. difficult to judge the effects of training courses on SMEs. 
Certainly, -the consistent mention of improvements in the quality of training developed will 
have. had a positive_·impact on recipient SMEs. · 

_ There has been some concern expressed, ·however, at the· closeness and integration of 
, CQMETT II's UETP _ and more_ traditional training activities with industry, and SMEs in 

particular. The two States which carried out a quantitative survey found a much lower interest . -
and appreciati<:m of UETP and training aspects .of co'METT from industrialists than from-

- _ higher. education institutions or placements. The.re were complaints from companies of the 
long time horizons accepted in w~rkingwith the· large projects and indications that companies . 

_ used such training only in a peripheral way. One evaluatio~ questioned the extent of the use 
and reuse ofsuch training materiai outside the_ very narrow development group. Eql,lally,-the 
remoteness of UETPs from direct contact with firms was seen as an issue._ · · · 
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4. Equal Opportunities 

Within the written National Final Evaluations of COMETT II, there has been little· or no 
allusion to or evaluation of the effects of the Programme in promoting equality of opportunity 
be'tween men and women. This is not to say that there. were no effects, either great or small, 
simply that they were not mentioned. 

5. The European Dimension & Value Added 

5.1 European Value Added 

The major benefits of COMETT II are to be seen in the value added, over and above the 
initial financial investment, which it has achieved from its Europeanisation of activities. 

Areas of value added include : ...... 
• Increased economic and social 'cohesion within Europe. 
• The effective launch of a European-wide higher education I industry co-operation m 
technical training activities . 
• Broadening of the European technical and commercial horizons of firms through receiving 
students from abroad. And with this, a longer term integration of markets. . 
• A contribution to the development of a more integrated and effective European labour 
m<rrket for highly qualified, technical graduates. 
• Innovative changes in higher education institutions based on contact with HEis abroad. 
• Improved cotttse development from exposure to the state-of-art of technical and training 
expertise across a number of countries. ' 
• Increased variety and availability ·of specialist technical courses due to consolidation of a 
European market. 

5.2 European Networking 

An essential developer of this value added, despite difficulties in industrial interaction, have 
been the UETPs. They have provided some of th~ support for both student placement 
activities and training activities. They are the visible legacy, structurally relatively stable, of 
COMETT I and II. They are the framework across which directed and enduring networking· 
can take place. Regional UETPs' have provided a local I regional interface within the 
European network of UETPs. The Evaluations recognise this.to have been carried out, more 
or less, well by all UETPs. UETPs develop, to some extent formalise and· then maintain 
across Europe these networks of information imd contacts on· higher education institutions, 
continuing· tec]mical training . and industry. Sectoral UETP have developed ___lliil'rower, 
technology-defined, networks across Europe along which many of the value added activities 
discuss~d above have· been put in place. · 

This dedicated UETP network across Europe was the "backbone" ·of most operational 
activities. For the first time; across -Europe (and indeed within some participating States), a 
system of · information and liaison dedicated to higher education I industry relations 
development was set up on an operational regiOnal ,basis. Essentially, it provided the main 
lines along which information, training material and people were migrated across Europe. _ 
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· 5.3 European Integrating Effects . 

. While UETPs may be the most visible European~wide structure deriving from- COMETT, 
· place~ent activities have had an important integrating impact on individual participating 
. students, higher education institutions and ·enterprises. They have brought an increased 

European awareness to higher education institutions, motivating them to further· broaden their 
co-operative activities outside their own State, obtaining benefits through comparison of ways 
of teaching,- curriculum structure," and modes ,.of working with industry .. · 

. Students ·have worked in another European ~ulture, improved' their language. abilities arid 
taken the first. step in becoming· part of a future, highly qualified European labour.'force. 
"Firms, many of them SMEs participating in their first European venture, have'becoi:ne aware . 
. of other cultures, markets and sources of exp~rtise. there is little doubt but that participating 
States see this area as the major success of COMETT II. 

. . 

The development and d_elivery of COMETT II European-wide courses has had, perhaps, a less 
,pronounced - at leastless remarked upon - integrative effect, and perhaps one more restric:ted 
to th'e developers and d~livers· themselves. ·· . · 

SECTION B : THE HORIZONTAL SYNTHESIS 

1. The General Overview · 

1.1. Stimulating tlze Debate . 
·.. - . ' . ' . . . 

The main contributions of COMETT II to stimulating the higher education I industry debate 
· have been : . . · 

1. To ,draw partiCipants attention to issues involved in and: the benefits to be derived from 
. transnational co-operation .in this area. All participating ·States recognise this .and its 
operational implementation as the· chief ben~fits ·derived. from COMETTII. . . . 
2. To stimulate the debate on the technology tniining aspects of the higher education I 
industry debat.e. · , . . 
3. To stimulate the debate on the academic nature of higher education a:nd,, what Germany· 
terms, "its stronger reorientation towards the. req~irements of praxis in the professions and 
industry". . 
4. To contribute to a wider debate on training and qualificatiqn in industry. 

However, for- most States· and many regions, the debate on. higher education I industry 
relations was well developed before the advent of COMETT. This meant that COMETT was 
not saying anything particularly new within.' the context of purely national or regiol1al debates, 
Thus, given COMETT's restrained· financial resources, comp·ared to national and regional 

· . training budgets, it could add little to the ongoing debate at these levels. Naturally, in States 
and regions in which this debate w_as less developed, COMETT,ILhas to'ntributed more to 
stimulating a discussion. lh this context, it has had a positive impact on cohesion throughout · 
the Union _and other participating States. · 

This said, COMETT 11 has generally provided what Austria called "a framework and a 
legitimate forum for public debate". Even iQ the More Favoured Regions where the debate 
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was well advanced, it provided another channel for co-ordination and communication. In Less 
Favoured Regions, this framework was more visible and useful. 

1.2. Fostering HEI I Enterprise Relations/tips 

In most States, the major contribution of COMETT II, the strongest and most consistent 
. positive relationship fostered; has been the development and formalisation of transnational 
· higher education I industry student placements. FirmS, as did HEis, explicitly recognised this 
most positive aspect of the Programme. To a lesser extent, the transnationalisation of training . 
course development and delivery was also ·a recognised beneficial development from · 
COMETT. 

This said, COMETT II's contribution has varied depending on the preceding level of higher 
education I industry interaction. In States and regions with well 'developed interaction, Sweden 
for example, the effects ofCOMETT II have. been largely confineq to the actual participants, 
with relatively little wider catalytic effect. However, even in such developed regions I States, 
COMETT II has been linked to developing particuhir aspects of their structures. For example, 
the non-technical HEis in Finland, or the hogescholen placement system inthe Netherlands. 
Although, in such cases, it has had a supporting rather than a leadingrole. · 

These limitations are in contrast to other States I regions with less developed higher education 
I industry interactions. In this situation, COMETT has had a much wider and more profound 
effect. Here, COMETT has helped crystallise out and formalise a much broader range of 
higher education ·I industry relationships, ranging· from assisting firms in their first contact 
with Higher Education Institutions (HEis), to instigating formal training needs analysis 
(TNA), to providing· the first regional or national interface for higher education I industry 
interaction in the area of training, etc. 

From the States which carried out quantitative. surveys, Belgium (Fr) and the UK, there. 
appears to be some difference among the various actors in the import~ce attributed to 
COMETT II in improvinghigher education/ industry relations. Firms were least impre~sed. 
Only 17 % of Belgian and 36 % of UK firms felt relations were improved with HEI~. In the 
UK inost HEis surveyed were positive while, again in·the UK, 70 % of UETPs were positive. 
This gradient qf enthusiasm should ·be kept in min4 when some of the more. fervent 
statements on COMETT. are read. It· may be that some of the more qualitative National 
Evaluations are disproportionately informed by UETP inputs. 

1.3. Influence in Formulating Policies 

In Portugal ~md.Greece COMETT Il's channels to national policy making seemed to be more 
direct and to have some policy influence. The placement of the Portuguese 
COMETT Information Office in the CESE - th~ g9vernment office dedicated to higher ' 
education I industry development - seems 'to have been particularly effective. However, for 
the most part, at the national level, COMETT has had little or no direct influence on 
formulating policy, particularly where higher education I industry co-operation is taken for 
granted. A riumber of States . do, however, . indicate that_ the debate on policy has been 
"Europeanised" throug.hCOMETT. · . 

Nonetheless, a number of specific if rather administrative national level· outcomes· could be 
seen, such as The Austrian Ministry of Scienc~ and Research making better legal provision 
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for the recognition of COMETT II placements abro~d and the Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Employment ·waiving work permit requirtimtintsfor CQMETT placements, In L_yxembourg, 
COMETT activities have highlighted the iack of nati'orial co-ordination in· the collaboration 

. of domes.tic fim1s and foreign HEis. · · · 

At the. regional levei, COMETT II has been somewhat more influential, .Particularly through 
the ·;:tctivities of the UETPs. In Norway, COMETT II has helped provide a fr~mework for 
regional policy. in this area; as well as be'i'ng an instrument of·its implementation; This 
influence could also be quit~ variable within a State. In the Dk, for ·example, the specific 

.~ relationship between the UETP .-and the local Training & Enterprise Council (TEC) could be 
·of importance. In other. States, ·the regional influence was small. . . · · · 

• 

.. 

1.4. Relations/tips I Synergy witlt National/ Regional Programmes 
'·· 

There seems to have been a good level of operational synergy between COMETT II and
national /· regional · programines. National programmes seeking to. promote international 
activities (Switzerland, :finland, Germany) find a natural partner in COMETT II. National 
programmes for internal trairung or technology. tninsfer development such as the Austrian 
"Scientists for the Economy", the Danish "Act on Continuing Education"; the Italian Law 
671198~ indicating 10 % o~ R&D to be spent on training or the Swiss nationar plan· for 
developing ,contiiming education in the universities and federal polytechnics. or again the 
Norwegian· technology transfer and training. programmes, all find support ih CQMETT: . 
Natu,rally, where there is rio national programme or or~entation, synergy. caimot be ~aid to-
exist, even though the ·Programme may be all the more usefuL The very close development 
of COMETT and Portuguese policy in. this area and allied areas through the national CESE 

·.·is again worthy of note. · · 

· Even at. a more· general level thah technology and training, Luxembourg's interest in 
developing~ their national firms' international activities finds a response in COMETT. In 
Irela.1d, the two sectoral UETPs have been established in areas ofdesignated n.itional S&T 
prioritY. In Portugal, the spread of UETP activities to other EU programmes was seen· as a 
positive'·· development, as well as the _more direct synergy from working· with national 
programmes. The provision of Government funds for either the development of UETPs (as. 
for example in the Netherlands, Germany, Portugal and Spain) or courses (from Iceland's · 
Training Assistance Scheme) also indicated a certain level of synergy \Yas being achieved. 

The Programme's synergy with regio~al activities lias been strongly dependent on the ,activity 
of the local UETP. This is the position in the Spanis~ regions, particularly the autonomous 
regions with control over education and training. In Germany, Lander policies to Europeanise 
their HEis, has found a strong synergy with COMETT activities. Iriadditi~n,· the nat1,1re of the 
local regional development structure has been an important factor in the potential for synergy.· 

. In France, the-clo~e linkage. betWeen UETPs and- the.Regional Chambers_of Commerce has 
'been important. In the UK, the relationship to ·the work of the Training & Enterprise Councils 
has varied from region to region ~ith more or less synergy. However, synergy with . 
developing regional coptinuirig education structures has been more uniformly strong in 
Norway. · 

Quantitatively, in Belgium (Fr) over one-third ofCOMETT participating firms had also taken 
·part in similar regional or national programmes. In the UK;· half the universities and· about·. 
70 % of UETPs were similarly involyed. The var.iety and flexibility of ~ct~vities within 
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.. 
COMETT has probably been an important element in this synergy, permitting each region I 
participating State to adapt the Programme to local requiremepts. · 

There can be, of course, some conflicts between COMETT and national or regional activities. 
This is the case in the clash of COMETT student placement with national, regional or 
individual HEI student placement where the ability of local industry to absorb students is 
limited. Equally, there can 'be some drift apart and loss of synergy over time. This was noted 
in the French Evaluation, where national and regional economic and political change could 

· leave COMETT needing readaptation. 

1.5: Overall Impact of COMETT 

Participating States see the COMETT Programme itself as quite successful. However, in· 
national terms, the overall impact of COMEi:'T has been restrained due to the relatively small· 
amounts of funding involved. The impact has been even more restrained in some participatin·g 
States where higher education I industry. relations were already well deve\oped .. 

This said, the particip(lting States point to the following positive contributions of COMETT : 

. J. The Europeanisation of Activities ·, 
This has taken place at a number of levels. HEis have become rpore international not only· 
in an institutional sense but also in terms of student culture (via the placements) and in some 
cases through curricular change. Some States indicate that it has been tpe smaller HEis which 
have benefited most through using the smaller scale, easily accessible, COMETT activities 
as one of their first steps into Europe. Firms have benefited particularly from student 
placement which has opened up a wider Eurcpean· view of business and, in sonie cases, 
participation in new markets: At a national and regional level, COMETT's Eutopeanising 
effect has been more variable. It has, however, been particularly helpful to tht: EFT A States 
in gaining experience and understanding of the operation of EU Programmes, as well as 
building a base for future activities. · 

2. The Impact of Student Placements 
This activity has had, perhaps, the most direct and strongly felt positive impact. For a nmnber 
of States, it was explicitly the major benefit of COMETT. On the firms' side, it opened up 
new skills and a much greater awareness of the EU market. It provided direct information 
about other systems of education and training and of technical resources. It also increased 
industrial awareness of the ben((fits of graduate recruitment For the student, it provided 
language improvement and a most valuable experience for their transition to working life. 

3. "Improvement in Technical Training Provision 
COMETT has had a strong impact iri orienting HEis towards a greater role in continuipg 
education and the need to market their services to industry. One State noted an improvement 

·· in TNAs undertaken. 

4. Improvement in Institutional Culture and Structures 
COMETT has had a positive influence on the development of not only the specific Higher 
Education I Industry interface but also the interface between all parties involved in sectoral 
training at a regional and sectoral level both through projects and UETP activities. In addition, 
the UETPs have improved the transparency- of EU Programmes. In some cases, the 
infrastructure created has linked into the Structural Funds as well as providing the structure 
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to participate in future-Programmes.· 

· 5. Ot~er Impacts 
The impact and use of COMETT in Norway seem particularly-interesting in that it explicitly 
formed part· of a larger "Technology _transfer and training" activity, }ather than, more 
c-ommonly, part of a continuing education andi training effort. This seemed to increase the 

, catalytic _power of the Programme .. However, other States did_ stress the links to R&D 
activities and the general innovation element that developed fr6rri COMETT. 

There were certain reservations about the Programme. States warned ofthe bureaucratic load, 
the need for further decentralisation and the need for better links to other programmes; · 
particularly- R&D Programmes. 

·2. The UETP Networks -

_ 2.1. Contribution of ~egional UETP Networks 

Participating States see regional UETP's mairi contributions_ along two axes of regional 
. develop~ent : 

1. Th~y have developed information I organisational/management interfaces between HEis, 
. State and other instituti~ns involved in-regional and nationai development (particularly, 'but 
not exclusively in education and training) and domestic enterprises at a local level. This has 
taken ptace . through information events, wJrkshops, .·training courses, projects, etc. In 
particular, they have acted as information and management structures for EU Programmes. 
In the Netherlands, COMETT has assisted in a wider role in industrial cluster developm_ent 

. strategies. ~n some States, such as Norway, UETPs, as a group, have manageq to develop 
·some activities at the national level 

2. Their most acclaimed contribl,ltion has been then to integrate the above activities with 
similar and parallel activities in the regions of other participating States, fo~mihg international 
co-operati~e partnerships. UETPs h<:I.Ve provided not only international training and placement 
activities but also as Spain states "gm international vision on technology training". Ireland 
points to their effect in intermitionalising purely regi'onal projects.' 

Ti1e primacy of the UETP's contribution as the qevelopment,of th~ trans-Europe_an interface 
seems to hold for b_<?th region~ in which ·.there is already a strongly developed higher 
education I industry interface, as well as .the less experienced regions. The latter regions, of 
course, have benefited to a relatively greater· extent from the UETP's effect on do~estic 
infrastructure: However,_ within. a participating State, the effectiveness of UETPs· could vary 
greatly from one region to another. Italy, for example, emphasises their effectiveness in the 
South . 

. The. Danish Evaluation differentiates between the objectives of two typ_es ·of institution which · 
· housed the UETP : .,... 

I. Institutions where the objective was to transfer R&D to industry. Here; there has ·been a 
direcf workittg.. contact with local industry. Thi~ has improved the perception. of HEis' 
graduates, created interest in HEI research and researchers and opened effective channelsfor 
firms to HEis. 
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2. Institutions whose prime objectives were research and education. These have had more 
focus on student placement but also more difficulties due to the lack of a stable _stmctille of 
industrial involvement. (Other parameters of such UETP variety are discussed in Section 2.5.) 

The contribution of UETPs can go well outside their traditional "Technology tni.ining and 
Placement" activities, as in Portugal, where they have been used as a base for Business 
Innovation Centres and in one case transformed into a technology transfer consortium for 
SMEs. 

The ·generally positive attitude to UETPs must however be tempered in noting, as does 
Sweden, that their contribution outside the HEis and companies directly involved may be 
sm~ll. This message is further reinforced by the quantitative data from the Belgian (Fr) survey 
which indicates thaf only 30 %of firms saw UETPs as giving value added as against 42% 
which saw no added value. The UK firms were somewhat more positive in judging the impact 
as worthwhile within their own company, but still felt the overall impact of COMETT was 
small. 

2.2. Articulation of lndustrial_Needs 

Participating .States' Evaluations point' to this as being a very problematic area for regional~ 
UETPs. In the Belgian survey only 9 %.of firms ~ere positive towards UETPs' training needs . 
analysis (TNA). 35 % were expressly negative. (24% of firms' saw the UETPs'role as a 
conveyor of information, linking firms to HEis and advising on EU projects as opposed to 
undertaking direct intervention) Similarly, the Danish Evaluation does not see the regional 
UETP as an appropriate body for TNA; it was more an in-company act.ivity. One ofNorway's 
UETPs indicated that they assisted firms in TNA but did not undertake it themselves : "help. 
towards self-help" as they put it. 

' . - . 

Most UETPs, however, seem to have carried out TNA as their main approach to assisting in 
the articulation of industrial needs. How effective this work has been is questioned by the 
finding that 54 % of UK UETPs themselves thought little had been achieved in this area. 
Over half the HEis thought little or nothing had been achieved in this area. However, Austria, 
whose UETPs carried out a number of very specific TN As, indicates. that the .work had a 
positive effect but \Vas highly constrained by lack of available time and funding. Spain points 
to UETPs having acted as a sort of "clearing house", drawing existing studies together, 

· . defining 'methodological approaches, choosing training options, etc. as well as consolidating . 
and articulating the demand frcim SMEs. Germany notes thatthe impleme.rttation of TNA has 
been the_ foundation for concepts of a regional continuin~ education strategy. 

As opposed to traditional TNAs, the Netherlands indicates the use of a system of "round 
tables" as an. effective method of making known industrial demand requirements. 

2.3. Stimulating Transnational Outlook in Partners 

All participating States recognise the effects of UETPs in stimulating a tninsqational outlook 
among the partners. This has taken place along two main axes : 

1. For HEis as an exchange on trai~ing methodologies and teaching systems as well as 
contacts with firlns abroad. hosting 'their students. 
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. 2 .. For firms as wider ac~ess to the European training potential and a greater awareness of the 
European dimension of R&D and technology. A number of States, such as Spain itnd Ireland, 
indicate the speCific benefit of the integration of SMEs into European programmes for -the · 
first time via student placements arid the location of partners abroad~ Such firm~ became much 
more aware of the potential benefits> of collaboration in Europe, not only in terms of training, -· 
but also in R&D prqgrammes and business generally. Both ¢.e UK and-Belgian quantitative 

· EvalJ.lations bear out the other States' Evaluations. The Belgian Evaluation indicate that 57 % 
of industrialists and 78 % of students felt that the European dimension in the enterprise's 

·: culture had been improved. . - . . . 

.... 

In addition, UETPs have helped plirely natipnal projects to become European. This. has led 
to the development of strong international networks of HEis, institutes and enterprises around 
short ·courses and training projects. · 

The Italian Evaluation points out that UETPs have achieved this chang~ in· outlook thr~ugh 
different modes of transnationality; some emphasising specific technological sectors, others 
involving a very broad spread of organisations Jrmn their region, while ·still 'others. have 
concentrated on developing thdr HEis as catalysts. -In all, COMETT has contributed to 
"developing a collective· transnational approach to education ~d training". · 

2.4. Contribution of Sectoral UETP Networks 

The National Evaluations indicate that sectoral UETPs have had less identity problerr{s than. 
regional UETPs -and have contributed, on .average, moredirectly and in ·greater measure to 
technology transfer and industrial training development. Their clientele were seen as much 
better defined and, by and large, a more homogeneous group with inore s~rililar technical 
requirements~ This and the more focusec:l expertise of the UETP personnel have made 
technical development activi~ies both more relevant to. UETP activities. and easier t~ . 
undertake. 

~ . . . . . 

For similar reasons, the development of the industrial base of the sectoral UETP network has 
·also been easier to construct. Some have managed to develop not only a strong network but 

- to have become; to some extent, a voice for the sector in· European level . education and· 
training issues. A number have also developed . rec;ognised European-wide .training 
programmes and had, ·as Finland notes, a more visible impact on training·. The Netherlands 
notes that such speCialised, high level courses fit in better with the adyanc.ed educa'tion 
system. The UETPs hav¢ also .become effective organisers of mobility programmes and co- · 
ordinators of· other non-training EC Programmes: However, the overall magnitude of their 

• · contribution. should not be over exaggerated: COMETT is a s~all programm0qually, 
Evaluations do not make any overall judgement that sectoral--UETPs are better: or more 
valuable to COMETT objectives that regiomil UETPs. · . , · 

2.5. ft!ajor Strengths and Weaknesses of UETPs-itt Participating States 

The strengths and weakllesses of UETPs as seen by the participating eStates' Evaluations are : 

Strengths : . . . __ . .. . 
1. The European d!mensionof UETPs is their greatest strength. This European dimension 

. ranges from UETPs. direct contact with the Commission and knowledge of Commission 
Programmes, to expertise in applying for arid managing European projects, to their core 
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strength as part of a well structuteq, dedicated European operational network. The UETP may 
also benefit from olinks to other EU networks and information sources. 

2. The secon.d axis of UETP strength lies in their network of domestic, regional or sectoral 
members. UETPs now have an accepted role (some much stronger, some much weaker) in 

·the domestic higher education l industry interface' and indeed in the wider skills supply I 
demand interface. The initial positioning of the UETP is quite important- hi this context. 
Strong positioning includes link~ to HEI Extension Centres· (Austria), contract research 
institutes (Norway), Regional Chambers of Commerce (France), etc: The ·benefit of 
supplementary funding can be a function of the strong positioning and I or regional or · 
national network created. The full geographic. cover~ge of a State by UETPs was also seen 
as important in some Evaluations (Germany, Greece). Some UETPs- have moved towards 
becoming ·regional development agencies (Italy, Portugal). 

3. At a lower level, UETP strength resides in factors such as the dedication of its managers, 
its well motivated -personnel, its reputation, its independent status as a base for. democratic 
partnership (Austria), its technical credibility, its links to R&D programmes, etc. The recent 
introduction of recruitment activities (e.g. Belgium (Fr)) has improved the position of some 
UETPs.-

Weaknesses : . 
1. The weakness and insecurity of the financial base of most UETPs is seen as the main 
weakness; This entails a sub-critical size for the-UETP and limited numbers of staff as-well 
as difficulties in realistic, long term planning. The near total dependence of some UETPs on 
EC funding and· their inability to generate other funds further compounded this insecurity. 
This said, part of the problem may be self-inflicted; as Germany notes, "Of the 27 UETPs in 

. Germany, only one has a legally independent status : a prerequisite for self-sufficiency." 

2:-The lack of involvement by industry and difficulty in retaining industry's interest in 
projects is cited as. the other core difficulty. These issues can be compounded in the Less 
Favoured Regions by the weak industrial base and the non-innovative, traditional nature· of 
many companies. SME involvement is a particular difficulty. The UETP its~lfmay have little 
actual_ tec_hnical or industrial knowledge. 

3. The HEI base may also cause problems in some regions. This could arise when the HEis 
are weak or have a weak technical base. Some HEis are ·mainly interested in student 
placement, with little participation in training development. 

... 

4. Other wealilless include the poor development of networks and poor co-ordination with • 
other national and local training bodies (Italy), the turnover of UETP staff, over large regions 
to be covered (Netherlands), a disinterested attitude by central government (Denmark, 
Ireland), etc. Poor _planning, a lack of marketing strategy, and the lack of time for .self-training· 
in a complex area were also stated as weaknesses seen in some UETPs. The time required to 

' . " -

become known and. accepted is also a difficulty. The fact that there are few quantitative 
indicators of UETP performance available was seen as a problem in upgrading their work. 

5. An additional weakness in EFTA countries is that their UETPs currently cahnot access as 
easily the synergy between COMETT and_ other .EC Programmes in ~omparison ~ith EU 
Member· States. This difficulty will pass. 
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3. Mobiiity & Exchange Actions · 

3.L Contribution of MobilitY Actions to Innovations in HEll Enterprise Co-operation· 
. . . - . . . 

Nearly all Evaluations are positive on the contribution ahd effectiveness of the mobility 
actions. A number of participating States pofnt to the mobility programmes, essentially .the 
student placement element, as the major s"uccess cif the COMETT programme. · 

The placement activity is seen' as having a direct and ben,~ficial effect·: 
1. On enter;prises, often Involving SMEs for the first time in a Eutopeaii programme. Austria 
reports a) the adoption of a "plac~ment culture" hy enterprises, providing better, facilities, 
supervision.and professional guidance for students and b) The systematisation of placements 
on a project basis with a clear work plan and an improvement iri the possibilities of academic 
recognition for· the work. France ~d Germany indicated that they have been a base for new · 
commercial relations and a base for future partnerships, particularly in RDT Progra'mmes. 

2. ·On the stUdents. The. Spanish Evaluation ·sees students · who have undertaken such 
placements as. being themselves potentially better innovators in industry; Increased language 
abilities and cultural understanding in students as well as improved professional prospects are 

·widely reported in the students. · 

3. On HEis .. The COMETT placement activity is reported as having assisted in_ updating 
teaching methods ·in HEis and catalysed the development. of placement requirements and 
mechanisms~ .Spain indicates that COMETT has provided 

1
a comparative aspectto European 

·higher education I industry co-qperation as well as bringing the debate into a labour market 
. context through a· concern_ for professional placement. One Dutch UETP had set up_ "Local 

Strategy Committees'~ to oversee exchanges and influence course content. · 

4. More generally, placements have helped iri developing new modes of te~hnology tran~fer 
in knowledge,. techniques and models. They are also seen as providing a new form of human 

···resource· updating and recycling. · · 

Only two participant States indicated strong positive experiences with staff placements : 
Austria and Finland. Denmark-noted that when they. did occur, they were very successful. 
However, France indicated that they were not successful and 'should be rethought. Gennany 

. pointed to legal difficulties, problems with the content of practical training, financial barriers 
and the long release period for employees. · · · 

• In the quantitative Belgian (Fr) survey, placement drew a nearly 100 %positive re_§Q_onse for 
enterprises, students ·and HEis. Smaller HEis used· placements as ·a first ·step in 
iriteinationalisation. In the UK, two thirds of enterprises felt that they had benefited ·from 

' • having' ~e placeii!ent; 'breaking down natiomtl barriers and opening up. possible marketing 
opportunities as well as the specific technical element contributed. 

3.2. Modification of Policfes and Practices .to Facilitate Exchanges ·. 

ln. participating States where industrial placement is a well establisheq activity, COMETT has. 
had a positive, operational effect rather than playing a strategic I innovatory role in the 
modification of policies and practices. In the Netherlands, for example, attention has moved. · 
on to operational issues such as .housing,_ the. struCturing of the contacts (a policy of 
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networking instead of informal contacts) and the planned provision of student intern projects · 
as part of the operation .of businesses. Similarly, France _points to the normaJis.ation and 
systematisation of placements abroad and the speCification of quality parameters. Luxembourg 
and Norway point to·siinilar trends. In the same vein, many Evaluations report the change in 
e~terprises' attitude to placements; Belgium (Fr). indicates that industry has moved from 
looking on placements as "a favour" to being an equal contract with both sides gaining : 
enterprises 110w propose regular placements. Similar trends are noted in Finland: 

Some participating States have instituted legal changes. Austria has introduced legal provision 
for the academic recognition of COMETT placements abroad and waived domestic work 
permit regulations for placements. Sweden and Norway liave simplified work permit and 
residence procedures: · · · 

Despite this generally positive pos1t10n, some Evaluations point to . little real· change, 
particularly within the HEis (Spain) and difficulties based on a youth culture· with poor 
foreign language abilities and-social pressures on women (Itaiy - the South), continued rigidity 
of HEI curricula and lack of recognition for placements. Ireland and Iceland report that the. 
moves of the HEis to formalise and recognise placements have been much slower, with 
informal arrangements persisting . However, three quarters of the UK UETPs report 
modifications such as increased flexibility in course design, assistance to lecturers in visiting 
students abroad, insurance policies, better language preparation, etc. · 

4. Training Course Development 

4.1. Generating Innovative Modes of Collaboration in Trainiltg Course Development 

The ~ajar areas of collaborative innovation have been : 

1. The preparatory work where there is now a greater participation of enterprises in planning 
and developing courses (e.g. Sweden). This has occurred both through direct enterprise 

> involvement and through the development of platforms and study groups ·with industrial 
involvement. Such developments are helping to move training development from being supply· 
driven to demand driven (e.g. Netherlands). 

2. The internationalisation of the d~velopment process which has opened up new s~urces of . · 
training provision, expertise and paths for collaboraticn. This internationalisation has also 
brought a comparative aspect to national systems of training development, highlighting 
differences in approaches, including different modes of collaboration. Courses-have also been 
developed from the beginning for a European market and with a European dimension (e.g. , 
Norway). 

3. The development of flexible networks to undertake such work. Here the UETP network has 
played ai1 importgnt role. Denmark notes "the broker" role of UETPs in presenting interesting 
European courses to industry and recommending. speCific EU HEis for particular tasks. 
However, Denmark also notes the need for improved and innovative distribution channels for 

· non-professional training organisations, such as HEis. 
· .. 

4. Some Evaluations report particular innovations with collaborative implications such as the 
consistent use of TNA for planning (Spain) and the development of interactive TNA (Austria), 
the development of an IT network now looking towards in-situ training for industry (Sweden), 
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new links between training and R&D (France, Norway), etc. ·· 

Denmark notes differences in . effectiveness, based· on· project management : · . ,. '· 

• Projects for particular. organisation. I network needs have worked .well, but have been 
difficult to market afterwards. . · 
• Educational· institution run projects have faced weaker demand than foreseen: . . 
• Consuitaricy company-based projects, founded on their· own expertise,. have been most . 
successfuL · · · · 

Despite the above developments and their qemonstration effect to others, the sample of UK 
enterprises smveyed showed that 70 % tnought COMETT provided little or no innovation in 
thisarea. UK regional.UETPs weremorepessimistic: only 16_% thought that some or a great 
deal had been achieved. However, to the Same question 57· o/o of sectoral UKUETPs thought 
sonie or a great deal had been achieved. E_q~ally, in the Belgium (Fr) survey, 45% .of 
responses saw innovative effects in·· C,OMETT. co_urse d~velopment.. "· 

4.2. Contribution to Improvemellt ill Supply of Technology -Related Trailling · 

Most participating States think that the COMETT contribution t~ improving quality of supply 
has been more marked and perhaps more important than the contribution to quantity. Quality .· 
improvement has. come about largely through the trans!,l.ational opening up of course 
development to a wider pool of expertise across._Europe. ¢ourse developers can now compare 
much more easily their own methods. with state-of-the-art in a number of States. Regional 
poles of competence in E~rope have become better known. This opening. up _has also been 
important in focusing attention on qualitY assurance i11 delivery, to the extent that the 
Netherlands reports the appointment of quality inspectors to apart~cular course. Denmark also · 
_points out that tra~ning .was changing towards in~company and tailor-made training; some 
UETPs were managing to follow this trend. COMETT has also been bringing high level R&D· 

· results to a ·technical audience. However, the French Evcluation pointsout how long it takes 
for the courses to be develpped. Also the Belgian (Nl) Evaluation points out that there has 
been no systematic evaluati'on of quality' just the assinnptibh that better correspondence to.' 
industrial needs implied quality. 

Improvement. in. the quantity of training seems to ha~e l~ad a muci1 more limited impact. .. 
. However some States report a greater variety of courses now available. Austria .notes. that 
interriatiori.alisation has also lowered the thresl}old to organise or to participate in courses. 
Ireland finds that COMETT courses help avoid trainee~ trav:elling abroad for training. In the 
context ofthis)ncre.asein quantity, anotherState points out the leverage effects ofCOMETT 
iri obtaining moneys for training course pevetopment. Finally, W.ithin the context of improving 
the supply, Italy and Ireland note the acceleration in the use of open, multimedia and distance . · 
learning activities. but Ice~and still finds it insufficient · · 

The quantitative Belgian (Fr) Evaluation indicates that 68 o/o of respondents felt. that the 
quality and h!vel of trajning had improved, 57 % that a European diinension had 'been added 
and 49 % that there was access to a much greater richness of information. However, it ~vas 
pointed out that CO.METT was. minuscule in terms .of' national continuing education and 
trainingspendipg. ·. ' · · · · . 

' i 
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4.3. Complementing I Strengthening Training Initiatives at National Level 
. - ~ 

Participating States Evaluations are quite varied in their interpretation of this question. The · 
most frequently mentioned complementarity with COMETT is to be seen in efforts of HEis, 
firms and other institutions to internationalise activities (Both parts of Belgium, Netherlands, 
France). Germany points to its contribution to the r~alisation of an EU-home market, as well 
as to specific plans in areas such as environmental protection. 

The next most frequently mentio~ed complementarity involves the improvement of the higher 
education I industry interface. Austria· notes complementarity with its Extension Centres as 
well as the possible founding of Fachhochschulen with obligatory training placements. Italy 
notes its catalytic effect in the area generally. 

Other State~ point to complementarity in the area of improving training; SME training in 
particular, but also, more generally, the regional authorities' own training efforts. COMETT 
also has a complementary "gap-filling" function in servicing a high level specialist training 
needs. In the UK 59% of firms felt that COMETT complementep their own training· 
activities, while sectoral UETPs were more positive on their contribution than regional 
UETPs. However, Sweden and Denmark note that at a national level, the effects of COMETT 
had not been that large. 

4.4. Other Points Raised 

"Other Points Raised", by and large, capture the specific conditions affecting the operation 
of COMETJ in the particular participating State and specific information from the Evaluation, 
especially that of Belgium (Fr). However, a number of themes do arise mostly related to 
participating States' wishes towards future EC programmes in the COMETT area. 
Retention of the COMETT Identity ·-
A number of participating States would like to see the COMETT identity retained. Over the 
last decade, it has built up a brand name for quality and a certain type of activity among HEis--
and firms. This should not be lightly thrown away. Germany calls for a specific programme -

. . 
component under LEONARDO. 

The Retention and Development of UETPs 
Again, the infrastructural_·development achieved by the UETPs should not be thrown away. 
Funding should be guaranteed .either directly or througntask oriented co-financing where the 
UETP would take an overhead on tasks and programme elements administered. The UETPs 
are too valuable as a meeting ground for HEis, research institutes, industry and government 
to be let·disappear. 'Generally, some stability in thei,r funding was sough_t. 

A structured-extension of their remit to R&D functions as well as their extension into Central 
ana Eastern Europe in co-operation with TEMPUS was suggested. A clearer separation ~· 
between sectoral UETPs (course production and supply) and regional UETPs (organising 
demand at a local level) was suggested by .one participating- State as a way of developing an 
integrated production and delivery ofCOMETT type technical training. 

Co-operation with other Programmes 
Participating States see the possibility of enhancing both future COMETT activities and other 
EU Programmes through incr-eased co-operation between such Programmes. Perhaps most 
obviously, a better vertical integration I synergy is sought between COMETT type activities 
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and 1) upper vocational tr~ining activities as seen for example in parts of FORCE-and PETRA 
. 'and 2) Doctoral/ Postdoctoral training activities as seen in the Human Capit~l a.!_ld Mobllity 

Programme. Horizontal co-operation I synergy might also be found in supporting and working 
with. other .S&T Programmes oCthe 4FP. In' addition,-it is suggested, particularly in the .. 
context of working with SMEs, that much ·might be learned ,from the experience of the 
,CRAFT Prograriune. · · " 

· Programme Development . . . , . 
A number ofsuggestions are made for the improvement of COMETT type activities. These' 
include 1) Greater flexibility an·d speed .in dealing with applications, 2) Greater flexibility in 

. the mobility programmes. The staff mobility programme is singled out :·it requires shorter 
place~ent pe_riods. 3) A system of sa~ctions and after-the-fact reporting would improve the. 

: !!ffe~tiveness of the placement activity, 4) A COMETT Certi(lcation System for students was . 
also sugge.sted: A first, easy,non -·controversial step might be a participation certificate. . . . . . . ~ 
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~l FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME ' 

AUSTRIA 

Subject 

I. I Stimulating theDebate : 

'1.2 Fostering University I 
. Enterprise Relationships 

··-

'• 

-

~ 

-

1.3/ Influence in Formulating 
· Policies 

' 

- -
I 

Relationships./ Synergy 1.4 
·with National/ Regional 
Programmes 

r 

I 

' 

1.5 Overall Impact of 
COMETT 

2.1 - Contribution of.Regional -
- UETP Networks -

2.2 Articula,tion ,of Industrial 
Needs 

-' 

Summary Response 

Yes, particularly the UETP system. 

Sp.ecific working relations stimulated by COMETT include: 
.. 

Major )ricrease in transnaticioal student placements along with 
improved project oriented design of placements ~nd Qetter aca-
demic recognition. . - · · • 

. Transnational higher education I industry personnel ex~hanges 
which did not exist at all before COMETT 
Enrichment of the national market for advanced training technol
ogy through the international scope and European dim.ension of 
courses developed. 

The Ministry ·for Social Affairs and Employme~.t waived work 
-permit requirements for COMETT students. The Ministry for 
Science and Research provided-financial support and made better 
legal provision for academic re,cognition of COMETT placements · 
~ro~. . . . 

COMETT complements.· the regional and national programme 
"Scientists for the Economy" which promotes higher education I 
industry staff -exchanges. Flexible. secondmerit provisions for 
university staff have been extended to COME;TT Be exchanges. · 
Co-funding of rui.tional and regional COMETT projects has been 
forthcoming · due to· their contribution · to . improved Austrian · 
training activities · 

COMETT has -enhanced the international dimension of training. It 
has linked HEis and· industry, supported the development of 
continuing education at HEis, catalysed the. development of TNA, 
provided experience 'in the international management of pro- ' 
grammes and projects,. improved the institutional management of 
higher education I industry interfaces, extended networks to othe~ 
forms of co-operation, increased industry interest in highly 
qualified personnel, etc. · 

·The provision of. a regional platform for training. & . technology . 
issues while raising ·regional and national consCiousness. of these 
issues. The provision of partners and ofa Europ,ean dimension to 
technology training: they act as a regional focu~ European 
initiatives. The- integration of regional SMEs arid other partners 
into .European projects ·and issues. The. provision of short-courses 
and personnel exchanges as well as spin~off companies from such' 
activity. Synergy of research and training. Motivation and 
sensibilisation to internatio~~l technological development. 

·Yes, but restrained by lack of experts with time and money. A 
number of specific TNAs have been carried out as well as cons.tant . 

·evaluation of industry needs. Discussions o.n .course concepts· and · 
marketing a~e organised. ' 
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_ [;] FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

AUSTRIA 

Subject 

2.3 Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook in Partners · 

2.~ Contribution of Sectoral 
UETP Networks 

2.5 Major Strengths and 
Weaknesses of UETPs in 
Member State 

3.1 Contribution of Mobility 
Actions to Innovations in 
Unive.rsity I Enterprise 

·Co-operation 

302 Modification of Policies 
and Practices to Facilitate 
Exchanges 

Summary Response 

Yes, but at varying levels in the UETPs, through the active 
participation of Europ~an partners, placements ·and the influx of 
foreign students into Austrian firms. 

EuroLaser aims at the rapid dissemination of R&D results (cur
rently restricted by lack of qualified personnel) · by · mobility -
activities, training and education. It has integrated and built upon 
regional, national and international networks and its members 
(researchers, developers, producers, consultants and users) have 
been active and contributed to all COMETT activities. It has· 

' 

0 carried out a " State of Art" Survey which will act as the basis f<;>r 
. a TNA. It organises Summer schools. Its strengths are similar to 
sectoral UETPs. Its Wf.aknesses include not yet having a legal 
status, members' heterogeneous interests, different levels of 
involvement of sectors and countries, lack of money and full time 
personnel, as well as difficulties caused by uncertainty of CEC 
financial support, etc. 

Strengths: l) Secure, legal and independent status as a base for a 
democratic partnership, 2) High acceptance and good regional 
support and financial commitment of public and semi-public 
institutions, 3) Skills in managing European training projects, 4) 
Closeness to firms and technical credibility, 5) Links to other EC 
networks, .6) Links to universities and the strength of· existing 
university "Extension Centres"· in Austria, 7) Well motivated 
personnel and lean and efficient structure 
Weaknesses: 1) Weakness in liriking COMETT to other EC 
projects with Austria as an EFT A member, 2) Lack of marketing 
and soales strategies, 3) Limited numbers of staff, 4) Some regions 
with· weaker universities 

0 

and technical studies base, 5) The time · 
taken to develop a specific profile, 6) The lack of time for self
training for a complex area, 7) COMETT projects are too short to 
create an "international training philosophy", 8) Annual reduction 
of financial support, 9) Uncertainty in transfer to LEONARDO . 

. COMETT has brought 1) Systematised placements on a project 
oriented basis wit~ a clear work plan and defined provisions for 
academic recognition, 2) Enterprises are adopting_a_"placement 
culture" and providing better facilities and professional guidance 
for students, 3) Be exchanges provide considerable feedbac:k arid 
linkages between universities and enterprises. They are, however, 
very difficult and time G,onsuming to organise, particularly for 
longer periods. · 

See S.ection 1.3 for format changes. Academic recogmt10n of 
periods abroad has progressed well. Enterprises acceptance of 
students has become easier and more formalised .. 
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[I] FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

AUSTRIA 

4.1 
. "-, 

4.2 

Subject 

Generating Innovative· 
Modes of Collaboration in· 
Training Course Develop
ment 

Contribution to Improve
ment ip. Supply of Tech
nology - Related Train'ing 

Summary Response 

Yes; in developing projects together with potential users and 
international partners and with higher' quality. Interactive TNA has 
also 9een developed. Multi~ location delivery of courses .. 

·.,. 

. . ·, . -;, 

Improvement in the quality (more thari the q1.1antity) due to a 
wider exchange of expertise and views including, as a further 
quality factor, the opport_unity to compare the -state of ~rt in 
different countries. Improved internationalmarketing and access to 
courses. 

- 4.3 Complementing I 
Strengthening. Training · 

OETPs have c;omplemented university. Extension Centres~ The 
threshold to organise or participate in courses· has decreased:
Providingtraining for SMEs has become more attractive. In the 
future, it is envisaged founding_ Fachhochschulen 'whh ~bligatory ._ 
placements: 

· Initfatives at National 
Level 

4.4 Other Points Raised Austrian continuing and vocational training is quite developed and · 
differentiated. Thus, "COMETT can only be an added value 
b-ringing in the European dimension ... as a niche providing very 
specialised and/or transnational course offers." 
The Austrian Evaluations requested that; 
The decentralised structure of UETPs be 
strengthened and greater flexibility and speed 
applications, · · · 

developed. and 
be imparted to 

The scope of ·coMETT be reconsidered, either adherin'g more 
strictly to !echnology issues or broa~ening to all areas, · 
COMETT should concentrate on SMEs as Initially intended. 
Import some experience from the CRAFT Programme for SMEs, 
Obtain greater synergy frorri other TFHR and 4FP progran1mes. 
Thereshould be an· early call for LEONARDO to av9id insecurity. 

The Austrian evaluation indicated _that "The statements and conclusions (of the 1993 eval~ation) are still 
valid and-can be fully adopted". Thus, this table draws on both evaluations .. 

· The 4 regional UETPs replies were provided in a. disaggregated form in .the Austrian National EvaJuation. 
They are synthesised in this synopsis. ·· 

There is only one sectoral U_ETP in ·Austria: All its responses:to the evaluation are syilopsised in this 
section. 
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[!!]. FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE C~METT ~ROGRAMME 
BELGIUM (French) . 

-

Subject Summary Response 

1.1 Stimulating the Debate -

1.2 Fostering University I Only 15 % of ent~rprises felt they had changed their comportment 
Enterprise Relationships towards universities. However, 40 % had used the work as part of~ 

·strategy of intemationalisation. Firms thought COMETT should be 
much more widely promoted; it was too little known . 

.. 
·u Influence i~ Formulating The Programme forms part of the ongoing debate. 

Policies 

1.4 Relationships I Synergy 35 % of enterprises had participated in national or regional pro-
with National I Regional ·' grammes similar to COMETI. However, only 6 ro indicated that 
Programmes they had linked the programmes. -

1.5 Overail Impact of 96 % of those on placement and 80 % of those undertaking training 
COMETT were satisfied. The intemationalisirig impact on universities (particu~ 

larly small and specialised ones) was important. 
54 % of enterprises thought COMETT had a positive impact on their 
intemationalisation, 35 %on their technology, and 28 % on quality 
of work. Of enterprises, 32 % thought COMETT had a regional 
benefit and 18 % a national benefit. . In total, COMETT inade participants aware of the _possibilities in 
Europe and the potential ofintemational colhiboration. 

2.1 Contribution of Regional Difficult to define. Stagieres were rather negative. At a regional 
UETP Networks level, 30 % of enterprises thought they added value, while 42 % felt 

that there was no added value. 

. 2.2 Articulation of Industrial Only 9 %of enterprises were positiye; 35 %negative. 24 %thought 
Needs of the UETP as a help in conveying training needs to trainers. 

Industry sees the role of the UETP as an adviser in European 
P,rojects and link to universities. 

2.3 Stimulating Transnational This is one of the strong· points. 30 % of respondents felt more 
Outlook in Partners aware of the benefit of international partnerships, 37 %stimulated to 

participate in European projects. 57 %of industrialists and 78 %of 
- students felt COMETT imp~;oved the European dimension in the 

enterprises' culture. 

2.4 Contribution of Sectoral Compared toregional UETPs, they are seen as better equipped to 
UET~ Networks undertake TNA and work on mobility and recruitment-{a new UETP · 

service). 

2:5 Major Strengths and Strengths: Provision of regular information, mobility activities and 
Weaknesses of UETPs in advice on European projects; responsivene-ss to requests and their 
Member State role as a university I enterprise interface. 

·Weaknesses: Not well enough known I poor mark~ting resources, 
poor abilities in D'JA, little actual knowledge of the technologies. 
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I B F·l . FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COl\fETT PROGRAMME. 

3.1 

3.2 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3. 

4.4 

.. 

~ Subject 

Contribution ·of Mobility 
Actions to Innovations in · 
University /"Enterprise Co
operation 

. Modification of Policies 
and PractiCes to Facilitate 
Exchanges 

. Generatin& Innovative 
Modes of Collaboration in 
Training Course Develop-
rrient 

' Contribution to Improve- , 
ment in Supply. of Techno), 
ogy - Related Training 

Complementing I 
•strengthening Training· 

· Initiatives at National Level 

Other Points Raised 

BELGt~M; (French) 

Summary Response 

There was nearly 100 %positive response from industry, universities 
and students. Smaller universities, in particular, used placement as a 
first step in intemationalisation. and making themselves. knO\YD in 
Europe. They were helped to bring their teaching up to date and 
offer more attrac~ive possibilities to potential students. Staff mobility 
was under exploited. · · · · 

Industry moved from looking on placements as "a favour'' to being -
an equal contract with both sides. gaining .. Enterprises now propose 
regular placements. Conditions of placements, work programmes and 
duration have improved. · · 

. 45 % of re_sponses were positive. The added value of the interna
tional dimension was very ·important. The innovative COMETT 
criteria catalysed innovative re~haping of projects including use of 
multi media and training of trainers. · · ' 

68.% of respondents indicated that quality and level of training 
improved and 57 % that a European dimension had 'been added to 

. the enterprises culture. 49 % pointed to access. to a rimch greater 
richness of information for course development, 46 % to better .. 
access to technologies and 40 %to improvements in wor~ quality. 
COMETT improved not o·nly quality but also variety of training 
offered. · 

The UETPs h?ve worked with arid created, synergy with most 
institutions of ec~n1omic and university life .assisting in collaboration 
while also working on regional and national projeCts.· · · 

42 %of students fourid placements within a month; 87% within J 
months. But this was the most difficult issue· for the student. 

· COMETT I UETPs should be more heipful. A listing of companies 
to contact in eacl{ country might be provided. Linking ERASMuS . 
placements . to a. search for. a. future- COME IT placement was 
suggested.Havipg students find their own enterprise might; however, 
be more effect"ive and ·be a better match than that by COMETT I 
UETPs.· 

. Administrative foimalities were a problem for students. 6-12 month 
·pl<icements were· most effective. Clearer_ initial understandings of . 
what,was expected .on both sides would be.helpful. ltftWersities are 

·. im important "intermediary, but too ofte~ passive. . 
Or" the students, 78% -received funding from their enterprise; of · 
these, 45 % received it as a complement to ti)e COMETT award, but· 
only 27% as a salary. From 10-20;000.BEF/month was received by 
42 % of the fund'receivers. But such benefits were very variable as · 
was the local c:ost of living and difficult to allow for in the planning. 
A COMETT. certificate was called for. . . 

Based on a mail survey with 85 replies out of 270 contacts for students and 94 out of 2270 fo~ firms and 
universities. 75 % of institutions were Belgian.• ·· · · 

") 
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I B FL I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

BELGIUM (Flemish) 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

Subject 

Stimulating the' Debate 

Fostering University I · 
Enterprise Relationships· 

Influence in Formulating 
Policies 

Relationships I Synergy 
with. National I Regional 

. Programmes 

Summary Response 

There were already some organisations active in the improvement 
of university-industry contacts, but COMETT resulted in a better 
overall co-ordination and communication on the following levels: 
Organisations who were active as partners in COM.E1T projects 

_Organisations who came into contact with COMETT information 
· in an indirect way · · 
At the Flemish Ministries, the consciousness for the need of 
higher education-industry co-operation increased. 

The COMETT application rounds proved to be a good tool to 
create· co-operation (it is easier for partners to find each other · 
11round a concrete project). 
The number and internationalisation of higher education-industry· 
contacts have largely increased. At the education side, especially·· 
the non-university higher education institutions improved their 
number of contacts. 

On the government level, the impact of the COMETT Pro
gramme was restricted to the Ministry of Education and influ
enced some basic policy options tal<:en: 
Growing consciousness of continuing education and quality of 
education 
Attention paid to higher education-industry co-operation 
Interest in European educational development. 

The reports suggest that from a COMETT poipt of view it is 
easier to foster complementarity- among different European 
programmes than among national/regional initiatives. The way 
the COMETT model operates makes it difficult. to adapt to 
specific national situations. 
On the one hand? there is the example of a private organisation 
which organises continuing education in co-operation with HEis 
and industr-y.· Synergy with the CQMETT programme allowed 
them to work on a more international level. · 
On the other hand, it is felt that a lot of problems were encoun
tered in the field of student exchanges, because of the fact that 
COMETT didn't take into account the specific Flemish problems 
in this field, nor the existing international student exchange 
initiatives. 
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I B FL I' FINAL NATIONAL EV A~UA 'fiONS OF THE ~OMETT PROGRAM~ME . 
. . ' "· - -

1.5 

2.1 

· Subject 

. Overall Impact of 
COMETT 

Corit~ibution of Regional 
UETP Networks ' 

2.2 Articulation of Industrial 
Needs 

2.3 

2.4 

2.5 

Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook in Partn_ers 

Contribution of Sectoral 
_ UETP Networks 

Major Str~ngths and 
Weaknesses of UETPs in 
Member 'State 

BELGIUM (Flemish) 

_ Summary Response 

· The impact is greatest in the HEis: The consciousness to co
operate was somewhat more _difficult to stimulate in industry. 
Especially in the SMEs, the COMETT impact.~as rather small. 
Overall, and taking into_ account the economic situation, 
COMETT can be considered tci be·a moderate success. A lot of 

. new links and relations were forged. However, COMETT did not 
succeed in creating institutional linKS with research programmes. 
The networks created by COMETT lead to a number of services 
in the framework of other European .programmes.· -
A. recommendation for the future is to increase the co-operation 
and communication among different El!rOpean prqgrammes. It is 
noted that often the same players are in those different pro
grammes. 
Given the actual lev·ei of financial support, a better link_ with 
regional programmes is necessary for the COMETT projects to 
survive:_ -
Para}lel to.tackling the industrial. aspec.ts of technolOgy, it would 
be useful to pay· more attention to the .effe_cts of cultural differ
ences in technology development. 

The networking has two dimensions: 1) the regional basis and 2) 
the Europe~n COMETT network. Through the UETP, regional 
networks are -in contact with the European network and with 

. regional networks· in other regions . 
. The main tasks can be summarised as infmmation dissemination 

and setting up of training projects. Partners could gain from the 
. . . I 

- network on three levels 1) Content and· technology 2) General 
level, TNA, etc. and 3) Administrative !eye! making it easier-to 

-set up project proposals. 

One of the. most visible results obtained by the ·_UETPs is the 
intemationillisation of training activities. The UETP stimul<:!ted 
and assisted the projects. ' . _ · 

The impact of sectoral networks on ·the Flemish region is rather 
limited, whereas the impact of some Flemi'sh ·partners on sectoral 
networks is big. In other words, the export of knowledge was -
bigger than. the import. Sectoral networks are conside.red to be 
important, because they ·are more flexible iri setting up training 

. initiatives compared to the ·educational institutions. 
,. 

Strengths: Growing consciousness for the need of HEIC; impact 
_ 6n internationalisation of training initiatives: Role ·in stimulation 
of initiatives in difficult domains: Export of know-how: Bringing 
international expertise. into regional training activities. 
Weaknesses: Long in~ubat!on 'time before the UETP could 
position itself on the regional le':'el; limited impact o~ SMEs; 
impact on regional policy rather limited. 
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I B FL I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME" 

BELGIUM (Flemish) 

•. 

Subject Summary. Response 

3.1 . :contribution of Mobility In general,· the uptake of exchanges has been .better in non-
Actions. to Innovations in university higher education because qf stronger.exchange culture. 
University /Enterprise Co"- In universities the exchange is mostly the initiative Of the 
operation exchange student and not integrated in the curriculum. 

The COMETT scenarios for ·exchanges did not always suit the 
companies who are. not familiar with exchanges and do not see 
the advantages. 

3.2 Modification of Policies ·It is regretted that COMEIT exchanges have not taken. into 
and Practices to Facilitate account the activities of the already existing organisation for 
Exchanges international exchanges. 

4.1 Generating Innovative In Flanders, there was already ~a rich experience of HEIC and 
Modes of Collaboration in government for· setting up training and education. The interna-
Training Course Deve_lop- tiona! aspect is added by COMETT. 
ment 

. 4.2 Contribution to Improve- The COMETT programme has clearly increased the number of 
ment in Supply of Techno!~ programmes available. The quality of the projects has not yet 
ogy - Related Training been evaluated in a systematiC way. It is assumed that the quality 

' has improved the sense that courses respond, more to industrial 
' needs. 

It is suggested that COMETT is a· good tool to bring scientific 
results obtained from European research. projects to a broad 
technical audience. 

4.3 Complementing I There is an increasing internationalisation of activities,for most 
· Strengthening Training institlitions active .in· continuing education and connected to one 

Initiatives at National Level or more COMETT projects. 
Training activities in fields that are less obvious from marketing 
and sales point of view could be set up. 

- 4.4 Other Points. Raised 

FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME . ' . . -. 

Subject 

1.1 Stimulating the Debate 

1.2 Fostering University I 
Enterprise Relationships 

1.3 . Influence in Formulating 
Policies 

SWITZERLAND 

Summary Response 

The near simultaneous ·launch of special federal measures on 
continuing ·education and COMETT has meant that the ·tatter has 
contributed to the national debate. 
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I CH I. FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE ~OMETT PROGRAMME 

SWITZERLAND· 

·1.4 

1.5 

2.1 

.2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

2.5. 

. 3,1 

3.2 

4.1 

4.2 
.. 

. 4.3 

/ .. 

Subject 

Relationships-! ·synergy 
with National I Regional 
Programmes . 

Overall Impact of 
' COMETT 

Contribution of Regional 
UETP NetworkS 

Articulation of Industrial 
Needs 

·Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook iri Partners 

'· 
·Contribution of Sectoral 
UETP Networks 

Major Strengths and· 
Weaknesses of UETPs in 

··Member State / 

Contribution of Mobility 
Actions _to Innovations in 

, University I Enterprise Co-
operation 

Modification of Policies 
and Practices to F~cilitate 

·Exchanges 

Generating Innov_ative 
M¢ldes of Collaboration in 
Training Course Develop-· 

/ . 
ment 

.. 

Contribution to Improve-
ment in Supply of Techno!-
ogy - Related Training 

I 

Complementing I 
. Strengthening Training . 
Initiatives-at National Level 

Summary Response 

A_six year federal plan has pr~vided the cantonal universities and 
·the federal polytechnics with continuing training mechanisms. The · 
,UETPs have worked very closely with and reinforced and enlarged 
these structure·s. It has-. aiso reinforced .federal policies for a 
stronger intemationalisation of HEis. · _ · · · 
Regional policy. is not as. yet fully formulated, however, it seems : 
quite possible that bodies such as the UETPs may form an import
ant part of this poHcy: They have worked well with :other EC Pro-

·grammes. , 

- COMEIT has been a good succe~s. 

They have opened up a dialogue between the ciiverse actors in 
technology transfer and training. They . !Mso respond to regional 
pri,ority. issues. They bring SMEs together with both· public 
research institutio~s and international organisations for cq-operative 
:work. 
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I CH·I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATiONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

SWITZERLAND 

Subject 

4.4 Other Points Raised 

Summary Response . 

Despite the negative vote on EU entry in Dec 1992, it is a priority 
objective of science and education policy to participate fully in all 
education, training and youth programmes as well as the 4FP. 
Bilateral negotiations will be opened. However, the un·certainties 
surrounding programmes in the coming year are demotivating and 
disillusioning for participants and our partners abroad: two UETPs · 

·are even considering moving to anEU Member State. 

~ FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

,GERMANY 

Subject 

1.1 Stimulating the Debate 

1.2 Fostering University I 
Enterprise Relationships 

1.3 Influence in Formulating 
Policies 

Summary Response 

A marked revival of the debate between university and industry has 
taken place. COMETT played some part. The central themes were: 
Future requirements on HEis in view of European integration; 
Concepts of co-operation between HEis an-d enterprise for mutual
advantage; 
New teaching concepts in the light of rising numbers of students; 
Restructuringofthe academic system with regard to the reduction of 
study periods; 
Stronger orientation of third level education towards the require
ments ofpraxis in the professions and industry; · 
Improvement in the recognition of study periods abroad and the 
qualifications received abroad; 
Significance of HE Is_ in continuing education. 

Technology transfer centres and facilities of further training are 
already at the interface between HEis and industry. In- technology 
transfer centres COMETT stimulated transnational co-operation in' 
Europe: · 
Through co-operation of UETPs and centres of technology transfer, 
it is possible to link resea'rch and development with._j;ontinuing 
education especially benefiting· SMEs. ·. 

To_ facilitate COMETT, -the relevant ministerial departments at 
Lander level took various· measure( to secure financial support _ 
through continuous or o11ce-off subsidies. 
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'FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS .OF t.HE-COMETT PROGRAMME 

Subject 
- • -. I 

1.4 .Relationships I Synergy 
with National I Regional 
Programmes 

. 1.5 · Overall Impact of 
COMETT 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

Contribution of Regional 
UETP. Networks 

Articulation of Industrial 
N~eds · ~ . 

Stimulating Trarisnatiortal· · 
Outlook .in· Partners · 

GERMANY 

Summary Response 
/' 

Synergistic relationships exist with regard to the trainee programme 
of the Carl-Duisberg-Gesellschaft·and the IAESTE-progtamme. 
The Federal Ministry for Education and Science and the ministries 
of the Lander promote the European co-operation of HEis. This is 
also the source of support subsidies for the UETPs. · 
The Federal Ministry for Education and Science secures the basic 
financing of the activities of the· COMETT- Iiiformation Centre 
regarding AiF and DAAD. · · , . 
The Federal Ministry for Research. and Te~hnology supports the 
programme "Research Co-operation" (part-programme research I 
persoru1el exchange) 0 •• 

SMEs send their personnel to research institutes or take in research · 
personnel . from such institutes . on a temporary basis and . also 
promotes the transnationai exchange .. 

Regional UETPs ensure a continuous co-operation·between univer
sities, a$$ociations and enterprise which is fi.Jrther complemented by 
a specific European alignment. · . · 
COMETT enables in'dustries of the region to have access to other 
European education and training programmes and S&T prQgrammes. 
Jhe regional UETPs ·create important pressure. towards a more 
committed engagement of HEis in continuing training. . . 
Further development ofthird-level and continuing· education courses 
and availability of short courses~ ·' . . . . 

Yes, especially SMEs have benefited because they lacked finan.ce 
and experts. The UETP has helped with project initiation, financial. 
development advice, proJect rr.lanagement, administration of. EC 

.. subsidies, transfer of results and presentation of success results . 
. · The implementation of TNA has been the foundation for concepts of 

a regional continuing. education strategy. · 

·Regional UETPs play an important r~le with re.gard to questions of 
education and further training in the field of technological develop
ment aii.d technology transfer for the strengthening of the regions. 
Trans-national co-operation of COMETT projects promotes the 
information exchange. amongst the' partne'rs of the varioUs regions. 
UETPs mediate between suitable European partners in .regard to 
transnational_projects. 

/ 
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2.4 

2.5 

3.1 

Subject 

Contribution of Sectoral 
UETP Networks 

Major Strengths and 
Weaknesses of UETPs in 
Member State 

Contribution of Mobility 
Actions to Innovations in 
University I Enterprise Co
operation 

Summary Response 

There are eight sectoral UETPs: microelectronics, aluminium 
technology, sewage control systems, animal medicine, software 
technology, telecommunications and surface technology. The 
conditions of a closer connection between .S&T in the Europ~an ' 
context are more favourable in these UETPs. In comparison to the . 
sectoral UETP, the regional UETPs are more active ·in regard to -
continuing educ;ation; They co-ordinate European pilot projects and ,. 

·carry out larger development projects for third level and continuing 
education courses. 
Through the establishment of telecommunications UETP, greater 
know-how transfer has been achieved. 

Strengths: Coverage involves participation by partners from all parts 
of Germany. Sponsorship, mediation and care· of students who 
undertake the practical training in their specialised field in a Euro
pean enterprise. UETPs enable medium-sized enterprises access to 
European co-operation on· a regional basis with justifiable expense 
and assessable time frames. They promote growing co-operation by 
Eu!opean partners. Through regular information bulletins and 
participation at relevant trade fairs (Hannover trade fair, CEBIT and 
Media-Net) interested parties and potential applicants were made 
aware of COMETT. All UETPs carry out Ca-courses (short 
courses). Co-ordination for larger transnational project~. In ·some 
projects there is a definite synergy with research and development 
projects. 
Weaknesses I) Of the 27 UETPs in Germany only·one has a legally 
independent status: a prerequisite for "self-sufficiency" Little 
progress has been made in this respect. 2) Although most SMEs 
were getting involved through special measures, more is required. 3} 
Development of special education and further-training· programmes . 
linked ~ith R~D for SMEs is a necessity. UETPs s!lould make this 
easier. · · 

COMETT offers students, as well as industry, a number of advan
tages. Young people at the beginning o(their professional careers 
have positive impressions from their European practical training 
experience . which acts as multiplier for co-operation between 
university and enterprise. Those students will later facilitate. the 
introduction of innovative ideas, especially in SMEs.-While the 
realisation of practical training in industry between HEis and 
industry is favourable, the personnel transfer (Be) is still underdevel
oped.· 

· .. 
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·, w FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME' 

3.2 

Subject 

Modification of Policies 
and Practices to Facilitate 
Exchanges 

4.1 Generating Innovative 

4.2 

4.3 

. Mod.es of Collaboration in 
· Training .Course. Develop

ment 
. , 
·, 

Contribution to Imprqve-. 
ment in Supply of Techno!~ 
ogy - Related Training 

Complementing / · 
Strengthening Training 
Initiatives at National Level 

GERMANY 

Summary Response 

The practical training for HEI students is mostly home-based,· 
although some is ta~ing place _abroad. Sponsorships and counselling· 

· of trainees is facilitated at many universities and is sometimes an 
obligation for the course. The willingness on the.part of the students· 
to complete their practical training '• abroad. has considerably 
increased. 
Enterprises have had positive experiences with trainees from 
European universities. This will ensure the willingness of industry to 
offer practical training places in future.· · · . 
On account of the difficult economic situation in the new U!nder. 
only a few enterprises are in a position to offer pr~cticalttaining ~ 
places. · . · ... · . · . 

The personnel transfer between universities and industry is made 
difficult, not only. because of a·number of legal framewor~ condi
tions, but also. the design of the content of the practical training. 
The personnel transfer is financially unattractive to practitioners in 
industry, and on accoun! of the need for longer releases of 
employees; it is almost negllgibl~. 

Co-operation of university with industry in the area of education and . 
further-training is still underdeveloped .. 
For the· development of education and further-training courses 
COMETT benefits from the importance.of Eu~opean model experi
ments . 

. The increased· share of German facilities in the co-ordination· of 
European courses and pilot projects shows an increasing acceptance 
of the COMETT approach. · 

Iri . respect . of quantitative . e~·aluation no . direct effects ·can be· 
expected· from the additional COMETT bid.' 

. COMETT projects cm~plerrient meaningfully existing plans in 
specific areas .like environmental protection etc. 
COMETT initiatives in the Germany broaden the available offer of 
tra'ining especially in regard to themes that concern the realisation of 
the.EU~home market. · 

-·~. 
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w FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

GERMANY 

Subject 

4.4 Other Points Raised 

Summary Response 

The COMETT programme should be retained as a specific pro
gramme component under LEONARDO .. 
Universities, research institutes and industrial enterprises must be 
allowed to apply for COMETT on an equal basis. 
It' is also important that sponsorship, mediation, and care of the 
transnational exchange of trainees in European 'enterprise be 
acknowledged by the UETPs, as it is a large central contact area 
between universities, research institutes and industry to be used 
effectively. 
The UETP Network has existed for seven years and it has proved 
itself. The "brand name" COMETT should be retain]:d. 
The financing of UETPs must be guaranteed. If not,. then task-

. oriented co-financing of individual programme components has to 
,·take its place. This could be achieved most easily by a higher 

overhead-share. The marker would be the currently e!)timated level . 
of 20 % for EC research and development programmes. 

I DK'I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

DENMARK 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

Subject 

Stimulating the Debate 

/ 

Foste~ing University I 
Enterpris~ Relationships 

Influence in Formulating 
Policies 

Relationships I Synergy 
with National I_ Re.gioilal 
Programmes. 

Overall Impact of 
COMETT 

Summary Response 

Yes, particularly in the universities; the technical colleges were 
more aware of the issues. The main focus has been the need· for · 

. 'upgrading of qualifications iri industry and the importance of high 
· l~vel technological training. 

Beyond doubt, certain relationships have-formed due to COMETT 
but results are not sufficient to rely on development without further 
support. 

COMETT is only one among several government tools. 

The Danish "Act on Continuing Education" for levetnrom skilled 
worker to university. graduate both supports and is supported by 
COMETT projects. The Danish "Industry Researcher Programme", 
which supports PhDs unpertaken with industry, may work with, Bb 
activities. 

"Specific national commitment and support has been "very modest". 
This has impacted on COMETT activities. A Ministry should take 
ownership, and clear lines of responsibility be developed, as well 
as an information centre established. 
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I DK I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRA~ME 
DENMARK 

Subject Summary Response 

2.1 Contribution of Regional This i~ dependent of the objectives of the host organisation; i.e. 
UETP N etw6rks transfer of R&D to industry· vrsresearch and education of students. 

· Those working with local industry has improved the _acceptance of 
- UETP members' · graduates, created interest for university 

' 'researchers working in industry, implemented training. programmes 

.. 
and opened channels for firms to access university knowledge as 

: 
well as developing wider HEico-operation. UETPsJocused only • 
on student placement and without a stable structure of industrial 

' 
involvement have proved much weaker but have been beneficial to 
the student and firm. -

2.2 Articulation of Industrial TNA has not been undertaken by regional UETPs. Firms either do· 
Needs not feel UETP staff appropriate or feel it should be an iii-company 

activity . .One of the sectoral UETPs has carried out extensive TNA 
as a_ base for activities. 

2.3 Stimulating Transnational To a limited degree. ' 

. · Outlook in Partners 
.. .. 

2.4 Contribution of Sectoral They seem to give better value added because of speCialisation and 
UETP Networks a ·more focused apP.roach. They have a betiermix of partners. 

2.5 Major Strengths and . . Strengths:' Membership of the European inter-UETP network for 
Weaknesses of UETPs in co-operation is important but strong to the North and weak to the 

. . ' . 

Member State South of Europe: . 

- Weaknesses: There is still the lack of a meimingful and ecoriomi-
cally viable concept: they' still need COMETT support. Most 

· UETPs have only reached industry indirectly with only occasional 
contacts and do not directly serve as .a tool in improving meaning-
ful collaboration .. Insecurity has meant staff turnover increasing, 
weakening the networks. Industrial commitment is low and often 
on an ad hoc basis. ; 

3.1 Contrihution of Mobility Student exchanges have largely resulted in companies becoming 
· Actions to Innovations in more open, although better quality control on students ·J?lay be 

UniversitY I Enterprise Co- . needed. Employee exchange, when it has occurred, has be_en very 
operation successful .. 

3.2 Modification· of Poli<;ies International companies maintain the same policy for .incoming 

• and Practices to Facilitate students and employees. No changes of policy are reported. 
Exchanges 

j 
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I DK I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

DENMARK 

4.l 

4.2 

4.3 

Subject 

Generating Innovative 
Modes of Collaboration in 
Training Course Develop
ment 

Contribution to Improve~ · 
ment in Supply of Technul
ogy - Related Training 

Complementing I 
Strengthening Training 
Initiath~es at National Level 

4.4 Other Points· Raised 

Summary Response 

The broker role has been noted where the UETP presents interest~ 
ing European courses to industry and recommends specific imiver
sities for well defined tasks. · 

· The project manager role where the partner works on· a project 
requiring new technology 'and knowledge. From this can work to 
develop training material. 
Innovative methods to ·develop training more quickly in fast 
moving fields are required. 

· Improved an~ innovative distribution channels are required, 
particularly for the non~professional training organisation. 
Training projects developed by organisations with a specific 
training need have worked well and have strengthened relationships 
with partners. It has not been possible to market the courses 
outside the group of partners. For educational institutions; once 
launched, the demand for training was smaller than expected. 
Consultancy companies' projects within their own areas of interest 
have been most successful due to a) the projects ani bigger with. 
greater European collaboration b) the managers have a competence 
and reputation in training c) they work more closely with the end
user. 

Training demand is changing; companies are dismantling training 
departments and moving from general training to more job specific 
and company oriented training with a much more result oriented 
approach. Training is becoming· tailor made, in-company. One 
UETP has moved to developing tniinin,g after R&D contact giving 
closer co-operation with the company. 
The volume 'increase. is small compared to the overall market. One 
respongent claimed short, stand alone courses to be of more benefit 
to the developer than indu~try. One company used COMETT only 
for non-acute training needs .. COMETT quality is high. 

The volume of COMETT activitie.s is s·mall .. However, at a 
regional level, authorities are. increasingly suppprting continuing 
education and training for economic development. COMETT has • 
played some role in this shift. 
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~ FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

SPAIN 

. 

Subject 

· l.l . Stimulating theDebate 

1.2 

l.3 

I .4. 

1.5 

2. I 

Fostering University I 
Enterprise Relationships 

' 

Influence in Fonnulating 
Policies · 

.. 

-' 

Relationships I Synergy 
. with National i Regional 
Programmes ' 

.. . ' 

Overall Impact of 
COMETT 

Contribution· of Regional 
UETP Networks 

,. 

. . 

Summary Response 

· COMETT has increased debate on issues such as . 1) 
Tiansnationality, 2) Skill Needs Analysis)) NewTraining Technol-
ogies • 
In certain regions, COMETt has. initiated the first fonnal'u11,iversity 
I .industry debate and co~operation. In others, it 1'tas _brought an· 
international- aspect to the debate. 

COMETT has increased industry I university ·relations in · the 
following specific areas: ' . 
Linking Training Needs Analysis to developing training for enter~ 
~~ -
Improving enterprises' . decisions thiough. better infonnation on · 
advanced training · ·,_ 

· Assisting companies,· particularly SMEs, in their first contact with 
universities. 
Understanding the impact of training actions. on companies 
COMETT ·has . a fundamental influence on higher education I 
industry relations, particularly with certain universities seeing the 
academic value of training periodsin industry and the use of courses 
in technology transfer to firms. 

Yes. At a National level it has"Eutopeanised" the debate ·and has 
provided institutions with a inodel for certain fonns of training. It' 
has also been .the instigator of higher education I industry planning 
ofshort courses, while the UETPs have become involved in devel
oping regional policy. Howev~r, the influence is very variable across 
Spain. · · ·. . 

- The Ministry of Education and Science provides an annu.al subsidy 
to UETPs to devel_op activities complementary ·to those of 
COMETT._ Othern;:ise there are not many overlaps with · ()ther 
programmes. 
In each region the· pattern varies, particu!Jrly in the autonomous 
regipns·with control over education and training: 

----~~--~-----------
Strong.· 

The regional UETPs acted as: _ 
Information and management structures for EC -programmes, 
especially in human resources, education and training. -
Organisers of international training' periods for university students 
Providers of an international vision on technolqgicaJ training, . 

. tniining periods in companies, riew and dynamic training m~terial, 
etc. · · 
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[!] FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF TH~ COMETT PROGRAMME 

·sPAIN 

2.2 

2.3 

·Subject 

Articulation of Industrial 
Needs 

Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook in Partners 

2.4 Contribution of Sectoral 
UETP Networks 

2.5 Major Strengths and 
Weaknesses of UETPs in 
Member State 

Summary Response 

Yes, UETPs have helped industry define their training .needs, 
particularly in; 
Launching and .defining the methodological approach. 
Defining their training·plans and choosing between training options. 

_Drawing together the various company studies and later developing 
closely aligned training provision. 
These activities have been particularly important in the context of 
the SME structure of Spanish industry. · 

·Very important, particularly in establishing contact with firms and 
,.. technological parks. Often, this has been the first transnational 

experience for the associ~tes of the UETP, especia'Ily the SMEs . 
. Firms have also. been given. access to European level training 
products and to a wider international vision through l,tosting foreign · 
students. 
In universities, COMETT has stimulated, at a European level, an 
exchange on training methodologies, teaching systems, as well as 
training tools and materials. It has also catalysed university partici
pation in new R&D programmes. 

Sectoral UETPs have provided: 
A transnational vision to participants. 
European Working Groups. 
Official and European - level training programmes· and third level 
courses. 
An ·analysis of sectoral technology and training supply and demand 
as well as an international comparative study of the situation in 
Spain. 
A communication network and a data base of training and technol
ogy. 
A means of advancing the technological level of firms in the UETP. 

Strengths: Quality of services, experience in knowledge and manage
ment of European training projects, promotion of national and 
international contacts, European image of the UETPs, knowledge of 
regional and sectoral firms' needs, relations with regional govern
ments, and diversification of services 
Weaknesses: Insufficient personnel, reduced financial resources, lack 
of uniformity in legal structure, differences in academic..regulations 
concerning training periods in firms (only some. recognise these 
periods), non-innovative industry leading to weak demand for 
services. 
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FINAL NATIONAL.EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

SPAIN 

3.1 

Subject· 

Contribution of Mobility 
Actions to Innovations in 
University I Enterprise Co
operation 

3.2 . Modification of Policies -

4.1 

· arid Practices to Facilitate 
Exchanges 

Generating hmovative . 
Modes of Collaboration in 
Training Course Develop

_ment 

4.2 Contribution to Improve-

4.3 

4.4 

ment in Supply. of Techno!
. ogy - Related Training 

Compl.ementing / -
Strengthening Training.. ' 
Initiatives at National Level 

Other Points Raised 

Summary-Response· 

The mobility programmes have been_very important. They have
M~de COMETT widely known and have assisted in the !fevelop-
ment other European projects. . 
Developed a new higher education I industry fprmula for stu.dents 
·and have improved their professional future. Such student~"will b~ _ 
an important source of innovat'ion In Spailish firms. 
Developed new modes of technology t_ransfer in knowledge, tech-
niques and models. .-- · 
Reihforced.the UETP network. 
Brought higher education I industry relations into a labour market 
context through a concern for pro_fessionai placement. 
Helped in giving a comparative aspect.to European higher educatiqn 
I industry relations. 
Provid~d new forms ofhuman resourc~ updating and recycling: 

· Improved language cornpetences, thus facilitating other forms of 
transnational higher education I industry co-operation, · 

There. has been little· real change -even if some universities have 
adopte!f co-validation and acceptance of training periods. Generally, 
universities haye not established mechanisms for academic recogni- · 
tion of training periods. Equally, firms need a 'clear legal base for 
co-operating in such academically :recognised tr~ining periods .. 

The COMETT framework for training actions (trartsriationality; 
evaluation, quality,. etc.) have spread tel other UETP actions and 
sometimes to regional actions: Equally, innovation has taken place 
in planning training actions based on needs analysis, in the teaching· 
staff comin-g from the university, industry and international scene, 
and in the use of new training systems. Also innovation has been 
seen in . training evaluation and impact analysis as well~ as its 
intemaiionalisation. 

The .increase in- the quantity has been limited .. However, in 
COMETT ii the course qu~lity was significantly better: This was 
based on better definition of demand through needs analysis . 

COMETT-fias helped ~over a high level specialis~d need iri technoi
ogy training. And in s.ome cases jt has helped promote traitiing 

.. actions at a regional level as well a~ :levering matching finance ·for 
fUrther training actions. -



[!] FINAL. NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 
-· 

FRANCE 

Subject Summary Response 

l.l Stimulating the Debate -

1.2 Fostering University I 
Enterprise Relationships 

1.3 Influence in Fonnulating .. 
'> '• 

Policies 

1.4 _ Relationships I Synergy There has been strong regional synergy with local bodies subscrib-
_with National I Regional ing financially to projects and creating their own programmes. At 
Programmes the start, national policy and programmes were closely allied to_ 

COMETT. However, with economic and political 4J_an'ge the two 
have now bec.ome more d'istant: COMETT is a bit ndatedn. 

1.5 Overall Impact of The importance of COMETT to the regions has been far greater 
COMETT than the simple amount in ecus. 

2.1 Contribution of Regional 
UETP Networks 

2.2 Articulation of Industrial -

Needs ,. 

-

2.3 Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook in Partners . 

. 2.4 Contribution of Sectoral 
·uETP Nenvorks 

2.5 Major Strengths and · Strengths: They have acted as a co-ordination and reference point 
Weaknesses of UETPs in for programme users. They h~ve turned new ideas into actual 
Member State European projects: the network of European partners has been most 

important here. 
Weaknesses: Their frail financial structures which are due to their 
small size and the absence of pluri-imnual budgeting. They have had 
limited human resources. Their visibility has been low. Quantitative 
indicators of perfonnance have been weak I absent. 

3.1 . Contribution of Mobiiity The usefulness and simplicity of student placements have been of 
Actions to In,novations in major benefit to enterprises, particularly SMEs. They have created a 
University I Enterprise Co- European perspective, added new competences to the enterprise and 
operation raise~ awareness of human resource issues; as well as providing 

expertise for specific projects such as technology transfer. The 

' 

placement assists the student in obtaining employment and improves· 
language. ability. . 
The placements become sources of new commercial.relations and 
·the bases of future partnerships, particularly for R&D programmes. 
!'lowever, the delays in selection procedures are too long. 
The staff placements have not been successful and should be 

'-· rethought. 
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3;2· Modification of Policies 
and Practices. to Facilitate 
Exchanges 

4. I Generating Innovative 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

Modes of Collaboration in· 
-Training Course Develop
ment 

Contribution toJmprove
mentin Supply·of Technol
ogy - Related Training 

Complementing I 
Strengthening Training 
Init.iatives at National Level 

Other Points ·Raised · 

The COMETT policies and practiq:s have contribut~d. to the 
normalisation and systematisation of placements abroad, pariicularly 
by the specjfication of quality parameters: length of stay, fights of > 

both parties, etc.. · . · · ' · · 

COME IT has provided a transnational dimension and value added 
to the work. It has often strongly integrated the. human factor into 
technological training. New links hav~ been developed betwe~n · 
training and R&D._, 

COMETT has opened a European market for technical training as an 
integral part ·of improving technology transfer. It has also helped . 
create awareness of regional poles of c'ompetence. However, the . 
time to'launch training initiatives has been too long and financial· 

. support too sniall. . · 
- . -· . ·. 

COMETT has permitted HEis 'to. obtain foreign partners and to 
'diversify the'ir markets. It has also been particularly helpful to 
SMEs, .integrating them into international networks.~ 

Placements in the South of Europe have been difficult; the teaching 
of the languages of the· South should be become more developed. 

I GR ,. FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

GREECE 

., · Subject 

Ll . Stimulating the Debate 

. 1.2 Fostering University I 
Enterprise Relationships 

l.3 Influence in Formulating 
Policies 

1.4 Relat,ionships I Synergy 
with National/ Regional 
Programmes 

1.5 . OveraH lri?pact of 
'COMETT. 

. Summary Response 

Participation in training. activities, within the framework of 
COMETT, has been remarkable; this participation while limited 
during the first years and concentrated around ·public services, bank 
and local administration,. has now becm_ne impressive . 

. The bureaucratic load on proj~cts should be kept to a minimum.· 
. The UETP network must continue. to operate and· should be 
strengthened . 

. The COMETT programme is considered as one of the. rriost 
successful programmes. 

- Collabonition between higher education institutions ~ilid enterprises 
· has been strengthened considerably within·a national and infema~ 
. tiona! context. . 

COME iT has given rise to· legislative regulations and communica
. tion· mechanisms a~ong universities and industry.· .· · 

There is no national programme or·orientationfor training activ-
ities. ' .. . · . · 

. Collaboration of higher education and industry is mainly focusing 
upon research .. 

COMETT has contributed to the change of mentality towards Euro~ 
pean programmes and created an infrastructure for the transitional . 

·• c9llaboration and the development of traini_ng initiatives. 
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I GR I FINAL.NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

GREECE 

Su~ject Summary Response 

2.1 Contribution of Regional 
UETP NetWorks 

2.2 Articulation of Industrial 
Needs 

2.3 Stimulating Transnational The development of transnational collaboration, through UETPs 
Outlook in Partners and other COMETT 'projects is considered to be the most positive 

experience for Greek organisations. 

2.4 <:;ontribution of Sectoral·· Sectoral. UETPs are based on the active participation of industry, 
UETP Networks ' especially in the sectors of food, chemicals, textile and metal · 

products. 

2.5 Major Strengths and Strengths; ~xtensive geographic coverage (with the exception of the 
Weaknesses of UETPs in Aegean Islands); encouraging participation of industry; develop-
Member State ment of a new collaboration mode between university and industry; 

contribution to transnational collaboration and exchanges, 
Weaknesses; difficulties in achieving financial self-sufficiency; 
UETP co-ordinators have acted as training users and very rarely as 
training suppliers; participating universities are mainly concerned 
by student placements and rarely participate in the development of 
training packages. 

3.1 Contribution of Mobility 
Actions to Innovations in 

- University I Enterprise Co-
operation .. 

3.2 Modification of Policies 
and Practices to Facilitate 
Exchanges 

-
4.1 Generating Innovative 

· Modes of Collaboration in 
Trainin·g Course Develop-
ment 

4.2 Contribution to Improve-
ment in Supply of Techno!-
ogy - Related Training -

4.3 Complementing I 
Strengthening Training 
Initiatives at National Level . 

4.4 Other Points Raised The report includes information about the main areas in which 
training is provided (such as industrial automation, production 
management, new production metnods1 product design) and the 
sectors that consist. the. primary users of training (such as food, 

·textile, furniture, metal and chemical products, services providers). 
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.. [I] 'FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

lTALY 

Subject 

1.1 Stimulating the Debate 

1.2 Fostering Unh.:ersity I 
Enterprise Relationships 

1.3 Influence in Formulating 
Policies · 

1.4 Relationships I Synergy 
with National I Regional 
Programmes· 

Summary Response 

Du~ to historical and cultural reasons,. as well as a lack of specific 
legislation, debate between University and Enterprise is a relatively 

·recent phenomenon in Italy. The COMETT f>rogramme has been 
largely responsible for creating a quality-based framework for public 
debate betWeen university/and industry in the country. 

In Italy, COMETT has created, through the~ UETPs, clear channeis · 
for' systematic rather than episodic co-operation between local 
Universities and SMEs, Trades Associations, Chambers of Com-
merce and Local Go~emment. . . 
Due ·to COMET·T the working rela~ionship between Universities ·and 
Industry has concentrated on supplying the established training needs .· 
of industry through courses and placements: · .. · 
COMETT has given the relationship a transnational dimension. 

Not in any formal ways.: .. · 
0. 

The growth in influence of the· COMETT Programme in Italy has 
coin~ided with important and complementary modification;; i!1 

. national legislation. For example:. 
Law 67 of 1988 established a framework according to which 10% 
of R&D budgets to be spent on training. Recent developments of the. 
same law encourage transnational p·Jacement in irid~stry and c·entres 
of excellence as a vehicle for training.·· · 

.Law 391 of 1990 established the means. by \vhich Italian Univer
sities could participate in joint initiatives with third parties as wei'! as 

· hold short· vocational-based courses. 
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[::!:] .FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

ITALY 

Subject. 

I .5. Qverall Impact of 
COMETT 

il Contribution of Regional 
UETP Networks . 

2.2 Articulation of Industrial 
Needs 

Summary Response 

COMETT has encouraged and diffused forins of. collaboration and 
exchange between the natiqnal system of post-secondary education 
and industry. 
The COl\:fETT Programme has made an important contribution to 
developing a European dimension to university curricula and student 
culture (especially through the exchange opportunities offered by the 
Programme). · 
The COMETT Programme offers a valid role model to mould future 
training policy for initial and continuing education. COMETT will . 
encourage national policies to develop a decentralised and flexible 
education and . training system through direct diatogue between 

_ university and ind1,1stry partners as well as active co-operation in 
joint projects. · 
COMETT, through stimulating debate between qniversities, industry 
R&D organisations and local and national government; has launched · 
a forum for. the discussion of education and training policy with 
both a national and European dimension. · · 
The model and experience supplied by the COMETT Programme in 

. UETPs across the country will influence local policy - this is 
especially important in S. Italy. 
The work of the National COMETT Information Centre, located in 
the MURST, has been crucial in involving all the principal actors in 
the Programme and ensuring the quality standards of the Pro
gramme. The Inform'ation Centre has been especially intluential.in 
encouraging the acceptance and recognition of student exchange 
systems in Italy. 

The 13 regional UETPs in Italy have made particular progress in the 
dissemination of a quality approach to training and education across 
.the country - especiaJly S. Italy. 
The regional UETPs have made concrete contributions to the • 

. understandi,ng of training needs of enterprise - and particularly local . 
SMEs ~ in the country. · 
Within the regional UETPs an entrepreneurial approach. to training 
has developed which should ensure the long term effects of the . 
Programme on the quality of training in Italy. 

The COMETT UETPs have systematically analysed the training 
needs expressed by both industry and universities. Th~A has 
Permitted specific methodologies to be tested on the spot. 
Helped companies to reflect more systematically on problems 

. Developed debate on the need for regualr use ofTNA. 
Helped deyelop short courses. 
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[!] FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME

ITALY 

Subje~t 

2.3 Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook in Partners · 

2.4 Contribution of Sectoral 
· · UETP Networks 

2.5 Major Strength~ and 
Weaknesses of UETPs in 

·Member State 

3.1 

3.2 

Contribution of Mobility 
ACtions. to Innovations in 
Univ~rsity I Enterprise Co
operation 

Modification of Policies 
and Practices to. Facilitate 
Exchanges 

I 

4, I , · Generating Innovative 
Modes of Collaboration in 
Training Course Develop

_ment 

Summary Response 
,' 

COMETT has been responsible for deveioping ~ collective ·and 
structured transnational approach to educatio~ and tr~ining which . 
was largely absent in Italy before the launch of the Programme. 
The· regional UETPs have developed ·different 'models o.f. 
transmitionality. Some have emphasise_d specific technology sectors, 
others have sought to involve a broad number of organisations from . 
their region in transnational projects, others have concentrated on 
developing the role of Universities as catalysts of advanced level 
transnational training. 

The 6 sectoral UETPs have made an important contribution to the 
development of high quality training initiatives in· their specific 
sectors. ' . . 

·The sectoral UETPs represent leading technology ar~as in Italy such 
. as automation and involve many of the principal organisations in the' 

country. . 

. Strengths: high quality of personnel, team work, ·project creation and 
management; the transnational dimension; participation bySMEs;. 
entrepreneuri11l ability of the UETPs; general strategy of the UETPs · 
to become regional development agencies; ~ 

Weaknesses: difficulties in carrying on discussions with local· 
authorities, limited .financial -resources, lack of· recognition for 
industrial placements in ~niversity curricula; weak role of univer- . 
s_ities in the decisions concerning UETP strategy; lack of integration 
of the work carried out by COMETT UETPs with that national and 
local agencies respo'nsible for vocational training. ' 

' - . . . 
The principal contribution of the COMETT Programme to Italy has 
been the creation Of the model and procedures for student exchange 
- previously non-existent In Ita_ly ~ which have been 'largely respon
sible for ·setting up a practical frame\'{ork . for contact between . 
Universities and enterprise, Personnel exchange improved: · 

. . 
The value of mobility has. slowly been accepted by· universities·, 
enterprise and students. In particular, since COMETf I, Italian 
industry has come to appreciate the value of stagiaires to-the extent 
that demand for incoming students· surpasses tiiat · of outgoing 
students by 25 %. _ 

.·Youth culture has been slow to accept transnational piacement due 
to poor foreign language knowiedge, socil,ll pressures(espeeially -in 
s. ,Italy'' and for women),. poor appreciation of the employment 

- benefits of industrial experience, military service, rigidity of the 
university ·curriculum and lack of recognition of the place·ment. 

The COMETT Programme in Italy has been influential in develop
ing innovative models. of tr.aining course development in the -
national context through the encouragement of'universities to work 
on joint projects and .the development of a transnational dimension. 
in ·project design .. · . ·· · 
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Q FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

4.2 

4.3 

Subject 

Contribution to Improve
ment in Supply of Technol
ogy - Related Training 

Complementing I 
Strengthening Training 
Initiatives at National Level 

4.4 Other Points Raised 

ITALY 

Summary Response 

COMETT has had particular impactin Italy in that it has stimulated 
production of highly qualified training resources (including multime
dia and distance learning materials), co-operation with DELTA and 
contributed to_a broader, awareness flexible education systems. 

The role played by· COMETT UETPs in Italy has been especially 
influential in complementing and strengthening national training 
activities and policy. 
COMETT has acted as a catalyst in Italy to create an institutional · 
system for collaboration betw(!en universities and enterprises. 

COMETT has been successful in developing a trade mark with a 
. clear quality standard within the Italian context. 
Co-operation with the Programme frequently leads partners to 
involvement in other EC initiatives. Italian UETPs have strong links 
with FORCE and TEMPUS. 
The success of the Programme has encouraged many universities to 
review their constitutions in order to recognise industrial placements 
furm~~ . 
The COMETT Programme has also an important multiplier as 
regards acting as a vehicle for the transfer of technology which 
consolidates the role of the UETPs as effective developing agencies 
participating in training, R&D and development programmes for the 
EC and national authorities. 

I IRL I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

IRELAND 

1.2· 

1.3 

Subject 

Stimulating the Debate 

Fostering University 1 
Enterprise Relationships 

Influence in Formulating 
Policies 

Summary Response· 

. The debate on higher education I industry co-operation has, been 
ongoing since the· early 1970s. COMETT has fostered the debate 
by adding issues involved in the training dimension and the 
transnational focus. 

UETPs have added an extra dimension as an infrastructural 
network. The National COMETT Liaison Committee has been· 
effective iri bringing together, for the first_ time, all those (govern
ment, universities, enterprises, trade unions, etc.) with an interest 
in higher education, and ~cientific and technol·ogical training. 

Assisted in bringing a EU dimension to national policies in the 
area. 
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I iRL I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE <;OMETT PR~?RAMME 
IRELAND 

Subject Summary Response 

1.4 Relationships I Synergy Links have been established with activities under The Operation'! I 
with National I Regional Programme for Industrial Development (1 <)89-93) _in .areas con-
Programmes cerning higher education I iridustry co-operation.• · . 

Training needs, analysis has been carried out in conjunction with 
regional and national institutions involved in S&T. 
Strong supporting relationships have been formed with the Indus-- · 
trial Liaison function in HEis as well as in national S&T priority 
development areas. ·(e.g.- Timber & ·Forestry, Marine & 
Aquaculture, Biotechnology. ) 

1.5 Overall Impact of 
COME IT -

' 

2.1 Contribution of Regional Their contribution has included developing; 
UETP Networks . Expertise in Europeari col_laborative projects 

-
1 EU dimension :in.regional activities 
A National Association of UETPs. 

. 2.2 Articulation of Industrial All UETPs have undertaken TNAs, organising short courses and 
Needs .· involving Irish firms in international training projects. 

2.3 Stimulating Trtmsnatioilal Yes. UETP activities have led to strong networks being developed 
Outlook in Partners around short courses and training projects often integ~ating and 

being supported by mobility activities. For small firms, it· has 

. often been. the first link into transnational activities .. They are 

-. supported by UETPs as they take part in larger. projects. 

-2.4 Contribution of Sectoral . · Only two sectoral UETPs have been co-ordinated from Ireland. 
UETP Networks Both are active iri providing European wide short courses and· in 

·' developing mobility programmes. They have entered and co--
ordinated other EC programmes (LINGUA, TEMPUS, FORCE, 

., 

etc.) for their members . 
. 

2.5 ·Major Strengths and ·Strengths: 
Weaknesses'of UETPs in Good reputation, expertise and skills developed 
Member State Links to other EC Programmes and networking established ~-. 

Weaknesses: · 
Lack of industrial participation due to working in a region with a 
low geographical density of firms, at a low technological level arid 

. . 
_dominated by SMEs . -
No government department has taken "ownership"· of UETPs: 

-. Uncertainty and lack of finance.· . .. 

3.1 Contribution of Mobility Student placements have I) Introduced a transnational_ element ~o 
Actions to Innovations in HE Is already undertaking industry placements 2) Catalysed the 
University I En!erprise Co- development of placement requirements and mechanisms in HEis 
operation not already involved iri /such. activities, 3) Increase_d student 

language· competences, 4) Acted as the -base for stronger co-. 
operation and joint projects, 5) Provided some firms with a 
cultural learning experience. 
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I IRL I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATlONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

IRELAND 

3.2 

-4.1 

4.2 

Subject 

Modification of Policies 
anq Practices to Facilitate 
Exchanges 

Generating Innovative 
Modes of Collaboration in 
Training Course Develop
ment 

Contribution to Improve
ment in Supply of Technol
ogy - Related Training 

Summary Response 

Mostly, colleges not already undertaking placement activities have · 
modified policies at an informal level to facilitate exchanges. 
Some Departments have formally modified structures. 

Innovative collaboration has taken place through: 
The direct involvement of companies in planning and developing 
courses 
The jnternationalisation of the development process 
The development of flexible networks to undertake such work. 

COMETT has i~proved supply by encour-aging HEis to develop 
and supply technical training, particularly in areas where travel 
abroad would have been necessary. Access to international expert
ise has improved quality. Also open, multimedia and distance 
learning activities. have been accelerated by COMETT. _ 

4.3 Complementing I 
Strengthening Training 
Initiatives at National Level 

COMETT has complemented ongoing activities. 

4.4 Other Points Raised Staff mobility programme is too rigid and the three month period 
is too long. 

.. . 
FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME. 

Subject 

1.1 Stimulating the Debate 

1.2 Fostering University I 
Enterprise Relationships 

' 

1.3 Influence in Formulating 
Policies 

ICELAND 

Summary Response 

.COMETT has strongly stimulated the debate. It has provided an· 
acceptable European forum for a debate which had preyiously been 
fraught with mutual suspicion and has helped legitimised in 
industry's eyes much of the HEI expertise existent in Iceland. It has 
provided part of' the basis for a dialogue on higher education I 
industry relations. 

Due to the SME nature of Icelandic industry, COMETT has had to 
work with industry and professional associations at an administrative 
level. Specific firm contact takes place during projects and place
ments. 
The direct contact nature _of ·Icelandic society has meant that 
COMETT may initiate contacts but then ceases to be an intermedi
ary. The programme has catalysetl various training, research and 
placement activities. 

There has been no direct influence, but national policy makers have 
been aware of COMETT activities and philosophy. -
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~. FI;NAL NATIONAL ~:VALUATIONS OF THE COl\1ETT PROGRAMME 

ICELAND 

-

Subject Summa·ry Response 

1.4 Relationships ( Synergy -. The Ministry of Social Affairs' Training Assistance Scheme has ... 

with National I Regional supported. individuals taking COMETT courses. COMETT. has also 
Programmes . c_onducted several surveys for the training of craftspersons in close· 

co"operation with the Ministry of Education .. 
·. 

1.5 Overall Irripact of It has; 
.. 

.. 

COMETT Accelerated contacts with )miversities and fi~s across the EEA. 

. Had . a strong effect in focusing HEis on the rieed to market their 
. education; training and research to industry.- . 

/ 
Developed better industrial awareness of university graduate recruit-
ment -'-

Improved quality and accelerated development particularly in the 
aquaculture and fisheries industry. -' 

2.1 Contribution of Regional There is only' one UETP. in ·Iceland. It has undertaken TNA and has 
UETP Networks developed and run courses to alleviate these needs. It has promot_ed 

conferences on higher· education / industry relations. 
-

2:2 Articulation of Industrial This has been particularly strong lri the fish processing industry. 
Needs 

.2.3 Stimulating Transnational ICeland ·has alW.'!YS be.en very internationally minded• with a traditio~ 
· Outlook in Partners · of seeking te.chnical education and training abroad._ COMETT acted 

·as a conduit for this r~ady made ·market. 
. ' 

2.4 Contribution of Se~toral Iceland has m1lyone regional UETP, although it has specialised in -
UETP Networks the fish producing and processing indu~try. · · · 

·' 

2,5 Major Strengths and Strengths: Participation of the industrial and professional associations 
Weaknesses of UETPs· in with direct access to firms and the strong mo:al and financial support . 
Member State : of the U~iversjty of Iceland. " . _ 

~ 

Weaknesses: A lack of direct contac:t with firms and a very insecure 
financiall?ase. 

3.1 Contribution of Mobility Difficult to ascertain. -· 
Actions to Innovations in 

·University I Enterprise Co-. ·, 

· · opyration . " 
.. 

3.2 Modification of Policies Ic.elandic universities and enterprises only formalise policies· and 
· and Practices to Facilitate practices after an extended. trial period. They_ have been open to 

Exchanges COMETT but have not. formalised mechanisms. · 

4.1 Generating Innovative COMETT has pioneered the practic_e of undertaking TNA and then 
Modes of Collaboration in discussing the best means to alleviate the needs with industry 
Training Course Develop-· It has also pioneered the extensive preparation of quality training 

-. ment programmes_ with intem'ational university experts and enterprise 
,. leaders. 

4.2 Contribution to Improve- Quality training courses have-been developed. However, not._enough 
ment in Supply of Techrwl- courses have been available nor have new modes of training delivery 
ogy - R~ated Training ·been sufficiently exploited. -

The training of trainers has also bee~ emphasised. ' 
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~ FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETTPROGRAMME 

ICELAND 

4.3 

Subject 

Complementing I 
Strengthening Training 
Initiatives at National Level 

4.4 ·Other Points Raised 

Summary .Response 

COMETT has added a new dimension to training (rather than simply 
complementing it) through TNA, high quality course preparation and · 
training of trainers. · 

Institutional separation of research centres from the university and 
then the lack of graduate courses until 1991 limited the potential for 
co-operation. 

~: FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

LUXEMBOURG 

Subject Summary Response 

1.1 Stimulating the Debate Higher education I industry relations had been developed before 
COMETT. However; COMETT has had an indirect, catalytic effect 
on higher education I industry relations. It has drawn att~ntion. to the 

\ importance of transnational co-operation. 

1.2 Fostering University I COMETT is becoming better known. Its good administration has 
Enterprise Relationships encouraged firms to participate in further EC programmes. 

1.3 Influence in Formulating COMETT activities drew attention to the lack of nati_onal co-ordina-
' : : 

tio'n in the area of collaboration between national firms and foreign Policies . 
universities and have encouraged the development of common 
actions in the Sarr-Lor-Lux region. 

1.4 Relationships I Synergy The UETP has . supported the QJ,.JALIF programme on quality 
with National I Regional management of informatics projects between firms and national 
Programmes - bodies. •. 

1.5 Overall Impact of COMETT has had a concrete, initiating ~ole in developing SITec as 
COMETT a central role within the CRP-Henri Tudor. SITec is a platform for 

new techniques .in intensive courses. 
The UETP has brought together technical innovation·_b<;>dies with an 

.· interest in training. --

2.1 Contribution of Regional . Luxembourg has -only one regional UETP covering'Lhe whole 
UETP Networks country. 

I 2.2 Articulation of Industrial Yes, sectoral TNA studies have been undertaken. 
Needs ' 

2.3 Stimulating Transnational Yes, through giving courses an international element. Also through 
Outlook in Partners alerting firms· to the ·European dimension of- R&D as well as 

training. 

2.4 Contrjbution of Sectoral No sectoral UETP exists. 
UETP Networks 
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~ FINAL NATIONAL.EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME· 

LUXEMBOURG ' 
. 

Subject Summary Response 

Major Strengths and 
.. 

Strengths: Its partners have included the professional_ associations 2.5. 
Weaknesses of UETPs in which has make for credibility and ease of approach to firms. Other 

- Member State partners have included .the ITS, CU and 'the CRPs. All partners have 
been active in national and EU R&D· and thus permit the UETP to 
link training imd research. 
Weaknesses: 

. 3:1 Contribution of Mobility · COMET'f has created higher education I industry links. Often foJ;" 
Act'ions to Innovations in SMEs, it has been. their first contact with a European programme 
University I Enterprise· Co-· and has encouraged them to move onto.R&D programmes. 

' operation 
,' - ~ ' 

'' " '• 

3.2 Modification of Policies Placements in firms have become more systematic .. 
and Practices to Facilitate 
Exchanges 

4.1 - . Generating Innovative Yes, most notlibly in the development of SITec as a platform for 
Modes of Collaboration in short courses. 
Training Course Develop- . • .· . 

ment 

.4.2 Contribution to Improve- Under COMETT, the CRC-CU has . developed short courses for 
ment in Supply of Technol- . industry, as has the Chambre des Metiers: the latter particularly for 
ogy ~ Related Training SMEs ,. 

4.3 Complementing I Currently, higher education is undergoing ·reform and enlargement. . . ' 

Strengthening Training . Following such reform it is expected that I:EONARDO will comple~ 
Initiatives at National Level ment in even larger degree 'the national training effort. > 

4.4 Other Points Raised· .. The full cycle ~f third level education is absent from Luxembourg 
., 

with only I' lnstitut Superieur de Technologie (1ST) and le Centre 
Universitaire .du Luxembourg (Cl.JL). Thus, firms· tend to look 

i abroad for higher education I industry co-operation. 
-

Since the economic difficulties of 1992, students have become more 
. interested in training placements and firms more carefu~ about their 
relevance·. · . . 
50 %of .work force Is from abroad. Only sin.ce the estal;llishment of· 
·Centres de Recherche Publics (CRP) ~n 1987_has new an~ high 
· technology training become available ', 
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I NL. I_ FINAL NATIONAL'EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME. 

NETHERLANDS 

I 
Subject_ Summary Response 

1.1 Stimulating the Debate COMETT has never played a major part in any national debate on 
' higher education I industry co-operation. This is due to COMETT's 

modest budget and the rich tradition of post-tertiary continuing 
education for industry. Equally, before COMETT there Was a great 
deal of contact between. universities, hogescholen and companies. 
On top- of this; there- is a comprehensive set of measures for the 

-y 
development and dissemination of new technologies particularly to I 

SMEs. ,_ 

1.2 Fostering University I COMETT plays a supporting rather than a leading role. 
Enterprise Relationships 

. 

1.3 Influence in Formulating Not ·as yet. 
Policies 

1.4 Relationships I Synergy It has not yet resulted in the fvrmulation of new· national or 
with National I Regional regional policies or links with complementary national or regional 
Programmes programmes. However the Ministry has provided financial support 

for the UETPs 

1.5 - Overall Impact -or Weak due to already developed_ higher_ education I industry 
COMETT structures and modest financial resources, but has contributed to 

European dimension of training. 

2.1 Contribution of Regional Experience is still li.mited and variable from UETP to UETP. 
UETP Networks COMETT I UETPs help with industrial "cluster" strategies. 

2.2 Articulation of Industrial The "round tables" have been particularly helpful. TNAs have not 
Needs always been carried·out. 

2.~ Stimulating Transnational Particularly for the hogescholeil, with the universities it .was more 
Outlook in Partners a case of co-ordination of existing activities. 

2.4 Contribution of Sectoral Appear to be successful when they grow from a basis of existing 
UETP Networks co-operation. They fit in well to advanced education system. 

2.5 Major Strengths and Strengths: Regional UETPs - a close relationship with other inter-
Weaknesses of UETPs in mediary organisations, provincial authorities and companies_ -
Member State concrete and visible results from international c~-operation -

knowledge of European expertise <)nd ability. to tap as required. 
Sectoral UETPs - Adding the international dimension_.=:_ 
Other strengths include the supranational character of COMETT 
and links to the Commission as well as spin-off benefits to other 
programmes and activities. r 
-Weaknesses: Lack of funding for activities, Regions too large, 
Industrial partners not committed enough, - Industry has low 
awareness ofCOMETT, Rapid tumover ofUETP staff, Difficulties 
in industrial contact greater in the regional UETPs. 

3.1 Contribution of Mobility One UETP has set up "Local Strategy Committees" with partner 
Actions to Innovations in _ industries to oversee exchanges and influence course content. Here 

_University I Enterprise Co- course and placements have been integrated. Others point to a 
operation much more modest scale of innovation. -
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·3.2 

4.1 

· .. 4.2' 

4.3 

4.4 

FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMET'{PROGRAMME 

. Subject' 
. ' { 

Modification of Policies 
and Practices to Facilitate 
Exchanges. 

Generating Innovative 
Modes of Collaboration· in· 
.Training Course Develop-

. ment 

Contribution to Improve- · 
· ment' in Supply of-Technol
ogy - Related Training 

Complementing I 
Strengthening Training 
Initiatives at National Level 

Other Points Raised 

. . ' ...... 

NETHERLANDS · 

Summary Respons'C 

More attention is now d~voted to such practical ma~e~s as housing, 
the structuring of the contacts (a policy of networking instead of 
informal contacts) and the planned provision of student intern 
projects as part of the operatidn of businesses, etc. 

" COMETT has inten1ationalised. a number of training course 
activities and has helped orient trainers to training at an interna
tional level. More demand-driven courses'haye been devel9ped due 
to company:involvement. . 

·. .. 

Quality has improved in course development through interchange· 
of ideas. European level quality guarantees have b~en developed by 
preventing major. discrepancies in the different universities and 
establishing a common core curriculum (on which exchanges are · 
based). Inspectors have been ·appointed to mdnitor quality. · . 
.The range of courses available has.grown, both in the Netherlands 
and Europe as a whole along with courses delivered 'in a greater 
variety of ways. · 

This has been achie~eq throuib making training activities more 
international. in nature and increasing interest and participation of 
SMEs . . . 

. Call for simplification of regulations. and procedures surrounding 
mobility schemes. Sanctions and reporting after-the-fact could also 
greatly improve the efficiency of the progr}lmme. 
Call for bett~r co-ordination of EC technical education I training . 
programmes offered by many EC Programmes. 
The strict separation between higher· level education I COMETT. 
·and upper vocational level is seen as unproductive. · 

·The Netherlands delegati~n indic~ted that their. evaluation would be identical to that undertak(m in 1993. 
This, the I 993 evaluation is used, along with their. submission "Comments for 1994 to· be added to those . 

' ' ' 

.. given for 1993" . - · 

[~] FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF.THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

NORWAY 

Subject-· 

·1.1 Stimulating the Debate 

: Sunimary R~spo·nse 

The debate on uni~ersity-entbrprise collaboration -has gradually 
inten_sified; but it would be. out of proportion to say that-COMETT 
has been instrumental in the discussion; the debate was well under 

· way .... At the same time, numerous I?eW higher· education I industry 
working relationships have been some of the tangible results.· . · 

·/ 



FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THECOMETT PROGRAMME . . 

1.5 

2.1 

Overall Impact of 
COMETT 

Contribution of Regional 
UETP Networks 

2.2 Articulation of Industrial 
Needs . 

2.3 . Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook in Partners 

NORWAY 

Summary Response 

Yes, many new working relationships. 

Not strong at a national level, but important at the regional policy 
and planning level. 

At a national level; 
The 1991 White Paper ori Hig)ler Education argued for closer 
internal collaboration between the educational institutions in an 
integrated "Norwegian Network"' as well as collaboration with 
external institutions, but there has been no national programme. 
The Norwegian Research Councils have university I industry 
technology transfer programmes. The Ministry of Industry wishes 
better collaboration between research institutes and universities. 
The Norwegian Long Term Plan 1994-97 seeks "to spread available 
technology and competenc_e to companies .. (and a) More rapid 
updating and renewal of technical and profes_sional skillS.." 
The _1993 National Budget noted "International collaboration in 
higher education must be strengthened including participation in 
international education programmes .. " 
Thus there has been a close similarity between the objectives of the 
COMETT Programme and national objectives. 
At a regional level; 
Tl:le role ·of COMETT in the development and implementation of 
regional and county strategic plans in Norway should be stressed. 
Where these had already been prepared, for ex-ample in Western 
Norway, COMETT has become an important tool for implementa
tion; in other cases COMETT's objectives are being adopted as part 
of the premises for plans currently in preparation. 

Membership of COMETT has provided technology transfer and 
training with a European aspect which would otherwise have been 
lacking or wou~d have had to be laporiously constructed, using 
national resources and on purely national terms; hardly the optimal 

. point of departure for the creation of an international programme of 
co-operation. 

They have encouraged regional co-operation between regional 
business interests and the established education and training system. 
They have brought a European dimension to a university's traditional 
industrial Iiais~n and continuing education functions.lhey have 
developed a -nation~wide information distribution network through 
technical journals and newsletters as well as annual conferences on 
technical skills. They have also development Qf courses and 
arranged student placements. They have moved from training co
~peration to RTD projects and developed sectoral activities. 

The activities of the UETP have varied from direct TNA and 
subsequent course development to support to industry in its own 
efforts: as one UETP put it; "Help towards self-heJp". · 

This has been a major success of all UETPs. Sector31l UETPs have 
from the start been transnational. Regional UETPs have, however, 
also been successful. 
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0 FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT.PROGRAMME 
.. -· . 

Subject 

· 2.4 Contribution of Sectoral 
. UETP Networks 

2.5 Major ~trengths and 
Weaknesses of UETPs :in 
Member State 

3.1 

3.2 

. 4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

Contribution of Mobility 
Actions to. Innovations in 
University /'Enterprise Co- _ 
operation 

Modification of Policies 
and Practices to Facilitate 

·Exchanges 

Generating Innovative· 
Modes of Collaboration in 

·Training ·course Develop
ment 

Contribution to lml?rove
ment in Supply of Technol
ogy - Related Training 

Complementing I 
Strengthening Training 
Initiatives at National Level 

4A · Other Points Raised 

·' ' -· 

NORWAY 

-· Summary Response 

. The two sectoral UETPs have been based at th<? Norwegian Institute 
· of Technology (NTH} in Trondheim with very celose connections to 

SINTEF, the large contract research institute_ on the same· site. The 
UETPs have 'added to the. international character and activities of 
this large technology complex 'through international TNA, short 
courses, student and !)faff exchanges and .have gone. ·on to· -.develop 
larger RTD project~ outside COMETT. . 

' ~ . . 
Strengths: The· strong European network developed.' The ·support of 

· the Norwegian govemrilerit and regional authorities. The active 
commitment _and support of the ,-NTH for three. of the UETPs. The 
active. support ·and participation -of. the Norwegian Society . of 

·Chartered engineers (NIF) and the Federation of Notwegian Engin-
eering Industries (TBL). . · 
Weaknesses: Budget !tllocation .requirements were underestimated. 

Mobility actions have been used by partners in larger COMETT and 
other 'projects as a means of both cementing and dev·eloping co- . 
operation. -

The Norwegian government have made granting of work and 
residence permits to COMETT students de facto. Agreements \Vith 
Student Accommodation Offices greatly. facilitated incoming 
students. Agreements with the Universities gave CO MElT students 

. full student rights (travel rebates, stu_dent activities, etc.). The TBL 
recommended student placements to' its. members. Improvement in 
student pfaceinent pract_ices. · 

Courses have·been, developed from the start .for a European audience. 
and with a European- dimension. ·Some courses have de-veloped from 
other EU investment (e.g. ESPRIT II). Extensive use of new 
techniques, software programmes and. simulation tools· have: been . 
incorrorated. COMETT activities· hi'LVe _been both a practical 

. instrument and a' catalyst. 

The em'phasis has been on quality improvement. COMETT has 
introduced a number of''quality partners" .into the development of 
courses and continui.ng education activities who would, otlierw'ise,. 
not have been avaii'able in Norway, 

The close similaritY . between the objectives of COMETT. and 
national objectives in .the field of technology transfer and. training· 
have ensur~d complementarity. ~ .. 

The 1991. White Paper on Higher Education argued for closer 
·internal collaboration betwe.en the equcational i~stituiions in an'· 
integrated "Norwegian ·Network" as well as collaboration· with 
external institutions, but there has been no na~ional programme. · 
The ,Norwegian Research Councils have. university · I industry. 
technology transfer programmes. The Mip.istry cif Industry wishes . 
better collaboration between research institutes and universities . 

. J 
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·C!J FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

PORTUGAL 

Subject 

1.1 Stimulating the Debate 

1.2 Fostering University I 
Enterprise Relationships 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

Influence in Formulating 
Policies · 

Relationships I Synergy 
with National I Regional 
Programmes 

Overall Impact of 
COMETT 

2.1 Contribution of Regional 
UETP Networks 

2,2 Articulation of Industrial 
Needs ' 

2.3 Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook in Partners 

Summary Response 

To a certain extent, COMETT has contributed to the stimulation of· 
the debate, developing new ideas and suggestions and increasing the 
awareness of- t~e importance of technology transfer. 

COMETT has contributed to the improvement of national and 
international contacts betWeen ~niversities and enterprises in training 
and technology transfer. · 

The establishment of· the COMETT Information Office 'in the 
Conselho para a Cooperacao Ensino Superior Empresa (CESE - the 

.. · office in charge of the proposal of procedures and policies to · 
improve higher education I industry co-operation) has been critical 
to COMETT's success in Portugal. There is a proposal to integrate 
similar higher education I industry co-operation into other national 
programmes based on the COMETT experience. 

The CES~ recommended the public support of UETPs to establish 
better synergy with national programmes. In parallel with COMETT, 
if has also_ organised two major higher education f. co-operation 
conferences each year. COMETT activities have;: also inspired CESE 
to launch a national training .placement programme for degree level 
people into enterprises and organisations in other EU & EFT A 
States. It will use much of the information and skills acquired from 
the COMETT Programme. 

' 
Certain pre-established R&D and technology transfer consortia have 
spread out into training. 
Setting up higher education / enterprise interfaces devoted to 
technical training 
The integration of transnational industrial placements into . course. 
structures. 
An innovative dialogue between HEis and enterprises leadi,ng to 
more "tailor made" courses. 

,The contribution has been I) The development of dedicated regional 
HEI I industry interfaces, bt,~t dominated by universities. 2) The 
addition of an international dimension to these interfaces, previously 
very weak. 3) Expanded activities to other EU and National pro
grammes (PEDIP, PRODEP, etc.). Two UETPs have moved to work 
with regional authorities in regional development. One-YETP has-set 
up as series of techn()logy transfer centres across its region. . .. 

COMETT support for studies on training skills requirements, 
particularly SMEs, contributes usefully to this issue. 

.The UETPs I COMETT have strengthened links to HEis and 
industry abroad giving new R&D and training partners. Similarly for 
firms, it has brought international contacts and potential markets as 
well as being a· door to other European Programmes. However, 
firms, particularly SMEs, have a poor input to programme develop~ 
ment. 
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. [!] ·FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT.PROGRAMME ·- _ 

PORTUGAL 

" 
. Subject Summary ~espouse· . •' 

2.4 Contribution of Sectoral The six sectoral UETPs (textiles, agribusiness·, mining, telecorrims, 
UETP Networks biotech) have produced courses, training material, books, directories, 

etc .. and have_ exchanged ··students and strengthened links across 
Europe. 

., 

2.5 -Major Strengths and · Strengths: 'The transnational dimension of UETP activities. T~e 
Weaknesses of UETPs in devel_opment of a. professional management structure. Specialisation 
Member State ._ in international technology training · · 

Weaknesses: UETPs st_ill largely depend on vulnerable financial _ 

'• 

support. Most sectoral UETPs have a confused legal status. Lack of 
public awareness and recognition of ·their potential within the new 
EC education ai1d training programmes. · 

3. I . Contribution of Mobility Increased student interest in placement abroad. Added. European 
ACtions to Innovations in dimension to student training. Mobility has also contributed to 
University I Enterprise _Co- development of a European upiversity I enterprise techn?l<;>gy .. 
operation .. transfer network However. there is still a lack of recognitjon of 

student placements. within academic curricula. Als<;>, a lack of_ real -
supervision of training work by universities and enterprises. 

" -Personnel exchanges, especially enterprise to -~niversity, still difficult 
· due to problems fqr enterprises in matching personneltrai~ingneeds 

to university training methods and release f()r long periods·: . ' 

3.2 Modification Of Policie_s Weak. More- university participation imd responsibility for student 
and Practices to Facilitate exchanges needed. Also consistent structural and curricular .recogni-
Exchanges tion of transnational-industrial placement require_d. 

4.1 Generating Innovative. - A strengthening oftransnational development of and participation in 
Modes of Collaboration in training activities . 

.. ·Training Course Develop-
ment 

4:2 ~ontribution to Improve- An improvement Of quality and quantity of training ~aterials on the 
ment in Supply of Techno!-. market. However, impact limited due to low level of demand (and 
ogy - Related- Training -·supply) of technology related training in Portugal.· 

4.3 Complementing I Although impact limited, final resuits will depend on the synergy 
Strengthening Trainj11g ·and complementarities between specific COMETT training issues 
Initiatives at National Level and national, regional and local programmes.· 

-J 
4.4 Other Points .Raised -

., . 

. . ·: 
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1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1:4 

1.5 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

'2.4 

2.5 

3.1 

Subject 

Stimulating the Debate 

Fostering University/" 
Enterprise Relationships 

' 

Influence in Formulating 
Policies 

Relationships I Synergy 
with National I Regional 
Programmes 

Overall Impact of 
COMETT 

Contribution of Regional 
UETP Networks 

Articulation· of Industrial 
Needs 

-Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook in Partners 

Contribution of Sectoral 
UETP Networks 

Major Strengths and 
Weaknesses of UETPs in 
Member State 

' 

Contribution of Mobility 
Actions to lnnovaticms in 
University I Enterprise Co-

. operation 

Summary Response 

Marginally on the national level, some on the regional and local 
leveL The Programme is small.· Also the economy has been 
depressed: 

,. 

-
·J 

Little, apart from those directly involved. Un',versities already have 
strong continuing education . units. However, the fostering of 
international relationships for· Swedish universities and companies 
has been new. 

None on the national level. Some on the regional level. 

Not very much. Some synergy between university continuing 
education programmes and UETPs. 

The overall impact has been small. Strand B has been the true 
success, particularly for the larger SMEs. Networks developed will 
be used for other projects. COMETT has also improved under-
standing of EU. 

Contribution outside of the companies and universities directly 
involved has smalL These UETPs have had an identity crises. 
However, indirect contributions include 
Diffusion of information 
Increased marke~ing for .technology & training 
European arena for co-operation and political pressure (sectoral) 

Most UETPs have tried. However, many organisations are active in 
this field. 

. Yes, to a certain ~xtent, mainly through de1nonstratio·n. 

Fairly little, apart from the effects of courses given and students 
placed. But they have functioned well. 

Strengths have been the devotion of UETP people arid the ability 
to work in a trans-European perspective and to support ~ther pro-
grammes 
Weaknesses have been the: lack of involvement _of_ industry, 
especially SMEs, and the inter-regional transfer of experience. 

No, there has been nothing fundamentally new in student place-
ments. The other placements have hardly been used. 

( 
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I sw I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS Of THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

SWEDEN 

3.2 

4.1 . 

4.2 

.·SubJect 

.Modifl~ation of·Policies 
and Practices to Facilitate 
Exchanges · · 

Generating Innovative · 
· Modes of Collaboration in 
Training Course Develop
ment 

. Contribution to Improve
ment in Supply of Technol
ogy - Related Training · · 

Summary Response 

Increased dedication .. to finding plac.es for students in bigger 
companies. Some of these have used·.~OMETT'to try out potential 
employees in subsidiaries abroad. · · 
Some SMEs.have experienced foreign students for first time. 
Increased sensitivity .to cultural differences. 
Swedish Foreign Office has .licensed a fast I simplified way for ' 
student work permits and residence. · 

. Marginally. 
The innovation has. been c,ontained in the preparatory work ~
discussions and negotiations around the application and the 
form)llation of the_ "order" to university teachers. Tlie rest has been 

~normal. 

With sectoral UETPs,. the influence of industrial branches has been 
'· stronger in training development . 

An IT ·network has been set up (initially for information and 
partner search) and is looking towards use for in-situ trainjng for .. 
in4ustry. · 

·Marginally,. Ho\Vever, quality control has become an important a~d 
.conscious issue as courses have to be given by different teachers in 
different countries.· · · , 

4.3 Complementing I . Marginally. 
· Strengthening Training 
c Initiatives at National Lever 

. . . 

4.4 ·other Points Raised CQMETT has been in operation too' short a time to j~dge it. Its 
scale has been l9o sma1J for amajor impact . 

. Perhaps a clearer differentiation between UETPs is necessary. For 
exa.mple, sectoral UETPs specialise in course production and . 
supply to regional UETPs organising demand at a local level. 
Reuse of c~urses developed has .been very ,low. 
UETP network should be save·d and networks· secured . 

. ~ FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE C,OMETT PROGRAMME 

FINLAND 

Subject· 

1.1 Stimulating the_ Debate 

. Summary Response 

Because there has been a strong higher education I industry tnidition . 
of co-operation, exchange and placements in Finland, <:;OMETT is 

'not seen to have had any significan·t impact at a regi_onal or. national 
level on the debate, higher .education I industry relations, or formu
hiting policies. . · · . · 
The innovative effects l'iave been at the transnational level..· 
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1.2 Fostering University I Established tradition in university /enterprise co-operation gave a 
Enterprise Relationships good starting point for the implementation of the pmgramme. 

Experi~nce in the European context has beeri gained . 

1.3 Influence in Formulating . Regional and national policies already take for granted the import-
Policies ance of higher education I industry relations. 

1.4 Relationships I ·Synergy There has been strong synergy with the National Programme to 
with National I Regional increase the transnational activities of the Institutes of Technology. 
Programmes Two thirds of outgoing Ba students have been from such Institutes. 

The Mi.nistry of Education has· provided special bonus moneys to 
academic universities which increase their transnational activities. 
Participation. in COME IT is now one of the criteria for such . 

' 
awards. 

1.5 Overall Impact of Experience in co-operating in an EU context, both for authorities as 
COMETT well as for organisations participating in the Programme. 

A solid base of successful participation in an EC Programme as a 
base for future work. . 

2.1 Contribution of Regional They have bridged the gap between Brussels and participating 
UETP Networks Finnish organisations, particularly for enterprises. 

2.2 Articulation of Industrial All UETPs have undertaken SNA leading to the formulation of new 
Needs projects. 

~ 

2.3 Stimulating Transnational They have stimulated and assisted international co-operation, very 
Outlook in Partners .often turning a national project into a European one. 

2.4 Contribution of Sectoral . 
\ 

The two sectoral UETPs have had a visible impact ori training in 
UETP Networks ~ their respective sectors. 

2.5 Major Strengths and Strengths: Close co-operation between UETPs and with Information 
Weaknesses-of UETPs in Centre, supplementary funding to UETPs to prepare for 
Member State LEONARDO 

Weaknesses: Not full UETP coverage of the country, economic 
.recession has limited extension of industrial partners. Because 
COMETT was the only programme in which Finland was able to 
participate, UETPshave been restrained to working mainly with 
COME IT. • . 

. . 
3.1 Contribution of Mobility Tliere has been a long traditio~ of student placement abroad. Thus 

Actions to Innovations .in COMETT has provided a new channel rather than a full innovation. 
. University I Enterprise Co- However, particularly for the Institutes of Technology, COMETT 

operation has prov.ided an efficient means to increase high quality placement. 
' 

Expert exchanges (Be), while not new, have been appreciated as one 

' 
. of the most useful activities in COMETT. In 1994, Finland was the 
second biggest sending country in COMETT! · -

.. . 

3.2 /Modification of Policies The decentralised nature of COMETT has encouraged individual 
and Practices to Facilitate officers in universities taking care of international affairs to take . 
Exchanges initiatives ~nd more responsibility in arranging placements. Previous-

( 

Jy most work was centnilised. 
Enterprises have moved from an approach of charity towards 

· accepting students towards recognising their real added value. 

4.1 Generating Innovative· 
Mode's of Collaboration in 
Training Course Develop-
ment 
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4.2 Cohtribution .to Improve
ment in Supply of Techno!

. ogy - Related Training 

COMETT has not had any major impact at a national level due to 
. the small number of projects. However, courses whkh would have, 

been only national have been made European.o Courses have been .· 
held in English for foreign participation. Material produced has been 
recognised as useful by industry. 

4.3 Complementing I · COMETT has effectively contributed to increasing European co- ·· 
Strengthening Training __ operation and h!iS helped create new. contaCts and new forms· of 

· Initiatives at National Level collaboration. 

· 4.4 Other Pojnts Raised 

.[ UK I· FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT-PROQRAMME 

UNITED KINGDOM-

1.1 

1.2 

. 1.3 

Stimulating th_e Debate -

Fostering University I 
Enterprise Relationships 

Influeri'ce ·in Formulating 
Policies· 

I .4 Relationships /_Synergy 
. with ]'Jational/.Regional· 

Programmes · 

Summary Response 

Universities generally believed COMETT had added some impetus . 
to the debate on higher education I industry' collaboration. How
-ever, many noted that the debate had gone on long before 
COMETT. 

· 43-% _of enterprises- thought COME IT successful in this area. 
36 %disagreed. · . 
58% of regional and 71 % ·of sectoral UETPs though .that 
COMETT had made a worthwhile contribution. . 

Most universities believed that COMETT had made a worthwhile 
contribution. It had increased links both locally and across Europe: . · 
Some enterprises thought that COMETT had produced orily 
minima'! new collaborative ventures. Son1e thought that COMETT
developed university I industry iinks had introduced· new ipeas into· 

· the workplace. 
70 % of all UETPs felt that they had made a worthwhile contribu
tion in this area. Areas ranged-from student placemenfto creating 
new transnational links, to SNA and TNA_at regional and sectoral 
level, to issues of graduate employment. 

49 % of universities thought COMETT did not influence policy; 
most pqlicy was already' well developed. 
36% of-firms thought COMETT has had some or· considerable 
influence on their policy towards un,fversities. . 
Only 25 %. regional and 14 %. sectoral_ UETPs -tftought that 
COMETT had some or considerable influence. However, many felt. 
that the indirect influence had been importa~t. COMETT comple
m·ented and enhanced existing models of higher education I 
industry collab~ration . 

Half the yniversities were involved in· natiomil I regional policy . 
similar to COMETT. Some were members of TECs .. -
Fqr firms, the main-examples of COMETT benefits were access to . 
providers of European expertise · and a greater awareness of 

·European training issues. 44 % were involved in similar activities. 
77 %regional and 60 %sectoral UETPs reported establishing links 
between COMETT"and other national I regional policies sharing 
complementary aims. 
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~ FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

UNITED KINGDOM 

1.5 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

Subject 

Overall Impact of 
COMETT 

Contribution of Regional 
UETP Networks 

Articulation of Industrial 
Needs 

Stimulating Transnational 
Outlook in Partners 

Contribution of Sectoral 
UETP Networks 

Summary Response 

Universities generally belieyed COMETT to have little impact, 
even locally. However, the international aspects were seen to give 
credibility to EU training policies. Some thought it·had improved 
technology skill in local companies. 
Half the firms felt that COMETT had made a worthwhile impact 
on their own company particularly through the student placement, 
opening up new skills and awareness of the EU market. Companies 
felt that the overall regional impact of COMETT was small. 
UETPs felt that impact was limited by insufficient funding being 
available to generate large scale interest and participation. 

Universities thought UETPs most rdevant.at a regio·nal rather than 
natiomil level. UETPs were effective at marketing COMETT. 
Newsletters, meetings, placements, short courses were all useful. 
Generally, companies recognised the n'eed for university - enter- · 
prise networks and saw UETPs as one of the catalysts in this area. 
All UETPs saw a need for· higher education I industry networks . 
which would develop transnational links and provide information 
on EU training opportunities. 

Over half the Universities believed that UETPs had little or no 
effect in helping enterprises communicate their needs: many other 
routes existed. 
~or firms, UETPs helped in TNA and in raising the profile of 
training in the company. 
UETPs provided little· clear evidence that they themselves had been 
helpful in this area: 54 %of regional UETPs though little had been 
achieved. 

Universities believed UETPs helped them to look beyond national 
boundaries establishing links with other universities and enterprises 
across Europe. · 
For enterprises, UETPs found partners i;ibroad and provided EU 
students for placement. 
61 % of regional and all sectoral UETPs thought they had contrib
uted some or a great deal to encouraging transnational co-oper
ation. 

. . 
Sectoral UETPs' contribution was not strongly differentiated from 
regional UETPs. They did, however, seem to have closer and more 

, frequent contacts With companies. 

· .. 
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[!;] FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF THE COMETT PROGRAMME 

-UNITED KINGDOM 

2.5 

\ 

·'--

3.1 

. 3.2 

Subject 

Major Strengths and , 
Weaknesses of UETPs in • - ·· 
Member State 

Contribution of Mobiiity 
A£tions to Innovations in 
University /Enterprise Co
operation 

Modification of Policies._ 
and Practices to Faciiitate 
Exchanges 

Summary Response 

Universities believed UETPs strengths lay in their extensive 
contacts with other UK & EU UETPs, universities and enterprises. 
Also, their commitment to industrial development and catalytic . 
stimulation of university. I industry interaction; Weakness lay in 
insufficient funding and spmelim~s in· not,being firmly enough 
linked into their own regional structures. 
For e,nterprises, UETPs' ~trerigths lay in their abilitY to bring 
European O!ganisations together and provide the latest on EU 

. technology training activities. Al§O, the provision of European 
placement opportunities. The weakness·. lay in the lack of 
communality between sectoral and regional UETPs and the funding 
process which made long term ·planning difficult. Communication 
through promotion and. publiCity _was poor.· Low awareness of 

. UETP existence. 
Regional UETPs saw their strengths as: networking, expertise in 
mobility programmes, links with the Commission, project manage-· 
merit, an access point for all to HEis, enterprises and EC Pro-

. grammes. Weakness were insufficient funding, dependence on EC 
funding arid inability to generate: other funding; difficulty in 
retaining industry's interest, being all things to all, etc .. 
Sectoral UETPs strengths included; a cJear mission, good support 
from HEis, industry and EC. expertise in EC f\mding and project 
management. Weaknesses included; rdatively .poor industry links 
and a· poor commercial orientation as well as poor links with some 
countries. 

Just over half the universities beli~ved student placements had· 
contt:ibtited to such innovation. 
Two thirds of enterprises. felt that they had hen'efited from having 
the placement; breaking down national barriers and opening up 

. marketing opportunities as w'ell as the specific technical element 
· contributed. , · · -

85 % of regional UETPs felt that student placements had contrib
uted to innovation: establishing new links, increasing inte~~st and . · 
·demand for students, linking companies to new markets, benefiting· 
universities and linking enterprises to a large pool of well moti-
vated students, -etc. · . · 

Half the universities modified policies or practices t=aaging from 
·greater academic recognition for placements to modification of 
placement procedures. . 
Half the firms surveyed had made. modifications . 

. About three-quarters of UETPs thought universities and· enterprises · 
had made. such modifications: flexibility in course design, assist-

. ance to lecturers in visiting students abroad,_ insurance policies, 
better language preparation; etc. Enterprises had become more · 
flexible in planning and defining work programmes, etc. 
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I UK I FINAL NATIONAL EVALUATIONS OF TliE COMETT PROGRAMME 

UNITED KINGDOM 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

Subject 

Generating Innovative 
Modes of Collaboration in 
Training_ Course Develop
ment 

. Contribution to Improve
ment in Supply of Technol
ogy - Related Training 

~omplementing I 
Strengthening Training 
Initiatives at National Level 

Other Points Raised 

Summary Response 

Universities were evenly divided as to whether COMEiT had 
made innovative contributions. 
70 % of firms thought COMETT had made little or no impact in 
innovation. 
Of UETPs, only 16 % of ·regional- and 57 % of sectoral UETPs 
thought that some or a great deal had been achieved .. This failure 
was due to insufficient Strand C funding and lack of availability of 

· SME staff time. 

Universities were e~enly divided as to whether COMETT had 
contributed. 
In terms of_ quantity or quality. of training, enter prises felt that 
COMETT had made little or no contribution. 
About half the UETPs felt that COMETT had made a contribution 
to quantity and quality through access to a wider group of experts, · 
adding European value, levering other funding, etc. · 

Universities were evenly divided as to whether COMETT had 
contributed. 
59 % of firms felt that COMETT complemented their own training 
activities. 
Sectoral UETPs were more positive than regional UETPs: 57 % 
thought some or a great deal· had been contributed . 

. Conclusion: ... the COMETT programme (has) generally been 
successful in helping to increase a.wareness of Europe in education 
and training ... (but) has been very modest in scope when compared 
with complementary regional and national actions .. The main value 
added by COMETT has been to open up the practice of placements 
to a wider range· of companies .... It has also helped to establish 
new contacts between universities in this country and companies in 
other Member States or in EFT A countries. 

The UK Government's Final Evaluation Report was undertaken by surveying and reporting separately the 
views of universities, enterprises, UETPs and pilot project co-ordinators. The Survey response is given as 
three separate responses 1. = Universities, 2. = Enterprises, 3. = UETPs. 
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